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PKEFACE BY THE KEEPER OF COINS

The present Catalogue describes in two volumes (paged

continuously) the coinage of the later Eoman or Byzantine

Empire from the accession of Anastasius I in a. d. 491 to the

Fall of Constantinople in 1463, With the exception of some

of the specimens arranged under the headings of ' Italian ' and
' Provincial ' coinages, the coins here catalogued are those that

are believed to have been issued by Imperial authority at

Constantinople and the other mint-places of the Empire. The

coinages of the so-caUed ' Empires ' of Nicaea, Thessalonica and

' Trebizond, as well as those of the Vandals, Goths, and Lombards,

which have often been confused with the true Imperial coinages,

are reserved for treatment in a subsequent volume.

The size of the coins is given in inches and tenths, and

the weight in Enghsh Troy grains. Tables for converting grains

into grammes and inches into millimetres, as well as into the

measures of Mionnet's scale, are placed at the end of the second

volume. Two lists of Emperors, one a brief alphabetical list,

the other chronological and more detailed, will be found at the

end of the Indexes.

The whole work has been written by Mr. Warwick Wroth,

Assistant-Keeper of Coins and Medals, and the proof-sheets have

been read by myself and by Mr. G. F. Hill, Senior Assistant

in the Department.

H. A. GEUEBER.

Beitish Museum,

February, 1908.
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INTEODUCTION

§ 1. Extent and Akrangement of Byzantine Coinage.

Sabatiee, in his well-known work entitled Description gSndrale des

monnaies bysantines, published in 1862, has dealt with the coinage of the

later Roman Empire from the reign of Arcadius onwards. But in

choosing this reign as his starting-point he was influenced—as he admits

(eh. i, p. 151)—by motives of convenience and the desire to make his

book a supplement to Henri Cohen's Corpus of Imperial coins. Cohen's

descriptions extend to the reign of Romulus Augustulus, but do not embrace

the coinages of Arcadius and his successors in the Eastern division of the

Empire.

Although collectors and compilers of catalogues have usually followed

Sabatier in regarding the reign of Arcadius as the point de depart of

the later Roman or 'Byzantine' coinage, there is really no historical

justification for such a view. It may, no doubt, be convenient for a historian

of the later Roman Empire to adopt the year 395 (Arcadius and Honorius)

as a starting-point,^ but (as Prof. Bury remarks^) just as there is no

question of two Roman Empires in the days of Constantius and Constans,

so ' the relation of Arcadius and Honorius, the relation of Theodosius II

and Valentinian III, the relation of Leo I and Anthemius, were exactly the

same as the political relation which existed between the sons of Constantino.

However independent one of another, or even hostile, the rulers from time

to time may have been, theoretically the unity of the Empii-e which they

ruled was unaffected '.

If this is true of the general political relations of East and West, it is

no less true of theii- financial relations—at any rate so far as coinage

is concerned. The coins of both great divisions of the Empire from the

reigns of Arcadius and Honorius till the reign of Romulus Augustulus are

homogeneous in style, type and fabric, and cannot be profitably studied

except as a whole.

The position is simplified when the Emperors of the West (and their

mints) disappear from the scene with the resignation of Romulus
Augustulus, A. D. 476. This event is coincident with the early part of

' Cp. Bury, Hist, later Rom. Emp., i, p. ix. '' Op. cit., i, p. vii.
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the reign of Zeno (a. o. 474-491), but it seems better to begin a description

of the later Roman coinage, not with Zeno but—a few years later—with

Anastasius I (a.d. 491-518), who, though he adhered, in the case of his

gold money, to the models of his predecessors, instituted an important

reform in the bronze coinage and inaugurated the large folles (PI. I. 8, 9)

which long remained characteristic of Byzantine coinage.

It may be added that several distinguished numismatists—such as

de Saulcy (in his valuable pioneer Essai cle Classification dea suites

monetaires byzantines, 1836) ; T. B. Burgon (Catal. of Pembroke Collection,

1848, p. 310); Barthdlemy (Rev. num., 1863, p. 456); Babelon (TraitS,

i, p. 14), and, apparently, de Salis—have already expressed the opinion that

a descriptive catalogue may best begin with the coinage of Anastasius I.^

In the arrangement of the coins the important factors are the mint-

place, the denomination and the date of issue. An arrangement according

to 'metals' such as Sabatier adopted can have no scientific justification,

and it can hardly be questioned that, both on historical and numismatic

grounds, the primary classification, in each Emperor's reign, must be

according to Tnints. Under each mint the coins would probably be arranged

most scientifically if they were placed in strict chronological order. Thus,

all the coins of year 1 of each Emperor's reign—of whatever denomination

—

would be placed together ; all those of year 2, of year 3, and so on. But

an arrangement of this kind presents some practical difficulties in the case

of the catalogue of a large collection; one objection being that the

description of each denomination would have to be again and again

repeated under each year. It seems best, then,- under each mint, to group

the coins according to denominations, the specimens of each denomination

being, of course, arranged chronologically, wherever possible. In this way
an important feature—the denomination—is brought into relief, while the

chronological sequence is not greatly, if somewhat, obscured.^ In each

reign, therefore, the great bulk of the coinage will be placed fii-st, under
' Constantinople

' ; then will follow the coins of Thessalonica ; those of the

Asiatic mints (Nicomedia and Cyzicus), and then the coinages minted at

Antioch, Alexandria and Carthage, in Sicily, and at Rome and Ravenna.

Under the mint-heading ' Constantinople ' (e.g.) we shall have (i) the

gold solidi (or nomismata), semisses and tremisses, described in their

approximate chronological order
;

(ii) the silver coins
;

(iii) the bronze

coins, which, till the seventh * century usually beai- their own dates, and
can be arranged mechanically year by year.

' Cp. also Madden in Num. Chron., 1878, p. 169:—'the true Byzantine type of
coinage commences under Anastasius.' Cp. Finlay, Hist. Gr., ii, p. 3.

' As proposed in a paper on the ' Study of Byzantine Numismatics ' contributed liy

the present writer to Corolla Numisnwitica (Oxford, 1906), pp. 325-335.
' In a Co}-pus of Byzantine coinage, the arrangement might also be affected by the

necessity of noting the different series of officinae-marks and even the differences of dies.
* Or even the eighth century.



§ 2. ANASTASIUS I-VITALIAN xiii

§ 2. Historical and Numismatic Summary.

The first ruler whose coins are described in these volumes is Flavius

Anastasius, who was proclaimed Emperor in April, 491, in succession to

Zeno. Anastasius was an Imperial guardsman (silen-
Alt'ASTASIUS I

tiarius) and owed his promotion to Ariadne, the
i aq

widow of his predecessor, whom he married shortly
i t i rio

after his accession. There are coins of Ariadne with

her portrait, but these were all issued during the lifetime of her first

husband.

The reign of Anastasius was, on the whole, a prosperous one, though

troubled by an Isaurian war, by Bulgarian invasions of Thrace and,

especially, by a war with Persia lasting from the summer of 502 till 506,

when the Persians restored their conquests in return for a large indemnity.

In the religious disputes of his time the Emperor ranged himself on the

side of the Monophysites. A rising in 514 in defence j>gyQif of Vitalian
of the Orthodox party was headed by the general . y. 5i4_5i5
Vitalian. In the following year Vitalian advanced to

Constantinople, defeated the Imperial troops, and compelled the Emperor

to come to terms. The coins that have been usually attributed to Vitalian

are undoubtedly barbarous pieces of the time of Justin I or later.^

Anastasius is described by Procopius (Hist, arc, xix. 2) as TrpovorjTiKS-

TUTos T€ a/j.a Kal oiKouoniKwraTOS navrcoi' avTOKparopoov. He built for

the protection of the Capital the Long Wall stretching from the Sea of

Marmora (at Selymbria) to the Black Sea, and i-endered service of a rarer

kind by giving his personal attention to the details of finance, by abolishing

the Chrysargyron, the oppressive tax on receipts that weighed on the

humblest of his subjects, and by practising economy in the Court and

public expenditure. He was thus able, in spite of the large disbursements

of his reign, to leave his successor a treasure of 320,000 pounds of gold.

The great currency-reform of his time was the introduction, in A.D. 498,

of the large bronze ^ follis of 40 nummia, with its smaller denominations

of 20, 10 and 5 nummia (PI. I. 7, 10, 11; PI. II. 1). The new coinage

was welcome to the people as taking the place of bronze coins that were

usually of very small module, and which had evidently become scarce.

It also commended itself by the conspicuous way in which each denomina-

tion proclaimed its value on the reverse—M == 40 ; K = 20, &c.^ These

' See infra, p. 10. The tremissis belonging to Mr. J. W. Barron there referred to,

is thought (as its owner kindly informs me), by some numismatists who have seen it,

to have been altered in the obverse legend, and cannot therefore be claimed as a coin

of Vitalian.

' In some cases brass rather than bronze : cp. § 3, infra.

^ The passage in the Chronicon of Count Marcellinus, under a.d. 498, has been

discussed by Mommsen in Finder and Friedlaender, Beiirage znr alteren MUnzkmide
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coiDS were struck at the three mints which were in operation under

Anastasius—Constantinople, Nicomedia and Antioch. The Imperial gold

and silver money, from this reign onwards, is struck chiefly at Constan-

tinople, or at Carthage and in Italy.

Anastasius was succeeded by Justin I, an illiterate man of peasant-

birth, but a good soldier and at that time commander of the Imperial

Guards. His reign has been described as a mere prelude
JUSTIN I, ^^ ^j^^ j.gjgj^ pj j^jg famous nephew Justinian. In 521
1 July, 618

Justinian assumed the Consulship, and by his display of

' magnificent Games won the favour of the populace.

On 1 April, 527, Justinian was created Augustus, and reigned jointly

with his uncle till 1 Aug., when Justin died. The coins of the joint rule are

now rare, especially the bronze pieces, but the gold

. . coins were probably struck in considerable numbers,

. . ' as there are two varieties of the solidus, each with

. •, . . ',„« its own set of ofiicinae-numerals. The Constantinople
1 April-1 Aug. 527. . , , ,-,,.. f

mint must have been active during the short period

—

four months—when these solidi were issued.

The gold coins of Justin I are of rude work, and it is difficult to

separate them from the numerous 'barbarian' pieces that bear the name

and head of IVSTINVS (see ivfra, p. 21). A silver coin with the name of

' Justin ' (rev., FELIX CARTA), assigned by Sabatier to Justin I, is probably

a Vandalic piece (infra, p. 13, n. 2, and p. 21).^

(Berlin, 1851), p. 123 f. ; cp. p. 135 f. and in his Hist. monn. rom. (ed. Blacasl, iii, p. 100

;

cp. p. 108; see also 0. Seeck in Zeit.f. Num., xvii, p. 164; Finlay, Hist. Gr., i, p. 445;

Babelon, TmM, i, p. 770. The text in RoncalliUs, Vet. Lat. Script. Chron. (1787), p. 305=
Mon. Germ. H. xi, p. 95 is :— ' Nummis quos Romani Terentianos vocant, Graeci follares,

Anastasius princeps suo nomine figuratis placibilem plebi commutationem distraxit.'

The text apparently contains several corruptions. Scaliger and later critics read

placabilem for placibilem: tor follares is leni phollares (Babelon) or phollerales (Scaliger)

;

for Terentianos or terentianos some read teruncios or teruncianos; for commutationem

Nipperdey proposed computationem direxit. Mommsen, who was inclined to read com-

mutationem instruxit, supposed the passage to mean that Anastasius marked each coin

with its respective name {suo nomine figuratis), i.e. with its mark of value, [*i, [S, &c.,

and thereby introduced a change that was welcome to the common people. Finder and

Triedlaender (Beitr&ge, p. 135 f.) declare that suo nomine figuratis must mean that

Anastasius issued coins stamped with his own name. The words may certainly (and

perhaps more easily) bear this latter meaning (subsequently adopted by Mommsen,
Hist. monn. rom., iii, p. 101), but the passage thus translated seems to lose its force,

because the novelty or reform introduced by Anastasius was surely not the stamping
of coins with the Imperial name or monogram—a thing done by his predecessors

—

but the stamping them with their marks of value in a conspicuous manner. Another
reading that has been proposed by Mommsen (ap. Finder and Friedlaender, p. 135)

is implacabilem plehi commutationem distraxit, i.e. 'die bisherige demVolke unbequenie

Art des Miinzverkehrs beseitigte der Kaiser.'

* The alleged representation of EUPHEMIA, the wife of Justin I, on the reverse of

a small bronze coin of her husband (Sab., i, p. 167, No. 59 ; cp. Mem. Soc. arch. St. Pet.,



§ 2. JUSTINIAN I XV

The close of the year 527 ushers us into the spacious times of Justinian,

of Belisarius and Tribonian. The character of Justinian was one strangely

compounded of elements of strength and weakness,
J u- VIM u u J , A e JUSTINIAN I,

and even his ability has been depreciated as oi

a mediocre type. Yet he was certainly the cause
-ia -m

of greatness in others, and was himself inspired with

an exalted, or at least grandiose, sense of the dignity of Empire. His

great ideals were those of Imperial and Christian unity ^—ideals to be

attained by the re-conquest of the ancient Empire of Rome and by the

organization and surveillance of State and Church in every detail.

Yet Justinian, the law-giver and diplomatist, the theologian, the

master-builder of church and fortress, the patron of the Arts, hardly here

concerns us, and it is remarkable that his coinage so imperfectly reflects

the general artistic achievements of his reign. He did nothing to improve

its mechanical execution or to vivify its reverse designs, though he certainly

made an effort in the direction of portraiture so far as his own head

is concerned.^ But the head of Theodora is absent from his coins,

" though the representation of an Empress had for centuries been familiar on

Roman coins, and though his immediate successor (Justin II) associated his

wife with himself on most of his obverses. It is the more remarkable

because Theodora had immense political influence and shared to the full

her husband's Imperial honours. Her name in inscriptions accompanies

that of Justinian ; mosaic portraits and statues of her were everywhere

displaj'ed.^

But Justinian the organizer of victory has left ineflaceable traces on

the coinage, and in place of the five mint-centres of Justin I we have the

eleven or twelve mints of Justinian. The conquest of northern Africa,

of Sicily and Italy, made Carthage, Catina,* Rome and Ravenna Imperial

mints which will interest us till they are lopped ofl" one by one, through the

loss, in the seventh century, of Africa ; of Sicily in the ninth century

;

of Italy in the eighth and the eleventh centuries.® We are concerned,

moreover, with Justinian on account of the great attention that he paid to

iv, p. 293) is in the highest degree doubtful. I suspect the coin to be a badly preserved

example of the piece with rev., Tyche of Antioch, like PL IV. 4, ivfixi ; cp. de Saulcy,

Essai, p. 11.

• Cp. Diehl, Justinien, pp. 21, 22.

" Justinian's portrait is discussed, infra, § 4, Period I.

' Diehl, Justinien, pp. 52, 53, and his Figures hyzantines (1906), ' Theodora,' p. 67.

* This was probably the mint of Sicily as was certainly the case under later

Emperors.
^ Cp. Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, chap, xvii, p. 318 f., ed. 1904. Justinian has been

sometimes reproached for making these re-conquests instead of confining himself to the

wiser policy of strengthening his Eastern provinces. But, as Prof. Diehl has remarked

{Justinien, p. 662), he could not foresee the future. Justinian was not a mere Byzantine

ruler but, in his own belief, the heir of the Caesars, bound to recover, if he could, his

glorious heritage.
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economics, at least as understood by him.^ His reign, in spite of grinding

taxation, of devastating plague (a.d. 542), of extravagant expenditure and

maladministration of the public finances, witnessed a great development

of commerce. His coinage is remarkably abundant and was evidently

regularized with care. This was especially the case with the bronze money

which, from his twelfth year (i.e. a.d. 538/9) onwards, is made to indicate

by regnal years the date of issue, so that at the mints of Constantinople,

Nicomedia and elsewhere we can follow the currency year by year.

Constantinople. The principal mint, as at all periods, was at the

capital. Under Justinian, though not in most later

MINTS OP
reigns, the issue of gold was confined to this centre,

usTiNi
^^^_ ^^g silver elsewhere coined, except at Carthage.

OM-STAN- rpj^^ important city of Thessalonica, and the Asiatic
TINOPLE, &C. -, i-, T n x- j x •

cities, Nicomedia and Cyzicus, continued to issue

bronze on the model of Constantinople.^

Antioch. The usual legend on the coins is ' Theoupolis ',^ a name

assumed by the city after the disastrous earthquake of 29 Nov. 528.

_ __„ The name 'Antioch ' is not found on the coins after this
AITTIOCH.

period though of course it was never really superseded

by the new name. After the destruction of the city by Chosroes in

June 540, it was rebuilt and beautified by Justinian.* We shall note in

later reigns that in this great city of Greeks, Syrians and Jews, Latin seems

to have been imperfectly understood by the Antiochene die-engravers,

and even under Justinian the Latin legends are sometimes most barbarously

reproduced.

Alexandria. This mint, after having been long dormant, once more

.,„_. ,. comes into operation.' It was never important, itsALEXANDRIA. • , . ,, ,, , j x j jcoins being usually small bronze pieces, undated, and,

as time advances, of barbarous style. The highest denomination is

IB (12 nummia).

Carthage. The conquest of Africa necessitated a new coinage, and the

establishment of a mint at Carthage, the capital. Carthage had fallen

into the hands of Belisarius shortly after his victory at

Decimum, 13 Sept. 533. The native chieftains hastened

to make their submission, and Belisarius disbursed large sums as presents.

It is possible that the issue of a silver coinage may have taken place at

once (the coins with CONOS=CONOB, t^. 63, infra), but the minting

of the bronze (marked KAR^T), and, it may be, of the silver, was
probably not carried out till about Sept. 534, when the organization of the

^ Diehl, Justinien, p. 534.

' Thessalonica, however, has denominations peculiar to itself, infra, p. 43.
' See the Catalogue, infra, p. 53. * Procop., De aedif., ii, 10 ; v, 5.

° The coins assigned by Sabatier to Justin I, seem to be better attributed to

.Justin II ; see infi-a, p. 62, note 2.
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new province was proceeding. Africa was placed under a Praetorian

Prefect who had his official residence at Carthage. This city was also the

residence of the African commander-in-chief (magister militum)}

It was perhaps in this year (a. D. 534), the date when Belisarius

celebrated at Constantinople his triumph for the overthrow of the Vandals

and king Gelimir, that the enormous gold medallion, formerly in the

French Collection (see frontispiece, vol. I and p. 25, infra), was produced,

no doubt, at the mint of Constantinople.

Sicily. The conquest of this island by Belisarius followed hard upon

his African success. By the end of 535, Sicily became „
an Imperial province under the governorship of a praetor

(o-TparT/yoy). Its scanty bronze coinage does not seem to be earlier than

A.D. 538.2

There are numerous gold, silver and bronze coins bearing the name of

Justinian which can be identified by style, &c., as the products of an

Italian mint. (In some cases KOMA is named on the ttattatt
coins). The difficulty is to determine whether these MITfTS
coins, or any of them, were struck by the Imperial ^ Rome
mint-masters.

Speaking broadly, and without dwelling on details partly discussed

infra, pp. 73, 74, it may be said that several considerations lead one to

suppose that the whole of these coinages, with the exception of a few

bronze and possibly a few gold pieces, are not Imperial but Ostrogothic.

A comparison of the heads of Justinian on these coins (silver and bronze)

with the heads of the same Emperor on undoubted Ostrogothic coins

(i.e. those with the King's name or monogram), suggests that the entire

series was issued under the same (Ostrogothic) authority.

From the accession of Justinian in 527 till the taking of Rome by

Belisarius in 536 the Imperialists had no foothold in Italy, and it was

not till 552, on the defeat of Baduila (Totila) and the Ostrogoths by

Narses, that Italy really became Imperial.' There was thus ample time

and opportunity for the Ostrogothic mints to continue their operations.

If, moreover, we consider the output of the mint of Rome in the reign

of Justin II and other immediate successors of Justinian, we find that its

issues are exceedingly scanty and chiefiy confined to bronze pieced of the

denominations XX and X.* No doubt a great mass of Ostrogothic

coins bearing the name of Justinian long remained in cii'culation, and

even continued to be imitated over a long series of years, but it is certain

' See Diehl, L'Afrique hijzantine, especially pp. 40 f., 97, 116, &c.
^ The coins are undated, but have the full-face obverse which was first introduced

on Justinian's coinage in a.d. 538/9.

' The struggle did not even quite end till 555. Gregorovius, Hist. Rome, i, p. 483,

Eng. trans.

* There are some solidi and a tremissis that may possibly be Imperial issues of

Justinian, but this is very doubtful ; see infra, pp. 73, 74.

I c
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that the Imperial Eoman mint was not important under the immediate

successors of Justinian, and it is probable that in his reign it had not

assumed a position of any significance.

The only coin assigned in this work to the Roman mint is the bronze

piece (p. 70), marked XX, which is dated year 26, i.e. a.d. 552/3, the

year of the practical conquest of Italy.^

Ravenna. This city passed from the Ostrogoths to Belisarius in

539/40, but money does not seem to have been coined

there till about fifteen yeai's after this event. The

establishment of the Exarchate of Ravenna apparently dates only from the

reign of Maurice Tiberius (a.d. 584).

Cherson and uncertain mints. Justinian had various friendly relations

with the interesting city of Cherson,^ which was an. outpost of commerce,

an oasis of Hellenic civilization, in a desert overrun
CHEKSOBT and 1 1. 1 . tt c< 11 1,by barbarian Huns, home small bronze coins, no

doubt of 5 nummia, have been attributed to it. They
Mints. .

bear the head of Justinian, and on the reverse a mono-

gram which may be read as the name of Cherson.^ This coinage was

scanty and unimportant, though it is possible that it may have been

supplemented by the somewhat similar bronze pieces described, infra,

pp. 72-73, under 'Uncertain Mints'.

Corsica and Sardinia, which fell to the Empire along with Africa, seem

to have had no independent mints. So long as Carthage remained Imperial

these islands doubtless used the coins that emanated from that centre.

Nor do the successes of Justinian in south-eastern Spain (from A.D. 554)

seem to have led to the establishment of Imperial mints, for the gold coins

with the name of Justinian which are discovered in Spain appear to be

chiefl.y the currency of the Visigoths.*

Justinian died on 14 Nov. 565, and his successor was his nephew,

Justin II. He was married to Sophia, niece of Justinian's wife, Theodora.

^.p. ^^ The conspicuous events of the reign of Justin II ^ and

-- -«^ _„-' of his successors Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius are
15 Nov. 565 1 . , ,, , , .

,= y. i ^r,c concerned with the exhausting struggle with the Persians

;

—5 Oct. 578. ° "^
with the devastation of the Balkan Peninsula by Slavs

and Avars; and the conquests (from a.d. 568) of the Lombards in Italy.

' Even to this coin Ravenna may have a claim; see infra, p. 70, note 1. In 554
the Emperor confided to the revived Senate of Rome the supervision of weights and
measures. The governor of Rome at this time was ih.e praefeetits urhis nominated by the
Praetorian Prefect. Cp. Diehl, Etudes sur Vadministration hyz. dans Vexarchat de

Baveiiiie, p. 125 i. ^ Cp. Procop., De aedif., iii, 7. See Byz. Zeitschrift, iv, 397.
"' A. V. Oreshnikov, ' Chersono-Byzantine coins' in vol. iii of the Transactions of the

Moscow Numismatic Society, 1905, p. 362 ; PI. VIII. 1-3. See also Sab., PI. XVII. 17
and infra, p. 43, note.

* Cp. F. Gorres, 'Die byzantinischen Besitzungen an den Kiisten des Spanisch-
Westgotischen Reiches (554-624) ' in B. Z., 1907, p. 515 f. " Bury, Hist., ii, p. 67 f.
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The general disintegration of the Empire reaches a climax in the reign of

Phocas'^ (a.d. 602-610), but in the course of the seventh century the

Empire is rescued from destruction and revived by the energy of

Heraclius.

During the last four years of his life Justin II was insane, but in

a lucid interval in Dec. 574 he created Tiberius II Caesar, and, till the

death of Justin II in 578, Tiberius ruled (as a subordinate co-regent) with

the Empress Sophia.

Sophia, unlike her aunt Theodora, assumes a prominent place on the

Imperial coinage from the very first year of Justin's reign ; the usual

type of the bronze coins being a group of the Emperor

and Empress enthroned (PI. XL 8-11). She does not , .

appear on the gold and silver. On the coins of Carthage,

not only the effigy but the name of the Empress is added to that of her

husband, in the inscription DN IVSTINO ET SOFIE VITA (p. 99, infra).

Perhaps these figures reproduce actual statues such as those which are

known to have stood in public places at Constantinople—statues ofJustin II

and Sophia, of his daughter Arabia and of Helena his niece.^

During this reign all the mints of Justinian continue in operation, and

gold coins seem also to have been struck at Ravenna. At the Capital,

a new reverse type is introduced on the solidus, a seated figure of

Constantinople (Nia 'Pcofirj : PI. XL 1). John of Ephesus ^ says that on

his ' daries ' (i. e. solidi) Justin ' introduced a female figure which was

generally compared to Venus ', but that his successor Tiberius II discon-

tinued this design and, in accordance with the dictation of a vision,

caused the Cross to be represented on the reverse of his coins. It seems

strange that the armed and draped figure of Constantinople should have

been mistaken, even by the most ignorant, for the Goddess of Love, yet

John's statement is at any rate correct as to the reverse-type substituted

by Tiberius.''

The coins of Antioch are remarkable for the entirely barbarous

legends of the obverses, which must have been prepared by engravers

who were unacquainted with Latin.

At Carthage, the variety of types is noteworthy. We know that

in Justin's reign some special care was bestowed on the administration

of Africa and the regulation of its finances. Carthage erected statues

in honour of this Emperor.^ The silver coins (PI. XIH. 3) bear

^ Bury, op. cit., ii, p. 68. ^ Dnger's Quellen der Byz. Ktmstgesch., pp. 251, 263.

' iii, 14, trans. R. Payne Smith.
^ On the obv. of his solidi Justin II holds the globus surmounted by a Victory

offering a wreath : on the solidi of Justinian I the Emperor holds the globus cruciger.

The Victory introduced by Justin may be compared with the wreath-bearing Victory

that surmounted the Imperial throne of Justin JI ; cp. Corippus, In laud. lust., iii, 201 f.

;

Bayet, L'Art hyz., p. 94.

^ Diehl, L'Afrique hyzantine, p. 4-58 f.
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the legend FELIX RESPVBL(ica) and Justin's panegyrist Corippus

declares :

—

Felix est totus lustino principe mundus ;
^

Ijut probably this particular inscription was suggested by the FELIX

CARTHAGO of the Vandalic coinages.'^

Tiberius II, Constantine,^ Count of the Excubiti, who had been

appointed Caesar by Justin II in Dec. 574, became Augustus and sole

Emperor in Sept. 578, in the month preceding the
TIBERIUS II, ^^^^^ Qf jugtin II In ^^^q dates on his coins he
owsTANTUiTE,

usually reckons his 'reign' as beginning with his

°^ ^'
' Caesarship, but there is no evidence that decisively

' proves that he struck money till he became sole ruler
Augustus and sole •,, 4.4tj- -e a i j

„„ „ ^ and Augustus.* His wile Anastasia now received
ruler, 26 Sept. 578 _ .

°
Imperial honours and took the place of his former

co-regent, the widowed Empress Sophia (cp. obv. of

coins of Thessalonica, PI. XV. 3, Tiberius II and Anastasia).

Tiberius merited praise as a ruler for the attention which he paid

to the army and for his remission of taxation throughout the Empire.

But his popularity was largely achieved—to the great detriment of the

Impei'ial treasury—by the most extravagant donations to all sorts and

conditions of men. One of the most politic of his gifts was the presentation

to Chilperic, King of the Franlcs, of gold coins or medallions each of

a pound's weight (cp. infra, p. 105).

The election of Tiberius to the (sole) consulship gave occasion at

Constantinople and several provincial mints for a new obverse type

representing the Emperor in Consular dress. The earliest of these coins

belong to 578/9 (regnal year ' 5
'). The bronze coins of this type are

large and well struck, and the solidus is of relatively good work
(PL XIV. 5 ; XVI. 3 ; XIII. 20). We have already noticed (p. xix, supra)

that he introduced a sacred reverse-type—the Cross—on all denominations

of his gold money. Another innovation was the introduction of a bronze

piece of XXX nummia.

Tiberius died on Aug. 13, 582. A few days earlier (Aug. 5), realizing

that he was dying, he had elected as his successor Mauricius, the Count

1 Corippus, Paneg. in laud. Anastasii, 1. 33 ; ed. Partsch. At the processus of

Justin IPs Consulship, the Senate (according to Corippus, lit laud. lust., iv, 1. 130 f.)

saluted the Emperor-Consul with cries of ' Vinoas ' and ' Consule te felix, te principe,

iioreat orbis '.

' Corippus, lohann., vi (v), 58, 59, 'felix Carthago lustiniana.' Cp. Felix Roma the
favourite motto of the Ostrogoth Theodoric :

' Regnante Theodorico Domino nostro
felix Roma ' (Gtregorovius, Eome, Book 11, chap, ii, pp. 315, 316, Eng. trans.).

^ The name of Constantine had been bestowed on Tiberius by Justin 11 when he
appointed him Caesar; John of Ephesus, iii, 5, 10, 23 ; Chron. Pasch., p. 376 a, cited by
Clinton, Fast. Rom., p. 834. As to the name on the coins, see infra, p. 130 n.

^ On the difBculties of the dating on the coins see the discussion, infra, p. 125.
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of the Foederati (barbarian auxiliaries), a good general who had recently

returned from the campaign in Persia.

Maurice—who had assumed the additional name of Tiberius—had

a reputation for piety and moderation. He was stigmatized as avaricious,

but he seems only to have practised a wise economy maUBICE
which contrasted strongly with the lavish expenditure TIBERIUS
of his predecessor. Until the peace of a.d. 591, the

^^ ^^^ gg2
Persian War was a perpetual drain upon his resources, _^^ Nov. 602
while he was further harassed, during his twenty /^^ ^e or 27 Nov.).

years' reign, by the struggle with the Avars and Slavs.

His unsympathetic treatment of the army, or perhaps his disciplinary zeal,

led to a revolt in which the centurion Phocas took a leading part. Phocas

marched on Constantinople and Maurice fled to Chalcedon, but was

captured and put to death by Phocas on 26 (or 27) Nov. 602.

The mints of this reign continue as before, and the coinage is

abundant. At Thessalonica, the flourishing city where the Prefect of

Ulyricum resided, the dated coinage extends from the second to the last

year of the Emperor's reign, but there are apparently no coins of years

16, 17, 18, i.e. from a.d. 597/8 to A.D. 599/600. It seems to have been

in the year 597 that the city experienced a siege at the hands of the

Avars. ^

The coinage of Carthage—partly dated by Indictions—is fairly

important. In this reign the Exarch of Africa (in place of the Magister

militum Africae) is mentioned (a.d. 591) for the first time. The Exarchs

were selected judiciously by Maurice, and they governed and defended the

country with success against native risings. The insurrection of 595 was

the last revolt of the Africans against the Byzantine authority.^

The coinage of Rome continues to be very scanty, but that of Ravenna

is more important : the Exarch of Ravenna was apparently first created in

this reign, circ. A.D. 584.^

The bronze of Sicily, now marked with the mint-name Catina, becomes

more abundant, and was issued during many years of the reign.

The Lombard and Gaulish imitations of the coinages of Maurice * lie

beyond the limits of this work, though they illustrate the history of his

reign. The Duchies of Spoletium and Beneventum had already been

formed by Lombard chiefs, and from 584 onwards the Lombardic conquests

in northern Italy began to be consolidated and completed. Against the

Lombards Maurice sought the help of the Franks, and sent a subsidy

of 50,000 solidi to Childebert, whom he saluted as his ' son '.

The somewhat interesting family coinage of Maurice Tiberius must be

' Bury, Hist., ii, p. 134 f. Thessalonica was thrice besieged in the seventh century.

' Diehl, VAfr. byz., pp. 478, 482.

^ Bury's Gibbon, iv, p. 545 ; Diehl, L'Exarchat de Eavenne.
* Cp. p. 161, infra.
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noticed. It consists (i) of bronze coins (PI. XX. 1) bearing the figures of

the Emperor and his wife Constantina (the daughter
am y oinage.

^^ Tiberius II, Constantine), and—on the reverse—

their son Theodosius, represented in youth or manhood. These coins

were struck at Cherson, which, though commercially important and

tenacious of its old Hellenic independence, was never one of the great

mints of the Empii-e and had apparently issued coins hitherto only under

Justinian I.^ It is probable that Maurice had some special connexion

with this city, and that the issue of coins from its mint was intended as

a compliment, on one side or the other.^ (ii) There are silver coins of

Carthage bearing the name of Theodosius (Augustus) only. On one type

of these (PI. XX. 3) are three busts which may be best identified as those

of Theodosius and of his father and mother.

As to the date of these family coins : Theodosius was born 4 Aug. 584.

A few years later (about 589?) he was created Augustus. This is the

earliest date at wbich these coins can have been struck, but unless we

are to assume that the representation of Theodosius is purely conventional

(a child represented as youth or man), it is better to place the issue a few

years later when the precocious Augustus was at any rate about twelve or

thirteen. Perhaps the issue of the coins took place about 596/7 when

ilaurice made a remarkable will by which he bequeathed the Empire to his

sons. The share assigned to Theodosius as the eldest was Constantinople

and the East. The coins are not likely to have been struck so late as

601/2, because in that year Theodosius was very much in disgrace with

his father (who, indeed, chastised him with rods) on account of his

connexion with Germanus, who was charged with rebellion against the

Emperor. Theodosius was put to death by Phocas in 602, shortly after his

father. His mother Constantina was imprisoned, and put to death in 605.

Phocas, who had been crowned Emperor on 23 Nov. 602, shortly

before his execution of Maurice Tiberius, was an ignorant and brutal

soldier, regarded by his contemporaries as a sort of
PHOCAS ' o ^ ±

' monster—the ' New Gorgon '. His very appearance was
23 !N'ov. 602 .'

repulsive, and Cedrenus^ describes him as short and

deformed, with red hair and shaggy eyebrows that met

together (but with a shaven chin),* and a face disfigured by an ugly scar

which darkened in moments of anger. On his coins (PI. XX. 4, &c.) Phocas

' Cp. p. xviii, siyj/ff.

^ The inscription in Boeckh, C.I. G?., vol. iv, No. 8740, mentions the restoration of

the palace {Kaurdpiov) in Bosporus which Eupaterios, o-T/jar/jXai-i;? xai Sov$ Xepa-Hvos,

undertook at the expense of a Byzantine Emperor. According to Latyschev (cited B. Z.,

iv, 1895, p. 397) the Emperor in question is probably Maurice Tiberius and the date

A. r>. 590.—To the references to the Chei-son coins on pp. 158, 159, infra, add
A. V. Oreshnikov, ' Chersono-Byzantine Coins,' printed in vol. iii of the Transactiotis of
the Moscoic Xiimiinnatic Society, Moscow, 1905, PI. VIII. 5-12.

^ P. 404 = i, 708, ed. Bonn. * 26vo<ppis t€ Koi to yivemv K^ipofifvos.
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has an unkempt, almost ruffianly appearance : he is always represented

bearded/ so that the description of Cedrenus must, in this particular,

be inaccurate.^ We may rely all the more on the testimony of the

coins because, in this case, a bearded Emperor is a deliberate innovation

on the beardless type of the previous reigns. Moreover, the leaden seals

of this Emperor have the same legend and bearded bust as the coins.

^

During the earlier years of his rule Phocas places on the bronze coins

the two standing figures of his wife Leontia and himself, Leontia being

usually nimbate.* The coinage as a whole was fairly abundant, and was

struck at nine mints. Many of the bronze pieces are restruck, chiefly on

the coins of Maurice Tiberius.

' The reign of Phocas ' (says Gibbon) ' afflicted Europe with ignominious

peace and Asia with devastating war.' The peace was that which was

concluded with the Avars in 604, when at the same time the Imperial

tribute to them was increased. The Persian war was especially disastrous.

In 606-607 the Persians overran western Mesopotamia and Syria, and in

608 theii" army advanced across Asia Minor to Chalcedon so that blazing

villages could be seen from Constantinople itself.

The tyranny and stupidity of Phocas increased the disorders of

a troubled period. His endeavour to constrain his Jewish subjects to

accept the Christian sacrament of Baptism led to serious revolts (a.d. 609)

in Antioch and Alexandria.' The many conspiracies of the reign were

successfully repressed by him, but, finally, on 4 Oct. 610, a new rival,

Heraclius, the son of Heraclius the elder, the venerated Exarch of Africa,

defeated the Emperor's fleet. The tyrant was put to death, and Heraclius

was proclaimed Augustus and crowned by the Patriarch in Constantinople

on Oct. 5.

A coinage of solidi (vo/xicrnaTa), now very scarce, was evidently

prepared in haste for circulation with the name of

Heraclius. This vofiiafia was closely modelled upon '

the corresponding coin of Phocas, and the portrait is n -p i!,

not distinguishable from that of Phocas (see infra,

p. 184, note 3 ; PI. XXIH. 1). But Heraclius soon instituted a new vofxiajxa

* On the Constantinopolitan semisses and tremisses he is beardless, but the obverses

of these denominations are purely conventional and are repeated from reign to reign.

On the corresponding Ravenna pieces Phocas is usually given a beard.

^ Unless possibly it means that the beard on his chin was trimmed [cp. the i^ointed

beard of the coins] but not clean shaven.

' Schlumberger, Sigillogr., p. 420 ; Konstantopoulos in Journal internat. d'arch. mim..

1903, p. 70. A steelyard weight in the British Museum having the form of a bearded
Emperor has been identified with probability, on comparison with the coins, as Phocas

:

see Dalton, B. M. Cat., Early Christian Antiquities, No. 485.

* Cp. Gibbon, v, p. 64, ed. Bury :— ' The images of the Emperor and his wife Leontia

were exposed in the Lateran to the veneration of the clergy and Senate of Rome.'
* Of Alexandria there arc a number of extremely barbarous coins which appear to

belong to this reign.
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on which the cross potent (ah'eady found on the tremissis of Phocas, but

without steps) takes the place of the figure of Victory. From his thii-d

year onwards variations in the obverse type in all metals become frequent.

Most commonly Heraclius appears with his young son Heraclius Constantine,

who was born in May, 612 and crowned Augustus in 613. His son (by

Martina, his second wife) Heraclonas, who was born in 615 and crowned

Augustus in 638, appears on the coins with his father and elder brother,

but not (at Constantinople) before the year 639/40.^ When the Empress

Mai-tina is seen it is in conjunction with her husband and her stepson

Heraclius Constantine.

These family groupings are represented quaintly but not without

a touch of artistic feeling (see PI. XXIII. 7, 10 ; XXIV. 10), and it may
be said that the engraving of the gold and silver coins of Heraclius

(at any rate at Constantinople) is throughout fairly neat and skilful.

Heraclius himself, according to the description in Cedrenus,^ was a man
of middle height, strongly built and broad-chested, with fine eyes and

yellow hair: he had a long bushy beard, but when he became Emperor

he shaved. The coins represent him in a.d. 610 with a pointed beard like

Phocas,^ but shortly afterwards with a close beard (PI. XXIII. 1 and 2).

From about 629/30, the twentieth year of his reign, he presents a grotesque

appearance with a long flowing beard and a moustache of enormous

extension (PI. XXHI. 9).

The earlier years of the reign of Heraclius were times of grievous

disaster for the Empire. Persia was, indeed, a vetus hostis, but its

hostility was now productive of unexampled misfortune. Phocas had lost

Mesopotamia ; but Asia Minor was now overrun by the Persians right up

to Chalcedon. Sj'ria was attacked, and in 611, Antioch, and in 614,

Jerusalem were captured.* A precious relic, the Holy Rood, was carried

off to Persia. The new coin-legend, Deus adiuta Romanis, fii-st adopted on

the silver of 615,' must have had an almost pathetic significance. In 617

the Persians captured Alexandria and robbed the Empire of ' Egypt ', the

granary of Constantinople. But in 622 there came a change. Heraclius

had proclaimed a crusade which was welcomed with something like

national enthusiasm. The churches of Constantinople lent their plate and

treasure, and the free doles of corn to the populace were discontinued. The

Emperor himself commanded in person, and by a long series of campaigns

lasting from 622 to 628^ completely shattered the power of Persia.

' On coins of Eome (p. 243, infra) Heraclonas appears a.d. 622/3.
2 Buiy, Hist, ii, p. 208.

^ No doubt a fancy portrait ; see p. xxiii, supra, and infra, p. 184, note 3.

* Pernice, L'Imp. Eraclio, p. 64, note.
' Toirif Tia trei (615) yiyovev diro vofiov vo/iKr/ia i^dypaiifiov dpyvpoiv, Kal jSairiXiKai poyai

bi avTov yeyovaiTi Kill Kara to jjiuirv ttjs dp;(uioVi/roE, Chron. Alex., vol. i, p. 706, ed. Bonn.
•^ So Pernice, op. cit., p. 57. In 626 a formidable but unsuccessful attack was made

upon Constantinople by the Persians allied witli Avars and Slavs.
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In 628 the Persian King Chosroes died. His son made submission to

Heraclius and peace was established. In the following year (629) the

Empire was again in possession of Egypt and of the other provinces of

which Persia had deprived it. The Holy Rood was given back to Heraclius

and was solemnly reinstated by him at Jerusalem (a.d. 629).^ The long

cross seen on the coins of a.d. 629/30 in the hands of the Emperor may
perhaps be not a mere cruciform sceptre but the Rood itself (PI. XXIV. 5

;

XXVII. 20 ; infra, p. 234).

But a power more formidable than the Persian was already rising, and

at a time when the Empire was exhausted by long warring and drained

by new taxation, the gi-eat Islamic movement under Mohammad had to be

reckoned with. In 634 the Arab conquest of Syria began. Damascus,

Antioch and Jerusalem fell into the hands of the Saracens, and by 638 the

conquest was complete. The Arab invasion of Egypt was reserved for

the last melancholy years of the reign of Heraclius, and its capital

Alexandria did not fall till some time after his death, which took place

on n Feb. 641.

During this long and momentous reign no less than twelve mints were

in operation, but no important changes were made in the coinage beyond

the issue of the ' silver Hexagram ' (= double miliaresion), a piece of

six scripula, extant specimens of which weigh a little over 100 grains Troy.

A curious feature of the bronze coinage, probably significant of an
ill-supplied treasury and of careless administration, is the constant evidence

of restriking. Instances in which new flans were prepared for the coinage

of Heraclius are probably exceptional ; the general rule being to utilize as

flans any older coins that came to hand, especially those of Tiberius II

Constantine, Maurice Tiberius and Phoeas. Restriking has been noticed

in previous reigns, but under Heraclius it was particularly extensive and
slovenly. Little or no attempt is made to obliterate the first types, and the

original dates and mint-names are often more conspicuous than those

impressed by Heraclius. Sometimes the old coin restruck by Heraclius

has itself been originally restruck. In Sicily, the large M coins of the

fifth and sixth centuries (Anastasius I—Justinian I) and certain coins of

Heraclius himself, struck at various mints, were reissued with no alteration

Ijeyond two countermarks which showed the reigning Emperor's head and
the name of ' Sicily ' (PI. XXVIII. 3, 4, &c.). A curious parallel may be

found in the history of the English coinage under George III, when the

government of the day—as a makeshift for a much-needed new issue of

five-shilling pieces—put into circulation a great mass of Spanish dollars,

countermarked either with G. R. (Georgius rex) or with a small head of

George III.

Of the twelve mints, the most important was Constantinople, where

' On the date of the restoration of the Rood, see Pernice, op. cit., pp. 317 f., 174 f.

I d
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a long and nearly unbroken series of dated coins was issued from the

first to the thirtieth year of Heraclius. In bronze, the

„ ,- only important denomination was the foUis (marked M).

The succession of the types can be studied conveniently

on the dated bronze pieces of this mint. In years 1 to 3 we find

Heraclius alone; from year 3 to 5, Heraclius and his son Heraclius

Constantine ; from year 6 to 19, the group of Heraclius, Heraclius Con-

stantine and Martina. In year 20 (== A. d. 629/30) there is a new variety

—

Heraclius in military dress and Heraclius Constantine. In year 30

(a. d. 639/40) we find the three figures of Heraclius, Heraclius Constantine

and Heraclonas.

Carthage in this reign is also a mint of considerable importance.

Heraclius as the son of an exarch of Africa had a peculiar regard for

the province, and at one time contemplated the substitution of Carthage

for Constantinople as his capital. Under Heraclius, Africa was prosperous

and peaceful, though towards the end of his reign the disorganization

of the province had already begun, and the Berbers and other native

peoples were asserting their independence.^ The African coins present

several peculiarities, especially the representation of Heraclius and his

eldest son in the guise of Consul. The first appearance here, cii-c. A. d. 629,

of a Greek legend—6N TOSTO NIKA—is also notewortliy.

Alexandria has a varied and somewhat curious coinage. The capture

of the city by the Persians took place at the end of a. d. 617,^ but in

627/8 the Persians evacuated Egypt, and the Imperial supremacy was

restored and confirmed by the peace of 629. It is strange that there

should be coins (see infra, p. 224, M) that bear dates from 622/3-623/4,

and thus fall within the period of Persian rule. The undated coins {infray

p. 224 ; PI. XXVI. 7, 8) with the star and crescent on the obverse are

also remarkable,^ and these symbols may perhaps commemorate the

victory over the Persian king Chosroes, whose emblems they were ;* and

if this is the right interpretation the coins were probably struck in 628,

the year of the death of Chosroes, or in 629.

The Persian invasion of Egypt was to be followed, after some years

interval, by the still more important attack of the Arabs. This latter invasion

began in Dec. 639,^ and in June 641 (i. e. a few months after the death

of Heraclius) Alexandria was attacked. It capitulated in Nov. 641, and

was finally evacuated by the Eomans in Sept. 642. At the end of 645

the city was retaken by the Romans, but was finally regained by the

^ Diehl, VAfr. hyz., p. 517 f. In Spain, most of the Imperial possessions were lost

in A.D. 616 and again 621-631 ; Diehl, p. 531.
'' A. J. Butler, Arab Conquest of Mgypt, pp. xxvii, xxviii.

' Notice also the crown with cross in crescent on No. 276, p. 224, infra.

* Cp. Froehner, Anmiaire de la soc.franf. de Num., 1890, p. 472 f.

'^ Butler, op. cit., for this and the following dates.
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Arabs in the summer of 646. It will thus be seen that there was

opportunity for the intermittent activity of the mint of Alexandria during

the earlier years of Constans II, the successor of Heraclius. I have not,

however, ventured definitely to assign coins to his reign, though, as

indicated, infra, p. 227, some of the more barbarous pieces described under
' Heraclius I, Alexandria ' may have been issued A. D. 641-646, and thus

during the reign of Constans. It seems likely that with the Arabian

conquest in the summer of 641 the mint came to an end. Yet it is just

possible that some of the coins with apparently barbarous legends, flAN,

nON, &c. (ivfra, p. 227), may have emanated from Alexandria even

under the domination of the Arabs ; for under the new rulers the old

civil administration of Egypt was, on the whole, maintained unaltered,

and many official posts were even filled by Coptic Christians.^

The coinage of Eome is insignificant ; that of Ravenna in gold, silver

and bronze of much greater importance. In Sicily we have already

observed (p. xxv, supra) the issue of old folles stamped with the Emperor's

countermark. The smaller denominations in bronze were struck at Catina.

Antioch (Theoupolis), captured first by the Persians in A. D. 611,^ and

then by the Arabs in 636,^ issued no coins under Heraclius, though

once so prolific a mint. The only exception is formed by the coins of

year 7 (= a. D. 616/7) with the inscription SEWSM, apparently a blundered

rendering of 'Theoupolis'.

The old mints of Thessalonica, Nicomedia and Cyzicus continued in

operation, and two other places now strike for the first and last time under
Byzantine rule—Isaura Palaia, which issued coins of year 8 ( = A. d. 617/8),

and a Cj'priote mint, doubtless Constantia, which struck in year 17

(— A.D. 626/7) or perhaps as early as year 15 (= A. D. 624/5).

Heraclius by his will left the administration of the Empire to his

two sons Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas, and

to the Empress Martina. Heraclius Constantine died,
Hekaclifs

after a few months' reign, on 24 May, 641. In
Constantine

September, Constantinus (III), called also Constans

(II),* the young son of Heraclius Constantine and

grandson of the great Heraclius, was chosen Emperor. He was crowned

in October, and Heraclonas and his mother, Martina, were deposed.

' Butler, op. eit., p. 450. Fustat Misr, not Alexandria, was now tbe capital

Of Egypt.
' Bury's Gibbon, v, 69 f.

' Bury, Hist., ii, 267 n. ; Bury's Gibbon, v, 437 n.

* His baptismal name was Heraclius, changed at his coronation to Coristantinus.

This last was evidently his official name, Constans being a popular appellation (Bury's

Gibbon, v, 176 n.; Kaestner, De Impevio Constantlni III (1907), p. 24j. On the coins

he is always ' Constantinus ', but to avoid possible difficulties in the numbering of the

many Emperors named Constantine, and in accordance with the usage of most modern
historians (following Theophanes), the Emperor has here been spoken of as Constans II.
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There are no coins that can, with any certainty, be assigned to this

period between the death of Heraclius in Feb. 641 and the coronation

of Constantinus III (Constans II) in October of the same year.

The coinage of Constans II is closely modelled on that of his grand-

father, Heraclius, and in various series he associates himself with the

figures of his son Constantine IV, Pogonatus (Augustus
CONSTAWS II

^^^^ ^ ^ gg^^^ ^^^ j^-g younger sons Heraclius and
(CoM-STAWTiiTus

T-,^gj.j^g jjis coins were struck at five mints only—
'' °?! Constantinople, Sicily (Catina or Syracuse), Carthage,

'^'' ' Rome and Ravenna^—as compared with the twelve

mints of Heraclius ; in other words, Thessalonica, Nicomedia, Cyzicus,

Antioch and Alexandria ^ have ceased to coin, as well as the short-lived

mints of Isaura and Cyprus.

The gold coinage issued at the Capital is abundant and well struck

and the number of dies employed is very remarkable. The bronze

coinage, on the contrary, is very badly struck, and the types are usually

impressed on earlier coins, which are sometimes the large coins of the

sixth century cut up into two or three pieces. The chief denomination

is the foUis (marked Pi) which is now of small module : on most of these

coins the inscription dvavicocris occurs (see infra, p. 266 n.).

The Carthage mint continues to be of considerable importance, though

after the Arab invasion of 647 the Imperial domination of Northern Africa

began to be seriously threatened. Sicily, in place of the old sixth-century

coins which Heraclius had made current by his countermarks, has now
types of its own, but even these are generally restruck on earlier money.

Under the rule of Constans, a man of energetic and independent

character, the territory of the Empire was not materially curtailed, though

in the earlier part of his reign Cyprus was attacked, Rhodes plundered and

Armenia lost. Alexandria was razed to the ground in a.d. 646.^ In 658/9

Muaviah the Caliph made peace with the Emperor. In 663 hostilities

were renewed and the Arabs made yearly invasions of Asia Minor.

^ Some of the barbarous Alexandrian coins catalogued under Heraclius I may
possibly have been struck in the early years of Constans 11 ; see supra, p. xxvii.

^ In A.D. 647 Gkegoey the Patrician, Governor of Africa, revolted and assumed the

purple. According to Ibn Abd-el-Hakam he struck coins vifith his own eflSgy (Kaestner,

De Imp. Constant., p. 34; Diehl, L'Afr. hyz., p. 557). Some small silver coins have been
sometimes attributed to him {JHev. beige, 1856, p. 191, cp. p. 492 ; 1857, p. 22 ; Helbing
Sale Cat., 13 May, 1907, lot 170 and plate. The obi: has a crowned Imperial bust.

o
Rev., ^+R. The attribution does not seem to me certain, and the style of the obverse

€

appears to be later than the time of the African Gregory. Two specimens in the
British Museum are assigned to the series of Beneventum : one of these formed part

of the large collection of Italian coins purchased by the Museum in 1847 from
Baron Kolb.
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Constans was unpopular in the Capital, and his famous Tvrros, which

forbade all discussion as to the nature of the will and the nature of the

energy of Christ, though intended to make for peace, seemed to his subjects

to treat with contemptuous indifference the burning theological issues of

the day.^ In 662 he left Constantinople never to return. On his way to

Italy he visited Athens, and it is likely enough that he and his courtiers

brought with them the numerous gold coins that in our own time have

been discovered buried at the site of the Asklepieion.^ After ravaging the

territory of the Dukes of Beneventum, which he was unable to recover for

the Empire, Constans took up his residence at Syracuse, where he lived till

668, when he was assassinated by his bathing-attendant. He had reigned

twenty-seven years.

His son Constantine IV had, since 654, been associated with his father

as Augustus, and it is from this year that Constantine reckons his regnal

years when—as is only exceptionally the case— „«„ . ,^„^,^.„ „.^
-, . . ., ,

-^
, . . TT . • T

CONSTANTINE IV,
a date is inscribed on his coins. He is said to _
1 • T , • 1 T. /. 1

POGOBTATXTS,
have acquired the nickname rogonatus from the „ , ggQ_gg„4. goc
circumstance that when he left the Capital for

Sicily to avenge his father's death his face was smooth, but when he

returned he had grown a beard. On the coins we find both beardless and

bearded types, but ' Pogonatus ' is an epithet more suitable to the enormous

beards of Heraclius and Constans II than to the short close beard of

Constantine as shown on his coins (PI. XXXVI).
During this reign the Bulgarians settled to the south of the Danube

(their kingdom was established a.d. 679), and the Slavs more than once

besieged Thessalonica, now no longer an Imperial mint. But the life-and-

death struggle was with the Caliph Muaviah and the Saracens. A great

siege of Constantinople, extending over the years 672-677, was successfully

resisted, and the army and fleet of the infidel suffered disastrous defeat.

In 678 peace was made with the Caliphate on honourable terms, and

Constantine, who played something of the heroic part of Heraclius and

Leo the 'Isaurian', received the congratulations of the western world.

It is probably not without significance that on the obverses of his coins

this Emperor is represented—almost throughout—as an armed warrior.

The design is borrowed from the earliest type of the solidi of the great

Justinian (itself modelled on a type found in preceding reigns), and the

characteristic feature is that the Emperor holds a spear and a shield

(adorned with the device of a horseman attacking a prostrate enemy).

On the second type of the solidi of Justinian I (and aftei-wards on the

solidi of his successors) the Emperor holds the globus cruciger instead of

the spear, but Constantine IV only exceptionally lays aside his spear for

the globus.

' Buiy, Hist., ii, 304.

" Svoronos, in Journ. intemat. d'arch. num., 1904, p. 143 f.
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Constantine's bronze coins struck at the Capital are of about the same

large module as those of Justinian I, though it may be suspected, perhaps,

that old coins of Justinian have been restruck with the types of the later

Emperor. His Sicilian coins are like those of his father Constans. His

Carthage coinage, though showing (on the thick solidi) traces of barbarism,

continues to be important : in spite of the Arab invasion of Africa in 669,

and of the foundation of Kairouan, south of Carthage, the Imperialists still

held their ground, and at the end of the seventh century, Carthage and

Hadrumetum and many citadels of the interior were still in their

hands.^

In the acts of his reign and on many of his coins, Constantine IV

is associated with his younger brothers Heraclius and Tiberius, but he

deposed them from their Imperial position, circ. 680. The extraordinary

demand made by the army of the Anatolic district that Constantine should

associate his two brothers in his rule because—being believers in the

doctrine of the Trinity—they wished to be governed by a trinity of

Emperors, may perhaps throw light on the feeling that inspired the

frequent representation on Imperial coinage of groups of three (e.g.

Heraclius and family and later Emperors).

Constantine died in 685, leaving his throne to his eldest son Justinian II,

who was then sixteen, and who had been associated with his father (though

not apparently on the coins) since 680.

Justinian II was successful in a war with the Bulgarians, but in 692

he quarrelled with the Caliph Abdalmalik, and the Imperial arms suffered

defeat in Cilicia and Cappadocia at the hands of the Saracens.

Justinian employed as his ministers two men, Stephanus and

Theodotus, whose rapacity and extortionate dealing

—

not alien to a certain strain ol cruelty m his own
^ ''' character—made him immensely unpopular. In 695

Sept. 685-695. , ,, u .1 1 t a- ahe was overthrown by the general Leontius and

banished with his nose slit,^ or at any rate branded, to Cherson.

Leontius reigned three years, and like most of the
LEONTIUS, ephemeral monarchs who ascended the Imperial throne,
695-698. probably issued coins, though none are known to be

extant.^

With regard to the coinage of Justinian II during the period 685-695

it may be noticed that he introduced some interesting types, notably the

head of the Saviour (in two forms), which now appears for the first time

on the Imperial coinage (PI. XXXVIII. 15-17).* In one of his coin-legends

' Diehl, VAfr. hyz., p. 583.

^ Hence his nickname Rhinotmetos.
' A leaden seal reading Deus aiiita Leontli Aug. Romion is attributed to Leontius by

Mordtmann in B. Z., 1906, p. 614.

* There is, previouslj', an isolated case of the representation of the figure of Christ
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tbe Emperor describes himself as Servus Gliristi ; on other coins the

•word PAX is conspicuous. His mints are Constantinople, Carthage and

Syracuse.

There are no coins (at any rate in the British Museum) belonging to

the Ravenna mint, though bronze money may well have been struck there,

as was certainly the |Case in one or two later reigns.

But the issue of the great bulk of the gold coinage of
Coinages of Cen-

Ravenna (distinguishable by its bracteate-like fabric) *^*^ ^^^ Southern

seems to have ceased with the reign of Heraclius or ^
^ , TT 'th, 8th and 9th
Constans LI.

"Under Justinian II the coinage of Italian mints

differs greatly in style and fabric from that previously issued by the Lombards

(in the north of Italy) and by the Imperialist authority at Ravenna.^

This Italian coinage continues throughout the eighth century and during

the ninth till the time of Theophilus and Michael III, i.e. circ. A.D. 842.

It consists of solid! and tremisses which, as a rule, reproduce the types of

the Imperial coinage of Constantinople, reign by reign. But it may
be distinguished from the Constantinopolitan money by the following

criteria :— 1. The coins are rudely engraved in high relief, and type and

legend are very rough to the touch, almost, one might say, as if designed

to be fingered by a blind man. They nearly always show some trace of

barbarism, especially in the frequent blunders of the inscriptions. 2. The

gold is often much alloyed either with silver or with baser metals : some

of the coins have the appearance of electrum, others of silver, more or less

debased. 3. Various letters and a star are often found in the field of

the reverses.

These coins have been much neglected by numismatists, though

de Salis, in arranging the British Museum collection, has rendered a useful

service in bringing a number of them together under the heading of ' the

Italian class '. I have arranged many others in the same way, but the

great difiiculty is to determine at what mints, and by whom, these pieces

were struck. Their general provenance seems to be Italy, Central and

Southern, and many bear a remarkable resemblance to the gold coins of

the Lombard Duchy of Beneventum.^ This ducal coinage of Beneventum

on a rare solidus of Maroian, struck circ. a.d.450. On the rev., the Saviour, wearing the

nimbus cruoiger, stands blessing the bride and bridegroom, Pulcheria and Marcian ; see

G. Maodonald, Coin Types, p. 234; PL IX. 8, solidus in Hunter Museum; cp. Dressel in

Zeit. f. Num., xxi, p. 247 f.

1 Even before the time of Justinian II there are gold coins, inscribed with the

names of Constans II and of Conatantine IV, which are not of the 'bracteate' fabric

but resemble the Italian coins with the name of Justinian II here referred to.

' On the Beneventum coinage see Keary, Coinages of Western Europe, p. 99

;

Blanchet, Nouv. manuel de num., II, p. 212 ; Engel and Serrure, Tmite de num., i, pp. 35,

288. The coins of the Principality of Salerno may also be compared, but these do not
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took its rise under Romoald II, circ. A. D. 698, and consists of imitations

of the solidi of Justinian II, whose bust and legends (much blundered)

are copied by Romoald and his successors. Grimoald lEE, the contemporary

of Charlemagne, first places his own name on the Beneventine coins

instead of the blundered name of Justinian 11.^

The provenance of the Italian coins now under discussion, and their

resemblance to the Beneventum coinage, seem to authorize us in describing

them as a coinage of Central and Southern Italy. They can hardly have

formed part of the Beneventine currency, though another Lombard Duchy,

that of Spoleto,^ in Central Italy, might be a possible claimant. On the

whole, it seems best to regard these coins—or at least certain groups of

them—as Imperial issues minted at Rome and in the South Italian

possessions of the Empire in the toe and heel of the peninsula. The

barbarous style and blundered lettering are difBculties in attributing

many of the coins to Rome ; on the other hand (as Prof. Oman has

pointed out to me) the style of the earliest Papal coins (those of Adrian I,

A. D. 7 72-795 ; rev. K m) ^ recalls the style of these Italian gold coins.

Probably only a careful study of the provenance of these coins—such

as could best be made by an Italian numismatist—will enable us to

determine their classification. Meanwhile, I have catalogued all these

pieces under the heading Central and Southern Italy, even though they

are not demonstrably of Imperial mints ; at the same time assigning

specifically to Rome those specimens which by their style and from

the presence of letters in the field seem to suggest this attribution.*

begin till the time of Siconolfus, a. d. 839-849 : see Engel and Serrure, i, p. 291 and

F. Gaetano, Le Monete delle Zecche di Salerno, Salerno, 1891.

' The coins before Grimoald III are assigned to different Dukes according to the

letters and symbols found in the field of the coins.

^ The earliest pieces hitherto assigned by numismatists to the Duchy of Spoleto are

coins of Guido (d. 894): Gnecchi, Bibliogr., p. 368. It may be also remarked that

the earliest coins of the Duchy of Naples—another conceivable claimant—are assigned

by A. Sambon to the time of Leo III the Isaurian, a.d. 717. They are followed,

but probably not till circ. 821, by the money of the later Dukes : Engel and Serrure,

TraiU, i, p. 293 f. The coins now in question are certainly not of the Lombard Kingdom
of North Italy, where coinage inscribed with the kings' names probably begins with

Grimoald, a.d. 662, and is continued by his successors of the seventh and eighth

centuries. This regal Lombardic coinage is of thin, bracteate-like fabric. On the

coinage of Central and Southern Italy, especially in the tenth and eleventh centuries, see

J. Gay, L'ltalie merldionale, Paris, 1904, p. 587 f. During those centuries there are

abundant references in extant documents to the Byzantine solidi {solidi Bomanati;
soterihi, i.e. with the type of the Saviour; shyphati) as forming a medium of exchange
in Italy, side by side with the local silver coins such as the tari of Amalfi. These
solidi must have been the ordinary solidi minted at Constantinople, for our Central
and Southern Italian class of gold coins does not seem to have been minted subsequently
to circ. A. D. 842.

' Engel and Serrure, TraiU, i, p. 284.

* Some portions of this section are expanded from my article in Corolla numisinafka
(1906), p. 330 f.
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In 698 Leontiug, the supplanter of Justinian II, was dethroned and

banished to a monastery by the admiral Apsimarus,

who, as Emperor, assumed the name of Tiberius (HI).
'

During his reign the Imperialists took the offensive _ '

^ .1 o • 1 1 TVT .1 o 1
698-705.

against the baracens, invaded JNorthern byria, and

were victorious in Cilicia. We have coins of Tiberius III struck at

Constantinople, Syracuse, and (in bronze only) at Ravenna.

A few gold coins may be also, possibly, assigned to Carthage in

698, the year in which that city was finally taken by the Arabs.^ After

this capture, which was followed in a few years

(A. D. 709) by the surrender of Septem (Geuta), the °°'f^fL°!^!f°*'
Roman rule, and, with it, the Roman official coinage.

Provincial

Coinage.'
ceased to exist in Africa. In spite of this, we find

in the reign of Tiberius III, and in many subsequent reigns, till as

late as the time of Basil I (died 886), a series of gold and bronze coins

which bear Imperial types, and which by their provenance, style and

blundered inscriptions seem to proclaim themselves as of African origin,

or at least as modelled on coins of the old Carthaginian mint. The

coins of this series are generally in high relief and often of alloyed

gold (in these respects resembling the Italian coins discussed on p. xxxi),

but they have other peculiarities ; the heads, for instance, are very stiffiy

drawn, and the face presents the appearance of a mask. Count de Salis,

who partially arranged the series of these coins in the British Museum,

has labelled it 'African'. But it seems, on historical grounds, highly

improbable that all these coins can have been minted in Africa and

exclusively used there. I have therefore catalogued them (whether Imperial

or non-Imperial) under the purposely vague title of the ' Provincial Coinage'.

It is possible that this coinage may have been in use in Sardinia, while

Sicily has, a pnorl, a still better claim, and there is some little evidence

as to the Sicilian provenance of the coins.^ Another alternative is that

some of the coins may have supplemented the Arab issues in Africa, or

have been struck by native tribes who had been previously accustomed

to use the Imperial money issued at Carthage.^

Tiberius III was reigning only in fancied security. In 704 the

dethroned Justinian managed to escape from Cherson,

and in 705, with the aid of the Bulgarian army,

made himself master of the Capital where, in the ^
''

Hippodrome, he put to death the two usurpers,

1 On the chronology, Dielil, L'Afr. byz., p. 582 f.

' e. g. various coins of this class, chiefly of the eighth and ninth centuries, which

came to me at the British Museum for examination (in 1905) were found mixed with

Byzantine and other coins that were undoubtedly of Sicily.

' The Arab coins in use were those of the Omayyad Caliphs (a.d. 661-750) and the

Abbasid Caliphs (a.d. 750, &c.). Then, the coinage of the Aghlabids in Tunis, &c.

A.D. 800-909. (Also the Idrisids of Morocco, A.d. 788-985.)

X e
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Leontius and Tiberius III, Apsimarus—'treading', as it was said in

scriptural language, 'upon the Lion and the Asp.'

Justinian caused his young son Tiberius to be crowned Augustus,

and associated him with himself on all the coins struck after his restora-

tion. These coins were struck only at the Constantinople mint. There

are no coins of Syracuse or Eavenna. In 705 Syracuse had been attacked

by the Arabs and great spoils taken from it: from this time the issue

of Sicilian coinage appears to have ceased, unless the 'Provincial' coinage

just referred to (p. xxxiii) is to be regarded as Sicilian. The Eavenna

mint ceased to coin in the reign of Leo III (a. d. 717-741).

Justinian II was put to death in 711 by the Armenian Bardanes,

called Philippicus, who had induced the army to revolt and seize Con-

stantinople. The little Tiberius, a child of about six years, was torn

from the altar to which he clung for safety and brutally killed. Such

was the pathetic end of the last representative of the great House of

Heraclius, once the bulwark of the Empire against its Persian and Arab

foes.

Philippicus, as Emperor, proved himself a mere man of pleasure, who

paid no attention to public aflfairs. He was dethroned in June, 713, as

the result of a conspiracy, and his eyes were put out-
PHILIPPICUS, r, 4.x. V. e u- • x>u-t •

' On the obverse or his coins Philippicus is repre-

' sented as holding in addition to the usual globus
Dec. 711-June 713.

i u j j i /-di vt t m \ tj. • ^ i-an eagle-headed sceptre (PI. XLi. 11). It is tempting

to connect the appearance of this sceptre with the story ^ that Philippicus

had been banished by Tiberius III because of a dream in which Philippicus

was seen with his head overshadowed by an eagle—an omen betokening

future sovereignty. But on these coins Philippicus seems to be repre-

sented as Consul, this eagle-headed sceptre being a characteristic of the

representations of Heraclius, Phocas, and their predecessors in their

consular capacity : it is found also on the well-known consular

diptychs.

The coins of this reign are chiefly of Constantinople, but the solidus

(PL XLI. 14) described, infra, ii, p. 359, No. 9, is undoubtedly Italian,

and was apparently struck at the Eoman mint. It must have been issued

in the usual course immediately after the accession of the Emperor, for

we know that as soon as it was ascertained at Eome that Philippicus

was a heretic and a monothelite, there was a violent popular outbreak.

The people refused to recognize his acts of sovereignty, and declined to

use the solidi bearing his eiBgy :

—

hisdem temporibus cum statuisset

populus Romanus nequaquam haeretici Imperatoris nomen, aut chartas,

vel figuram solidi susci23ere.^ A new Duke of Eome sent by the Exarch

1 Bury, Hist, ii, p. 357.

' Lib. Pontif., 174 ; Diehl, L'Exarchat de Ravenne, p. 362 ; Gregorovius, Rome ii,

pp. 208-212, Eng. trans. ; Wroth in Corolla Numismatica (1906), p. 331.
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on behalf of Philippicus was resisted by the former Duke, Christopher,

and expelled from the city.

Anastasius II, the successor of Philippicus, was overthrown in 716,

after a short reign, by the soldiers of the Theme „ . ,,,
n -1 A 11, J Ti' 1.

ANASTASIUS II,
Opsikion. As an orthodox Emperor he was ^ „,„ , „,„

1 1 1 ii , /. T^ , , n
Juie 713-Jan. 716.

welcomed by the people ot Home who had just

rejected his predecessor, and his coins were struck at Rome as well as

at Constantinople. On the coins, his private name ' Artemius ' appears

in conjunction with his assumed Imperial name ' Anastasius '.

The place of Anastasius was taken by Theodosius III, an obscure

commissioner of taxes, of Adramytium in Mvsia,
u J XT- J. j> xo 11 X THEODOSIUS III,who under the stress oi a great oaracen onslaught '

Tan 716
upon the Empire soon abdicated in favour of the
if,. -1 J IT I- 1 • J -25 March 717.
distinguished general Leo, who was proclaimed

on 25 March, 717.

Leo III, generally known in history as the Isaurian, though, as

a native of Germanicia in Commagene, he was really a Syrian, was, like

Heraclius and Constantino IV, one of the heroic

defenders of the Empire and Christendom against
,

the Moslem. From the great siege of Constantinople, '

,.,,,, • xif fl X f T ' • 25 March, 717
which took place in the nrst year oi Leo s reign,

A. D. 717—718, the Saracens retired discomfited—with
'

the great army of the Caliph decimated and his armada shattered. ' The

date 718 (says Bury) is really oecumenical ', and Leo is more important

in history than Charles Martel.^ Under Leo and his House the Empire

now begins to acquire that new vigour which, in the ninth and tenth

centuries, was to animate its still more expansive life under the dynasty

of Basil the Macedonian.

Leo was a great reformer. He reorganized the army, developed the

system of the Themes,^ and devoted attention to finance. By the issue

of his Ecloga (a legal handbook written in Greek) and of military,

agricultural, and maritime codes ^ he rendered notable service to his

subjects, to whom Roman law and the Latin language had ceased to

be intelligible.*

The great iconoclastic movement—the centre of interest in this reign

and in many succeeding reigns—was inaugurated by Leo III in 726 by

' Leo's decisive battle over tlie Saracens at Akroenos in 739 is also noteworthy : see

W. M. Ramsay in Studies in hist, and art of the Eastern Provinces (1906), p. 288.
'' On this subject, see, besides the well-known essay of Gelzer, Lombard, Constantin V,

p. 82 f. ; Diehl, in his Etudes byz., pp. 276-292 ('Un trait caraoterise essentiellement le

regime des themes; c'est la reunion entre les mains d'un meme gouverneur des pouvoirs

civils et militaires,' p. 277).

' Leo's connexion with the two last-named codes is not, however, ascertained with

certainty ; cp. Lombard, op. cit., p. 84 f.

* The coins, however, continue to bear Latin legends.
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his decree commanding the total abolition of images, but it concerns us

here only in one of its minor manifestations—its influence on the Imperial

coin-types. Ever since the time of Tiberius II Constantine, the reverse

type of the coins, whenever it was not a mere mark of value (I^l, IN, &c.),

had consisted of a representation of the Cross. Towards the close of

the seventh century Justinian II made an innovation by introducing

two interesting heads of the Saviour, with a cross shown behind the

head. Justinian's successor (Tiberius III) once more displayed the cross

on his coins, but there can be little doubt that but for the reforming

zeal now dii-ected against both iconolatry and mariolatry, the experiment

of Justinian II would have been repeated and improved on, and that

those figures of the Saviour, of the Virgin, and the Saints, which are

common on the later Byzantine coinage would have appeared much earlier

and probably in greater variety.

On his coins Leo retained the cross, with the symbolism of which

he had no quarrel, for we know that when the great image of Christ

was removed from the Palace gateway—to the outrage of a popular

feeling which (according to the point of view adopted) we may account

either devout or superstitious—he caused a simple cross to be set up

in its stead. Under his successor (Constantine V) the coinage becomes

more secularized,^ and the ingenious device is adopted of placing the

head of an Imperial personage on each side of the coin, instead of merely

placing both the heads on the obverse and a religious device on the

reverse. Constantine V is known to have set up in Constantinople many
statues, in gold and silver, of himself, some of which, if Nicephorus^ is

to be trusted, occupied the site of images of the Saviour.

In 720 Leo III had crowned his infant son Constantine V (born 718).

De Sails and others have denied the existence of any coins belonging

to this joint rule, but certain pieces representing Constantine beardless

and Leo bearded seem to have a good claim to fill the lacuna.^ The

gold coinage of the Emperor Leo is fairly abundant, but his bronze, and

still more the silver* money is now extremely rare and can never have

been very plentiful. At Ravenna, only bronze pieces were struck, probably

at the beginning of the reign ; but the coins that can be assigned to

Rome and to the Central and South Italian class are fairly numerous.

In what I am obliged to call vaguely the 'Provincial' class, there are

solidi obviously modelled on the earlier products of the Carthage mint.

' The Emperor, however, holds a cross, and the cross is the reverse type of the silver

coins.

.

'' Cp. Lombard, op. cit., p. 101.

' Cp. vol. ii, p. 366, No. 8, infm.
* Finlay (Hist., i, p. 450 ; cp. ii, p. 32) would attribute silver coins usually given to

Leo V, to Leo III in conjunction with Constantine V, but he has not examined the

numismatic difficulties in his proposed arrangement.
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Leo died in 741 and was succeeded by his son Constantine V, a good

soldier and a vigorous and intelligent statesman, who has too long

suffered in the eyes of posterity from being known
cqi^stantiNE V,

mainly through the distorting medium of biogra-,1- ,-• XI. 1 • 1 X 1 T -1 COPEOirzMirs,
phers who were his theological opponents/ Like no t 74.1?

his father, he joined eagerly in the iconoclastic ' „„g

movement, with which (in the later part of his

reign) he coupled a crusade of his own against monasticism—undertaken

probably quite as much on political and social as on religious grounds.

He was successful in defending his frontiers, and beat back the Slav,

the Saracen, and the Bulgarian. In Italy he fared less well, and the

year 751 is memorable for the taking of Ravenna by the Lombards under

Aistulf and the overthrow of the Exarchate, which then passed by the

donation of the Frank King Pepin to the Pope. In 773 Charlemagne

destroyed the kingdom of the Lombards and sided with the Pope,

Hadrian I, who was the first successor of St. Peter to strike a coinage

independently of the Emperor.

Constantine maintained the finances of the Empire in a flourishing

condition,^ though we hear much of his brilliant court and costly largesses,

and of public works, such as the restoration of the aqueduct of Valens.

On both sides of his coins he continues the practice that long subsisted

of representing the heads and figures of various members of the Imperial

family. His coins retain the head of his father, Leo III, and in A. D. 751

he introduces the head and name of the newly-crowned ' Leo the younger ',

i. e. Leo IV, his son by Ii-ene, daughter of the Chagan of the Khazars.

At Constantinople, in addition to the gold and silver money, there

is a fairly plentiful issue of bronze, most of which is dated in the

thirtieth year of his reign — 749/50 a. d. The custom of dating the

bronze coinage had fallen into desuetude, and it is doubtful if it was
revived in later reigns.^ The coinage of the ' Provincial ' class is also

abundant, and the bronze coins with the title A€CTT[OTHC] are well

struck.* The coinage of Ravenna had long since dwindled down to the

issue of a few bronze pieces, and had apparently come to an end even

before the Lombard conquest of A. d. 751. The Imperial coinage strack

at Rome, on the other hand, is somewhat important, in spite of the

inauguration (already referred to) of a purely Papal currency and of

the break between Pope and Emperor, which practically dates from

circ. 756. What we have called the Central and South Italian class

ceases to be of importance after the death of Constantine V, though

Naples and Calabria and Sicily still adhered to the Empire.

' See A. Lombard, Constantin V, Paris, 1902 ; especially chap, ii, ' La legenrle de

Constantin V.'

" Lombard, op. cit., p. 101. =" See infra, § 6, under ' Dates.'

' On the use of Sea-iroTris, see p. xl n., hifra.
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The earlier part of the reign of Constantine V was disturbed by

the rising of Artavasdes, the son-in-law of Leo III, who seized the

capital and assumed the Imperial crown, which he
ARTAVASDES ^j^^ ^^^^.^^ ^-^.j^ j^-g ^^^^ Nicephorus. Both father

^"
and son were captured ere long and blinded by

„' Constantine, but the coins figured in PI. XLV exist
27 June, 742?

t t .. v ^ a ^i
„ as rare memorials oi their reign, iig. lo is a neatly-

engraved solidus of Constantinople, but Figs. 18 and

19 are of the Roman mint, and are closely modelled on the Roman
solidi of the previous reign (Leo III jointly with Constantine V). The

strange conjunction, in the case of Fig. 18, of Artavasdes with his rival

Constantine V is perhaps due to nothing more than the error of an

engraver, who more or less mechanically copied the reverse of a solidus

of Leo III and Constantine V.^

Leo IV (nicknamed the Khazar), who had ruled jointly with his

father Constantine V since A. D. 751, became sole ruler on Constantino's

death in 775. His health was weak, and special
LEO IV, XIX u • 2 .measures were taken to secure the succession-' to

' Constantine VI, his son by Irene, the beautiful

t- nor, Athenian. On 24 April, 776, this son, a child of
—o oOpt. V80, . 1 i-N J

• 1 ,

.., , . about six, was crowned at Constantinople, the gover-

CODsrsTAM'TiBrE VI ^°^® °^ ^^^ thcmes and all classes of the citizens

from 24 Anril 776 having already sworn allegiance to him. Constantine

VI is associated with his father on all the coins

issued by Leo IV, and appears on the solidi, e.g. PI. XLV. 21, as his

throne-fellow. The figures are of nearly equal size and height, but the

chubby face of the child-Emperor is quaintly contrasted with the father's

conventional oval visage and ' beard of formal cut '.

The gold and bronze money of this reign further displays the heads

of Leo III and Constantine V, identified by the coin-legends as the

' grandfather ' and ' father ' of Leo IV.

On the death of Leo IV, 8 Sept. 780, the boy Constantine VI and

his mother Irene began their joint reign. The whole soul of Irene was

possessed by ambition, but it was the ambition
CONSTANTINE VI

Jg^g
Finlay drily remarks) of reigning alone, not

and IRENE,
^^ reigning well. It was not, indeed, till 790,

when Constantine was about twenty, that he tried
—15 Auk. 797
^„ ^ I \ to break loose from his mother's control. Irene

15 A 7fl7
^^^^ t^en deposed by the soldiers, and her favourites

-31 Oct! 802. "^ere dismissed, though in Jan. 792 she was again

restored by Constantine to her old position.

^ It may be noted that there are some Papal documents dated by the years of

Artavasdes.
" Bury, Hist, ii, p. 478.
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The rule of Constantine and his mother lasted till 797 when, on

Aug. 15, Irene caused her son to be deposed and blinded. She then

ruled—the sole occupant of the throne and the last representative of

the 'Isaurian' dynasty—for about five years, until in 802 (31 Oct.) she

was herself deposed by Nicephorus, her treasurer, and finally died in

banishment in Lesbos.

On the coins of the joint reign, the heads of the two rulers are always

associated. In the case of the gold coins of her sole reign the Empress

adopts the unusual practice of placing her own bust on the reverse as

well as on the obverse (PI. XLVI. 10). She appears in a robe embroidered,

like the consular dress of the Emperors, with a lozenge pattern and holds

a cruciform sceptre and the globus ; but the portrait is highly conventional,

and does not materially differ from the portrait of her son. The bronze

coins of Irene and, no doubt, some of her gold pieces were probably

employed for the vwarda or consular donative which Irene liberally

distributed to the people on the Easter Monday (1 April) of 799, the

day on which she went in procession from the Church of the Apostles

to the palace.^ This procession, we are told, was carried out with

unusual pomp. ' The Roman world (says Gibbon) bowed to the govern-

ment of a female ; and, as she moved through the streets of Constantinople,

the reins of four milk-white steeds were held by as many patricians, who
marched on foot before the golden chariot of their queen.'

In style and types the coinage of Constantine and Irene follows

the stereotyped model of the earlier ' Isaurian ' rulers, i. e. it displays

only Imperial busts and figures.^ Yet a new departure in coin-decoration

might well have been expected from Irene, for she reversed the policy

of her iconoclastic predecessors, and at the Seventh Oecumenical Council,

held (at Nicaea) in 787, the figure of the holy cross and holy images

(especially figures of Christ, the Virgin, angels and holy men) were de-

clared to be lawful in stone or any other material, inasmuch as they

stimulated those who beheld them to think of the originals.

The annals of the two reigns include disastrous campaigns against

the Bulgarians, and the payment to the Arabs of a great tribute of gold

pieces to purchase peace for Asia Minor.^ But the most remarkable event

of Irene's reign took place on the Christmas Day of 800, when the Pope

(Leo III) crowned Charles the Great, King of the Franks, as Roman
Emperor. The allegiance of successive Popes to the Imperial throne had

^ 'Piij/a(ra vTrmuav iv rfj fj-ia-rj ttoWtjc, Cedr., vol. ii, p. 28, ed. Bonn. Coins were
liberally distributed on the occasion of a coronation— three gold solidi, three silver coins

and three ' obols ' in purses (eVuto'^/Sin), or there were distributions of xo/jia/xarn (solidi)

:

cp. Codin., De off., cap. 17, p. 88, Bonn ; ib., p. 98; cp. Comm. in Codin., pp. 355, 356,

vwaTeia of semisses, tremisses and newly-struck solidi.

^ Except the silver coinage, of which the cross potent long remained the usual type.
' Haroun-er-Eashid was Caliph in a.d. 786.
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long been weakening. Now came the absolute and final breach, and

we have henceforth to deal mainly with an eastern, as distinct from

a western, Roman Empire.

It is probably significant that there are, appai-ently, no Imperial coins

struck at the mint of Rome under Constantino V,^ the scourge of monks

and image-worshippers, nor are any found under Constantino VI and

Irene, though (in 785) these rulers were gi-atefuUy hailed by the Pope

as a new Constantino the Great and a new Helena.

Nicephorus, Irene's successor, reigned alone till Dec. 803, when he

crowned his son Stauracius. On the solidi of his sole reign he had

restored the cross potent as the reverse type, but the

' solidi of the joint reign display an Imperial head

on each side, after the model of his iconoclastic

' predecessors. On these latter coins Nicephorus has

,, . . the title of BaaiXevs, his son being described as
(his son), „ , ,

"^ ^

Dee. 803
^^'^'^o^'?^-^

-2 Oct 811
ex-treasurer turned his attention chiefly to

finance. He imposed new taxes and tributes but

practised a well-judged economy as a set-off to the extravagance of his

predecessor. In this reign Haroun-er-Rashid again overran Asia Minor,

and was again bought off by an indemnity. But the most interesting

political event is the treaty of Nicephorus (a. d. 803) with Charlemagne,

defining the limits of the eastern and western Empires. The authority

of Charlemagne over Rome, the Exarchate of Ravenna, and the Pentapolis

was acknowledged by Nicephorus, while at the same time the western

Emperor admitted the supremacy of his eastern ' brother ' over the maritime

parts of Dalmatia and the south of Italy.

The cessation of the (eastern) Imperial coinage at Rome has akeady

been noticed, but we still find under Nicephorus and in a few subsequent

reigns solidi of Italian origin bearing Imperial types. These pieces have

a quasi-barbarous appearance, and are of base gold, or electrum, but they

presumably represent a currency issued for the use of Byzantine subjects

in the south of Italy.^ Nicephorus was killed during a campaign in

Bulgaria on 26 July, 811 ; Stauracius then reigned till October 2, when

he was deposed by Michael I, Rhangabe, the husband of his sister

Procopia.

^ At least of his sole reign.
"^ AeoTTOTTis had already first appeared on the ' Provincial ' bronze of Leo III, where

it is applied to Leo himself and to his son Constantine V. Again, on the corresponding

coins of Constantine V, it is applied to the deceased Emperor Leo III and to the

reigning Emperor Constantine V. On the coins of Nicephorus I, SfcnroVijf has more the

sense of ' Prince ',
' heir-apparent ', and is applied to the Emperor's son, while fiaa-iKeis

is reserved for the father.

' Cp. p. xxxii, suptn.
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MICHAEL I,

2 Oct. 811

-11 July, 813

and
Theophylactits,

25 Dec. 811

-11 July, 813.

LEO V,

the Armenian,

11 Jtdy, 813

-25 Dec. 820.

CONSTAWTINE
(his son),

25 Dec. 813

-25 Dec. 820.

A few months after his accession Michael crowned his son Theophylactus,

who appears with him on the coins. But Michael's

incompetent conduct of the Bulgarian war led to the

deposition of both father and son, after about two

years' rule (813). Michael, although, like Irene,

a supporter of the image-worshippers, made no change

in the types of the coinage : the head of Christ which

Sabatier and others have described as appearing

on his solidi clearly belongs to the coinage of

Michael III.^

Leo V, the Armenian, the competent officer who had been chosen by

the army to replace the weak Michael I, drove back

the Bulgarians when they appeared before Constanti-

nople, and after the death of Krum (815), their

formidable ruler, concluded a thirty years' peace with

King Omortag.

Leo restored the discipline of the army, purified

the civil administration, and enforced a stricter dis-

pensation of justice. But the trimming policy of

the ' Chameleon ' (as he was called) on the image-

controversy pleased nobody, and at last the Council of 815 re-established

the Acts of the Council (754) of Constantine V ordering the removal of

images and pictures.

Leo's coins are of the usual character, and on nearly all he is

associated with his son Constantine. He met his death in his own chapel

on Christmas Day, 820, at the hands of conspirators who proclaimed the

distinguished general Michael of Amorium his successor, and banished

Constantine to a monastery.

Early in his reign Michael II crowned his son Theophilus, and all the

known coins appear to have been issued in their joint names.^ Michael

died a natural death in Oct. 829, but his reign had

been marked by many disasters.^ Crete was lost to the

Arabs in 826, and held by them till an Eastern Emperor

{Nicephorus Phocas) long after (961) recovered it;

Sicily, often attacked in the eighth century, was now
again invaded by the Arabs (827), who began gradually

to settle there, with Palermo as their chief military

centre, though the conquest was not completed till 878, in the reign of

Basil I.

MICHAEL II,

25 Dee. 820
-Oct. 829, and
Theophiltjs

(his son),

821?- Oct. 829.

^ See note, infra, ii, p. 405.

' See notes, infra, ii, pp. 414, 416, on Michael II, and Brooks in B. Z., 1901, p. 540 f.

as to the coronation of Theophilus.

' Thomas the Slavonian, in the course of his remarkable rebellion, 822-Oct. 824, was
crowned at Antioch, but there is no evidence that he struck coins.

I f
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Theophilus was an iconoclast ofa rather violent type, but some sympathy

may be felt with his passion for building, and his taste for the acquisition

of gems and embroidery, and all the productions of
THEOPHILUS,

goidgjnith and silversmith. The famous golden tree

° with its (mechanically) roaring lions and its melodious
"" ^^" birds was an elaborate toy in which he delighted.

More important was his reconstruction and improve-
' ment of the sea-walls of the capital, and his pride in

TNT ,_. -rj-j this useful undertaking is proclaimed with unexampled

Cbom 839) frequency by inscriptions on the walls.^ Theophilus

was unfortunate in his wars with the Saracens, and

lost Amorium, his family city, to the Caliph Motassem. In this reign

the coinage that we have attributed to the South Italian possessions of

the Eastern Empire apparently comes to an end. The 'Provincial'

coinage ceases in the next reign but one, i. e. under Basil I.

Some space ought here to be devoted to discussing the family history

of Theophilus in connexion with the coins. The wife of Theophilus was

Theodoka, ' the Paphlagonian ', and legend, wearing only, it is to be feared,

the mask of history, declares that he chose her (as Paris chose the loveliest

goddess) by presenting her—one among many fair competitors—with

a golden apple. The marriage (however brought about) probably took

place in a.d. 821,^ during the lifetime of his father Michael II. There were

several children of this union whose names occur on coins in conjunction

with Theophilus, and these coins may be classified as follows :

—

1. With the head of Theophilus alone.

3. Heads of Theophilus and Theodora and their three daughters

(all otherwise known), Thecla, Anna and Anastasia (PI. XLVIII. 14).^

3. Theophilus in conjunction with a 'Michael' (always bearded) and

a • Constantine ' (always beardless).

4. Theophilus and Constantine (the latter, beardless),

5. Theophilus and a beardless 'Michael.'

Of these series. No. 2 (PI. XLVIII. 14) is, in many ways, the most

interesting and important. This coin can hardly have been struck during

the lifetime of Michael II (with whom Theophilus was then associated as

'prince'), because Michael II (Emperor) finds no place upon it. The

earliest possible date of its issue must therefore be Oct. 829, when
Theophilus became Emperor after his father's death. From the fact that

only the female household of Theophilus is represented thereon, it may be

1 Van Millingen, Byz. Const. (Walls), pp. 182, 183.

^ Brooks in B. Z., x (1901), p. 540 f.

' Mary, another female relation of Theophilus is sometimes supposed (Brooks in

B. Z., X, p. 544) to have been his eldest daughter; by others (E. K. in B. Z., xi (1902),

p. 256; to have been his sister. She does not figure on the coins. There is also>

a Pulcheria named as the daughter of Theophilus. She is likewise absent from
the coins.
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fairly assumed— as Schlumberger has suggested ^—that at the time when

the coin was struck Theophilus and his wife had not been favoured with

male offspring. Yet Theophilus had sons. The young Constantino on

Nos. 3 and 4 in our list, though often said to be 'unknown to history'

is evidently the ' Constantine, son of Theophilus,' of whom there is a bare

mention in the De Gerimoniis.'^

The bearded Michael on No. 3 has been sometimes assumed to be a son

(otherwise unknown) of Theophilus. As he is represented bearded, his

birth would have to be placed soon after the marriage of Theophilus

(a.D. 821). But from our argument about the 'family' coin (No. 2),

it results that Theophilus had no male children till after circ. 829.

This bearded Michael, therefore, was probably not the son of Theophilus,

nor do we know that he was his brother. I fall back, then, on the simple

hypothesis that he is Michael II, the deceased father of Theophilus, who is

placed on the coin (as was the practice under the Isaurian dynasty) in

commemoration, and perhaps also to range symmetrically with previous

types. It is, indeed, noticeable that this bearded Michael only appears as

one of the family group of three, and not alone with Theophilus, as does

the young Constantine (No. 4).

The beardless Michael (No. 5) is clearly the well-known son of

Theophilus who became Michael III, and earned the unenviable nickname

of 'the Drunkard'. He was born late in his father's reign (a. D. 839),

and was only three when Theophilus died.

The course of events I suppose to have been as follows. At the

time of his accession in 829, Theophilus had no sons. For a time he

reigned alone, but in a year or two {circ. 832 ?) ^ a son Constantine was
born, and was associated in the Empire. This son died, or was displaced,

probably in or before 839, when Michael (III) came into existence, Michael

being crowned in 840 and associated with Theophilus on the coins.

In the coinage some innovations were made by Theophilus. He
restored the cross (now the patriarchal cross) on some specimens, and

on the /oZfe, an inscription—in this case 660 FIL€ AV*lOVSr€ SV hlCAS—

takes the place of the familiar mark of value M .* He also introduces on

coins the legend Kvpie l3orj6ei rS era SovXco so familiar on Byzantine seals

and other monuments.® On some of his coins Theophilus describes himself

and his son Constantine as the SovXoi of Christ : Justinian II, on his solidi,

bad called himself Servus Christi.

' Melanges d'arch. hyz., i, p. 141 f.

^ Const. Poi'ph., De Cerim., ii, 42 = vol. i, p. 645, ed. Bonn :

—

hepov 'KapvaKiov irpaa-ivov,

iv a cmoKfiTai Kavaravrlvos 6 vlos Qeo(j>l,\ov. The difficulty naturally found by Mr. E. W.
Brooks (who cites this passage, u. s.) as to Constantine being sometimes hearded is caused

on]y by a mistake of Sabatier'a : Constantine is always beardless on the coins.

^ Cp. Brooks, loo. cit., p. 544.

* This mark of value is continued only on the ' Provincial ' bronze.
^ Schlumberger, SigiUographie, pp. 29-35, 42, 43, &o.
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Theophilus died in Jan. 842, leaving his child Michael III to the

care of his widow Theodora, who proved a prudent and economical regent.

At the opening of the reign solidi were issued with

MICHAEL III,
^ijg ijgad of Theodora (styled -OeSPVUA) on one side,

' tJie Drunkard ' ^^^ ^^ ^.j^g ^^.j^g^. ^j^g ij^tle Emperor and his sister

20 Jan. 842 rpj^g^i^ ^.^bed as 'Augusta' (PI. XLIX. 14). On a
-23 Sept. 867.

golidus struck when the Emperor was a few years
THEODOBA

^j^^^^ ^.^^ ^^g^g ^^^y ^^ Michael and Theodora appear,

h^ vri 1
^^^ ^^^ reverse presents the head of the Saviour

^1^^-t^^l'^ (PI. XLIX. 16). The reappearance of this last-named
regent till 856. ) ^ ^ t ^ ,f x- j? mi, j v

type is clearly due to the action oi iheodora, who

restored the worship of images, and brought the great controversy to

an end by the overthrow of the iconoclasts. The divine image had

been first introduced by Justinian 11, A. D. 685-695, but was not destined

to reappear on the coins till the reign of Michael III. There can be

Httle doubt that it is reproduced from one of the old coins of Justinian II

(PI. XXXVIII. 16), though the encircling legend is somewhat altered.

The sacred head is not nimbate, but the cross is seen behind it.^

In 856 Theodora retired from the regency, and her daughter Thecla

and the two daughters Anastasia and Anna, who once figured on a coin

of Theophilus (PI. XLVIII. 14), were at this time, or earlier, banished to

a monastery.

Michael himself had grown up dissolute and sottish ; he plunged

eagerly into the contests of the Hippodrome, and lived on familiar terms

with the charioteers : with his boon companions he mimicked the sacred

rites of the church and the solemn religious processions.

A noteworthy incident in this reign is the appearance in the Bosporus

of a new enemy, the Russians, who attacked Constantinople (a. d. 860),

though they were finally driven ofil It has already been stated that

the ' Provincial ' coinage comes to an end in the ninth century (reign of

Basil I), but a mint for several centuries dormant, that of Cherson in

the Crimea, now displays some activity. Its coins are all of bronze,

and are of very rude workmanship and design. This important commercial

centre had been, from the time of Justinian II till the reign of Theophilus,

governed by a president, Trpcorevcap or irpmTOTroXiTtjs, and a council of

senators. Theophilus had in a. d. 833 sent thither a strategos, and an

Imperial officer of this name thenceforward ruled there, with the TrpcoTevatv

and senate in subordination.^

' A similar head of Christ appears on a ring of Basil, the great chamberlain

{nopaKoiiiuiiKvos), who is in all probability identical with Basil (I), afterwards the

colleague of Michael III: Schlumberger, Melanges d'arch. hyz., i, p. 39 f. Cf. Cabroli

Diet., s. V. Anneaux, p. 207.
'^ Schlumberger, Sigil., p. 235 ; Buiy, Hist., ii, p. 357 ; Koehne, Mus. Kotschoubeij,

i, p. 200 f.
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The end of the worthless Michael came on 23 Sept. 867 when, 'in

the hour of intoxication and sleep,' he was murdered at the instigation

of his familiar companion, the grand chamberlain Basil (I), whom he

had associated with himself in the Empire since May, 866.

Basil, the groom and horse-tamer, who had risen to be a high court

official and co- emperor, was the founder of the great Macedonian dynasty

which was destined to rule the Eastern Empire for _
nearly two centuries. Though not himself a great ,, „ ,

'.

ij- J? ij. u r X J the Macedonian,
soldier or a man ot culture, he was oi acute and „, „ j. ^„„

. . 24 Sept. 867
vigorous intelligence ; he recognized the immense „ . „_„

opportunities of his position, and possessed the useful

kingly art of choosing his agents wisely. He was a great builder and

restorer of churches. He improved the navy ; revived in his handbook

(the Trpo^eipo^ v6/j.os), and in the Basilica, planned by himself and com-

pleted by Leo VI and Constantine VII, the neglected laws and law-books

of Justinian, and—a hardly less useful service—strove to regulate the

public expenditure and to lessen the grievous burden of taxation.

By the fall of Syracuse in 878 Sicily was finally won by the Arabs,

but a compensation to the Empire may be said to have been found in

the Imperial successes in southern Italy. In 875 Bari had surrendered

and became the military centre of the eastern Empire in the west. The

Arabs were driven out of Calabria, and the new theme of Longobardia

was formed. These successes had, however, no influence on the coinage,

and the ' Provincial ' issues ^ cease to be struck after this reign, having

dwindled down to little more than a currency of bronze. But the

appearance is now to be noted at Naples of local coins bearing the name
of the Emperor Basil.^ The rude bronze of Cherson remained the solitary

example of a currency issued beyond the walls of the Capital.

The Constantinopolitan money of Basil I is fairly abundant and

neatly executed. Attention was evidently paid to the regular issue of

the bronze currency, though cases of restriking occur. On the reverse

of the solidus, which Basil must have struck about the time of his

coronation, he introduces for the first time the figure of the Saviour

enthroned ('lesus Christus, rex regnantium '), whose head had already

appeared on the money of Michael III.^ His sons Constantine, Leo VI,

and Alexander, all appear on the coins in association with their father,

and there is an interesting solidus (PL L. 13) of Basil with Constantine

(his son by his first wife Maria) and Eudocia, Basil's second wife. Such

family groups were represented in mosaic on the walls of the palace

^ The provenance of some specimens suggests that they may have circulated iu

Sicily and Italy.

^ Bngel and Serrure, Traite, i, p. 295 ; Eev. Num., xiv, p. 245. .

' The head of Christ is also found on the exceptional four-solidus piece of Basil I

(PI. L. 10).
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of Basil, and ai-e found in the Paris MS. of the Homilies of Gregory of

Nazianzus.^

Basil died on 29 Aug. 886, from an injury received while engaged

in his favourite pastime of hunting. He was succeeded by Leo VI, the

Wise, who passed as his son, though generally supposed
LEO VI,

^^ ^^ ^j^g g^^ ^£ Michael III by Eudocia Ingerina,

' who had been the mistress of Michael before she became

,, -, „,„ the wife of Basil I. Leo's long reign and that of his
IT TUTav 912

' * son Constantino VII, Porphyrogenitus (died 959), carry

us onward far into the tenth century. Leo and Constantino were not

men of strong character or great rulers, but most scholars feel a kindness

for these literary Emperors—punctilious and pedantic though they were

—

to whom we owe the Tactica,^ the Be Geriifrboniis, and the Be administraiido

Imperio.'-' The writers themselves, like other encyclopaedic compilers of

their age had, no doubt, something more than a literary aim, namely,

the desire of rendering the wisdom and experience of the past practically

useful to their contemporaries— of producing in fact some KoivaxpeXh
)t 4.

epyov.

The administration of Leo was lax and incapable, and this Emperor,

as Finlay has remarked, typified a bad feature of Conservatism—its ' idle

spirit'. In some respects he much resembles 'the British Solomon',

James I. If the army, as one may judge from the Tactica, was well

organized and well officered, the military history of the reign is a record

of disaster. Bari, in South Italy, was lost, at least temporarily, to the

Langobards of Beneventum ; Thessalonica, the second city of the Empire,

was captured by the Saracens (904), and the invasion of Bulgaria, then

ruled by a powerful king, Symeon, was unsuccessful. The Islamite

pirates of the Aegean still continued a scourge of the Empire. Yet the

Empire, as a whole, was not materially affected, and in the east the Empire

of the Caliphs was breaking up, just as the Empire of Charles the Great

had broken up in the west. The Bulgarians were being converted to

Christianity and were settling down. One characteristic feature of the

period of the Macedonian dynasty is the gi-owth, in the provinces, of

powerful families and their mutual strife, which tended to the weakening
of the throne.

Basil I had died, leaving his sceptre to his sons Leo VI and Alexander,

who had already been crowned in his reign. Little brotherly love subsisted

1 Bayet, L'Art hys., p. 156 (ed. 3).

^ The Tactica is doubtless of the reign of Leo VI, if not actually from his own pen.

See Mitard in B. Z., xii (1903), p. 585 ; Bury's Gibbon, vi, p. 515 f., citing Oman's Art of
War. Some writers (cp. Krumbacher, Byz. Lit, pp. 636, 721) had assigned the work to

Leo III, the Isaurian. Cp. Neumann, Weltstellung (French trans,, p. 51 n.).

' On this treatise, Bury in B. Z., 1906, p. 617 f.

* C. Neumann, Weltstellttng, &o., French trans., p. 28.
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between them,^ and Alexander, a mere lover of pleasure without kingly

bastes or habitudes, naturally fell into the background. The names of

the two brothers are found at times conjoined in lapidary inscriptions

as late as A. D. 904, but it has been thought ^ that after some years Leo

practically reigned alone. It does not seem likely, however, that Alexander

was ever formally displaced, for he was assigned by Leo as the guardian

of his young son Constantine VII, and he himself for a time struck coins

as sole ruler (PI. LII. 1).

Turning to the coinage of Leo's period, we find Leo and Alexander

associated only on the bronze money, but we have coins of Leo alone

struck in gold, silver, and bronze. Sp. Lambros has supposed that the

coins with the name of Leo alone were struck subsequent to A. d. 904,

but an examination of the whole series (see infra, p. 448 f) suggests,

though not very strongly, that Leo's ' sole ' coins belong to the beginning

and middle rather than to the end of his reign. As the predominant

partner Leo may have thought it sufficient, as a general rule, to place

his sole name on the coinage, and the absence of the name of Alexander

need not perhaps necessarily imply that he was not, at least nominally,

co-emperor at the time.

Leo's coins follow the model of his predecessor Basil I, but he

introduces (PI. LI. 8) a new and important type—the Virgin (TIAR-IA.

This type is a bust of the Virgin orans, and it is interesting to compare

with it the ivory in the Berlin Museum, whereon the Blessed Virgin is

represented as crowning the Emperor Leo.^

In 911 Leo crowned Constantine VII, his son by his fourth wife

Zoe, and the young Emperor is portrayed on the solidi then struck

—

a tall, slim figure, almost equal in height to his father, though he was

but six years old (PI. LI. 9). This is an instructive instance of the

conventionality of the coin-types when representing the younger members
of the Imperial family.

Leo VI died on 11 May, 913, and was succeeded by his brother

Alexander, the guardian of the young Constantine VII. It seems likely

that Alexander, during his year's reign, struck coins in
AT-pTrA-w-nT'Tj

all three metals, but the only extant pieces are some
i-, tut 019 '

rare solidi of Constantinople and rare bronze of the _g j
Cherson mint. On these coins the existence of Con-

stantine VII is ignored, and on the solidus Alexander puts himself under

the protection of a saint, no doubt his namesake, St. Alexander, who
is represented placing the Imperial crown on his head (PI. LII. 1). This

' Vita Euthymii, cap. i, 16 ; xi, 5, ed. C. De Boor.

^ Sp. Lambros in B. Z., iv (1895), p. 92 f.

^ W. Voge, Bilder der chrisil. Epoch. (Berlin Mus.), Elfenheinhildwerhe, PI. 4, No. 7.

Schlumberger, MManges d'ardh. byz., i, p. Ill f. and additions at end of tbat volume.

On the Virgin orans see further, § 4, period IV, rnfra.
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type of a saint, or, more often, the Saviour or the Virgin, bestowing

the crown upon Imperial personages becomes sufficiently common on coins

and other monuments in later times, and on the solidus of Eomanus I,

struck circ. A. D. 937, we find Eomanus crowned by the Saviour (PI. LIII. 2),

as Alexander was by St. Alexander.

We pass on to the long reign of Constantine

CONSTANTINE VII, VII, Porphyrogenitus. For the first six years

POKPHTKOGBiiriTirs, after the death of his guardian Alexander, Con-

6 June, 913 stantine was under the tutelage of his mother

-15
C?)

Nov. 959. 2oe and other regents, and the coins are issued

in the name of mother and son.

During the next period, from A. d. 919 to 944, Constantine still remams

in the background, and new co-emperors come forward to share his

honours. The ruling spirit is Eomanus I, Lecapenus
ROMAWTJS I,

(fg^^j^gj. Qf Constantine's wife Helena), who was crowned
LECAPENUS,

Emperor at the end of 919. Prof. Bury has remarked ^

17 Dec 919
that Eomanus has been unjustly represented as a man

of weak character. In foreign politics and war he was

successful, and by his important law of 935 he attempted to stop the

growth of enormous estates in Asia Minor, and their pernicious absorption

of the small agricultural farmers.

In 921 Christopher (died 931), the son of Eomanus I, was crowned

co-emperor, and in 924 the two younger sons of Eomanus, namely

Stephen and Constantine, were likewise raised to Imperial rank. We
possess coins of all these rulers : on some pieces, Constantine VII takes

a secondary position ; on others, he does not appear.

Eomanus I was deposed by his sons Stephen and Constantine, 16 Dec.

944, but they were themselves shortly afterwards (27 Jan. 945) banished

to the island-monastery to which they had consigned their father. ' Old

Eomanus (to quote Gibbon's version of his authoritj') met them on the

beach with a sarcastic smile, and after a just reproach of their folly and

ingratitude, presented his Imperial colleagues with an equal share of his

water and vegetable diet.'

Constantine VII was at last independent. For about two months

he reigned alone, and at this time doubtless issued the solidus and the

numerous bronze coins which show his head bearded (PL LIII. 7). It is

interesting to observe that nearly all these last-named pieces are struck

on the bronze money of Eomanus I, which had probablj;^ been hastily

called in and put out of circulation. In April 945 Constantine crowned

his son Eomanus II, and placed his head on the coins.

Constantine was among the kings who reign but do not rule
;

yet

his mild manners and the absence of great disasters under his government

1 Bury's Gibbon, v, p. 209 ; cp. p. 215 n.
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endeared him to his subjects. As a man of cultivation, as author^ painter,

architect, connoisseur and patron of the arts, he stands conspicuous

among Byzantine emperors.^ He died in Nov. 959, and was succeeded

by Eomanus II, the son for whose behoof he had

written the De administrando Imperio, very much as '

Lord Chesterfield wrote his Letters to his son. Romanus, ^'^

like Philip Stanhope, proved a disappointing pupil,
'

He grew up indeed handsome and fascinating, but, as Emperor, had

only the interests of a man of pleasure. It is strange that we seem to

have no coins of his reign ^ beyond the trivial currency of Cherson. He
died at the age of twenty-four, leaving his wife, the

irTTi?npiTAi\ro
beautiful but unscrupulous Theophano, regent for his / . , „

young sons Basil II and Constantine VIII.^ Roma ttI
This regency lasted a few months only, till

^ggg^t^ ^g March
16 Aug. 963, when Nicephorus II, Phocas, the most _j^g ^^„ ggg
distinguished soldier of his time, became Emperor,

and in the following month married Theophano, of whom he was deeply

enamoured. The young Emperors, Basil and Constantine, though necessarily

kept in the background, were not ousted from their Ta-T/Tci-DTTrt-DTTo tt

position. Un the coins, JNicephorus appears alone, pttopas
except in the case of the solidus, PL LIV. 4, ,_ . _ '„

whereon he is represented with Basil II ; and this _j_ jj ggg
piece we may conjecture to have been struck

immediately after his accession, in order to show that he was the guardian,

not the supplanter, of the young Emperors. On the solidi with his sole

name the bust of Nicephorus is associated with the effigy of the Virgin.

Under Nicephorus II and his great successors, John Zimisees and

Basil II, the Empire reached the zenith of its military glory. Already

under Eomanus II Nicephorus had recovered (a. d. 961) for the Empii-e

the island of Crete, which had been so long the stronghold of the Saracen

Corsairs. In 962 he had been victorious over the Saracens in Cilicia,

and taken Aleppo from its Emir Sayf-al-dawla, the redoubtable Hamdanid
dynast. Further successful campaigns in Cilicia and northern Syria

followed later, leading up to the capture in 969 of the great city of

Antioch, which was henceforth to remain, almost continuously, in the

hands of the Imperialists for more than a century. In 965 the fleet

under Niketas had recovered Cyprus from the Saracens.

The great military services of Nicephorus had made him popular at

the time of his accession, but his religious policy alienated ecclesiastic

' Rambaud, L'Empire grec au dixieme siecle—Constantin Porphyroginete ; Bayet, VaH
byz., p. 117 f. ; A. van Millingen, %z. Const. (The Walls), p. 112.

^ See infra, p. 468.

' If the bronze coin that has been described (cp. infra, p. 470) as bearing the name
of Theophano is correctly read, it probably belongs to the period of her regency.
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and monk,^ and the imposition of taxation, necessitated by a succession

of important campaigns, aroused the discontent of the laity. Cedrenus^

and Zonaras * tell us that he tampered with the coinage, and issued two

kinds of vo/iia-nara (solidi); one, of the usual weight and fineness, in

which payment of taxes had to be discharged; another, of diminished

weight, which had to be accepted in payments made by the Treasury.

The latter coin is stated to have been called reTaprrjpoi/ or Teraprepou.

This was probably not its official denomination, but its popular nickname

—

as if we were to speak of a debased English .sovereign as a croicn (i. e. five-

shilling piece). It is fm-ther stated that the Emperor refused acceptance,

except at a discount, of the solidi of his predecessors.

Now with respect to the debasement of the coinage, it is important

to observe that the extant vo/jLLa/iaTa of Nicephorus are of the usual

weight and, so far as is known, of the ordinary fineness. There is thus

no evidence to support the statement that the Emperor issued base money.

Suspicions to the effect that the solidus was only a quartef of what it

purported to be may have been rife among the subjects of Nicephorus

at a period when he was unpopular and when—during a time of famine

—

he, or his brother Leo Phocas, was suspected of buying up corn to sell

it at an enhanced price, and the historians may have confounded suspicion

with fact.* The whole story of debasement and of the issue of more

than one kind of vo/iKr/xa has probably been antedated, for it would be

true of some of the successoi-s of Nicephorus.*

The end of the great soldier, and stem, ascetic ruler was tragic. On

a December night of the year 969, as he slept alone on a tiger's skin

spread in a corner of his palace, he was attacked by a band of assassins

and murdered. The chief conspirator was another distinguished general,

John Zimisces, the Armenian, and the Empress Theophano, who had

become his lover, was privy to the act.

Zimisces was at once proclaimed Emperor by his friends, but as the

price of his consecration in St. Sophia's he had to promise the Patriarch

T
*° repeal the ecclesiastical legislation of his predecessor,

Zimisces
^^^ *° banish the guilty Theophano. This remarkable

11 Dee 969 soldier, who is described as short of stature but of

-10 Jan 976 gi'63't bodily strength and beauty, carried on the work
of Nicephorus in the East, and his campaigns of

974 and 975 justified his own boast that 'all Phoenicia, Palestine, and

' He forbade the building and endowment of new monasteries and required
ecclesiastical appointments to be sanctioned by the Emperor.

2 Vol. ii, p. 369, ed. Bonn.
' Vol. iii, p. 507, ed. Bonn.
« Cp. Paparrigopoulos, Hist, du peuple grec, iv, 151-153, cited by Schlumberger,

Un Emp. bijz., p. 539.

° Of his namesake Nicephonis III, Botaniates, for instance. Cp. also the statement of

Zonaras (xviii, 22) about Alexius I, cited hifra, p. Ixii.
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Syria were delivered from the tyranny of the Unbelievers and had become

obedient to the Romans'. But his great service to the Empire was his

complete overthrowing of the Russians who, under Sviatoslav, had invaded

Bulgaria, and were threatening Constantinople itself. As a further result

of this Bulgarian war (a. d. 970-972), Bulgaria—or, rather, the Eastern

kingdom of Bulgaria—was annexed to the Empire, and the Impeiial

frontier was once more extended to the Danube. The marriage (in 972)

of Theophano the younger ^ (daughter of Romanus II and Theophano) to

Otto (II), son of the Emperor Otto I, brought the Eastern Empire, in

this reign, into intimate relations with the Western.

John had been proclaimed as guardian of the two young co-emperors,

Basil II and Constantine VIII (sons of Romanus II), but their names

do not appear upon the coinage, though their existence is implied in

the inscription (= toIs ^acriXevcn) on the silver coin, No. 7, p. 476, infra.

John's gold and silver coins are not now very common, though he gained

popularity by his charitable distributions, and by the unusual lavishness

of his largesses. He abolished the kapnikon, a hearth-tax that had been

instituted by the unpopular Nicephorus I.^

In the choice of types, John, who was known for his piety and for

his approval of monasticism, seems to have been influenced by his devotion

to the Blessed Virgin. He engraves on his solidi the bust of Mary, who
places the crown on his head, while the Mamos Dei is stretched over

him in blessing. The remarkable silver coin, PI. LIV. 14,^ which there

is good reason for attributing to this Emperor, may have been struck in

972, when he celebrated at Constantinople his triumph after the victories

in Bulgaria, and displayed the iko7i of the Theotokos that had been

captured during the war.

There are no bronze coins bearing John's name or effigy,* and this

is true also of his successors until Constantine X Ducas (a. d. 1059) once

more issued bronze money with the Imperial
XTT 1 1 ,1 J- 1 i i- Anonymous bronze

name. We have, however, the formal testimony

of Scylitzes that John first issued (in A. d. 972)
, -xi, xv, 1 T r \i c ^^^ ^^s successors.
bronze coins with the head oi the baviour

and a religious inscription in Latin, and that a similar practice was
followed by his successors :

—

vrpocriTa^e 8e kuI ev tSi voiiia-jiaTL kol kv

rw o^oXZ eiKova eyypd^eaOai tov ^corfjpos, /xrj Trporepov tovtov yevo-

fievov kypdcjiovro 8e Kal ypufinara pco/iaiaTi kv Oarepo) fiepec S>8e tttj

' Represented on an ivory plaque, see infra, p. lix n.

^ Sohlumberger, L'Epop. hyz., i, p. 183.

° Tlie Britisli Museum specimen has unfortunately suffered injuries which distort the
face of the Virgin and the head of the Infant Christ.

'' The bronze of Cherson, however, bears the monogram of John I and (later) of

Basil II.
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Sieiiovra- 'Irjaovs XpLo-ros Baa-iXeii BaanXeodv. Tovto 8e Kal oi KaOeifjs

hrrip-qaav ^aa-iXeis^

There are extant a large number of bronze coins bearing a sacred

type and legend as described by Scylitzes (or with similar types and

legends), which must undoubtedly be assigned to John and his successors.

An attribution of these types to various Emperors has been attempted

in this Catalogue,^ and is discussed in detail infra, p. 480 f. A clue to

the arrangement is afforded by the restrikings, and by noting the varying

ornamentation of the nimbus of the Saviour.

John died suddenly on 10 Jan. 976, on his return from the East,

and Basil II and Constantine VIII (the sons of Romanus II) were now

left as joint Emperors. Their busts appear side

^^
^,^ bv side on the gold and silver coins, but

CONSTAWTIIirE VIII, "^
, ,. 1 j- • . r •

i i, j fConstantine was the laint Imperial shadow oi

his brother Basil—the ascetic warrior, abrupt

of speech, who was feared rather than loved, and indifferent to all the

refining influences of art and literature.^ The person of Basil is known

to us from a description in Psellus and from the miniature representing

him as a soldier in the Venice Psalter.* His portrait on the coins seems

conventional, or of little value as a likeness.

In the earlier years of his reign—for we may speak of it as his—
Basil was absorbed by the serious rebellions of Bardas Phocas and Bardas

Skleros. But in 991 he entered on the task of his life, the subjugation

of the Bulgarian nationality in both its eastern and western kingdoms.

The great struggle continued under Czar Samuel and his successors, and

did not close till 1018, when Basil— ' Bulgaroktonos '—celebrated his

triumph at Constantinople. By the subjugation of the Slavs and—

a

more doubtful policy—the annexation of Armenia, the Empire acquired

a greater extent of territory than it had possessed since the days of

Justinian I, but its greatness culminated with Basil II.

In the Constantinopolitan coinage the only feature of interest is

the adoption, probably towards the end of the reign, of a new fabric

tor the nomisma (PL LVI. 4). This fabric is thin and spread, and tends

1 Cedren., vol. ii, p. 413, ed. Bonn ; Knlay (Hist., i, p. 451) remarks on the first part

of this passage that its plain meaning is that ' John I made a change in the type of the

gold nomisma and of the copper obolos which had previously been distinguished by

the portrait of the Emperor'. The facts are that on all the extant gold and silver of

John his name and head appear, though with the addition of the Virgin. On the bronze,

the Imperial name and head are, for the first time, omitted, and a religious type and

inscription take their place.

^ On the lines proposed in my article in Corolla Num., p. 333 f.

' Schlumberger, L'Epop. hyz.. Parts I and II.

* Reproduced in colours in Schlumberger, Vn Emp. hyz., p. 304. On the coin-

portrait, see infra, § 4, Period V. Basil II (with Constantine VIII) appears also in the

miniature of the Bari MS. figured in Schlumberger, L'Epop. hyz., iii, 801.
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to become concave on the obverse,' forming the nuviml scyphati so

often mentioned in documents of a later age. The

concavity appears more distinctly in the following
. . yjfyypTT a tt .

reign ; and for a considerable period the fabric of

the old nomisma or solidus, thick and of small module, subsists beside

the thin and concave fabric of the new nomisma?
In this reign the coinage of Cherson comes to an end, and the date

of its cessation is doubtless the year 989, when the old Greek city—' dernier

debris du grand naufrage du fnonde helMnique '—the

intermediary between the trade of Constantinople and

Southern Russia, was taken by Vladimir, son of

Sviatoslav.^ Cherson was, indeed, restored to the Empire when Vladimir

married the sister (Anne) of the two Basileis and embraced Christianity,

but there is no indication that its coinage was continued after the Russian

capture of the city.

Constantine VIII, left to rule alone by the death of Basil II in

Dec. 1025, was an idler* who committed the chief oiEces of government

to his eunuchs. In his expenditure he was
1-1, J iu ^A <• u- iU • CONSTANTINE VIII
lavish, and the gold coins oi his three-years .

reign are of three different types. He died ,_ L ,_„-
15 S6C 1025

11 Nov. 1028; the last male representative of
'

the great Macedonian House. Just before his

death he had compelled Romanus Argyrus, a Byzantine noble, to marry

his second daughter Zoe,' and Eomanus duly succeeded to the throne.

The coinage of Romanus III is not abundant. There are apparently

no silver coins, and the nomisma is known only of a single type. This

type departs from the model of his predecessor, and
iil u I iu w J T. J.V,

ROMANUS III,
the obverse shows the Emperor crowned by the

Theotokos (PI. LVII. 13). The Virgin Mother seems ,„ ^^^^,^!.'

. u V ^^ ^ A X.- *
12 Nov. 1028

to have been specially invoked as his patron—as
-i in<i4.

she had been by an earlier ruler, John I, Zimisces.

In her honour he built at Constantinople the church and convent of

St. Mary Peribleptos, and the ikon of the Mother of God which served

as the standard of the Emperors was embraced by him with tears and

kisses in a moment of peril in his unfortunate campaign in Syria

(a. d. 1030).«

^ The side bearing the Emperor's name and figure may be conveniently described as

the obverse.

' The nomisma of concave fabric is of heavier weight than the flat nomisma ; see

further, infra, p. Ixii.

^ On the date, Sehlumberger, L'Epox}. byz., i, p. 758.

^ On his character, Sehlumberger, Vipojj. lyz., i, 334, 335 ; iii, p. 2 f.

^ On Zoe, Sehlumberger, op. cit., iii; Diehl, Etudes byz., p. 70, and his Figures

hyzantines, chap. x.

= Psellus, Hist, 334 (p. 31, ed. Sathas, 1899).
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Romanus died in 1034, and was succeeded by Michael IV, an able

and handsome court-officer, for whom Zoe had, while still the wife of

Romanus III, conceived a passion, and whom
' she now man-ied without a moment's delay.

THE PAPHLAGOliriAlSr, r ,, .1 i? i-U j. jIn this reign, the increase oi the taxes and
'

their arbitrary collection led to a revolt of the

Bulgarians and Servians, and the independence

of Servia began now (1040) to be tacitly recognized. An attempt to

reconquer Sicily from the Saracens was undertaken by the brave George

Maniakes with Normans and Varangians in his army, but was not

successful, though Messina was stormed (1038). Michael died 10 Dec.

1041.

Zoe caused to be crowned as Emperor, Michael V (the nephew of

Michael IV), her ' son ' by adoption. On 18 April, 1042, the adopted son

sent Zoe into exile, but as the result of a popular

' outbreak Michael was deposed and Zoe restored to

' the throne. The only coin that has any claim to

« . -^ -.^A^ belong to Michael V is that figured in PI. LVIII. 5,-21 April, 1042. ^

.

, . , _, *=
, , ,

a nomisma showing the iimperor crowned by the

Virgin. The Emperor's head may be compared with the portrait of him

that appears in the MS. of Zonaras at Modena,^ representing his face

as long and oval with a somewhat long beard and moustache.

For a few months Zoe shared the government with her younger sister

Theodora, and though no coins have been identified as of their joint rule,

it is not improbable that such pieces were issued.

Psellus describes the two Empresses seated side by
Theodora

. _ ' side on the throne, and states that they made immense
' lai-gesses to the multitude.^ Theodora (according to

Psellus) was calm and restrained. Zoe passed rapidly

from the transports of joy to the depths of gloom. Zoe was extravagant

and lavish, while Theodora husbanded her resources.^ Their portraits

appear in the Modena MS. of Zonaras,* and they were represented,

conventionally, on the crown of 'Constantine Monomachus' now in the

National Museum of Pesth.^

On 11 June, 1042, Zoe, who was now sixty-two, took to herself

a third husband, the handsome Constantine Monomachus, who was

^ Sclilumberger, L'Epop. byz., iii, p. 532.

^ Cp. Sohlumberger, op. cit., iii, 388, 389. Type 1 of the nomisma of Theodora's

sole reign, infra, p. 505, might be assigned to her joint reign, were there in existence

a corresponding nomisma with the portrait of Zoe. Or, the two Empresses may have

been represented side by side.

=• Cp. Schlimiberger, op. cit., pp. 391, 392.

* Schlumberger, op. cit., p. 541.

^ C. de Linas, Hist, du trai: a VExp. univ. de i86j, p. 121 f. (in colours) ; N. Kondakoff,

Hist. . . . des emaux hyz., p. 228 (243 f. in German ed.) ; Molinier, L'orfwrerie, p. 52.
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crowned Emperor the next day. Theii- court was frivolous, not to say

scandalous, and the Emperor, who was little interested in military

affairs, was prodigal in his expenditure,
, 1 J 1, X 13 u • CONSTANTINE IX,

pleasure-loving and somewhat ±5ohemian in

his tastes. Yet the reign of Constantine iX ,, ^ ,„,„„,.,.. , , , n ,
11 June, 1042

was fertile m important events, and even the ,, , ,„--... .

,

.

,

-11 Jan- 1055.
Emperor has his serious side, as evidenced by
his encouragement of literary men—among them, the ' humanist ' Michael

Psellus—and by his re-institution of the University of Constantinople.

Philosophy and Law were once more to be studied, and the Law (declared

the Emperor) was no longer to remain as obscure as an oracle. It was

to be hedged round by science, and the professional lawyers were to

be recruited only from the students of the University.

It was in this reign that the great schism of the churches of east

and west took place (1054), and it was under Constantine that the

permanent settlements of the Normans in Apulia (circ. 1043) and their

capture of Otranto (1055) practically crushed the Byzantine power in

Southern Italy; while the attacks of the Seljuk Turks began to weaken

the structure of the Emph-e in Asia.^ Yet, at the time, the future

gravity of these attacks could hardly have been foreseen : the prestige

of the Eastern Empire was, indeed, still considerable, and Armenia was

completely under its control.^

The nomismata that may be assigned to Constantine IX are of no

less than five types, and it is important to notice that, until the reign of

Alexius I, we have to do with nomismata of two distinct fabrics ^
: (i) the

thick small coins resembling the earlier solidi (PI. LVIII. 6-8) ; (ii) coins of

the thin, spread concave fabric that had been introduced by Basil II

and Constantine VIII (PI. LVin, 9-13). The usual weight of (i) is about

63 grains ; the weight of (ii) is about 68 grains. The old (flat) nomisma

was thus reduced in weight, but the new (scyphate) nomisma retains

the original weight (about 68 grains) of the old solidus or nomisma.

Both classes seem to belong to the Constantinopolitan mint—though very

likely to difierent officinae—and they probably represent the same denomi-

nation. Of course, if Class I (63 grains) passed current as a nomisma,

the government was a, gainer by its issue. It may be conjectured that

one class was more especially used as the currency of widely extended

commerce, while the other class chiefly circulated in the capital. A study,

' Pinlay, Hist., ii, pp. 433, 434.—Cp. Diehl, Introduction to Trench trans, of

Neumann's Wellstellung des hi/z. Seiches, p. 5 :—
' La bureaucratie civile, jalouse des barons

et de I'armee, devint toute puiasante au palais, et elle crut, en tenant les generaux en

suspicion et en desorganisant I'armee, avoir evite a tout jamais la rf^volution. Le regne

de Constantin IX . . . marqua le plein triomphe de ce systeme.'

^ Neumann's Weltstellung, &c., pp. 66, 67 (French trans.).

' The two nomismata had been first introduced under Basil II and Constantine VIII.
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if it could be made, of the usual provenance of each of these classes of

nomismata would probably throw light on the cause of their contem-

poraneous issue. The silver coins bear interesting types of the Vii-gin

(PI. LIX. 3, 4, 5) who, on one denomination, is expressly identified as

the Virgin of Blachernae, H R.AAX6PNITICA. Another silver coin

supplies an instance, very rai-e on coins, of a metrical inscription:

—

Aea-noLva aS^ois eva-e^rj Movofidxov. This is an iambic trimeter of the

kind usually found on the metrical Bullae} A coin of Romanus IV

{infra, p. 525) is inscribed with a hexameter line.

It may be added that the Empress Zoe does not appear on the

coins whether alone or in conjunction with her husband. Possibly the

position of the beautiful Skleraina—herself created Augusta—may have

caused a difficulty, though we know that wife and mistress lived together

in the Imperial palace on strange terms of amity.

Constantine IX died on 11 Jan. 1055. Zoe had died in 1050, and

her aged sister Theodora—she was now seventy—once more made her

appearance upon the Imperial stage, and was proclaimed Empress, even

before the dying sovereign had expired.

The Empress took an active part in the administration, but died

after a short reign on 31 Aug. 1056, the last representative of the

Macedonian House. Her gold coins show her

' adorned with a profusion of jewellery, and wearing

elaborately embroidered robes (see PI. LX. 1-3,

and p. 506, infra, note 1). Her sister Zoe is said

to have disdained both jewellery and brocaded dresses.^ Theodora's

coins are of neat and careful workmanship, particularly the standing

figure of the Saviour (PI. LX. 4-7), which has been supposed to be a

reproduction of the image of the Saviour of Chalce (pai-t of the Imperial

palace), which stood above the gate.^

Theodora nominated as her successor Michael VI, Sti-atioticus, once

an able soldier, but now old and incapable. The army soon rose

against him, and proclaimed as Emperor Isaac

' Comnenus, a member of the great family of the

' Comneni who had acquired rich estates in Asia

„, » ,,^=r, Minor. Michael abdicated on 31 Aug. 1057,* and
-31 Aug. 1057. "

the next day Isaac was crowned in St. Sophia.

' See Froehner in Annuah-e de la Soc. fixing, de Num., 1882, p. 44 ; 1884, p. 312 f.

- Schlumberger, VEpop. iyz., iii, p. 392.

' See Dumont in Rev. Num., 1867, p. 195, where a silver coin, with obv., the Virgin;

rev., standing figure of IC XC O XAAKHTHC, is published. Dumont thinks it may

belong to the time of John IIT, Ducas, Vatatzes, Emperor of Nicaea. The coin was
formerly in the Photiades coll. and is described in Photiades Cat., No. 676.

* His portrait in the Modena MS. of Zonaras, figured in Schlumberger, op. cit., iii,

p. 538. (Porti-ait of Isaac I, ib., p. 540.) The type of an angel—apparently the archangel

Michael— on Michael's coins is novel (p. 509, type 2, infra).
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Isaac's energy was directed to financial reform, and to curtailing

the expenditure at court. But he was weakened by illness, and near the

end of the year 1059 he followed the example of
ISAAC I

his predecessor and abdicated. Zonaras and Scylitzes '

record that Isaac caused himself to be represented
'

u- ij • -ii J J i- r, J 31 Aug. 1057
on his gold coins with a drawn sword in his hand _o= -n

(see this type, PI. LX. 12), and they take this repre-

sentation to be an act of vainglory on the part of the Emperor, who thus

seemed to ascribe his good fortune in securing his throne not to Providence

but to his personal prowess. But Isaac does not seem to have been

a man of the stamp of Hybrias the Cretan, and it is probable that

these authors are merely echoing the sneers of persons who wished to

ridicule the Emperor—disappointed courtiers, for instance, to whom Isaac's

reforms were naturally not palatable.^ For though the representation

of an Emperor with a drawn sword was an innovation, it was not

a startling one. Constantino IX (died 1055) had already been shown (on

his silver coins) holding a sword in its sheath ; and on two types of

his nomisma Isaac I himself likewise holds his sword ensheathed.^ To
represent the sword withdrawn from its sheath was, therefore, only to

develop slightly a motive abeady familiar.

On his only known silver coin Isaac used the epithet ' Orthodox ', one

not found on the coins of other reigns.

Constantino X, the Cappadocian noble who succeeded Isaac I, has

been called by Finlay 'an avaricious pedant'. This may be a crude

characterization, but it is certain that his policy

was anti-military, and that his chief efiforts were '

directed to replenishing the treasury at all hazards. '

The Senate, the bureaucratic classes, and the clergy

who supported the Emperor against the military
'

and land-owning classes, believed, or affected to believe that the age of

wars was over. Part of the army was disbanded
; pay was lowered, and

the upkeep of stores and munition neglected. Yet at no time was a great

Imperial army more needed. The gravest danger arose from the Seljiik

Turks under Togril-bey and his successor Alp-Arslan. In 1064 the

Seljuks bad captured Ani, the ancient capital of Ai-menia, and their

numberless raids and invasions laid Asia Minor waste. In 1065 a new

' Cedren., vol. ii, p. 641 ed. Bonn :

—

airiKa za ^aaiKiKm voiiitrjian <nra6rj(p6pos

diaxapaTTeraiy fif] to) GtcS to irav eiriypdipoit/ dWa Trj idla l(T\v"i Koi TJJ Trepl TroXe/iou? e^Tretpta.

The versified account of Ephraemius is to the same effect
; p. 140 ed. Bonn.—Similarly

also Zonaras, JEp., xviii; vol. iii, pp. 665, 666 ed. Bonn (rm vopiaiiaTi ii<f>fip7] iavroi^

ivex<^pa^e). But Zonaras, in another passage {Ep., xviii ; vol. iii, p. 667 ed. Bonn) about

Isaac, seems to take the drawn sword (to ^icfius yvixvov) as symbolizing the Emperor's

drastic and over-hasty methods of making reforms.

" Cp. Maedler, Theodora, Michael Strut., Isaac Komnenos, p. 45 n.

I h
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enemy, the Uzes, broke into Bulgaria. In 1064 Belgrade had fallen into

the hands of the Magyars.

The coinage of this unfortunate and iU-judging ruler is abundant.

We may note especially, that in the course of his reign he abolished the

' anonymous ' bronze coinage that had subsisted since the time of John I,

Zimisces (supra, p. li), and substituted one with the Imperial name and

effigy. The time-honoured practice of using old flans for the bronze

cui-rency was not, however, discontinued.

Constantine X died in May, 1067, and for a few months his widow

Eudocia carried on the government with two of her
EUDOCIA (regent),

goQg_jiiej^ael VII and Constantine. She struck
^^~ ® 'a nomisma (PL LXI. 10) with her own figure

(which had already appeared on one of the bronze coins of Constantine X)

placed between her two sons.

In December (1067) Eudocia took a husband in the person of

Romanus (IV), Diogenes, a Gappadocian noble famed for his valour. But

he was as impetuous as brave, and rashly hurried an
ROMANUS IV,

undisciplined army into the field. He made head
DIOGENES,

against the Seljuks in Armenia, Cappadocia and
®°'

Syria, but in the fateful battle of Manzikert, in
^'

Armenia, the Byzantine army sufiered a crushing

defeat at their hands (a.d. 1071). The same year is also memorable for

the taking of Bari by the Normans under Robert Guiscard, and the ending

of the long-lived domination of the Eastern Empire in Italy.

During the three of four years of his reign Romanus issued coins

remarkably varied in type. On one of his nomismata he placed his own

portrait (alone) ; on another the portrait of himself and Eudocia in con-

junction. A third (PI. LXI. 11) is a family-coin, showing, on the reverse,

the three stepsons of the Emperor (the sons of Constantine X by Eudocia),

and on the obverse, a figure of the Saviour crowning the Emperor and his

wife. This subject—Christ crowning Romanus IV and Eudocia—is familiar

to students of art from the ivory (the cover of an Evangeliarium) in the

Bibliothfeque Nationale, Paris. The ivory is of far higher artistic merit

than the coin, as may be discerned from the mild and gracious aspect of

the Saviour and the easy action of the arms in blessing, which are extended

nearly horizontally and not raised as on the coin.^

^ Molinier, Hist, des arts appliquis, S(c., vol. i, ' Ivoires,' p. 97 ; Babelon, Guide

illustri au Cabinet des MMailles, Paris, 1900, fig. 145 and p. 318; Diehl, Etudes byz.,

p. 119; Venturi, Storia delV arte ital., ii, p. 583. On the coin, the Christ stands

on a rectangular footstool or platform which, on the ivory, is itself raised on a basis

of omphalic form. On the ivory, the Emperor and Empress are nimbate as •well

as the Christ. The coin-types are reproduced on a leaden piece (presumably a seal)

figured by De Marchant, Melanges de num., letter iv; PL; No. 2, and by Sabatier,

Iconographie, PI. suppl. 24, No. 1.—The motive of the Saviour blessing two Imperial

persons is found, in the tenth century, on the ivory plaque of the Musee de Cluny,
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On one of the silver coins (PI. LXII. 2) occurs a beautiful figure of the

Blessed Virgin holding (in her left arm) the Infant Jesus. This has been

thought to be the Virgin called the Conductress—H OAHFHTPIA—who is

familiar from other works of Byzantine art, such as the Spitzer ivory .^

The legend of this piece forms a hexameter verse :

—

UapOive <tol noXvaive

8j ^XniKe ndvTa KaropOoi?

After Manzikert, Romanus IV became the prisoner of Alp-Arslan,

and a revolution at Constantinople soon disposed of both Emperor and

Empress.

Michael VII, Ducas (the eldest son of Eudocia and Constantino X),

was now proclaimed Emperor. His reign was a period of disaster and

revolt. The Emperor, a pupil of Michael Psellus,

amused himself with rhetoric and verse-making, but '

Ducas
was careless of affairs of State. The Seliuk hordes '

Aug. 1071
continued to pour into Asia Minor, and the Seljuks 94. m h in7R
of Rum or Iconium, under Suleiman, now became

an independent power. At last, Nicephorus III, Botaniates, one of the

pretenders to the throne, was proclaimed Emperor at Constantinople on

24 March, 1078, and Michael retired to the monastery of the Studium.

The reign of Nicephorus was short and troubled. His expenditure

was wasteful, and we know from the testimony of extant coins that he

debased the nomisma, which is often struck in „, „_„„
n J u 1 i A i iu 1

NICEPHOBUS III,
alloyed gold or electrum. As to the personal .„^ ^ : X u BOTANIATES,
appearance 01 the Jimperor: what purports to be 25 M h I07s
a portrait appears in the MS. of Chrysostom in . . ., ',fjoi

the BibHothfeque Nationale, Paris,^ but his por-

trait on the coins is evidently conventional, and is practically identical

with the head of Michael VII as found on coins. Nicephorus, on his

silver coins, placed beside his own the bust of his wife, the Empress

Maria, the widow of Michael VII, who had represented her on some of

his coins.

Three rebellions of this reign (including that of Nicephorus Bryennius)

were put down by the aid of the general Alexius Comnenus, nephew

of the former Emperor Isaac I, Comnenus ; but in the crushing of a fourth

rebellion, that of his brother-in-law Nicephorus Melissenus, Alexius refused

repreaenting Christ blessing the Emperor Otto 11 and his wife Theophano, the daughter

of Eomanus II and the famous Theophano : Schlumberger, Un Emp. bt/z., p. 651.

^ Schlumberger, Sigillogr., p. 37. Spitzer ivory triptych, Schlumberger, Un Emp.
byz., p. 105 ; ivory triptych, ii^veche de Iiiege, Schlumberger, L'Ejjop. hyz., i, p. 181 ; cp.

miniature, ib., p. 105 ; copper plaque in Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington,

L'Epop. hyz., iii, frontispiece.—On the Virgin Hodegetria, see further, Bauer and

Strzygowski, Eine Alexandrinisehe Weltchronik, p. 159 (in Denkschriften derkais. Akad.

der Wissensch., Wien, 1906, Bd. 51).
'' See p. 525, infi'a. On metrical inscriptions, supra, p. Ivi.

' Bayet, L'Arf byz., p. 169 ; Diehl, Etudes hyz., p. 121.
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to take part. This pretender was proclaimed Emperor at Nicaea, and

.^ _, ^^^ struck a silver coin with his name as SearTroTrjs

Z^^f^^ZzZl (w/m, p. 539 ; PL LXm. 11). But Alexius Com-MELISSENUS \ J
' r ' J

/ , \ nenus, a much abler rival, was now himself a

lOSO-Anril 1081 candidate for empire; on 1 April, 1081, he entered

and plundered Constantinople, and Nicephorus III

retired to a monastery. Melissenus was given the title of Caesar, but

ceased to be of political importance.^

The accession of Alexius I, Comnenus, a representative of one of

the great feudal families, put an end to a period of anarchy and weakness.^

D tiring his long reign this able Emperor had to con-
AIiEXIUS I

o o o r
' tend against Norman, Patzinak, Turk, and Crusader,

' yet his organizing skill and his subtle, if unscrupulous,

,_ • ' ,,,„ diplomacy constantly stood him in stead. The de-
-15 Aug. 1118. ^ e ^^, -r. ^ -, j. xji.cadence oi the Empire was at least arrested by

Alexius, as it was afterwards by his successors John II and Manuel I.

His earlier years, 1081-1085, were occupied with the war in Illyria

and Thessaly against the Normans, under the famous Robert Guiscard,

Duke of Apulia, but the danger of the Norman invasion passed away

with the death of Guiscard in 1085. A struggle with the Seljuk Turks,

and with the Patzinaks, who were at last annihilated at the battle of

the Leburnion in 1091,3 ^jled the years 1084-1092. The First Crusade

began in 1095. Europe (as Gibbon says) was ' precipitated on Asia ', and

Constantinople was almost swept away by the impetuous deluge. Alexius

with great adroitness avoided a conflict with these hordes of western

warriors : he regarded them as mercenaries in his pay, and tried to win

their chiefs by costly presents.* Some of the Imperial possessions in

Asia Minor were won back by the Crusaders, and the war with the

Seljuks, 1110-1117, ended in favour of the Emperor.

One of the great tasks of Alexius was the creation of a navy and

the strengthening and reorganization of the military forces, especially

in the cavalry arm. Over his army Alexius exercised absolute control,

and usually took the command in person. A vast increase in the public

expenditure was the result of these military necessities ; the subjects

of Alexius groaned under the burden of taxation, and endured the

numberless losses and vexations brought about by a systematic debasement

of the currency.

' Waddington in Ret: num., 1863, p. 399.
'' ' L'avenement des Comnenes en 1081.' 'Ce fut le triomphe de raristocratie

feodale et du parti militaire sur le gouverneuient central et la bureaucratie civile.'

Diehl, Introd. to Neumann's Weltstellung (rrench trans.), p. 6 ; cp. note, p. Iv, n., supra,

as to the state-policy under Constantine IX.

' They were finally extinguished under his successor, John II, a.d. 1123.
* Chalandon, Essai sur le regne (TAlexis I, chap. vi.
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Alexius was about thirty-three at his accession, and is described

as a man of short stature, with broad chest and shoulders. His bust

and full-length figure often occur on the coins, but the portrait seems

to be conventional. He is represented also on seals ^ and in a MS.

of the Vatican.^ In the earlier part of his reign he associated with

himself Constantine Ducas, the son of Michael VII, Ducas ; but Constantine

does not appear on the coins, for the pieces assigned by Sabatier (ii,

p. 194) to Alexius I and Constantine are doubtless of Alexius III and

Saint Constantine. In 1092 Alexius associated his eldest son John (II)

in the Empire, and it was no doubt on this occasion that he put forth

a nomisma (PL LXV. 1) bearing figures of himself, his wife Irene,^ and

John. His famous daughter Anna Comnena does not appear on the coins,

though her seals are extant.*

The coinage of Alexius I presents many varieties of types—the bust,

or the full figure, holding the cross, the labarum or a jewelled sceptre.

But there is no bold departure in the designs. The interest of his coinage

lies in the metals and denominations.

(i) Bronze coinage (PI. LXV. 9-16), consisting mainly of small pieces

of irregular shape and thick fabric. Extant specimens weigh from about

50 to 70 grains. (This is probably i\\& follis.)

(ii) A silver coin (PI. LXV. 2-6), nearly identical in size and fabric

with the bronze just described. The weight of the specimens in the

British Museum is about 60 grains ; no doubt the miliaresion. There

are also flat, thin coins in silver ; the British Museum specimen weighs

32 grains.

(iii) Nomisma. This is found in various metals :

—

Type 1 in gold.

Type 2 in bronze.

Type 3 in gold and in electrum.

Types 4 and 5 in base silver or billon. :

Type 6 in electrum.

Type 7 in gold and in billon.

' On the seals of Alexius, see Schlumberger, MHanges d'arch. hyz., i, pp. 263, 264

;

Sigillogr., p. 79; and p. 423 (rev., seated Christ); p. 638; Sorlin-Dorigny in Rev. arch.,

1877, pt. i, p. 82 ; Birch, Seals in British Museum, v, p. 4 ; Konstantopoulos in Journ.

internat. d'arch. num., 1905, p. 214 f. (Alexius and family).

' See the reproductions of Cod. gr. Vat., No. 666, in Chalandon, op. cit., frontispiece

and p. 50.

^ The standing figure of Irene occurs in enamel in the pala d'oro of St. Mark's,

Venice : see Veludo in Pasini, II iesoro di San Marco, PI. XV-XX ; Venturi, op. cit.,

p. 645 f.

* See Schlumberger, Milanges d'arch. Injz., i, p. 267 ; Sigillogr., p. 641, and in Rev.

num., 1905, p. 339 f. Cp. Comptes rendxis de VAcad. fran(;., 1905, p. 142 (ring of Irene ?

wife of Alexius I).
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It is certain that Alexius was reduced to great straits for money.

Early in the reign he had recourse to the precious vessels of the churches,

and from the doors of one church he stripped the gold and silver plating

;

he also melted down various public monuments made of bronze.^ And he

was easily led on by the example of his predecessors to the adulteration of

the nomisma.

The changing fortunes of the nomisma may here be briefly recapitulated.

We have seen that as far back as the tenth century, Nicephorus 11, Phocas,

was accused, though apparently unjustly, of tampering with this coin.

Under Constantine VIII (1025-1028) we find two gold coins, both pre-

sumably intended to pass as nomismata though one is inferior in weight to

the other. These coins are (a) a scyphate piece (first introduced by Basil 11)

with the weight of 68-70 grains ^
; (/3) a small thick coin of the weight of

62-63 grains. These two coins continue to be struck down to the reign

of Michael VII, Ducas (1071-1078), but after his time the gold coin of

62-63 grains ceases to be issued.

Among the extant nomismata of Michael VII there are some specimens

struck in pale gold or electrum, and even in silver and billon.^ Already,

therefore, the debasement of the gold nomisma was being attempted.

The nomisma-coinage of the next Emperor, Nicephorus III (1078-1081), the

predecessor of Alexius I, is particularly shameless, specimens in pure gold

being of exceptional occurrence, while the majority of pieces are in electrum

or base gold. The part that Alexius himself played can be made out fairly

well from the following statement in Zonaras, which we can confront with

the testimony of the coins themselves :

—

OvTOS ^aa-iXevs kol to vofiiafia KiKL^Sr^Xevfievov napa tSiv irpo avrov

eiipijKcbs )(aX*:eoi' edero, w els to. rr]S ^aa-LXeias €Ke)(^pr]TO dyaXco/iaTa, rovs

Se ye (j>6povs Sia •)(^pv(Tiv(cv Soklhodv etcreTrpaTTe, tttj Si ye Kal Sl' erepcov,

)(^pva[v(ov fiev KaKeivcov, dXX' ri/j,i)(^pvacoi', eari S' oS Kal Sea tS>v yaXKemv

eSacrixofopeL (Zonaras, Ep., xviii, 22= vol. iii, p. 738, ed. Biittner-Wobst,

Bonn 4).

The changes introduced by Alexius involved not merely the debase-

ment of a single denomination (the nomisma), but the setting up side by

side of nomismata of varying intrinsic value. Thus, there was the old gold

nomisma, of 68-70 grains, which tended to become electrum ; there was

the new silver nomisma, which tended to become billon ; and finally, the new
bronze nomisma. AH this produced a hopeless confusion in accounts and

furnished fresh opportunities of exaction to the collectors who farmed the

' Bev. nmn., 1866, p. 36 f., on Nicetas.

^ i.e. the weight of the nomisma (solidus) of earlier reigns.

^ See p. 530, infra, note 1.

^ Buttner-Wobst translates:— 'Hie rex cum solidum a deoessoribus suis adulteratum
repperissefc, aeneum fecit, quo in regni expensis uteretur ; in vectigalibus vero probes

aureos exigebat, aliquando etiain nummos semiaurccs, interdum aeneos.'
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taxes. For instance, the collector of the supplementary taxes (the SiKeparov,

f^d(j)oWov, &c.) sometimes tried the device of reckoning fractions and small

payments as if twelve miliaresia still went (as formerly) to the nomisma.

Thus, for a tax of | nomisma six miliaresia were demanded, though the

nomisma was at this time only worth four ^ miliaresia. The contributory

thus paid six miliaresia instead of two, or (in the new money) one whole

nomisma+ two miliaresia.

In large transactions, as e.g. in his treaty with Bohemund, Prince

of Antioch, Alexius agreed that his own payments should he made in

' Michaels ',^ i. e. in the nomismata coined by Michael VII, thus putting his

own money and that of his predecessor Jwrs de combat. A subsidy paid by

Alexius to the German Emperor Heniy IV was discharged in silver coin,

a proof, as Finlay has remarked,^ that Byzantine silver money was formerly

not so rare as it now for the most part is.*

John II— ' Kalojoannes ',—who was left by his father's death sole

Emperor, has the distinction of being probably the most amiable ruler

that ever occupied the Byzantine throne.^ His reign

was not inglorious, and in fortunate campaigns against '

the Seljuk Turks he extended the boundary of the
Comwebttis,

Empire east and west. But he neglected to restore "?'
^

the fleet, and the Venetians, who now traded dii-ect
'

with the Christian principalities in Syria, and were rapidly becoming the

trading rivals of Constantinople, plundered with impunity Rhodes and

other islands and coasts of the Empire. In the end, John was forced to

renew the commercial privileges of the Venetians in Constantinople

(a.d. 1126).

The coinage of this reign of nearly twenty-five years is varied, and

there are at least seven types of the nomisma.' Two of these types are

entirely in billon, and two others are chiefly in electrum. There are three

types, however, usually struck in gold, and it would seem that John

—

^ Or perhaps five.

^ Finlay, Hist., iii, p. 63 n., and p. 123; Chalandon, op. cit., p. 248; Ducange, s.v.

Michaelitae.

* Hist., iii, p. 74.

* On the tax-collecting and the difficulties caused by the new coinage, see an
excellent section in M. Ohalandon's Alexis I, pp. 299-309, founded partly on the model
accounts for the revenue-collectors of Alexius I (published, Zachariae von Lingenthal,

lus Graeco-Romanum, pt. 3, p. 385 f.).—On the expressions v6iiuTiJ.a rpaxv, rpaxv acmpov

vofiuTim, which apparently designate the nomisma in silver, see Svoronos, Journ. internat.

.d'arch. num., ii, p. 352 f. According to Svoronos, wj/x. -rpax. is a translation of nummus
asper, i. e. a coin fresh from the mint, and rough to the touch because not yet worn
smooth by circulation. 'Ao-n-pos, as applied to coins (especially to the silver of the

Emperors of Trebizond), afterwards—it is suggested—meant ' white ' or ' silver ' money.
' Finlay, Hist., iii, p. 130.

^ On the chronology, &c., of this reign, E. Kurtz in B. Z., 1907, p. 69 f,

' No silver coins, apart from the silver nomisma, appear to be extant.
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while maintaining the electrum and billon nomismata—made an effort to

improve on the gold nomisma of his father Alexius I. The Virgin crowning

the Emperor is a frequent type, and the figure of a saint— St. George

—

is introduced (PI. LXVII. 12'). The waiTior-saint wears a cuirass and

sword; his hair is curly and his head nimbate.^

John II was succeeded by his youngest son Manuel I, Comnenus,

a man of extraordinary physical endowments; a Samson who could tear

a stirrup in two ^ and whose lance and buckler not
MANUEL I,

g^gj^ Raymond ' the Hercules of Antioch ' could wield.

' He was a good soldier, but had more the temper of

^ ' a knight-errant who loved fighting and adventure for

their own sake. He was enamoured of Western

civilization and delighted in tournaments. Both of his wives were western

princesses, and he married his son Alexius to Agnes, daughter of the French

king Louis VII.

Manuel's reign of thirty-seven years was spent in incessant warfare.

He invaded Hungary and won the battle of Zeugmin. He repulsed the

Normans under Roger of Sicily. He was involved in a naval contest with

the Venetians, but had finally to restore their trading privileges, which he

had tried to suppress. In his sti-uggle with the Seljuks he failed to

re-conquer Asia Minor. If in his dealings with the warriors of the Second

Crusade Manuel showed considerable discretion, his general foreign policy

was grandiose and Utopian ; thus, he sought from Pope Alexander III,

who was at enmity with Barbarossa, a union between the Eastern and

Western churches, a condition being that he should be crowned Emperor

of the West. At the same time he neglected to make radical internal

reforms—a heroic task, no doubt—and the opportunity of reform was

rapidly passing away.

His coinage is varied and abundant, there being at least eight types of

the nomisma in the precious metals, and five types of the nomisma in

bronze or a mixture of bronze. There are also at least eight types in the

ordinary bronze coinage. Gold is not frequently employed for the nomisma,

but only a very pale electrum, which is often hardly distinguishable from

silver. According to Nicetas* he coined bad nomismata to deceive the

Crusaders. These may, however, have been only the ordinary bronze or

billon nomismata of the time, and Manuel of course was not responsible for

' the first introduction of the nomisma in bronze.

" An earlier but isolated representation of a Saint on coins occurred in the time of

Alexander, see supra, p. xlvii,

^ The curly hair and cuirass—sometimes a tunic— are found on other monuments.
The Saint, however, usually stands holding a spear and shield: see Schlumberger,
L'Epop. hys., i, p. 13 ; ii, pp. 49, 132, 273 ; cp. Dalton, Cat. of Early Christian Antiquities,

s.v. 'Saints'. St. George is found with spear and shield on the coins of Manuel I

(PI. LXX. 16).

' So at least says an Arab author. * i, 5 ; cp. Ducange, Gloss., s. v. Manlat.
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As his predecessor had inti'oduced St. George on the coinage, Manuel

introduced St. Theodore and St. Demetrius. The head of the youthful

Christ, inscribed 'Emmanuel' (PI. LXVIII. 15), may perhaps have been

chosen as suggesting the name ' Manuel '.

Manuel I was succeeded by his son Alexius II, a boy of thirteen,

but in Oct. 1183, Andronicus (I, Comnenus), a cousin of Manuel and

grandson of Alexius I, was associated with him as
AT-p'T^XTTQ XT

ioint ruler. In Sept. 1184, Andronicus put Alexius '

to death and reigned alone.

The sole reign of Alexius II lasted about three

years, and it would seem probable that even in that

anarchic period coins were struck in his name. No extant pieces can,

however, be attributed to him with any certainty, for all the coins

inscribed 'Alexius' show a bearded head, and we should expect, even

amid the conventionalities of Byzantine coinage, that he would be repre-

sented as beardless. However, to the single year (1183-1184) during

which Alexius II reigned jointly with Andronicus I, some of the coins

inscribed with the sole name of ' Andronicus ' may possibly belong.

Andronicus Comnenus is one of the most striking, though not one

of the most important, figures who occupied the Imperial throne. He
has been described as a Byzantine Alcibiades, and
, • J J • I, / J J I,- ANDBONICUS I,
he was, indeed, in character, as many-sided as his

Athenian prototype. He had the same ambition, «^,,„„„ ^',,„.
. „ , .p, 1 1 ,

Oct- 1183-Sept. 1184
the same intellectual giits and personal charm, / ... .. . __,

.

combined with an almost equal want of moral „ . usa
stability. Viewed from some aspects, he may be _.|^2 sent 1185
portrayed as a blood-stained tyrant and a traitor

(alone^
to his country. But he appears also as a romantic

adventurer at Turkish courts, and even as a prison-hero. He was, no

doubt, a profligate, but (as Mr. Finlay puts it) 'a sober and abstemious

profligate.' Certainly he had many qualities of a statesman, and in his

brief reign, when he was nearly seventy years old, carried through

with iron will reforms which, if begun earlier or continued later,

might have propped a falling state.

These reforms were chiefly in finance, judicature, and general ad-

ministration. He lightened the taxes and paid the tax-collectors large

salaries, that so they might be less tempted to extortion. He abolished

many useless posts that had previously been sold to the highest bidder,

and appointed to the judicial bench men of professional knowledge and

high character. Like Basil II and other great Emperors, he tried to

curb the feudal nobility, whose vast estates had been acquii-ed to the

detriment of the small proprietor. His interference with the public

spectacles, and his abolition of court-festivities, were likewise excellent

in theory, but probably hardly expedient : certainly these measures earned
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for the reformer immense unpopularity, and the people came to have

a peculiar detestation of any aged man who wore the forked and pointed

beard that was characteristic of Andronicus.^

On 12 Sept. 1185 (when Andi-onicus had reigned alone but one year),

a rising of the mob of Constantinople set on the throne Isaac Angelus,

a survivor of the great family of the Angeli, which Andronicus had

ruthlessly suppressed. Andronicus was not only dethroned, but put to

death with refinements in the way of torture and indignity that can

hardly be described.

In his coinage, Andronicus had made no innovations. His nomisma

is of gold, electrum, and bronze, but seems to be scarce in the two first

metals. When Andronicus was dethroned, gi-eat stores of gold, silver,

and copper, both coined and in bullion, were found in the palace.-

Isaac n, in his love of pleasure, and inattention—amid a luxurious

coui't—to public business, recalls king Charles II, though he had, probably,

less natural ability than the English monarch. His
'

reign was signalized by a great rebellion of the

Wallachian and Bulgarian peoples between the Haemus

A 1 US'! ^^^ Danube: a new monarchy, the Wallachian, was

formed, and the great work of Zimisces and Basil

was brought to naught. Cyprus, also, was lost to the Empire, and the

rebel Isaac, Ducas Comnenus, ruled there as 'Emperor' (1184-1191),

and issued coins* until he came into ill-advised collision with Richard

the Lion-hearted, who seized the island and gave it to Guy de Lusignan.

The revolt of Theodore Mankaphas (1189 and later), who became

master of the country round Philadelphia, and hkewise assumed the title of

Emperor, requires some mention here, as, according to Nicetas,* he struck

sUver money with his own effigy. But this coinage has not been

identified with certainty.*

Isaac II is accused by Nicetas of debasing the currency," but it

must be said that his extant money is not worse than that of his

predecessor Andronicus I, the nomisma being in gold, pale electrum,

billon, and bronze.'

' See this beard represented on the coins of Andronicus I, infra, p. 583, No. 1, and

PI. LXXI. 3, 4.

^ Nicetas, 223 ; cp. Finlay, iii, p. 220 ; E. Miller in Eer. num., 1866, p. 40.

' His rebellion had begun in the previous reign. See infra, p. 597, on his coinage.
* Hist., p. 522, ed. Bonn :—apyipeov KeK0<f)e ko/uo-juq Tqv oJiceiai' ey)(apa^as iv avTa

" A silver nomisma (obv., Imperial figure crowned by the Virgin; rev., bust of

Christ) is assigned to Mankaphas by Thomsen Cat., No. 809, PI. I ; but the legend
of the ohv. seems very indistinct.

' P. 584, ed. Bonn :

—

oKKa koX to dpyipiov (Ci/SSijXfiJO-as aSoKtiiov TO vn/wTfjia K(Kn(j>e.

' The archangel Michael appears on his coins (PI. LXXI. 16) wearing a cuirass and
not the long robes in which he is often represented in Byzantine art.
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Isaac II was deposed (8 Apr. 1]95) by his brother Alexius III, who
blinded him and kept him in prison.

Alexius III was another weak Emperor, heedless of public business.

At his accession he made a lavish distribution of honours, titles, and

money, and was ready (it was said), if requested,

to pile Athos upon Olympos. His coinage is
'

abundant and, like that of Isaac II, includes the '

nomisma in gold, pale electrum, and inferior . ,,„!

metals. But the taxation that he authorized was ,„ -, i .««<>

crushing ; the army and navy were out oi gear

;

roads, bridges, and aqueducts were left in a ruined state, and in spite

of the magnificence and wealth of the capital, the general condition was

one of national demoralization.-^

His reign ended on 17 July, 1203, when a great blow fell upon

the Empire with the first capture of Constantinople by the Venetians

and the warriors of the Fourth Crusade.

The Crusaders brought forth Isaac II from his tqaap
prison and restored him to the throne in conjunction , ,

with his son Alexius IV. No coins are known of ...
.... . , , , n , , .

^^<i his son
this joint reign, which lasted rather more than six , j.^-

»i°nths. 18 July, 1203
A rising in the capital against the Franks was _28 jan 1204

headed by Alexius V, who was crowned 5 Feb. 1204,

and stood manfully at his post till the final great

storming and capture of Constantinople by the DirrAs 11 d
Crusaders on 12 April (1204). A nomisma in muezuphltts
bronze (Thomsen Gat, No. 811) and a bronze coin crowned
(Sabatier, PL 58, 14^) have been assigned to this g jig^ 1204
brief reign, but both attributions are perhaps open _j2 April 1204.
to doubt.

The great orgy of plunder—the pillage of shrine and reliquary; the

destruction of priceless works of ancient ai-t, was followed by the estab-

lishment of the new line of Latin Emperors.^

Yet neither Baldwin, Count of Flanders, nor ,„ ,„
'

u- X, A .-11 loci 1204-1261.
his successors, who reigned till 1261, appear

to have assumed the Imperial right of coinage. The few bronze coins

which Sabatier and others have ascribed to these Emperors bear no

Imperial name and belong rather (as I have endeavoured to show*) to

the time of Alexius I and the First Crusade.^ M. Schlumberger has well

^ E. Pears, Fall of Constantinople, pp. 102 f., 113.

^ A specimen of this coin in the British Museum reads AGCP, the rest of the

legend being quite obscure. It is perhaps of the Empire of Nicaea.

' E. Gerland, Gesch. des lateinischen Kaiserreiches von Konstantinopel, 1905, &c.
" Infra, p. 554.

" Yet it would appear from Nioetas, that bronze coins were minted, circ. 1204, made
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suggested i that the coins current under the Latin Emperors, 1204-1261,

were the silver coins of Venice, and that the mints were controlled by

Venetians.2 This is probable enough when we consider the commercial

importance of Venice at Constantinople: the predominating part that

she played in diverting the Fourth Crusade to the capture of the Capital,,

and the large share that she enjoyed from the spoils of the divided Empire

(Crete, the Aegean Islands, &c.)

The Empire was now split up into a number of feudal principalities^

and into the so-caUed 'Empires' of Nicaea (1204-1261), Thessalonica

(1223-1234), and Trebizond (1204r-1462). The

coins issued by these ' Emperors ' are of the
'

familiar Byzantine types and fabric,^ but as
THESSALONICA, ^, , . f

.

^ ^v v i, j ^u

AND TKEBIZOND. *^^ descnption of them lies beyond the scope of

these volumes, we must ^ain take up the story

of the Empire in the year 1261, when Michael VIII, Palaeologus, the

last Emperor of Nicaea, ousted Baldwin II, the last Latin Emperor, and

himself reigned at Constantinople as monarch of the restored Eastern

Empire.

Michael VIII, the first of the dynasty of the Palaeologi, was crowned

on 15 Aug. 1261. He ruled over a shrunken Empii-e, shorn of its ancient

glories, and was the last Emperor of any con-
MICHAEL VIII, gpicuous political and military ability. Under
PALAEOLOGUS,

^j^^ paiaeologi, Constantinople, though no longer—
ug. (corona ion;

^^ ^^^^ ^^ Italian competition—the commercial^
.

' emporium of the world, still remained a centre

of artistic and intellectual culture, but the two

,„„„ „ ' centui'ies of their rule are marked by the decadence
8 Nov. 1273? f.. V 1, 1 4
-,, -r> !«,,« 01 the Empire as a whole.*

—11 Sec. 1282. *^

Michael's gold nomismata (PI. LXXIV. 1^)
represent on the obverse the kneeling Emperor supported by St. Michael

from bronze statues melted down : see Nicetas, De Signis, pp. 856 and 859. 'AXXa xal

Tavra [statues in tlie Hippodrome, &C.] K€K6(j>a(Ttv els vofiurfuij dirraWaatrofievoL /iiKpajv to

lityaXa, ktX. ' Kum. de VCh-ient lat., p. 274.

" The principal denomination in the Venetian coinage was the silver Ducato or

Matapan, more often called the Cri-osso. This coin was instituted by Enrico Dandolo the

Doge (a.d. 1192-1205) who took so prominent a part in the capture of Constantinople.

(See N. Papadopoli, Monete di Venezia, i, 1893, p. 84.) The Venetian gold ducat (Zecchino

d'oro) was not known in the period of the Latin Empire, for it was first coined in

A.D. 1284.

' Those of Trebizond (sQver a<rrrpa) are less distinctively Byzantine.

Empire ofXicaea. Sab., PI. 64-66 ; Engel and Serrure, Tinite de num., ii, p. 902.

Empire of Thessalonica . Sab., PI. 66, 67.

Empire of Trebizond. Sab., PI. 67-70; F. de Pfaflfenhoffen, Essai sur les aspres

Comnenats . . . de Tr&nsonde, Paris, 1847 ; Engel and Serrure, op. cit., ii, p. 903. On the

coins of the Despotate of Epirus (1205-1358), Engel and Serrure, ii, p. 901 ; P. Lambros in

Xumismatische Zeitschrift (Vienna), iii, 1871-72, pp. 4?">-500 ; Schlumbercer, J\'m»i. de

I'Or. hit., p. 358 f. * Diehl, Ehides hijz., pp. 217 f, 220,°233.
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and crowned by the Saviour. The reverse type is still more original, and

represents (as Pachymeres has recorded) the city of Constantinople. The

representation is conventional, and consists of the encii'cling walls, flanked

by towers arranged in groups of three. Only the inner wall, the main

bulwark {to fieya reixos) of the city, is reproduced. The outer wall (to

e^o) TeL)(os), which was separated from the inner by a moat, and flanked

by towers of lesser height, has not been indicated by the engraver.^ In

the centre is a figure of the Virgin orans. It is conceivable that the

idea of this type may have occurred to the Emperor when, just before

his coronation, he entered Constantinople through the Golden Gate with

the image of the Virgin Hodegetria borne before him, or when his

attention was directed—as it soon was—to the restoration of the walls

of the city guarded by God or by the Mother of God.

Pachymeres ^ states that he debased the coinage more than his pre-

decessors, but an analysis has shown that some (at any rate) of his gold

pieces are not inferior in fineness to the gold coinage of an earlier

thirteenth-century ruler, Theodore II, Lascaris, of Nicaea, which are

'16 carats fine and 8 alloy'.' Some extant specimens, however (see, e.g.,

Michael VIII, infra, No. 3), have a brownish colour, which suggests the

presence of a considerable alloy of copper.

Michael VIII was succeeded by his son Andronicus II, who had

already been joint ruler (from a.d. 1273?), and had probably issued

bronze coins (see infra, p. 613, note) in coniunction , ,^.„„„,^^„„„ -,t
. , , . ^ ,

^
'
^ ' "^ ANDRONICUS II,

with his lather. _, _, ,„„_
11 Dec. 1282

The long reign of Andronicus II lasted till __ . „ i^as
1328, and witnessed the rising power of the Ottoman

Turks under Othman, and the incursion of the Grand Company of the

Catalans who, if they drove off' the SeljUks, made conquests on their

own behalf and to the Empire's detriment. Moreover, from 1321 till

1325, a civil war went on between Andronicus II and his grandson

Andronicus III.

The coinage may be divided into four Periods. In Period I, A. D. 1282-

1295, Andronicus II ruled alone. He struck gold nomismata, much
alloyed, generally it would seem with copper.* On these he retains as

the reverse type the View of Constantinople, and with some appropriate-

ness, because he himself afterwards undertook (in 1317) a general repair

of the fortifications of the Capital. On the obverse, the Emperor appears

^ See Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople (The Walls), and cp. the map
(frontispiece) of Bondelmontius, a.d. 1422, showing the circuit of the walls; op. Journal

of the British School at Athens, xii (1905-6), PI. I. 2
; p. 214 (Hasluck).

^ Lib. vi, cap. 8 = vol. ii, p. 493, ed. Bonn, and Svoronos's comment, Journ. internat.

d'arch. num., ii, p. 347 ; Finlay, Hist., iii, pp. 320, 352.

" H. P. Borrell in Num. Chron., iv, 1841, p. 21.

' The lowering of the standard of fineness is recorded by Pachymeres ; see Finlay,

Hist., iii, pp. 320, 897.
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prostrate before the Saviour (PI. LXXIV. 10-12), and this figure of

Andronicus recalls the figure of an Emperor (before the enthroned Saviour)

in a well-kno-wn mosaic of St. Sophia.'

In Period II, 1295-1320, Andronicus 11 is associated on the coins

—

as he was in the Empire—with his son Michael IX. On the gold nomisma

(PI. LXXV. 2) Christ is seen in the act of blessing
MICHAEL IX, ^ • lu • •

J. 1 2 nr * ^ ^u-
' or crowning the joint rulers.-* We note at this

,„ ^ ' time, or a little later, traces of Western influence
-12 Oct. 1320 '

. rru -1 • • • f u • j
, . on the coinage. Ihe silver coin is in labric and

AiTDBOMTCUS II). ^^P® ^ Servile copy of the Venetian grosno or

matapan (PI. LXXV. 17), and some of the bronze

coins have a Western look due to the adoption of the circular inscription

and the type of the cross pattde or potent with pellets in its angles

(PI. LXXV. 16).

,

The coinage of Period III, Oct. 1320-1325, is not easily to be identified.

On the death of Michael IX in 1320, Andronicus II was again left sole

Emperor. Some of the coins assigned to Period I may perhaps, therefore,

belong to this later period of his solitary rule. There is, again, the

possibility that his grandson Andronicus III—though not actually crowned

Emperor till Feb. 1325—may have been associated with Andronicus II

during this period; and, on this hypothesis—not, however, a very likely

one—some of the coins assigned to Period IV would belong to Period III.

In Period IV, 1325-1328, Andronicus II and
ANDBOIflCUS II, . -,

. TTT • i J T? T^l,
' Andronicus 111 are associated as xlimperors. ihe

„ .

'

coins that have been assigned to them usually
—24 Mav 1328

, .

'

bear—perhaps purposely—the rather vague in-

AKBHomcxTS III),
^^^-ipti^- AVTOKPATOPeC POJMAIUJN.

In May, 1341, on the abdication of Andronicus

ANDRONICUS III ''-' Andronicus III became sole ruler. His coinage

(alone) i^ scanty, and no gold coins appear to have been

24 May, 1328 struck.^ It was in this reign that Orkhan, the

-15 June, 1341. son of Othman, captured Nicomedia and Nicaea.

and completed the Tiu-kish conquest of Bithynia.

Andronicus III was succeeded by his son John V, Palaeologus, a boy
of nine. His long reign brings us near to the end of the fourteenth

JOHTT V century, and is marked at every stage by loss of

Palaeolog-'tjs
territory and financial distress. The real Emperor^

15 June 1341
' °^ ^^^ early part of this period was the Servian

-16 Feb 1391 monarch Stephen Dushan who styled himself ' Car

and Autokrator of the Servians and Greeks, the

' Bayet, VArt hyz., Srd ed., p. 53, fig. 12 ; Salzenberg, PL XXVII.
^ The nomisma (PI. LXXV. 3) representing, apparently, the Empress Irene with her

husband and their son Michael IX should be noticed.
^ The coin, No. 1, p. 629, infra, often described as of gold, is really of silver (gilt).
* Cp. Gelzer in Krumbacher's Gesch. Byz. Lit., p. 1057.
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Bulgarians and Albanians '. Later, the Sultan Murad I, the successor of

Orkhan, extends the Turkish borders to the Balkans, and John V becomes

his vassal.

The dynastic troubles and changes of this period are likewise manifold.

At the very outset of John's reign he was opposed by a rival Emperor

in the person of John VI, Cantacuzenus, the Grand

Domesticus, now chiefly interesting to us as an his-
'

torian, and for the part that he played in hastening or n t iqd.i
'

the invasion of the Turks.^ After a long civil war, , ^ -n ,." (re-orowned Feb.
John VI was formally acknowledged Emperor in 1047^-15 „ i-^ka

1347, but abdicated in 1354. ) ^
•

Other Imperial figures flit across the scene. Matthew, the son of

John VI, was made joint Emperor with his father in 1353. Manuel II

(see iuvthev infra), the second son of John V,
^^^^^^^^^^

was crownedjomt Emperor in 1373. AndronicusIV, ,« n *

the eldest son of John V, temporarily ousted his

father from the throne in 1376, and ruled as Emperor.

It is disappointing to find the coinage of this whole period so scanty.

The unearthing of a hoard, or a more careful examination of the very

obscure coinage of the Palaeologi, may modify our „ .

u 4. f i. -i ij .1, ^ .1,
Coins Of the reign

views, but at present it would seem that there .
^

was no issue of gold money from 1341 to 1391,

while even some of the coinages attributed by Sabatier and other

numismatists to John V may perhaps have to be withdrawn ; for instance,

the bronze and silver pieces inscribed flOAITIKON (p. 632, infra) seem

to be rather tickets than coins.

There are no coins that can be readily attributed to John VI or to

his son Matthew, though there are some pieces that may be assigned,

if not without hesitation, to Manuel II (in conjunction with his father,

John V), and to the rebellious son, Andronicus IV.

The known straits of the Imperial Treasury, and the shabby make-

shifts of a court where (as at the coronation in 1347) gilded leather took

the place of gold, and glass of precious stones,^ seem to find expression

in the mean currency of the period. It may well be suspected that

throughout this long reign of John V the Imperial mints almost ceased

to be operative, and that the currency of the dwindling Empire was
mainly furnished by the abundant issues of Venice and Genoa, its great

and intrusive rivals.^

" Cp. Jorga in B. Z., 1906, p. 222. M. Diehl {Etudes htjz., p. 232) says:—'Jean
Cantacuzene, vrai Byzantin, au meilleur sens du mot comme au pire : intelligent,

instruit, un des plus habiles politiques de son temps : ecrivain de merite, I'un des plus

distinguea de son siecle ; mais ambitieux a I'exces, sans sorupules, denue de sens moral
antant qu'un Borgia, et avec cela capable de sentiments mystiques, et qui finira dans la

paix du cloitre sa longue existence troublee.' ^ Parisot, Cantacuzene, p. 228.

' Cp. Diehl, ^t. byz., p. 240 f., ' La colonie venitienne a Constantinople a la fin du
xiv" siecle.'
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A serious effort to restore the Imperial coinage was evidently made

by John V's son and successor, Manuel II, an able, magnanimous and

accomplished man, worthy of a wider Empire than

' one that had shrunk almost to Constantinople,
PALAEOLOGUS, rru 1 • A f 13 ^ XT

•« -^ , •„„, >«„ Ihessalomca, and a province oi reloponnesus. He
16 Feb. 1391-1423

-. .-, -, , . , . • ,, p .,.

/,
T ^a.9R\

restored the gold nomisma, retaining the lamiliai-

type of the View of Constantinople, but this coin is

now, from whatever cause, extremely scarce, and the bulk of Manuel's

extant currency consists of silver pieces which must have been issued in

considerable quantities. There are three or four denominations of the

silver, the highest of which, judging by the similar coins of Manuel'ii

successors, was intended to weigh about 135 grains.^

In his struggle with the Turks, Manuel sought aid from the West,

and is now, as then, an interesting figure to Frenchmen and Englishmen.

In 1400 he was in London, the guest of King

„ , ^

,' „ Henry IV. During his absence (till 1402) his
4 Dec. 1399-1402 -^ °

+ j a
I .^^ „ -r-r\ nephew John Vii was regent and co-emperor, and
(with MANUEL II).

-r f^ u 1,1 ..u T? v /John IS probably the Emperor who ligures on

a bronze coin of Manuel II {infra, p. 639). The Turkish pressure on the

Empii-e was at last relieved by the invasion of Timiir, the famous Khan

of the Mongols who, in the great battle of Angora, A. D. 1403, defeated

Sultan Bayezid, and for a time annihilated the Ottoman power. The

Empire had thus a breathing space till 1422, when the Turks—with

renewed hostility—laid siege to Constantinople. In the following year

Manuel, stricken by apoplexy, retired to a monastery, to die two years

later.

Manuel's son John VIII continued the silver coinage on his father's

model. It is now not uncommon, but no gold money is known.'- John's

VTTT
^'^^^ reign was passed in peace, but in ignoble

_ ' peace as a vassal of the Turks. In 1423 his brother,PALAEOLOGUS, f. ^ m, i • , , , . .

1423-3 Oct 1448
governor of Thessalonica, sold this city to the

Venetians, and seven years later it was annexed by

the Turks. John's efforts on behalf of the Empire were chiefly confined

to the restoration of the walls of the Capital, and to seeking aid fi-om

the Pope against the Unbeliever. In 1438 he attended the Council of Ferrara

(a Council continued at Florence), and as the price of such assistance

as the Pope afforded him agreed to the union of the Eastern Church with

the Church of Rome. It was doubtless in 1438 and at Ferrara that

Vittore Pisano made the wax model that he utilized for his well-known
medal of the Eastern Emperor.^ Pisano's medal (see Frontispiece to

' On the silver coinage of this period cp. Pinlay, Hist., iii, p. 490 n.

2 A gold bullfv of John VIII is published by Schlumberger, Melanges d'arch. hyz.,

i, p. 184, No. V, PI. X. 4.

G. F. Hill, PisaneHn, p. 106 f. ; PI. 29.
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vol. ii of this work) shows the Emperor's head in profile, wearing a tall,

helmet-like head-dress, with a jewelled apex and a great brim of strange

device. And it is interesting to compare this portrait by the first and

greatest of the Kenaissance medallists with the portrait produced by

the latest of the Byzantine mint-engravers, who had inherited traditions

reaching back to Constantino and even to Augustus (PI. LXXVII. 7-13).

The coin-portrait of John may, perhaps, be set aside by some numismatists

as purely conventional, since it closely resembles that of his aged father,

Manuel II. But this resemblance may be due to a family likeness, and

I think we may discern on the coin some attempt at reproducing the

mild, grave, insouciant expression of Palaeologus, which is rendered with

such artistic delicacy on the medal.^

Of Constantino XI, John VIII's brother and successor, no coins have

been identified.^ It is hard to believe that he struck no money. If his

coronation, through taking place at Sparta, did coNSTANTINE XI
not involve the customary largesses, his subse-

iAd.a
'

quent entry into Constantinople must have done ,

,
'_ 14.4.0^

so, and coins must have been needed even in the „n -,r -,,^a
„ , , T _,

-29 May, 1453,
few troubled years that followed. Constantino,

one of the best and bravest of the Palaeologi, was confronted by

Mohammad II, ' the most commanding personality among the whole race

of Ottoman Sultans.' ^ A cause of quarrel was soon found by the ambitious

Sultan, and the actual siege of the great city guarded of God began in

April, 1453. On 29 May the cannon of the Turks made its fatal breach

in the walls, and the enemy poured into the city over the dead bodies

of the Emperor and his gallant companions. The next day the Sultan*

entered Constantinople, and the dome of St. Sophia rang with the cry

'Mohammad is the prophet of God.'^

The great edifice of Empire had long been tottering, yet even to

^ Compare also with the head-dress on the medal, the crown on the coin, which is

shaped like a helmet and surmounted by a pearl. In addition to Pisano's medal there

are two contemporary representations of John VIII : (i) The bas-reliefs on the bronze

doors of St. Peter's at Rome by Averlino (called Filarete). These reliefs show the

Emperor at the Council of Ferrara-Florence ; his departure from and return to

Constantinople, (ii) Bronze bust, life-size, in the Museum of the Propaganda, Rome,

closely resembling the medal by Pisano. Lazzaroni and Munoz {Comptes rendus, Academie

des Inscriptions, 1907, pp. 300-309, cp. their monograph Filarete) ascribe it to Filarete,

A.D. 1439. Cp. also Hill, op. cit., p. Ill n.

- His gold bullae are extant and there is a fine specimen in the Vienna Museum,
engraved. Von Sallet, MUnzen und Medaillen, Berlin, 1898, p. 105 ; see also Schlumberger,

Melanges d'areh. hyz., i, p. 64 ; op. B. Z., 1905, p. 748, citing Sp. Lambros.
' Oman, The Byzantine Empire, p. 343.
* The bronze coins with Greek inscriptions attributed in Sabatier, PL 64, 4, 5 to

Mohammad II are now recognized as the money of the Danishmend Dynasty : see

Casanova in Rev. num., 1896, p. 217 and Schlumberger, Melanges, i, p. 10.

^ Oman, op. cit., p. 349.

I k
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the student who has attentively observed the leading features of its history,

ai-t and coinage, the fall seems to come with suddenness. A familiar

landmark of the world's history is removed ; and the glory of Byzantium

fades almost like the ' insubstantial pageant ' of the magician.

§ 3. Denominations and Weights.

At all periods the coinage in gold was of the first importance, and

extant specimens in this metal are very common. Coins in silver, on

the other hand, are now rare, though they were probably fairly abundant

in antiquity (cp. p. Ixiii, supra). The bronze coinage was entirely re-

organized by Anastasius I in 498, and imder his successors, till about

the time of Constantine IV, formed no unimportant part of the state-

currency.

GOLD.

The chief coin is the solidus . or, as usually named in Byzantine

authors, the nmnisma.^ The weight of this coin varied but little through

the long period of its existence. It is always (when

struck at the Capital) of more than 60 gi-ains, and
SOIiIDTTS. . . . , .

the heaviest extant specimens usually weigh from 68

to 70 gi'ains.^ The fineness of the Constantinopolitan nomisma—so far

at least as the eye can discern, and in the absence of a systematic

series of analyses—is well maintained almost till the reign of Michael VII

(a. d. 1071), when the nomisma tends to become an electrum coin. Some-

what later, under Alexius I, the nomisma (as explained mipra, p. Ixi) was

issued in several different metals simultaneously, but there was evidently

^ I am not able here to enter into a detailed account of the varying names, or

nicknames, borne by the solidus and other Byzantine coins at different periods

(Bomanati ; Michalati, &c.). This subject would alone require a little treatise to itself.

Some material may be found in Du Gauge's Dissertation on Byzantine Coins ; in an

article in Mevue archeoh, 1876, xxxii, p. 283 ; in Svoronos, Joum. d'arch. num., ii,

p. 345, &c. ; A. Engel, Becherches sur la numismatique . . . des Normands de Sidle et

d'Jtalie, Paris, 1882,'- pp. Ti-lh (nummi schifati; hesantii; Bomanati, &c.); Diehl, Etudes

hyz., p. 249 {hypei-pre; cp. Svoronos, op. cit., ii, pp. 362, 345 n., xmipirvpov vofjntTfLa =
the solidus ; Schlumberger, PrincipauUs Franques du Levant, p. 7 ; Kubitschek in Num.
Zeitschrift, xxix, 1897 (1898), p. 163 f., on the solidus, &c., in Egypt). For the world-wide

use of the solidus in the time of Justinian I there is the testimony of Kosmas

Indicopleustes, cited by Mommsen, Gesch. des row. Munzwesens, p. 817.—On the ' bezant
'^

as money of account in Cyprus and on the bisante bianco of Cyprus (the last-named not

an Imperial Byzantine coin), see N. Papadopoli, Le Monete di Venezia, ii, p. 484.

—

On the name 'bezant' applied (twelfth and thirteenth centuries) to Arab gold coins

{dina)-s), see P. Casanova in Bei>. num.., 1897, p. 535.

^ Specimens that attain 70 grains are, however, decidedly uncommon. A solidus of

Justin I weighs 70-3 grs. A gold nomisma of John II weighs 74-2 ; one of Alexius III,

74-6 ; Manuel II, 72-5. The solidus of the ' Provincial ' and ' Italian ' coinages weighs
less than 68, viz. 60-65 grs., and is often much alloyed. Throughout this section the

weights cited (unless otherwise stated) are those of coins in the British Museum.
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an attempt made to preserve at least one type of it unalloyed. The

wide European circulation of the ' bezants ' {nomiamata) was probably

one reason why the standard of fineness was protected from a more rapid

deterioration.

From the time of Anastasius I till the period of Constantine V, the

solidus is accompanied by two small divisions, the half (semissis) and

the third (tremissis). After the last-named reign these
,. . . / . J .,, ,, 1 •, Semissis and
divisions were not issued with the same regularity, „
and in the tenth century they entirely disappear.

The semissis always exceeds 30 grains, and the tremissis 20 grains.

The usual weight of the semissis may be stated as from 34 to 35 grains,

and the weight of the tremissis as from 22 to 23 gi-ains.' The weights

of these divisions point to a solidus of about 70 grains.

In the reign of Basil II and Constantine VIII, i. e. about the beginning

of the eleventh century, we find (as already noted, p. liii) the curious

phenomenon of a heavy and light nomisma side by

side. The light coin bears a general resemblance

to the old solidus in fabric, but weighs, at the

most, only 63 grains.^ The heavy coin is of a novel (cup-shaped) fabric,

but maintains the weight of the familiar solidus—68 to 69 grains.

The light nomisma disappeared under Alexius I (circ. a.d. 1081) or

under his predecessor, leaving the heavier scyphate coin in possession

of the field. The curious scyphate form has never been satisfactorily

explained, and is usually supposed to have been adopted for some

mechanical convenience in striking. Yet we find that flat coins (in

bronze and silver) of the usual fabric continue to be struck at the same

time as the scyphate pieces, and I would suggest that the original reason

for the adoption of this peculiar fabric was simply in order to distinguish

the heavy from the fight nomisma. It would be thus a device of the

kind that we sometimes find in modem coinages when a nickel coin is

issued with a hole in its centre, in order that it may be readily distin-

guished from any contemporary silver coins which it resembles in size

and colour.

SILVER.

The silver coinage, on account of its comparative rarity, cannot be

thoroughly studied until something like a Corpus of extant specimens

is available ; it may be useful, meanwhile, to set forth

in detail the weights of representative coins, mainly those

in the British Museum.

^ The aemissis rarely weighs quite 35 grs., though this weight is found undei-

Constans II. The tremissis soraetimes slightly exceeds 23 grs., as 23-2 (Constans II) ;

23-5 (Constantine IV).

" This weight occurs under Michael VII. The usual weight is 62 grains, a little

more or less.
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The chief mint is Constantinople. Carthage, Ravenna, and Rome also

coin in this metal, but theii- issues, as a rule, consist only of pieces of

the lowest denominations. The principal coin, till the time of Heraclius,

was the mUiaresion {niiliarense), which had been introduced by Constantine

the Great, and which, after being stmck in succeeding reigns, continued

to be issued by Anastasius I and his immediate successors. Its normal

weight approaches 4-55 grammes, i. e. over 70 grains Troy.^

In the following lists the weights (unless otherwise stated) ai'e in

Troy grains.

Anastasius I. 29-3 (siliqua ; ? normal about 40). 1 gram. 42—1 gram.

28 = 22—20 grains {Jmlf-sUiquae).^

Justin I. 61-4 (pierced) ; 60-8,52; also 44-0 gram. (=68 gi-ains) in

French coU. (mUiaresion). 2 gram. 22—2 gram. -09 (=34—33 grains) in

French coll. {kalf-Tniliaresia).^ 29-4, 27-9 {siliquae).

Justinian I. 75-5, 64-8. Specimens in French Coll. 67 to over 68

grains Troy: Dieudonn^, ia Rev. nv/ni., 1899, p. 196; Babelon, Traite, I,

p. 571 [iniliaresion). The small coins of Carthage weigh 19-3, 15-3, lO-l,

each of these being of a different type.

Of the four following reigns there are (at least in the British Museum)

only coins of small denominations, as follows :

—

Justin II. 16 (Constantinople mint) ; 18-4 (Carthage mint).

TiBEEius II. 17-7, 9-7 Carthage ; 7 Ravenna. (A large silver medallion,

Photiades Cat, PI. I, No. 225).

Maukice Tibeeius. (No Constantinople sUver) ; 14-5, 12-3 Carthage

;

5-6 Ravenna.

Phocas. (No Constantinople silver; cp. p. 164, note 2, infra). 9-5

Carthage (injured) ; 6-5 Ravenna.

Heeaclius. Under Heraclius, in a. D. 615, a new silver coin, the

Jiexagram, is issued (cp. p. 195, n., infra). This coin generally weighs

more than 100 gi-ains: the highest weight in the British Museum is

105-3. Its issue is continued in the three following reigns, and under

Heraclius it was coined at Ravenna as well as at Constantinople. Also,

coins weighing 10-5, 11-6, 12-7 (worn) all of Carthage ; 7 Ravenna.

CoNSTANS II. 104'8, 105-5 (hexagram; abundant); 8-2 Carthage;

6-2 Rome ; 5-5 Ravenna.

Constantine IV. 102-2 (hexagram) ; 8 Rome; 4-7 Ravenna.

Justinian II, 102-3 (hexagram).

Tiberius III, Philippicus, Anastasius II, Theodosius III, Leo HI. No
coins in British Museum. (A coin of Tibeeius III in Rev. num., 1865,

p. 286, weighs 3-32 grammes (about 51 grains); perhaps a clipped specimen

of the hexagi-am.)

' Babelon, TraiU, i, p. 570. 2 Ibid., i, p. 579.
» Ibid., 1. c.
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CoNSTANTiNE V. The hexagram having ceased to be coined, Con-

stantine V (a. d. 741-775) inaugurated a silver piece characterized by its

thin, flat fabric, and by a reverse ' type ' consisting entirely of an inscription.

This coin was minted in most succeeding reigns, and remained, practically,

the sole representative of By/antine silver currency till the reign of

Alexius I. Extant specimens, which are often fairly common, vary a good

deal in weight : the coin often attains more than 40 grains, and sometimes

reaches 50 grains.

CONSTANTINB V. 29-8 (worn). At Eome, a coin of 7-6.

Leo IV. 33-7.

—

Constantinb VI. 41.

—

Michael I and Theophylact.

32-6.—Leo V. 34-5.—Michael II. 25.—Theophilus. 47-5.—Michael III

31-6 (pierced).

—

Basil I. 42-6

—

Leo VI. 44, 48-7

—

Period of Constan-

TiNE VII. 50-2.— Nicephoeus II. 44-4.— John I. 49-7— Basil II and

CoNSTANTiNE VIII. 46-2. An exceptional specimen (ii, p. 487, note 1,

infra) weighs nearly 67 grains, and would seem to belong to a special

denomination.—(Constantine VIII, alone, Romanus III, Michael IV and V.

No silver coins in British Museum.)

Constantine IX. 23 grains. Nos. 16 and 17, p. 502, infra, are of

another module and fabric. They weigh 32-4 and 37 graiijs respectively,

and must originally have weighed more.

Theodora. About 19 grains (pierced : Paris Coll.).

—

Michael VI. (No

silver in Brit. Mus.).—IsAAC I. 1 gram. 38 (= over 21 gi-ains), Paris.

—

Constantine X. 19-5 grains (pierced ; Brit. Mus.) ; 24 grains (pierced

;

Paris).

—

Romanus IV. With rev. Bust of Virgin, 11-3 (broken and pierced)

;

with rev. Virgin and Child, inscr., nAPe€N€ CGI &c., 41-8.

Michael VIll Obv. Two busts ; rev. Inscr., 34-3. Eev. Virgin stand-

ing, 38-3 (pierced). Obv. jChrist seated. Rev. Inscr. 16-7 (worn). Obv. Bust

of Virgin. Rev. Inscr. 20-7.

NiCEPHORUS III. Rev. Inscr. 18 grains (Berlin Mus.).

Alexius I (a. d. 1081-1118), who made changes in the nomisma,

introduced a new silver coinage. Though, like his predecessors, he issues

a thin coin with the reverse consisting of an inscription (a specimen in

Brit. Mus. weighs 32 grains), his silver money consists mainly of thick

pieces of small module which are usually of the same fabric and general

appearance as his bronze coinage. The types employed are numerous,

but the denomination throughout is the same, as follows :

—

Obv. Emperor standing. Rev. Christ standing. 60'3.

Obv. Emperor standing. Rev. Christ seated. 58.

Obv. Bust of Emperor. Rev. Christ seated. 57-2.

Obv. Bust of Emperor. Rev. Bust of Christ. 50-6.

Obv. Bust of Emperor. Rev. Bust of Virgin. 54-8.

(John II, Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac II. No silver coins in Brit.

Mus.).
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Alexius III strikes a coin of the old thin fabric with rev. Inscription.

A worn specimen in Brit. Mus. weighs 16-3 grains.

—

(Michael VIII. No
silver in Brit. Mus. : Photiades Gcd., No. 573, describes a silver coin.)

Under Andeonicus II and Michael IX (a. d. 1295-1320) a serious

attempt was made to restore the silver currency, and a model was found

in the yrosso (or inatapan), the neatly struck silver coin of the Venetians.

Coins (in the British Museum) struck on this model weigh as follows:—

Andeonicus II and Michael IX, 31-1. (There is also a lower denomina-

tion, rev. Cross radiate and circular inscr., weighing 20.)

—

Andronicus II

and III, 32-4, 32-3, 31 ; Andeonicus III, 33-6.

John V. Rev. Bust of Christ, 15-4 (pierced and worn).

—

(John VI. No
coins known.)

—

Andeonicus IV. Small silver or billon, 13-2, 10-6.

Under Manuel II (a. d. 1391-1423) there is again a reform in the

silver coinage, and specimens in this metal are stiU comparatively abundant.

Manuel had re-introduced the gold nomisma, but it does not seem to have

been an important element in the currency of the time. The weights

of the silver coins in the Brit. Mus. are as follows :

—

Size -95. Wt. 111-5 (broken).

Sizes -8—7. Wt. 54-4, 54-6, 55-2, 56-5, 55-8.

Size -6. Wt. 14-2 (broken), 11-3, 8.

Of John VIII (a. d. 1423-1448) no gold coins are known. His silver

is of the same character as that of Manuel II, as follows :

—

Sizes 1-1-1.05. Wt. 132, 133-8, 129.

Sizes -8-7. Wt. 53, 45-6.

Sizes -65—6. Wt. 17-2, 12-5 clipped.

(CoNSTANTiNE XI, no coins known.)

BRONZE.

The bronze coinage introduced by Anastasius I remained the model

of the Imperial currency till about the time of Constantine IV (died 685).

It bore marks of value, an indication of the mint and

colNArf officina, and (from the twelfth year of Justinian I) the

date of issue. The weights of extant specimens vary

very greatly, even in the case of coins that bear identical marks of

value, yet, when due allowance is made for the exceptional wear and

tear which Byzantine bronze coins seem to have undergone, it becomes

clear that the weight of the original flans was adjusted with considerable

care.

The chief denominations are marked M (the folHs), K, I, G, being

pieces of 40, 20, 10, and 5 nummia. These pieces are mainly struck at

Constantinople, at the Asiatic mints (Cyzicus and Nicomedia), and at

Antioch and Carthage. Thessalonica has, to a great extent, denominations

of its own. At Alexandria, the usual denomination is I D, i. e. 12 nummia.
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Anastasius I. The coins marked M, K, 1, are struck in two main

series: (i) of large module; (ii) of small module. The coins of small

module are always lighter than those of the large size, no attempt

being made to add to their weight by increasing their thickness. We
are thus in presence of a heavy and a light coinage, the latter being

about half the weight of the former. This system appears to have been

partially continued by Justin I, but not by bis successors.

{Large Module)

M 301-6, 287, 282-6, 278, 276, 260, 252.

K 140-5, 133, 124.

I 62-2.

(Small Module)

M 162, 155, 150-6, 143, 121-5, 119-4.

K 87-7, 77-8, 70-2, 66.

I 38-6,35-7,33.

G 38-4, 34-2, 30.

Justin I.

(Large Module)

M 284-2, 282-2, 275-5 (at Nicomedia not above 269-2).

K 139-6, 137-2, 126-7, 118.

(Small Module)

(iM and K coins are described by Sabatier of the Constantinople mint.)

I 85, 76-6, 75-2, 68, 56-6.

G 38-7, 38-5, 36-6.

Justinian I.

(Profile type)

M 278-2, 275-6, 264-8 ; at Nicomedia, 285.

K 148.

1 115, 90-3, 83 and lower; 67 at Nicomedia; 94 at Carthage; 64-4 at

Eavenna.

X 102-4 Carthage ; 53 Sicily.

G 52-2, 51-6. Others of 30, &c.
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{Full-face type)

This type was introduced in A. D. 538/9 (Justinian's twelfth year), and

the weight of the coins was increased.

M In the earlier years of the issue the weight is almost always above

300 grains (363-8, 339-2, 352). From year 20 (a.d. 546/7) to

the end of the reign the weight of 300 grains is hardly ever

reached (298-6, 283-2, 281, 264-4, 247-7).

K 180-6, 158-7, 149 Constantinople; 174-2 Nicomedia; 176-3 Cyzicus;

98, 76 Thessalonica ; 206-3 Carthage.

At Alexandria, 1 L> (12) coins, wt. 84-3 ;i O (=6), wt. 52; and

1 (=3), wt. 32 (cp. p. 62, note 1, infra). Also the denomina-

tion 1\V (33 nummia), wt. 223-3 (cp. p. 62, note 1, infra).

At Thessalonica exceptional denominations occur (cp. p. 43, note,

infra), as follows :

—

IS (16), wt. 123-6, 104.

H (8), wt. 72-2 (highest).

A (4), wt. 26-5.

r (3), wt. 17-2.

B (2), wt. 12.

Justin II. The coins show a falling off in weight as compared with

Justinian's coinage.

M 235-5, 243-4 Constantinople ; 248-2 Nicomedia.

K 128 Constantinople; lighter at Thessalonica ; 153-6 Carthage.

XX 79-7 Rome.

1 46-4 Thessalonica ; 77-4Antioeh; 75-6 Carthage.

X 83 Carthage ; 47 Sicily.

1 13 79-7 Alexandria.

TiBEKIUS II.

M 277 Constantinople ; 260-2 Nicomedia ; 242-2 Cyzicus ; at Antioch

generally below 200 grains, the highest weight being 238-8.

' For weights of coins of Alexandria in various reigns, see Kubitschek in Num.

Zeilschrift, xxix, 1897 (1898), p. 193 f. This piece of ' 12
' was in Egypt reckoned as the

follis, ibid., p. 183 f.
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/\/\/\, a new denomination (p. 110, infra), wt. 199-6.

XX 121-8 Constantinople (p. 110); 133-7 Nicomedia ; 102-7 Antioch
;

99-7 Eome.

K 97-4 Thessalonica ; 121 Antioch.

/\ 66 Constantinople (p. 111).

1 55-6 Constantinople; 72-5 Ravenna.

LI (5) 42-1 Constantinople.

IB 7'6-3, 84-4 Alexandria.

Maurice Tibeeixjs.

[m Nearly always below 200 grains. The heaviest specimen at

Constantinople weighs 205-6 ; at Nicomedia, 213-6. At Cyzicus

only one specimen reaches 200. At Antioch always below 200.

K generally below 100. Highest weight, 109-9.

1 50-4 Constantinople ; 51-5 Cyzicus; 56-6 Antioch ; 66-4 Sicily.

vi 37-1 Constantinople ; 36 Carthage.

I B 78-2, 80-5 Alexandria.

XX 125-6 Carthage; 97-1 Rome.

X 67-2 Carthage ; 63 Sicily ; 36-6 Rome.

\/ 56-4 Carthage.

At Gherson (pp. 158, 159, infra), in addition to M and K coins, there

are pieces marked H (wt. 190-7, 178-6) and A (wt. 101-9).

These are respectively pieces of 8 pentanummia (5 nummia x 8

= 40 nummia^ i.e. Pl), and 4 pentanummia (5 nummia x4

= 20 nummia, i. e. K).

Phocas.

M 220-8 Constantinople, year 1. At Antioch, of lower weight (177,

166-5, &c.).

XXXX introduced in year 3. Wt. 195, 194, 192-8, 185-7; at

Ravenna, 95-8.

K 99-2, 87-7 both at Thessalonica.

/V/V 115-8, 111-7 Constantinople. At Thessalonica the rudely-

prepared flans weigh less (98-7, &c.). At Antioch, 84-6.

X 50-1, 60 Carthage ; 33 Rome.

I I
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6 27-5 Carthage. U 39-2.

IB 48-7, 41-6 Alexandria.

Hekaclius and Family.

M The weight of the foUis is now considerably lower than in

previous reigns (188-2, 168-2, 151, 145), and many of the later

specimens in this reign fall below 100 grains. If a high weight

occasionally occurs, it is because the coin has been restruck;

thus 326 grains, restruck on a coin of Tiberius II; 216-5,

restruck on Justin II.

/\/\A./\ at Carthage, 251-5 (worn).

A. (30) a scarce denomination (Constantinople, p. 210, infra), 90,

restruck on M coin ; 74-8 (restruck : cp. Sab., i, p. 68).

K 84-6, 83-7. At Carthage, 96-5, 129-4 ; at Eome, 99-4.

XX At Carthage, 137-2, 129-6, 86-6; at Eome, 59-9.

X At Carthage, 70, 59, 48-7.

V At Carthage, 29-6.

IB 225 (exceptionally large), 174-6, 144, 121, and lower. Also 55-4

and 51-6 of thinner fabric (Alexandria).

S 82 grs. Another series weighs 50 or less (Alexandria).

Sicily. The M coins are those of Anastasius I, Justin I, &c., counter-

marked by Heraclius. Also 1 (10 nummia) 66-7, 63-7.

CoNSTANS II. Constantinople. The Irl coins are now small, rudely

struck, and frequently restruck. The weight is usually considerably under

100 grains and even under 50. 1> coins weigh 44 grains and less.

Carthage. M 113-1. XXXX 130. XX 101-3; usually under 100

grains. /\ 53-5. Sicily. M Small; wt. under 100. 1 61-5 and less.

Rome. /\/\ 79 and less. K about the same weight as /\A'

X about 20.

CoNSTANTiNE IV. The 1^1 coins are once again of large module

(wt. 290, 274-7), but this is because they are, in all probability, coins

of the fifth and sixth centuries restruck. K weighs 94-3 and less. 1 59-7.

•\/\ at Rome, 80-5 and less.

Justinian II

—

Leo III. The coinage inaugurated by Anastasius I,

disappeared, after many vicissitudes, under Constantino IV. The bronze

currency is now represented by a small follis, marked M, without date;

even this coin seems almost to be absent (till the time of Constantine V)
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from Constantinople, and to be struck only at the less important mints.

(Justinian 11. IXl at Carthage and in Sicily, wt. under 100 grains.

Tiberius III. M at Ravenna, wt. 77-6.)

CoNSTANTiNE V (a. d. 741-775). M The follis (now bearing on the

reverse a type in addition to the mark of value M) is re-introduced at

Constantinople. There is a heavy coinage of this denomination with

a maximum weight of about 181 grains, and a light coinage weighing

from 80 to 40 or less. The ' Provincial' coins (cp. p. xxxiii, supra), which

bear no mark of value, weigh from about 40 to 56 grs.

Leo IV. M 97-5, 79-5.

constantine vi. 56-4, 37.

Ikene. M 61-6.

NiCEPHOEUS I and Staubagius. M 115. ' Provincial ', 61-5.

Michael I and Theophylact. M 89, 75-2. ' Provincial', 39-9.

Leo V. M 91-3. ' Provincial ', 90-4, but often less-

Michael IL M 116-3, 93-3. ' Provincial' under 100 grains.

Theophilus. M Constantinople, 116-1, 105. TfiiAowf mark of value

(follis), 138, 122-3, all specimens exceeding 100 grains. A smaller denomina-

tion weighs 68-1. 'Provincial', Im, 75-5. Without mark of value, 69-8.

Michael IIL Follis, 138-7. 'Provincial', 60-6 (M); 34 (without

mark of value).

Basil I. Follis, 130-4, 121. 'Provincial', 33-8 (without mark of

value). Gherson. 117-1, also 56, and a smaller denomination.

Leo VL Follis, 135-8, 133-8, 111-3. Another denomination 68.

Gherson, 48.

Constantinb VII (Pekiod of). Follis, 164 grains, but generally less

(119-8, &c.). Gherson, 136-6 ; another denomination, 65-3.

NiCEPHORUS II, Phocas. FoUis, 113-1. Gherson, 60-3.

John I. Follis, 318-6. The restruck pieces weigh much less. Gherson,

44-8.

Basil II and Constantine VIII. Size 1-35, weighs 256-5 ; size 1-1,

weighs less. Gherson, 57.

Constantine VII. 182-7.

ROMANUS III. 163-4.

Michael IV. 375-3. Mostly restruck.

Constantine IX. 151-6.

Theodora. 165-3 and a small denomination. Some restruck.

Michael VI. Chiefly restruck pieces.

Isaac L 128, 130-8.

Constantine X. Chiefly restruck.
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EoMANUS IV. 156-5.

Michael VII. 146-8.

NiCEPHOEUS III. Chiefly restruck.

Alexius I. As in the gold and silver coinage, Alexius introduces

changes iq the bronze which, more often than not, in the reigns of many

of his predecessors had been restruck on old flans. His bronze coins are

generally of small module, and weigh 68-5 grains, though often less. There

is a smaller denomination weighing about 20.

John II. 78, 67-4. Smaller denomination, 36-3.

Manuel I. 63-3 and less. (Sizes -85- -6.)

Andronicus I. 69. (Sizes -SS—65.)

Isaac II. About 81-3 and less. (Sizes -9- -65.)

Alexius III. 56-6, &c. (Sizes 75-6.)

Michael VIII. 34, 29-4. (Size -85.)

Andkonicus II. 48-3 and less. (Sizes -9—7.)

Andeonicus II and III. 40-4.

Andronicus III. 53-4.

Manuel II. 34-6.

John VIII. Small bronze, 14-4, &c.

The coins, at all periods, consist mainly of copper with an alloy of

tin and zinc, and often of lead. Some analyses recorded by Bibra and

by Sabatier are brought together by J. Hammer in his article, 'Der

Feingehalt der griech. u. rom. Miinzen ', in Zeit. fur Num.^ 1907, pp. 140, 141.

§ 4. Types, Art, and Portraiture.

Although most of the interesting types found on Byzantine money

have been already referred to as they made their appearance in the reigns

noticed in our historical summary (§ 2), it may be convenient here to take

a more general survey of the coinage as a whole, with especial reference to

its types, art, and portraiture.

Byzantine coinage, as regards type, fabric, and mechanical execu-

tion, may be said to have its roots deep in the past. Thus, the gold

coins of Anastasius I (a.d. 491-518), the first

„ ,. „ . Emperor dealt with in these volumes, are simple
Byzantine Coinage. j.- n.i n .. . „

reproductions oi those oi his predecessor Zeno.

Zeno followed the traditions of Arcadius (a. d. 395), the ruler of the Eastern

division of the Eoman Empire. Arcadius went back to Constantine, and

the coinage of Constantine, though in some respects an innovation, can yet

be shown to be evolved from that of Augustus, as the money of Augustus

can be traced—by a circuitous course—to the model furnished by the

portrait-coins of the Greek successors of Alexander.
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The Byzantine coinage, therefore, in its choice of types follows the

custom of earlier kings and Emperors, that is to say, its types are in

the main either Imperial (such as busts or figures
^^^^^^-^^ character

of the Emperor and his family), or religious, in the . .,
t^-nes

latter case the deities of the classic pantheon being

replaced by sacred emblems, by the Saviour and the Virgin, and, in the

later periods, by the Saints.

Secular types, apart from those of strictly Imperial import, can hardly

be said to exist. If the coins of Anastasius and of many of his successors

display the conventional figure of Victory, it is yet a Victory whose sceptre

is surmounted by the cross or the sacred monogram (PI. I. 1 ; PI. IV. 9)

;

if Michael VIII introduces a topographical type—a view of Constantinople

—

he at the same time represents its patron and protectress the Blessed Virgin

(PI. LXXIV. 1, 2). Justin II represents the City, or the City-Tyche

'Constantinople' (PI. XI. 1), but she holds the cross-surmounted orb, and

even this type is said to have been objected to as pagan, and it was at

any rate removed by his successor to make way for the cross.

^

An exception to the prevailing character of Byzantine coin-types may
seem to be found in the great bronze currency instituted by Anastasius I,

the chief feature of which is the bold indication, on the reverse, of the value

of the coin (Im ; K, &c.): even here, however, the cross is usually present,

though in a subordinate position.

Coinage, whether in the ancient or modern world, has rarely—except

in the case of the Greeks—reached the level of fine art, if by fine art we

understand (with Euskin) a product to which the

hand, the brain, and the heart have simultaneously ^.- p
contributed. The Byzantine cun-ency as a whole

cannot certainly be reckoned among the artistic coinages of the world, yet

a close examination of it suggests that it has been (from the artistic stand-

point) unduly depreciated.^ In execution it is often, indeed, either careless

or unskilful, and in the choice of types limited in range, yet, it is not hard

to find individual specimens which have some of the charm of art, and in

most periods it may be said to display, if not artistic quality, yet at any

rate a certain numismatic propriety. I would instance the typical Byzantine

bronze coins where the reverse consists of a large letter, or rather, numeral,

which forms a bold and not undecorative device.^ Such a reverse cannot

fairly be compared with reverses that attempt a figure-subject, but, given

the commercial necessity of clearly marking each coin with its value, the

Byzantine engraver has done well. The same sort of propriety may be

found also in those reverses which merely consist of an inscription—in the

^ See the statement of John of Ephesus noticed supt-a, p. xix.

^ On the influence of Byzantine coins on other coinages, see Keary, Numismatic

Chronicle, 1886, p. 77 ff. ; Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 251.

^ e.g. PI, II. 3, 4; VI. 9, 10,11.
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bold letters of the coins of John Zimisces, for instance, with their little

ornament above and below the writing (PI. LV). In the case of the silver

coins, again, where the reverse is made up only of an inscription, a not

inelegant finish is provided by the triple border (e. g. PI. LIII and

PI. LIV).

We shall probably be able to make a more satisfactory survey of the

varied details of types and portraiture if we divide
Periods of .u u i tj / •

4.

_ . „ . the whole Byzantme coinage into some six or
Byzantine Coinage. j ^ j ^1 u i,- 4. n -j

seven periods, fixed, partly by historical considera-

tions, partly by observing important changes in the coins themselves.

Period I. Anastasius I—Constantino IV (a. d. 491-685).

Peeiod II. Justinian II—Theodosius III (a.d. 685-717).

Period III. Leo III—Theophilus (a.d. 717-842).

Period IV. Michael III—John I (a.d. 842-976).

Period V. Basil II and Constantine VIII—Nicephorus III (a.d. 976-

1081).

Period VI. Alexius I—Alexius IV (a.d. 1081-1204).

Period VII. Michael VIII, Palaeologus— Fall of Constantinople

(A.D. 1261-1453).

Period I. Anastasius I—Constantine IV (a.d. 491-685).

In the annals of the coinage, this period is remarkable for the number

of mints that were in operation, and for the abundant issues of bronze

money.

The reverses of the bronze coins consist, as already remarked, of

a conspicuous numeral indicating the mark, of value. The reverses of the

gold coins do not, at first, diverge much from the

models furnished by the predecessors of Anastasius I,

and Victory remains the stock type. Justin II introduces ' Constantinople

'

on his gold (PI. XI. 1), for which his successor Tiberius II substitutes

the cross—a cross potent, on steps. Maurice Tiberius restored the Victory,

but the cross potent was once more adopted by Heraclius, and proved to

be one of the longest-lived of Byzantine coin-devices.

Next with regard to the representations of the Emperor seen on the

obverse.^ At fii-st, the coins display the fully armed helmeted bust that

had been familiar on Imperial coins since the reign

^ ^. „ of Arcadius. A bust in consular dress was intro-
representations of ,,,_.,.„ , . , .

T . , duced by iiberius li and occurs at intervals m
Imperial persons. , . , „ t. . .

later periods 01 Byzantme coinage. The full-length

figure also occasionally occurs in this period.

' The Emperor rarely occupies the reverse, but see PL III. 1, Gloria Eomanonim, and
the equestrian figure of Justinian I on the large gold medallion, frontispiece, vol. i.
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The Empress does not appear—even Theodora is not an exception

—

till the reign of Justin II, when Sophia is represented enthroned beside her

husband. Similar representations, seated or standing, which were probably

suggested by statues, are found in the case of Anastasia the wife of

Tiberius II, and of Leontia the wife of Phocas.

Maurice Tiberius (on the coins of Cherson) represents his son as well

as his wife (PI. XIX. 22-23 ; PL XX. 1), and Heraclius establishes the

practice, followed down to the latest periods of coinage, of representing two

or more members of the Imperial family in addition to himself. Such

representations, though often extremely quaint and, apparently, conventional

(ep. PI. XXIII. 10-12; PL XXXI. 1, 2; PL XXXVII. 9), are pleasing to

look upon, as are all family groups in which the young are mingled with

their elders. (Cp. the pleasing heads of Heraclius and his son, PL XXIII.

5 ; cp. also PL XXXIII. 8 and 10.)

The Imperial busts and figures of the coins are not merely valuable for

details of costume, but are—or may be presumed

to be—interesting for their portraiture. But before „ . „ .

,. . ,, °. ., -, -x I, n Byzantine Coins.
noticing these portraits one by one, it may be well

to say a few words as to the conditions under which they can be profitably

studied.

Nearly all extensive coinages—those of France and England, for

example—which both precede and follow the Renaissance period, present us

with regal portraits of two kinds—the conventional portrait and the

characterized portrait. We determine a portrait to be conventional when
it appears on the coins of several different monarchs unchanged, except,

perhaps, in small details of coiffure or head-dress. Such a portrait is

the youthful head which on our English coinage does duty for the early

Edwards and Henries. When, on the other hand, each ruler—as, in our

own coinage, first Henry VII, then Henry VIII—is distinctly differentiated

by the engraver, we have the characterized portrait. . Unfortunately, such

a portrait is not necessarily characteristic or true to the original, and we
can only decide whether the characterized portrait is faithful or otherwise

by comparing it with other contemporary portraits, preferably those by
a painter or sculptor, whose work belongs to a higher sphere of art

and who is free from the trammels and limitations of the craftsman

of the mint.

But in the Byzantine series it is not otten that we can confront

a coin-portrait with a contemporary portrait found elsewhere. Even when
this is possible (as when we compare the Justinian of coins with the

Justinian of the Ravenna mosaics) the trustworthiness of the non-

numismatic monument may itself be open to question. The small scale

on which the Imperial heads are reproduced on coins is one obstacle, in

the case of not very skilful engravers, in the way of attaining life-like

portraiture. Again, the mechanical rendering of the eye by a mere globule
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or pellet constantly interferes with the likeness. We may see this by

comparing the heads of certain Emperors found on coins with those that

appear in the miniatures of the Zonaras MS. referred to in detail later

on (p. xevi, infra). Coin and miniature often agree as to the contour of

the face and the treatment of the beard, but the coin makes no attempt,

as the miniature does, to represent the eye with truth to nature. The task

of discriminating between the characterized portrait and the portrait that

is not only characterized but also faithful thus becomes a delicate one, and

in many cases appears to be hopeless.

In studying Byzantine coin-portraits, then, the first step is to rule out of

court all representations that can be demonstrated to be conventional.

Thus, it is quite certain that the beardless profile-head that is invariably

found on the semisses and treynisses is conventional, because it subsists

unchanged through several centuries, and in each reign accompanies solidi

which bear a totally diflferent Imperial image.^ Commercial reasons—such

as the popularity of these small denominations of the gold currency with

barbarians and foreigners—probably led to the retention of the purely

conventional effigy. Again, there are certain whole periods during which

the same, or nearly the same, portrait is served up as the representation of

difi'erent Emperors ; such conventional representations occur, for instance,

in our second Period.

Turning to the portraits of the present period we find that the

representation of the first Emperor, Anastasius I (PI. I. 1), is undoubtedly

conventional, for it is a beardless, armed bust resembling

the busts of his predecessors. The same view must

be taken of the similar bust of Justin I (PI. II. 10).^

Passing over, for the moment, the representations of the great Justinian,

we reach the reigns of Justin II, Tiberius II, and Maurice Tiberius. The

busts of these Emperors, though differing in some details (e. g. Tiberius II

introduces the consular costume, PI. XIV. 5), resemble in essentials not

only one another but also the head of Justinian (PI. IV. 12). We cannot

therefore regard them as true portraits ; for if the head of Justinian is

decided to be conventional, then these heads are clearly in the same

case; if, on the contrary, the Justinian head is a true portrait, then

these heads merely reproduce the features of Justinian without material

modification.

The next Emperor, Phocas, presents a characterized portrait, and

1 In some cases, e.g. PI. XXXI. 4, 6; PL XXXIII. 11-14, it might be thought that

the semisses and tremisses bear a true, or at least a characterized, portrait. But the

examination of a number of specimens will prove that it is merely the same youthful

bust barbarously rendered.

^ Equally conventional are the beardless heads in profile found chiefly on the bronze

coiiis of Anastasius I and Justin I, and in the first coinage of Justinian I. They are to

be classed with the conventional beardless heads found on the semisses and tremisses.
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weai's a short pointed beard (PI. XX. 4, 5, 13; PI. XXII. 16, profile,

beai'ded). Having in view the fact that this portrait differs markedly

from the conventional heads of his three predecessors, we may, I think,

venture to regard it as a true likeness. A similar head is repeated on

the seals of this Emperor.^

Of Heraclius, four representations are found :—

1. With pointed beard. PI. XXIII. 1.

2. With short beard and helmet. PI. XXIII. 2, 3.

3. With short beard and crown. PI. XXIII. 4-8 ; PI. XXVIII. 3, 4.-

4. With long beard. PI. XXIII. 9.

No. 1 (PI. XXIII. 1) is, as I have already pointed out (p. xxiii, swpra),

simply a repetition of the portrait of Phocas (PI. XX. 4), made probably

before the engraver to the mint had been able to obtain a ' sitting ' from

the new Emperor. No. 2 (PI. XXIII. 2, 3) represents Heraclius with

a close beard, not pointed. It is a characterized portrait, but not one

to be depended on as a likeness. It is really the conventional head of

Tiberius II or Maurice Tiberius, with the addition of a fringe of beard

:

the eyes, too, are clumsily represented by prominent pellets, as they were,

indeed, in the case of Phocas.

The portrait No. 3 (PI. XXIII. 4^8 ; XXYHI. 3, 4) has a better claim

to be accepted as a likeness of Heraclius.^ In the case of the coin

figured PI. XXIII. 7, an engraver of more than ordinary skill was evidently

at work, and other coins, though less carefully executed (e. g. PI. XXIII. 4

;

XXVIII. 4) present a portrait which does not materially differ from the

model of PL XXIII. 7.

The last portrait, No. 4 (PL XXIII. 9; cp. XXIII. 11), may readily be

held to furnish evidence that Heraclius in the latter part of his reign

grew a beard of portentous length and a moustache in accordance, but,

probably, it does not well reproduce the features of the Emperor, for

the eye is strangely represented by a ring with the centre hollowed out.*

Constans II, son of Heraclius Constantine, and grandson of the

Emperor Heraclius, is represented by three portraits:

—

1. Beardless head. PL XXX. 12, 13.

2. Short beard. PL XXX. 14, 15.

3. Long beard. PL XXX. 16-31.

^ See supra, pp. xxii, xxiii, and the description of Cedrenus there referred to.

^ On the delicately executed gold coins of Carthage, PL XXVII. 11, 12, Heraclius

wears a milder aspect than on the coins of Constantinople, and the beard is more
pointed. The bronze coin of Carthage, PI. XXVII. 21, has, however, the portrait of the

Constantinopolitan coins.
•'' On the personal appearance of Heraclius, see the description of Cedrenus, cited

p. xxiv, supra.

* This way of representing the eyes is found on some coins with portrait No. 3, e. g.

PI. XXIII. 4, which may be contrasted with PL XXIII. 7.

I 111
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The coins on which these portraits occur were issued, so far as can

be made out (see infra, p. 255 n.), at three periods, when Constans was

about eleven, sixteen, and twenty-one, but none of the portraits tally

well with the age of the issuer. It must be said, however, that No. 2

(PL XXX. 14), with its long-drawn visage, recalls the portrait of Heraclius

Constantine (father of Constans), as seen in PI. XXIII. 9, and has so far

a claim to be considered life-like. On the other hand. No. 3 is a slavish

reproduction of the long-bearded head of Heraclius ; cp. PI. XXX. 17 with

PI. XXIII. 9.

Constantine IV, son of Constans II, has a bust strongly characterized,

in so far as it is almost invariably that of a warrior in panoply ; but

whether the portrait is a faithful one seems open to question, for the

general idea of the armed bust has evidently been suggested by, and

copied from, much earlier coins, probably those of the first issue of

Justinian I. Further, in the case of many representations, such as

PI. XXXVII. 10-12, we are precluded from relying on the portraiture,

owing to the mechanical rendering of the eyes by hollowed-out circles.

. We have still to notice the portrait of Justinian I.

, ^. . ^ The material for a discussion of the subject is mainly
Justinian I. „ ,, ,

* •'

as follows ^ :

—

1. Solidus, three-quarter face, circ. A. D. 527 (PL IV. 9, 10).

2. Solidus and bronze coins, full-face, A. D. 538 and later (PL IV. 11,

12; VIL 1, 3; VIII. 4, &c.) ; cp. gold medallion, a.d. 534?

frontispiece to voL i, and p. 25.

3. Bronze coins struck at Rome (by the Ostrogoths, or by Justinian ?)

with profile head of Justinian (Finder and Friedlaender, Die

Munzen Justinians, PL V. 3).

4. Barberini ivory (Louvre) with equestrian figure (Schlumberger,

in Monuments Piot, voL vii, p. 79, PL X; Diehl, Justinien,

frontispiece).

5. Mosaic, S. Vitale, Ravenna (Diehl, Justinien, pp. 15, 16 ; Venturi,

Storla deW arte ital., i, pp. 130, 131).

6. Mosaic, S. ApolHnare nuovo, Ravenna (Diehl, Justinien, p. 13).

7. Equestrian statue of Justinian in the Augustaion of Constantinople,

known from the description in Procopius, De Aedif., i. 2, and

from a drawing reproduced in Diehl, Justinien, p. 27 ; cp. p. 77.

8. Silver disk found at Kertch (Diehl, op. cit., p. 30; cp. Dalton,

S. M. Gat. Christian Antiq., No. 543).

No. 1, the three-quarter face solidus (PL IV. 9, 10) struck at the

beginning of Justinian's reign, a.d. 527, is certainly to be set aside as

a conventional portrait, for both in pose and features it resembles the

heads on the solidi of his predecessors.

' Cp. Diehl, Justinien, pp. 14-16
; W. G. Holmes, Age of Justinian, ii, p. 365 n.
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In A. D. 538 Justinian made certain changes in the coinage: he

caused the bronze money to be inscribed with the year of issue, and

placed a new bust of himself both on the gold and bronze currency.

This bust differs in features from the preceding bust, and is shown

full-face, and not three-quarter face, or in profile, as on earlier coins

(PL IV. 11, 12 ; VII. 1, 3 ; VIII. 4, &c.). It must be borne in mind that

this head was never again changed throughout Justinian's long reign,

and is therefore evidence only for the year 538 and thereabouts.^ It is

a beardless visage, plump, rounded, and not without a smile. It so far

agrees with the contemporary description of Procopius, who says {Hist.

arc, viii. 4) that Justinian had a round face, a ruddy complexion, not

ill to look upon, and that he was a man of medium height, with a body

neither thin nor corpulent. Procopius (op. cit., viii. 4-6) was struck

by his resemblance to representations which he had seen of the Emperor

Domitian. No. 6 in our list, the mosaic portrait of Justinian in S. ApoUinare

nuovo, presents a head which is of the same character as these coins of

A. D. 538 ; but the mosaic was made about A. D. 557, and represents a much
older man, who has been sorely buffeted in the storms of life. Another

portrait of the same character, but evidencing more skilful and delicate

treatment, is to be found in the horseman of the Barberini ivory (No. 4).^

In contrast with the above-mentioned portraits must be set the figure

of Justinian seen in the deeply impressive groups of San Vitale (a. d. 547).

Here the Emperor has an oval rather than a rounded face, and he wears

a moustache. John Malalas (p. 425) vouches for the existence of a

moustache, and perhaps the Emperor adopted this fashion for a time,

subsequent to the issue of the coin-portrait of 538. I am not sure,

however, that we can rely on this San Vitale representation. The black,

staring eyes, for instance, seen in the case of Justinian as well as of

Theodora and the courtiers that surround them, are, one may suspect,

not necessarily true to life, but due partly to convention and to the

difficulty of manipulating mosaic cubes for the purposes of portraiture.

No. 8 (if really of Justinian) and No. 7 (the figure in the Augustaion)

add nothing very important to the evidence. They are both beardless

figures, and No. 7 wears the plumed head-dress found also on the gold

medallion (frontispiece, vol. i).

One representation. No. 3, remains. It is the coin of Rome (whether

Ostrogothic or an actual issue of Justinian's '), and is interesting from

' If the gold medallion of .Justinian {frontispiece, vol. i
; p. 25) is rightly assigned to

A.D. 534, he had already attempted a characterized portrait some years before it was
introduced on the ordinary currency.

^ This figure is, however, believed by Strzygowski (Der Dom su Aachen, p. 49

;

cp. Mrs. A. Strong, Roman Sculpture (1907), pp. 344-346) to represent Constantine

the Great.

^ It much resembles in treatment the head of the Ostrogothic ruler Theodahat
(a.d. 534-536) iigured in Keary, Coinages of Western Europe, PI. VII (II), No. 18;
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its skilful execution and because it shows the head in profile. The hair

is cut straight over the forehead;, and the whole head reminds one of

a Roman Emperor of about the end of the first century A. D., rather,

however, of Trajan than of Domitian, the Emperor to whom, according

to Procopius, Justinian bore the most resemblance.

On the whole, it may be said that, if we were preparing a ' composite

photograph ' of Justinian, we should find the best material in the coin-

portraits of 538 (and the gold medallion of 534?), in the Roman coin

(No. 3), the mosaic of San Apollinare, and perhaps in the Barberini ivory.

Regarding Period I as a whole, it may be remarked that the coinage

—

so far as the reverse-types are concerned—displays little originality or

artistic feeling. The portraits of the early Emperors
Characteristics of ,..,., i in .• * t i.- • \

(with the probable exception oi Justinian) are

conventional, but from Phocas to Constantine IV

portraits occur which have a claim, in varying degrees, to be accepted

as genuine likenesses.

The gold coinage issued before the reign of Heraclius is carelessly

struck ^ ; but under Heraclius and his successors it is better engraved and

more neatly turned out. Greater care is generally bestowed on the bronze

coinage which, however, begins to deteriorate after Heraclius. The custom

of restriking or countermarking old fians largely prevails after the time

of Justinian I.

Period II. Justinian II—Theodosius III (a.d. 685-717).

This period is marked by the disappearance of several of the older

Imperial mints and by the diminishing importance of the bronze coinage.

It is noticeable, from the point of view of types, for the first appearance of

the image of Christ on Byzantine coins. This sacred type occurs both in

the first and second reigns of Justinian II—the Servus Christi: other

Emperors employ the cross for their reverse-types.

The image of the Saviour consists of a bust with the cross placed

behind the head, which is not nimbate. There are two representations

—

one, a head with hair and beard flowing, a work of some artistic feeling

Friedlaender's Miinzen der Ostgothen, PI. II. 4 ; Sabatier, PI. XVIII. 24, 25.—Cp. also the

standing figure holding Victory in the Barberini ivory above-mentioned.
^ The careless execution of the gold coins—even in the reign of Justinian—is,

perhaps, to be accounted for by supposing that money in this metal was chiefly struck,

and on a large scale, for the purpose of paying tributes and taxes (cp. Keary, Coinages of
Western Europe, p. 24), and was therefore coined rapidly and without much regard to

the requirements of artistic, or even of Imperial, dignity. Extant Byzantine coins

struck in gold are (as is well known to collectors) generally remarkable for their good
preservation. On the other hand, the bronze and silver coins, the part of the currency
which bore the brunt of everyday transactions, more often than not display lamentable

evidence of wear and tear.
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(PL XXXVIII. 15, 16, 24); the other, a more crudely treated head, of

strange facial contours, with the hair curly, the beard cut close (PI. XXXVIII.

17, 22, 25 ; PL XXXIX. 20; PL XLI. 1-5).

The attempts at portraiture which we discovered in certain reigns of

Period I are now abandoned, and the heads become entirely conventional.

The engraver outlines the face as if it were a sort of inverted omphalos

;

he surrounds it with a hardly discernible fringe representing whiskers and

beard, while another straight-cut fringe of hair is made to run across

the brow.

The general execution of the coinage (always excepting, in this Period

and later, the rude ' Provincial ' and ' Italian ' coinages, some of which may
not be Imperial) is neat, and, but for the conventionality of the portraiture,

would do credit to the Imperial mint. The best specimens are such as

PL XXXVIII. 13, and 15 where Justinian II stands holding the cross

potent ; PL XXXIX. 4 ; PL XLI. 11, of Philippicus.

Period III. Leo III—Theophilus (a.d. 717-842).

This is the period of the great iconoclastic movement. The head of

the Saviour (first introduced by Justinian II) is no longer represented, but

the reverse-type consists only of the cross,'- or, more often, of the bust

of some member of the Imperial family.^

Constantino V, in introducing a new silver coin, entirely filled the

reverse-space with an inscription, and placed the cross on the obverse ; and

ibis arrangement was repeated in many later reigns. The triple or double

border which surrounds each side imparts some finish to an otherwise

plain coin.

On the coinage as a whole the types are practically confined to the

representation of the cross and the Imperial family. Human portraiture

fares, in a way, hardly better than the sacred image. It is throughout

conventional, the face being represented in the manner described in

Period H: see e.g. PL XLIII. 22, 23; XLVI. 15; XLVIII. 14, Theophilus,

his wife and three daughters. Though two rulers of this period, Irene and

Michael I, were image-worshippers they made no change in the coinage of

their iconoclastic predecessors, and their portraits were not more life-like

;

thus (except by the head-dress) the head of Irene is hardly to be

distinguished from that of her son Constantine VI: see PL XLVI. 5, 6,

9, 10, 11.

The only exception to the conventionality of the portraits is to be

found at the beginning of this period in the case of Leo III, whose head

^ The cmsa potent., Theophilus, PL XLVIIL 15, first introduces the patriarchal cross.

^ As to the influence of the iconoclastic movement on the coins, see further,

pp. XXXV, xxxvi, supra.
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as shown in PI. XLII. 7, 8 is strongly characterized and may well be

a likeness. But even Leo is, after the first part of his reign, represented by

a conventional head : see PL XLII. 9, 10, &c.

Period IV. Michael III—John I (a.d. 843-976).

The beginning of this period is marked by the close of the long

iconoclastic controversy and the revival of image-worship by Theodora the

regent-mother of Michael III. The change is evidenced in the new life and

artistic vigour imparted to the coinage, and it may be noted that the quasi-

barbarous ' Provincial ' currency comes to an end in the earlier part of this

period.^

A succession of new reverse-types now appears. Michael III restores

the head of the Saviour, and his successor Basil I represents the Saviour

enthroned. Leo VI introduces the image of the Virgin ; Constantino VII

represents the Saviour in the act of crowning the Emperor ; Alexander for

the first time places a head of a Saint on the coins. John I (at the end of

the period) takes a step in the same direction in connexion with the bronze

coinage, which in his reign and long afterwards was made to display only

religious types and inscriptions,^ while ' the things of Caesar '—the ' image

'

and the ' superscription '—were surrendered and excluded.

With regard to the types relating to the Saviour and the Virgin,

the head of Christ re-introduced by Michael III (PI. XLIX. 16, 17) is

copied, as can hardly be doubted, from the coins of Justinian II (a. d. 685-

695), reproducing, however, the head with flowing hair (PI. XXXVIII.

15, 16) and not the bizarre image (PI. XXXVIII. 17) with the close beai-d.

The heads of Christ, found later, in the reigns of Constantine VII and of

Nicephorus II Phocas, are rendered with delicacy and artistic feeling : see

especiaUy PI. LIII. 7, 12-14; LIV. 4, 5 ; and cp. coins of John I, PL LIV.

and LV. In contrast with this, the seated figure of Christ introduced by

Basil I and destined to become stereotyped on the coinage has not any

special merit either in pose or expression (PL L. 11, 12).

The Virgin-type introduced by Leo VI is a bust or half-length figure

orans (PL LI. 8). It is treated with grace and freshness, and, though often

repeated in later reigns, never, perhaps, quite loses its charm.^

Under Nicephorus II Phocas, the Virgin (a half-length figure) is

shown beside the Emperor (PL LIV. 5) in the place previously filled by

emperors' wives or sons. In the next reign (John I) she is seen crowning

the Emperor (PL LIV. 10-12). The Virgin with the medallion of the

^ Under Basil I. The ' Italian ' coinage had ceased in the reign of Theophilus.
• ^ See supra, p. li.

^ On the orans type, see Bauer and Strzygowski, 'Eine alexandrinische Weltchronik,'

pp. 155-158 in Denkschriften der kais. Akad. der Wissensch. Wien, 1906, Bd. 51 ; L. von

Sybel, ChristUche Antike I (1906), p. 261 ; Kaufmann, Handhuch der christl. Arch. (1905),

p. 412. Cp. W. E. Crum, P. S. Bib. Arch., xxi. 251. Further reflf. iii/ra, p. 502.
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infant Christ, though a subject old in art,^ is not seen on the coins till the

reign of John I (PL LIV. 14).

In the manipulation of the Imperial busts and figures we may discern

an advance on the previous (iconoclastic) period—more variety of pose,

and a richer and more decorative treatment of the costume. None the less,

the conventional, uncharacterized head still continues to be prominent, and

the contour of the face which we noticed in Period II as resembling an

inverted omphalos now recalls an inverted triangle. But in addition to

these conventional heads we often find, and on the coins of a single

Emperor, a strongly characterized bearded type.

Michael III and his family and Basil I do not really break away from

the iconoclastic tradition in the matter of portraiture, but Leo VI (side by

side with a purely conventional head, PI. LI. 13, &c.) presents on the gold

coin of PI. LI. 8 a fine bearded head, which we might without difficulty

believe to be a genuine portrait were it not that its issue probably took

place when Leo was only twentj'.^

A similar long-bearded head, engraved with gem-like delicacy, appears

also on some coins (PI. LIII. 7) of the art-loving Constantine VII

(Porphyrogenitus), but from its close resemblance to the above-mentioned

portrait of Leo VI we must doubt whether it is true to life. There are,

further, three heads with shorter beards which appear on the coins, respec-

tively, of Romanus I (PL LII. 9-11), Nicephorus II Phocas (PL LIV. 5-7),

and John I (PI. LIV. 10-13). Each of these heads taken separately might

well be deemed an authentic portrait, but when we compare the three

together their resemblance becomes so obvious that it is almost certain

that two, at any rate, of the heads (Nicephorus II and John I) cannot be

the vera imago of the Emperors they pretend to represent.

With regard to the general characteristics of this period, it may be

remarked that the best executed and best designed of the coins contrast

favourably with the angular and arid work of the iconoclastic period, and

many specimens prove that the engraver had a good notion of filling

a coin-space in a decorative and not inelegant way (see e. g. PL LI. 9

;

LIV. 4, 5, 10, 13). The present period, and the next (Period V) may,

indeed, almost be looked upon as the Golden Age of Byzantine coin-art,

especially when we compare them with the periods that preceded and

followed.

Period V. Basil II and Constantine VIII—Nicephorus III

(A. D. 976-1081).

This period is transitional between Periods IV and VI. It witnesses

the introduction of the scyphate fabric for the nomisma (a fabric finally

1 See text, infra, p. 476, No. 7.

'' Cp. p. 449, infra, as to the date of this coin of PI. LL 8.
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adopted in Period VI by Alexius I), and, at the same time, the retention

of the old solidus or nomisma of small module. The difficulty of filling

the comparatively broad ' field ' of the new scyphate pieces was ingeniously

overcome by placing a triple border on each side of the coin (e. g. PI. LVI. 8).

The Imperial busts could now be represented on a rather larger scale, and

the rich jewelled details of Imperial costume were fully displayed (e.g.

PI. LVIII. 3, 10 ; LX. 3).

During the greater part of this period the coins (with certain

exceptions) present the neat, decorative appearance that we found in

Period IV (e.g. PI. LVI. 6, 7, 9-11). There is considerable variety and,

at times, artistic merit in the types employed, e.g. the Virgin crowning

Romanus III (PL LVII. 13) ; the Virgin orans (PI. LIX. 3) ; the Christ of

Chalce (PI. LX. 4, 6, 7) ; standing figures of Emperors, as Isaac I with his

drawn sword (PL LX. 12); and the beautiful design of the Virgin and

Child in PI. LXII. 2.

The busts and figures of Emperors are represented with considerable

care, variety of treatment, and attention to detail, but in the majority

of cases it is certain, or may be strongly suspected, that the portraiture

is not true to life.

In the two latest reigns of this period, those of Michael VII and

Nicephorus III, instances of feeble engraving and careless striking

sufficiently indicate that the decadence of Byzantine coin-art has already

begun.^

^ Further details of this period may be noted as follows:

—

Basil II and Constantine VIII. The two portraits PI. LVI. 1 are clearly conventional,

but the bearded head of Basil, PI. LVI, 2, 3, 8, &c., is at least a more characterized

representation. No. 3 on this plate bears some resemblance to the head of Basil II as it

appears in the Venice Psalter (see supra, p. lii), but when we confront it, as well as

Nos. 2 and 8, with the coins of the preceding Emperors John I and Nicephorus II

Phocas, it becomes hardly doubtful that we are dealing with a stereotyped bearded

representation and not with an exact portrait.

Constantine VIII, in his sole reign, presents the bearded heads seen in PI. LVII.

6-10. Of these, the heads Nos. 6-8 recall (perhaps too vividly to be independent

likenesses) the heads of Leo VI (PI. LI. 8) or Constantine VII (PI. LIII. 7) ; Nos. 9, 10

have a portrait of a somewhat different character.

Bomanus III has an obv. of elegant design—the Virgin (his special patron) placing

the crown on his head (PL LVII. 13). Cp. Schlumberger, VEpop. hyz., iii, p. 532.

Michael TV. His head, aa represented in PI. LVIII. 1, 2, has certainly distinctive

features, and, so far, might be a portrait. (Cp. the portrait in the Zonaras MS. at

Modena ; Schlumberger, op. cit., p. 533, which is like the Zonaras Romanus III.)

Michael V. The head of this standing figure (PI. LVIII. 5) may be compared with

his head in the Zonaras MS. (Schlumberger, op. cit., iii, p. 532). The form of the face,

beard and moustache are practically the same, but the eyes on the coins are clumsily

represented by two pellets.

Constantine IX. This portrait (PI. LVIII. 6-12) seems to be suggested by the coins

of Michael IV, and can hardly, therefore, be regarded as trustworthy. In some respects,

however, it resembles the head of this Emperor in the Zonaras MS. (Schlumberger,
op. cit., iii, 540). The beautiful figure of the Virgin orans, PI. LIX, 3, is to be noted.
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Period VI. Alexius I—Alexius IV (a. d. 1031-1204).

With the accession of Alexius I the very distinctive Byzantine coinage

of which the scyphate nomisma is the chief feature, may be said to have

been completely established. The old solidus or nomisma of thick fabric

had already disappeared from the currenc3'.

In respect to mechanical execution there is a decided change for

the worse. Cases of double-striking, due to the shifting of the dies, seem

almost to have been the rule and not the exception at the Imperial mint,

and it is on the reverse side—the side bearing the sacred image—that the

most flagrant instances of such carelessness occur : see e. g. PL LXVII. 8.

Details of costume, moreover, are less delicately treated than in Period V,

and the figures have either a bizarre appearance (as PI. LXIV. 3, obv.),

or are so stiff and wooden as almost to recall a primitive age of xoana

(PI. LXVni. 9; LXV. 14). In particular, the seated figure of Christ

(PL LXVII) and the seated figure of the Virgin (PL LXX) are usually most

clumsily rendered. The beardless bust of Christ (Emmanuel) (PL LXVIII.

15 ; LXIX. 1, 2) is something of a variation from the usual type of the

Saviour found on the coins, but it is of small artistic merit. The intro-

duction of saints on the coinage of this period lends it some little interest

and variety.^

But although throughout this period the number of types is exceptionally

large, there is little real invention or free play of the artistic spirit, and

the varieties of type are chiefly brought about by presenting sometimes the

Christ, sometimes the Virgin—seated or standing, as a bust or a whole

length, in the attitude of prayer or of blessing.

Theodora. The coins are very delicately executed. Her bust and figure (PL LX. 1-3)

are shown richly attired, but the features seem little characterized, an observation that

is true also of her portrait in the Zonaras MS. (Schlumberger, L'Epop. hyz., iii, 541).

The Christ of Chalce (cp. p. Ivi, supra) appears on her coins.

Michael VI—Isaac I— Constantine X. On the coins of these reigns, the Emperor is

generally represented as a standing figure, and the details of portraiture cannot be well

made out. Isaac I holds the dravyn sword referred to p. Ivii, supra.

Eomanus IV. The portrait (PI. LXI. 13 ; LXII. 1) is on a small scale, but resembles

the Zonaras miniature of Eomanus III: Schlumberger, op. cit., p. 532, so that some
doubt may be felt as to whether the portrait of Romanus IV is taken from life. Several

interesting types occur:—The family groups of PI. LXI, 11, 12, in which the Emperor
and Empress are crowned by the Saviour, a type known also from the ivory in the Biblio-

theque Nationale, Paris (see p. Iviii, supra) ; the bust of the Virgin with the medallion

(PI. LXI. 13, 14; LXII. 1), a type now revived after a long interval; and the beautiful

figure of the Virgin and Child in PL LXII. 2 (see further, p. lix, supra).

Michael VII—Nicephorus III. Michael is represented by a sturdy bust with features

that resemble his pi-edecessors. Nioephorus closely resembles Michael and neither

portrait can be relied on as faithful.

' John II (successor of Alexius I) introduces St. George ; Manuel I introduces

St. Theodore and St. Demetrius. The only Saint seen on coins before the reign of

John II is St. Alexander, on the coins of his namesake Alexander, a. d. 912-913.

I n
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Period VII. Michael VIII—Fall of Constantinople (a. d. 1261-1453).

The types of this period, which begins with the restoration of the

Greek Emperors, arrest the attention by reason of the curiously crowded

grouping of the Imperial figures; e.g. the kneeling Michael VIII, Christ

and St. Michael in PI. LXXIV ; the grovelling figure of Andronicus II

(PI. LXXIV ; cp. LXXV. 1, 3).^ Of the types new to Byzantine coinage,

the most remarkable are the representation of a seraph (PI. LXXV. 10)^

and the view of Constantinople (PL LXXIV. 1).^

Under the Palaeologi of the fourteenth century there was a sort of

Renaissance in mosaic and some other branches of art,* but the general

execution of the coins, especially of the nomisma, is extremely rough, and

proves that a very low standard of mechanical skill and care existed

during this period at the Imperial mint. There was, however, a counter-

acting Western influence at work which tended to alter, and in some

cases to improve, the appearance of the cun-ency. This influence came

chiefly from Venice, and is visible in the direct copying of Venetian

coins (both fabric and types : see PI. LXXV. 17), in the employment of

a new form of the cross (PL LXXV. 7), and in the disposition of the

inscription in a circular aiTangement (PL LXXV. 16).

In the period of John V, Byzantine coinage apparently almost ceased

to be issued, and its place was probably taken by the money of Venice.

Manuel II, followed by John VIII, made evident eflforts to restore the

currency, and his silver coins (still fairly abundant), though not skilfully

engraved, show a certain attempt at decorative effect (PL LXXVI. 9-13).

In these coinages. Western influence is again traceable, and the latest

specimens of the coin-art of Constantinople may be pronounced ' Mediaeval

'

rather than ' Byzantine ' in character.

With regard to portraiture, some attempts at characterization appear

to have been made, but they are of little importance owing to clumsy

execution or to smallness of scale. In the case of John VIII it is

possible that we may have a portrait, and his coins can be compared
with the portrait-medal by Vittore Pisano figured as the frontispiece to

vol. ii.''

• And see further on this type, p. Ixx, supra.
^ With the representation in PI. LXXV. 10 compare the angels represented in a

Vatican MS. of the eleventh century, photographed in Bertaux, VArt dans I'ltalie mend.,
PL XII. The archangel Michael had already appeared in the eleventh centuiy on
a coin of Michael VI (p. 509, ivfra).

' See further on this type, p. Ixix, supra.
* Diehl, Etudes hyz., p. 431.
'^ See further on this portrait, p. Ixxii, supra.
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§ 5. Imperial Mints.

In tbe reign of Anastasius I three mints only, Constantinople,

Nicomedia, and Antiocli, were in operation. Under Justin I, Thessalonica

and Cyzicus were added. The conquests of

Justinian necessitated the establishment of new
centres of coinage, and eleven or twelve mints

were at work during his reign. Under his three immediate successors

the number of mint-places remains nearly the same. Heraclius coins at

twelve mints. In the reign of Constans II (the successor of Heraclius)

the number of mint-places does not exceed five or six, and from about

the time of Nicephorus I (a. d. 802) to the reign of Basil 11 and Con-

stantino VIII, only two or three mints (so far as is known) continued

in operation. From the sole reign of Constantino VIII (a. d. 1025)

onwards, all coins seem to have emanated from the Capital.

Constantinople (a. d. 491-circ. 1448). The,.„.,„ . . „ , ,
' COIJ-STANTIIIOPLE.

chief mint tor coins m all metals.

Mint-name, (i) CONOB (on the gold coins till the time of Leo III),

(ii) CONOS, COB (on the earlier silver), (iii) CON (on the earlier

bronze coinage).

CONOB (found also on the gold of Carthage, Eome and Ravenna) is

now generally admitted to consist of the mint-name with the addition

of OB, an abbreviation of ohryzum, 'refined gold'.' In CONOS, S, if

not a blunder for B, must be an abbreviation mark. COB is perhaps C
(the name of Constantinople) and OB(ryzum). (For the occurrence of

OB on bronze and silver coins, see infra, under ' Thessalonica ').

Offi.cina marks. On the solidi from Anastasius I to Justinian II

numerals occur with great regularity, ranging from A to I (i. e. 1 to 10).

After that time they are more sporadic, and finally disappear. On the

solidi of Heraclius (see p. 192, infra, note) various letters or numerals

occur in addition to the ofRcina numerals. Probably a series of these

varieties was struck at each ofiicina.^

On the bronze (chiefly \r\) coins the officina numerals are A, B, f, A, £

(l-5).3

Thessalonica {circ. a. d. 518-circ. 620). Coinage in bronze only,

usually not of a higher denomination than K. The „
TTTESSAXiOISTTCA

coins are carelessly engraved, and often struck on

irregular flans with jagged edges.

' Babelon, art. ' Obryzum ' in Daremberg and Saglio, Diet, des ant., and authorities

there cited. On gold of Phocas (p. 164, note), OBXX takes the place of CO NOB.
BOXX occurs under Heraclius: cp. also Tiberius II, p. 106, No. 9.

* There are occasionally exceptional marks, such as Q?" on a solidus of Tiberius II

;

p. 106, No. 9, mfra.
' On the peculiar numerals All, Til, &c., found under Constans II, see infra,

p. 268 n. It is doubtful whether these are officina marks.
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Mint-name. TCS; e€C. Under Justin I, THESSOB (p. 17), but the

inscription OB (i. e. oh'yzwm, ' refined gold ') is quite inappropriate on

a bronze coin, and has probably been copied mechanically from the gold

coins of the predecessors of Anastasius I, which are inscribed THSOB

;

TESOB.i It may be noted that OB had even previously appeared on

silver coins, the gold and silver coins of Leo I (for instance) being alike

marked THSOB. In the mint-indication COB found on some silver

coins of Constantinople (see supra), we may probably discern the word
OB(ryzum) loosely used for refined silver instead of refined gold.^

Offkina marks. These are rarely present.

NicoMEDiA (circ. A. D. 498-circ. 627). The two Imperial mints of

Asia Minor were Nicomedia and Cyzicus.^ Their

coinage, closely modelled on that of the Capital, is in

bronze only.

Mint-TMVie. NIKO; also NIKOMI, NIKM, NIC, NIK, Nl.

Officinae. Two only (A and B ^), as compared with the five indicated

on the bronze coins of Constantinople.

Cyzicus {circ. A. D. 518-c29r. 628). Coinage in bronze

only, resembling that of Nicomedia (q.v.).

Mint-name. KYZ ; KY.

Officinae. Two only (A and B) : cp. Nicomedia.

Antioch {circ. A. D. 498-circ. 617). Bronze coins only. The legends

on the obverse (i.e. the Impei-ial name and titles) are

constantly blundered and often unintelligible.

Mint-name. At first, ANTX; ANTIX; AN. After a.d. 528 (see

p. 53, n.), the name of the city having been changed to ©eowoXty,
' Antioch ' disappears from the coins, and we find the new name, sometimes

as eVTTOAS or GY, but commonly in the Latin form TH€MPO ; THeUP''.

[7; P; e (see p. 59, n.) also indicate this mint. The exceptional S€MSy

(p. 223) is no doubt only a blundered reproduction of rHCMP''.

Officinae. Four or five officinae were usually at work.

IsATJEA (a. n. 617/8). A mint for bronze, in the reign

of Heraclius only (see p. 221).

Mint-name. IS^YR. Officlna. A only.

> On No. 49, p. 17, we might read THESSOB as THESSO B, i.e. the mint name with

the officina numeral added. But this interpretation is precluded by No. 50 (p. 17),

where, in addition to THESSOB we find the officina numeral €.

' Argentum pusiilatum (abbreviated Pv., Ps., &c.) is the proper term for refined

silver.

^ The short-lived mint of Isaura (q. v.) hardly forms an exception to this statement.
* There is an exception in the reign of Justin I; see infra, pp. 17, 18.
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Cyprus (circ. a. d. 627/8). Bronze coins were struck in this island

under Heraclius, probably at Constantia, the chief city. It is doubtful

whether the coinage continued beyond this reign, though» I to Cyprus
some pieces struck by Heraclius, and countermarked by
Constans II (or Constantine IV ?), may have for some time circulated in

Cyprus (see p. 222, n. 4 ; cp. p. 267 n,).

Mint-name. KVriP^.

Officinae. The only officina numeral (at least on the British Museum
specimens) is f.

Alexandeia (from circ. a.d. 538: p. 62, n. 2 to Heraclius or Con-

stans n : p. 227, n. 3). The coins (in bronze only) are

mainly of the denomination I D. They are often very

rude in appearance, and of peculiar thick fabric.

Mint-name. AAGX ; AA€I (on ABAZ ; HON, &c., see pp. 227-229).

Officinae. No numerals occur at this mint.

Caethage (circ. a.d. 534-circ. 698). This was a mint of importance

during the whole period of the Imperial domination in Africa, i. e. from the

conquest by Belisarius till the time of Justinian II or

Tiberius III.'^ Its bronze coinage is abundant and its

silver coinage (mostly confined to the smaller denominations) is not

very rare.

The gold coinage must have been extensive, though it was not set on

foot, apparently, till the reign of Hei-aclius. It is inscribed CONOB, like

the gold coins of Constantinople, Ravenna and Rome. It is therefore

identifiable only by its style and fabric and by a knowledge of provenance.

When the solidus is of small module and lumpy fabric (e. g. PI. XXXIII. 2)

it is easUy recognized as African, but the African solidus when struck of

the ordinary size and with flat fabric (e.g. PI. XXXIII. 6) is less readily

distinguished. But there are certain criteria, in addition to the clues given

by provenance.^ Thus, a linear border generally takes the place of the

border of dots found at Constantinople and elsewhere, and a straggling

form of A—^ or Ps.—is employed by the Carthaginian engraver. The
engraving of the types is often crude, and unusual letters or numerals

frequently appear (e.g. under Constans II).

Though there seem to be good reasons for attributing both the thick

and the flat series of solidi to Carthage, it is not obvious why these two
dissimilar fabrics were employed at the same mint, and even, it would

seem, contemporaneously.

Mint-name. Gold. CONOB.
Silver. CONOS (p. 63), but the mint-name is usually omitted.

Bronze. KAR.T; KAR; CAR; KRTC; CKT^ ; KT^ ; CT.

' Cp. also p. xxxiii, supra, on the 'Provincial Coinage'.
^ Wroth in Corolla Numismaticci, p. 329, and infra, p. 290 n., and p. 202 n.
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Offixinae. On the solidi of Heraclius, officinae A-l (1-10) are recorded

:

the numerals 11, 12, 13, 14 which are also found on these coins are

probably to be explained as officinae marks (pp. 230-232). On the solidi

(both of the thick and the flat fabric), and on the semisses and tremisses of

Constans II, peculiar marks occur. Thus (in the flat series) we find at the

end of the inscription—the usual position for the officina number—such

letters or numerals as C ; Q ; QS ; Gl, &c., each of these being accompanied

by a letter (or numeral) placed in the field (P ; I ; C ; A, &c.). Similar

marks occur under Constantino IV.

The bronze coins are as a rule without ofBcina marks. Under

Justinian I, however, there are perhaps indications of five or six ofiicinae

(see pp. 64r-67). We also find on some M and IS coins of this reign the

letters SO and O (p. 66), which may possibly indicate the second or the

sixth officina. On coins of Phocas (p. 179) and of Heraclius, € (fifth officina)

is found.

Sicily (Catina, Syracuse), circ. a.d. 538?—circ. 705 or later "i

Coinage begins in this island a few years after the

conquest by Belisarius (p. 69), and lasts till the sacking

of Syracuse by the Arabs in a.d. 705 (see further, supra, p. xxxiii,

' Provincial Coinage' as to a possible coinage in Sicily after a.d. 705).

Mint-name. SECILIA (p. 152) ; SCL^ ; SC^ ; SCL ; CAT ; CVPAKOVCI
(cp. pp. 69, 153, 237 n.). The usual mint-place was Catina, but, from the

time of Constans II, Syracuse was probably the chief centre of coinage.

One coin of Justinian II {Num. Zeitschrift, i, p. 431) is inscribed CVPAKOVCI.

Officinae. Officina marks do not occur.

Rome (circ. a.d. 552/S-circ. 775). From the time of Justinian I to

.„ the reia;n of Heraclius inclusive, this mint seems to have

been of little importance, and to have coined only small

denominations in bronze (see supra, pp. xvii, xviii).

Under Constans II a coinage in gold begins ^ and continues till the

reign of Constantine V (died 775), after which it apparently ceases. The

solidi attributable to this mint are marked CONOB but may be distinguished

from the corresponding Constantinopolitan issues by their comparatively

high relief (rendering the coins rough to the touch), by the appearance of

symbols (star, &c.) and letters in the field, and to some extent by the colour

of the gold, which from the time of Leo III is greatly alloyed.

Mint-name. CONOB (on gold) ; R.0M ; R.m ; R. (pp. 387, 388).

Officinae. No marks on the bronze. On the gold (from Constans II)

various officina numerals and letters occur in the field.

' There are also some small silver coins. The coins that seem to have the best

claim to be Imperial Roman issues are the bronze pieces with the name and portrait-head
of Justinian (Pinder and Friedlaender, Munzen Jitstmiam, PI. V. 3, and p. 48), but even
these may be Ostrogothic.
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Ravenna (circ. a.d. 555-circ. 741). Coinage begins some years after

the taking of Ravenna by Belisarius, and continues almost to the time

when it was lost to the Empire through its capture

by the Lombards in 751. Ravenna was a somewhat

important mint for gold coinage.^ The silver (as at Carthage) is generally

of small denominations, though the hexagram of Heraclius was minted

there as well as at Constantinople. The bronze coins are now somewhat

scarce.

The coins of this mint are often very neat, even sometimes rather

elegant, in style. The gold coins (inscribed CO NOB) may be distinguished

from the corresponding pieces of Constantinople by their bracteate-like

fabric and by the prominent relief of inscription and type.

Mint-name. CONOB (on gold) ; RAVENNA ; RAVEN ; RAV; RA.

Offbcinae. There are indications that ten officinae were generally in

operation for the coining of the gold. Marks on the bronze rarely occur

(£, Maurice Tiberius ; A, A, Heraclius : on SS, see p. 157).

Cherson (6th cent. ; and circ. A. d. 886-989). This mint was never

important, and issued bronze coins only, usually of small size. It perhaps

first came into operation in the reign of Justinian I „
(see p. xviii, supra), its next issues were made under

Maurice Tiberius (p. 158 f.), but it does not seem to have coined again

till the reign of Michael III (with Basil I, a.d. 866). From this period

there is a continuous coinage till the time of Basil II, when Cherson was

taken (a. d. 989) by Vladimir the Russian.

Mint-name. In monogram under Justinian I (see A. V. Oreshnikov,

' Chersono-Byzantine Coins' in Trans. Moscoiv Num. Soc, iii (1905),

PL VIII. 1-3); XePCOJNOC, XePCONOC (reign of Maurice Tiberius);

nX = 'O TTpcoTivwv Xepawvo? ?, or D = FIOAIC 1

Offi.cinae. No officina marks occur, but on the coins of Justinian I,

of an uncertain mint (possibly Cherson), described infra, pp. 72, 73, the-

marks A to A are found.

Pkovincial Coinage {circ. &.. d. 698-tirc. 886). The coinage which
it is necessary to classify thus vaguely has been already referred to,

p. xxxiii, supra. It consists of gold and bronze pieces , ,

(the former often much alloyed), and the engraving

is stiff and crude. Coins of Carthage have evidently

served as its prototypes, yet it cannot be of Carthage, for it continues,

to be issued long after the Imperialists had lost their foothold in Africa.

Sardinia and Sicily may possibly have had a share in it. It lasts from;

the reign of Tiberius III to the time of Basil I.

Central and South Italian Coinages (seventh cent.-c/rc. 842).

' Apparently first issued in the reign of Justin II (see pp. 103-104).
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Centkal and
SoTJTH Italian

Coinages.

These strange coinages are closely modelled on the Constantinopolitan

money, though they are generally struck in gold of

a more or less debased quality. They have been dis-

cussed, p. xxxi f., supra. They were probably struck

for the Imperial possessions in Southern Italy, though

some specimens (included in this Catalogue for convenience) may not have

been really issued at Imperial mints. The gold coins attributed to Rome
(see supra, p. xxxii) are akin to these Central and South Italian coinages.

The following table summarizes the details given above :

—

A.D. 498-
518
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Reverse legends. In the earlier reigns we find such legends as

Victoria Aug. ; Gloria RomanoruTn ; Victori{a) Mauri (Maurice Tiberius).

Heraclius introduces Deus adiuta Romanis and the

legend CN TSTO NIK A, the latter furnishing the first

instance of a Greek legend on Byzantine coins.^ But

it is long before Latin legends are finally discarded. Justinian II introduces

mS CR.ISTOS R.eX B.e'S'NANTNM (often used in later reigns). Under

Constantine V (a.d. 751) we have IhSMS XRISrHS hlCA (ii, p. 380),

a curious instance of the mingling of Latin and Greek, and of the partial

writing of Greek words in Latin letters, errors into which the engravers of

later reigns were prone to lapse ; e. g. QGOFVLACTTOS "DGSP ^ (Michael I and

Theophylact) : CVRI€ bOHGH TO SO "DOVLO (Theophilus) ; PICTOS
for niCTOC; PATHR. for HATHP (Leo IV). These mixed legends are

not completely supplanted by purely Greek legends till about the time

of Romanus IV (A.D. 1067-107D;,-'
'

The following forms of letters are those which chiefly call for notice :

—

I. Latin Inscriptions.^

A

The usual form is A (sometimes A). The form A is very rare ; it is

found chiefly at Carthage and Ravenna. At Carthage Latiw
the straggling form A^. is often used. A is not very iusckiptions.
common, and chiefly occurs in the word ANNO.

B

B, or with the lower lobe projecting as in the word C0N06. From
the time of Tiberius II onwards, b, or more usually b.

D

D (Anastasius I—Justin II : on the coins of Justin II and Maurice

Tiberius carelessly formed so that it appears nearly as O). Under Tiberius II

"D comes in and tends to oust D in later reigns. (Under Heraclius,

d occurs; under Constantine V, <J; on coins of Artavasdes and Leo VI, C.)

E

€ is nearly always preferred to E.

G

C ; C, the latter form often carelessly engraved so as to resemble I ;

e.g. AVI = AVC. G is not found. Under Tiberius II we find ^ (in AMQ,
which fonn occurs in later reigns as well as G and ^. Under Justinian II

Yand C are found as forms of G.

' Except in mintnamea like KYZ.
^ A division between Latin and Greek is not always easy, owing to the admixture of

letters and the writing of Greek words in Latin letters.

I o
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H

The form employed is h : cp. p. 331 n.

L

Both L and L occur.

M
M, but under Tiberius II ITl comes in on the Constantinopolitan

coins (on coins of Rome and Ravenna the form is tTl).

Maurice Tiberius. IVl ; ITl ; m
; (at Carthage, generally M).

Phocas, VTi ; Heraclius, m.
Constantine IV (at Carthage, i 1).

Constantine V, ITl , Michael I, H).

Michael III, H) (at this period M is chiefly retained in the inscr.

ReCNANTIHM).

N

N is the usual form. Under Justinian II, h is found, and from the

time of Constantine V this form takes the place of N.

R

R. On the coins of Anastasius II Artemius, the Greek P is generally

written for R in ' Artemius'.

T. The form T first occurs in the word THeMP'' = Theoupolis

(Antioch) under Justinian I, whose other coins, however, have T (r also

often occurs on the blundered coins of Antioch struck under Justin II).

T continues in use till the reign of Heraclius, when T begins to be

used, and is the usual form subsequently employed (the form T is,

however, also retained in stereotyped legends like VICTORIA AVC).

rr is an occasional variant of Z (Constantine IV, Justinian II, &c.).

The form T^, found on some coins of Constans II (pp. 266, 301), is no

doubt T with the abbreviation mark '' subjoined. Anastasius II has T

;

Theodosius III, T and Z. Under Leo VI (p. 445) the form Y is found.

V (as in AVC ; VOT). Under Tiberius II, M becomes prominent as in

mCTOR(m) TlbCRI and MN (le.vivat) FELIX (p. 106), but V is found
at Carthage, as in LVX MVNDI.

Maurice Tiberius has V.

Phocas, Heraclius, Constans II, use both ^ and V. Afterwards, M is

the usual form. (A rare form U. is found, p, 54.)
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II. Greek Inscriptions.

A

Usually A ; also A. Under Nicephorus II, Phocas, John I and Basil I,

A sometimes occurs. K ("p. 221, No. 267, Heraclius)

is found on a coin of Heraclius struck at Isaura
J X 1

• ^ T 1, \7TTT / r IM-SCEIPTIOITS,
and P\ occurs also on coins oi John Vili (see infra,

p. 637, note 1 and p. 641, note 1).

The form A (Alexandria, Heraclius, p. 227) is exceptional. The

transverse bar is sometimes omitted, notably on the coins of Alexius I

(A for A).

B

Beta as a numeral often occurs on the coins. It has the forms

B, B, B and i (chiefly sixth and seventh centuries).

b occurs in such words as bASLIS, bASILISSH (Constantine V ; Irene)

;

miXAHL bASIL€ (Michael I); bOHeH (Theophilus), but in these cases

there is a curious mixture of Greek and Latin.

Under John I Zimisces, the K form appears, as in R.OH0H (for

BOHGH). Also H RAAX6PNITICCA, i.e. the Virgin of Blachernae (coins

of Theodora); RAC1A€VS PHM (Isaac I). Cp. p. 527, note 1.

Under Andronicus II and later Emperors the B form once again takes

the place of the R. form.

A ; sometimes A.

E

£ (not E) is the almost invariable form. On coins of Andronicus II

and III (a.d. 1335-1328), € has the form e- or h (p. 626 n.).

K. The Latin letter C used for K appears under Constantine V and is

the usual form till about the time of Isaac I (a.d. 1057) when K re-asserts

itself, ec eeM =.eK eeoY ; ce = Ke = kai (Basil i) -, cvRie sic = KVPie.

A
A; but the Latin L often takes its place, as in X)0VLO = AOVAUJ

(Theophilus).

M
Sometimes M, as on coins of Isaac II, p. 594, infra.
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This letter chiefly occurs on the rude coins of the Alexandrian mint

where we find i (Justinian I, p. 62 ; Justin II, p. 97) ; E (Tiberius II,

p. 121) ; Z (Maurice Tiberius, p. 148).

H in AAeZEAhCROS (coins of Basil I, p. 437, No. 5, and of Leo VI,

p. 447).

I in OPeOAOlUL) (silver of Isaac I).

S or Z is usual in the spelling of the name of Alexius I, but I is

also used.

Z and I (Alexius III).

n
n or n.

p

P ; but until about the time of Constantine IX the Latin R. is often

used, as in the word R.UUMAIUUN; again, we find on coins of Basil II

n0R.FVR.0V (i.e. nOP*VPOr€NNHTUJ as written on coins of Theodora).

Z

The Latin S is often used for Z till about the time of Constantine IX

when the lunate sigma—C—becomes the regular form. The straggling

form 2 or ^ sometimes occurs under Manuel I and later (see p. 572, note 1,

infra and p. 630).

Y

H is used for Y (as in 66Y = 66OV). But the form in the purely

Greek inscriptions is V.

n
Nearly always UU, but sometimes approximating to W, as on the coins

of Romanus I, circ. a.d. 919. O sometimes occurs, as under Constantine X
(p. 515) and under Alexius I (p. 543).

Abbreyiatiox Marks.

These do not frequently occur till the time of Constantine VI or

Nicephorus II Phocas, when they become common.
ABBKEVIATIONS. m, 1 , • . -J^^r,^ /7 ^ - nihe usual mark is / as m T)€SPO/ {despotesj ;

^ also occurs, as in bASILE^ ; SCL^ ; also 5-

S — et or KAI (SIR. = et Irene
;
period of Constantine VI).

C = S = ei (Constans II, p. 259).

On coins of Constans II, ^ and »n» are perhaps marks of abbreviation

(see infra, p. 266 n.).
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The omission of letters is sometimes marked by -, as in the familiar

t^ eY accompanying the figure of the Virgin ; SCL^ = Sicil^.

More rarely a dot indicates an abbreviation, as in €N XUJ, i.e.

CN XPICTUU (John I, Zimisces). On a coin of Leo VI (ii, p. 444, No. 1)

we find J, in the vrord ROmUUM, i.e. KOmAIUUN.

= = ayios before the name of a Saint; e.g. O Q€0AUUP02,
St. Theodore (coins of Manuel I).

LiGATUKES.

These are of very rare occurrence till the time of Alexius I. Those

found are chiefly as follows :—MSH (in KOM N H NUU)

;

m = NH; ai = ra; Cr and U1 = ZT (Alexius III,
"g^ttjees.

pp. 599, 600) ; Jj 'in red&riOC = St. George (Alexius III) ; » = OY ; W' =
MHTHP; T =ZT (Andronicus II, p. 615); ZH = AH ; d. = eY (John

VIII, p. 640) ; WvNS.A = Manuel II ; TlA Manuel II = Palaeologus.

Monograms.

The monogrammatic combinations that are so characteristic of

Byzantine art occur but rarely on the coins. Their use is, in fact,

mainly confined to the city of Cherson, where mono-

grams form the usual types oi the coins irom Komanus 1

to the period of Basil II and Constantine VIII, i. e. circ. 920-1025. Some

coins of Justinian I also bear monograms as a ' type ' (i, pp. 72, 73) : these

are of ' Uncertain mints ', though possibly of Cherson (p. xviii, suirra). The

monogi-ams of the Justinian period are arranged so as to form a block

of letters; but from the time of Constantine VII and Romanus I, the

letters of the monogram are usually attached to the extremities of a cross
;

e.g. PI. LIL 14.

Apart from these instances the monogram is hardly found except

to indicate the names of various Emperors :—Heraclius (subsidiary device

in field) ; PI. XXIII. 10, rev., &c. Jt = monogram of Constans II and

of Constantine IV (p. 267 n. ; PI. XXXIV. 15 ; PI. XXXVIL 21) ; mono-

gram of Justinian II, p. 339, No. 47 (Sicily) ; monogram of Tiberius III

(PI. XL. 18). See also at end of Index III.

Numerals.

The ofiicina numerals and the marks of denomination (e. g. M = 40

nummia) are in Greek.

Dates (see further, infra) are nearly always indicated

by Roman numerals, and the following examples may be cited :

—

q = 5 (usual form). 11111=5 (Justin II, p. 94).
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^ = 6 (usual form), m = 6 (Justin II).

UN and \\^ = 7 (Justin II); "11 and Mil =7 (Tiberius II, Antioch)

;

VII = 7 (Heraclius, Eavenna).

'<^ll, Mill and UN = 8 (Justin II) ; VIM = 8 (Justin II, Carthage). (On

a coin of Heraclius, No. 469, p. 253, infra, UNI = 8 occurs. This coin

is attributed doubtfully to Eavenna : the use of M instead of the V usually

found at Eavenna is one of the reasons for regarding the attribution to

that mint as doubtful.)

IX = 9 or 11 1 (Justin II, p. 95).

MIX = 13 (Maurice Tiberius, p. 147).

XU = 15 (Justinian I).

Xm, X'i = 16 (Justinian I) ; MIX = 16 (Maurice Tiberius, p. 147) j

XVI = 16 (Heraclius, Ravenna).

MUX = 17 (Maurice Tiberius, p. 147).

XMI 111 = 19 (Justinian I).

XX<i, XXVI = 26 (Justinian I).

XXMIlll, XXVI 1 1 1, XX'illl = 29 (Justinian I).

XXX^, XXXMI = 36 (Justinian I).

XXX^I, XXXVII = 37 (Justinian I).

Dates.

Dates first make their appearance in 'years 12' of Justinian I

(a.d. 538/9), and occur regularly (though only on the bronze money, and

not on all denominations of the bronze) till the reign of
Dates

Constans II. After that reign (as will be seen below) they

are rarely found.

The dates nearly always indicate regnal years, the first year of the

reign ' being reckoned from the day on which the Emperor became Caesar

or Augustus, a creation which may have taken place before his sole reign

began. For example, Tiberius II, who became Augustus and sole ruler

26 Sept. 578, dates his (Constantinopolitan) coins from Dec. 574, when

he was created Caesar by Justin II.

Dating by Indictions is found only on coins of Maurice Tiberius and

Constans II.

Justinian I. Regnal years. At Thessalonica (p. 41,Mi/ra),the letters

A P occur, with no accompanying date. It is not certain whether these

stand for anno primo.

Justin II. Regnal years, dated from his accession. (At Carthage,

p. 97, infra, PR. ANNO presumably — primo anno.)

Tiberius II. On his coins of Constantinople, the earliest date found

is ' year 4
', reckoned from his Caesarship of A. d. 574, and therefore

indicating the year 578, the first year of his sole reign. But at Thessalonica,

years ' 1
' and ' 3

' occur, apparently reckoned from the first year of his



§ 6. DATES. TIBERIUS II—IRENE cxi

sole reign, i. e. from a. d. 578. At the Thessalonica mint, however, there

are other dates (year 8, &c.) which are reckoned, in the usual way, from

his Caesarship of 574.

At Antioch, the system of dating presents some difficulties which are

discussed infra, pp. 125, 126.

Maukice Tiberius. Regnal years. At Carthage the only dates found

are the Indictions.

Phocas. Regnal years.

Heraclius. Regnal years. At the Carthage mint dates are not

found, unless the numerals inscribed on some of its gold coins are dates

rather than officina numerals (p. 232, infra).

CoNSTANS II. At Constantinople, some of the coins are dated in the

usual way (by regnal years), but a curious series of numerals is also found

there which may be either dates (regnal years), or dates (regnal years)

combined with the officina number. This latter class is discussed infra,

p. 268.

In Sicily, there is a case of dating by Indiction (cp. coins of Maurice

Tiberius), and on the K and 1 attributed to Sicily, a date ' year 1
' occurs,

perhaps indicating the first year of the residence of Constans II at Syracuse

(a. d. 662 ; see p. 305, infra).

Constant [NE IV. Dates (regnal years) occur at Ravenna, but at

Constantinople they cease to appear except in an isolated instance, viz.

X = year 30 = a. d. 683/4, reckoned in the usual way, from A. D. 654,

X
the first year of Constantine's Augustus-ship.

Justinian II. A few dates occur during his first and second reigns

(see pp. 335, 356). In the following reigns no dates are found, and the

bronze coins, on which alone it had been customary to mark the dates,

now become rare.

Constantine V (A. D. 741-775). The only date found—and it is

apparently an exceptional commemorative date—is A X = year 30 =
N X
N X

A. D. 749/50, reckoning from 25 March, 720, when Constantine was made
Augustus by Leo III (see p. 380).

On coins of Leo IV and Constantine VI no dates are found.

Irene has M coins with N X (apparent! j- modelled on the A X ofNX NXNX NX
Constantine V). The same combination of letters and numerals is repeated

in subsequent reigns, but finally ceases in the time of Theophilus. As
this combination is found on coins of Emperors who reigned less than

thirty years, it cannot indicate 'year 30'. Probably it is a religious

ejaculation, Xpicrrh vlkS,, thrice repeated (see p. 400, infra).



cxii INTKODUCTION

In concluding this Introduction, I am anxious to express my indebted-

ness, especially in regard to its historical section (§ 2), to the writings of

Finlay, Bury, Diehl, Schlumberger and other scholars whose monographs

are cited in these volumes. I am also indebted to Professor Oman's brilliant

sketch of Byzantine history, and to the learned historical summary by

Gelzer appended to Krumbacher's great work on Byzantine Literature.

In preparing the main body of the Catalogue I have referred throughout

to Sabatier's Description (1862), a laborious and useful work, though

defective in many ways, as has long been recognized. De Saulcy's Essai de

classification (1836), I have also found well worth reading. Yet there

are numerous problems in connexion with Byzantine coins which these

meritorious numismatists did not suspect or did not attempt to solve, and

it is to be regretted that their successors, the numismatists of the last forty

years, have—with a solitary exception or two, such as Dr. Kubitschek and

M. Svoronos—almost entirely neglected the study of Byzantine coins

—

a field of study which (it cannot be denied) is at times an arid one, but

which would already have yielded to historical students an infinitely

better crop had it been sown with a more liberal hand and cultivated

with less intermittent care. There is one numismatist, indeed, the late

Count J. F. W. de Sails, who, although he left little in print or manuscript

on Byzantine coins, must be gratefully remembered by an official of the

British Museum writing on this topic. For de Sails not only enriched

our national collection with numberless Byzantine and quasi-Byzantine

coins (barbarous imitations, &c.), but classified the series with his usual

skill and acumen. Unfortunately, his arrangement was in many places

left incomplete, and he published nothing to record or justify his classi-

fication—a classification no doubt often suggested by the knowledge

of provenance which as an ardent collector he probably possessed. His

special service to the scientific study of Byzantine coins is the discrimination

attempted by him between the Imperial and the non-Imperial money, and

if I have been able to carry this division farther it is because the path has

been indicated by this remarkable numismatist.

For kind help in reading the proof-sheets of these volumes, I have

greatly to thank Mr. Grueber, the Keeper of Coins, and Mr. G. F. Hill.

Mr. 0. M. Dalton has also been so kind as to read the proofs of the

Introduction and has made several valuable additions and corrections.

WARWICK WROTH.



IMPERIAL

BYZANTINE COINS

ANASTASIUS I

11 Apeil, 491—1 July, 518

The primary classification of the coins is under Mints, which, in the present

reig'n, are as follows : I. Constantinople ; II. Nicomedia ; III. Antioch.

No.



IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



ANASTASIUS I—CONSTANTINOPLE-GOLD, SILVER

No.



IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

269-5

301-6

237-6

261-7

282-6

278-2

248.

269-7

287.

2717

274-

278-3

276-

Metal and
Size

Obverse Reverse

Bronze

(i) Large module with marks of value, M , K, I

M

M



ANASTASIUS I—CONSTANTINOPLE—BRONZE

No.



IMPERL\L BYZANTINE COINS

No.



ANASTASIUS I—NICOMEDIA—BRONZE

No.



IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



ANASTASIUS I—ANTIOCH—

e

No.

69

70

71

72

73

Weiglit
Metal and

Size

34-2

26-

31-5

27-6

30-5

JE 45

JE -55

JE -55

JE 45

JE -5

Obverse Reverse

Inscr. Head ofAna stasius

r. beardless, wearing'
diadem ; on, or above,

head, cross.

[ANAST?] OSPP

(Inscr. obscure)

SIVSPP..
[PL II. 8.]

(Head and inscr. obscure)

DN IV (bust r. in

diadem, paludamentum
and cuirass).'

On r., A A N
[Presented by Mr. Double-

day, 1846]

Onr., ATN
[Purchased, 1863]

Onr., A AN
[de Salis gift]

Onr., A AN

On r., N
[de Salis gift]

[PI. II. 9.]

COINS WITH NAME OF ANASTASIUS NOT STRUCK AT THE
IMPERIAL MINTS.

In this reign, and in the following reigns, only those coins are catalogued

which there is reason to think were struck at the Imperial mints (in the

present case, Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Antioch). The numerous imita-

tions (chiefly in gold, and of the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries) of the

Emperors' coinages which were struck by the Ostrogoths and other invaders

of the Empire are reserved for description in a future volume. The British

Museum collection of Ostrogothic, Vandalic, «&c., coinages was originally

arranged by Count de Salis (cp. Keary, The Coinages of Western Europe, 1879),

who has divided the various series with his usual numismatic acumen. The

chief criteria are furnished by style and provenance.

The following are brief notes on the imitations of the coins of

Anastasius :

—

Gold.—Solidus. The Victory on the rev. usually holds a broad-limbed

cross, not the monogrammatic cross of the Imperial mints, though this latter

type is occasionally imitated (see supra, p. 2, n. 1). On the solidi assigned by
de Salis to the Vandals the lettering is curious and the type somewhat rude.

' The attribution to Anastasius is not quite certain.
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The Visigothic solidi, also, are not hard to distinguish from the Imperial

coins: they frequently read CO HOB. The series classed by de Salis as

'Italian imitations' are often of good work (except sometimes in the

treatment of the eyes on the ohv.') but have rev. Victory with broad-limbed

cross. The Burgundian and Merovingian imitations are rude. Tremissis.

This denomination is often reproduced, but usually with rev. Victory in profile

with wreath and palm. The rev. of the Imperial tremissis has a different Victory

(Pl. I. 4, 5). The legends of the Visigothic and ' Italian ' tremisses are often

blundered. The Imperial tremissis is itself of poor work, and in cases where

its reverse type is exactly copied discrimiaation is difficult. The details of

the Emperor's cuirass are, however, less exact ia the imitative pieces and the

brooch of the paludamentum is sometimes omitted. Count de Salis classes

some pieces reading COMOB (cp. Rev. beige, 1867, p. 156) as Italian imitations.

SiLVEE.—Sabat., No. 11, rev. monogram in wreath, has peculiar letters

and high relief. Ostrogothic or Italian. Sabat., No. 12, rev. 'Invicta Roma'.

Probably Ostrogothic, struck at Rome : see Friedlaender, Miinzen d. Ostgothen,

p. 55. The well-executed gold and silver coins of Theodoric the Ostrogothic

monarch (a. d. 493) bear the name and bust of Anastasius, but are digtiu-

guished by Theodoric's monogram (Keary, op. cit., p. 45 f.).

VITALIAN VS. Most of the coins that have been published as those of

Vitalian (for whose revolt see Introd., supra, § 2, 'Anastasius I ') are un-

doubtedly barbarous pieces of the time of Justin I, Justinian I, &c. Thus

a tremissis which reads lAVlTA JIVOVAVG, and which has been attributed

to Vitalian, is undoubtedly a barbarous coin (Visigothic), probably of the time

of Justin I or later. (Two specimens in British Museum.) See further Sabatier,

i, p. 157 ; de Saulcy, Essai, p. 6 ; Friedlaender, Repertorium, p. 426 ; Rev. beige,

1857, p. 10. There is a tremissis, however, in the possession of Mr. J. "W.

Barron (1907) which appears to read DNVITALIANVS (obv. beardless

diademed head, rev. Victory). Unless this legend has been altered from

DNIVSTINIANVS the coin must be of Vitalian.

Bkonze.—Small M witli rev. V in wreath. The wreath, the Roman
(instead of Greek) numeral and the style of the obv. (with type and letters in

rather prominent relief) tadicate that this coin is of Italian mintage. This

being so, it cannot have been struck by Anastasius, but must be an Ostro-

gothic coin bearing the head and titles of the Emperor as was usually the

case with the ' barbarian ' coins.
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JUSTINUS I

1 July, 518—1 August, 527

'

Mints = I. Constantinople ; II. Thessalonica ; III. Nicomedia ; IV. Cyzicus
;

V. Antioch.

No.
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No



JUSTIN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—SILVER 13

No. Weight Metal and
Size

Obverse Reverse

14 614
(pierced)

M .9

15

16

60-!

52-

M -85

M -9

17

18

19

294

27-7

27.9

M -75

M -75

M -65

Silver

DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin 1. beard-
less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

[Purcliased, 1904]

DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-

less, wearing diadem,
crested helmet, paluda-

mentum and cuirass.

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1868]

DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r., as on
No. 15.

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

CLOR.[IA R.]OMANO
R.VM The Emperor,
nimbate, in cuirass and
paludamentum, stand-
ing 1. ; r. hand upraised;

1. hand holding globus
;

in field r., star ; in ex.,

CO[B]

[PI. III. 1.]

'

CLOR.IARO MANO
R.VM The Emperor,
nimbate, in cuirass and
paludamentum, stand-
ing to front looking r.

r. hand rests on spear
1. liand holds globus cr.

in field r. , star ; in ex.

COB^

[PI. III. 2.]

(Ends KVn)
[PI. III. 3, rev.]

CLOKIARO MANO
K V M The Emperor

standing, as on No. 15

;

in field r., star ; in ex.,

CO B

[PI. III. 4.]

(Exergue obscure)

(Ex. and part of inscr.

obscure)

' From the plate it may appear that the portrait of the obv. differs from other
portraits of Justin, but this difference is merely due to the state of this specimen, which
has been cracked and injured. With the coin op. Sab., No. 8= Saulcy, PL I. 8.

^ Cp. a similar coin in the French coll., wt. iAO grammes (Dieudonne, Bev. num.,
1899, p. 196.) Cp. Babelon, TraiU, i, p. 570 ; Mommsen-Blacas, Monn. rom., iii, p. 78.

The M piece with inscr. FELIX CARTA assigned by Sabatier to Justin I (No. 17) is

Vandalio. See infra at end of coins of Justin I.
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No.
j

Weight

20

21

22

23

24

236-8
(pierced)

235-8

229-2

223-6

235-2

Metal and
Size

25 275-5

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

239-

199-

252-

282-2

261-4

284-2

253-8

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-25

iE 1-2

JE 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-3

M 1-2

M 1-2

^ 1-2

^ 1-3

^ 1-25

M 1-25

Obverse Reverse

Bronze

(i) Lm'ge module with marks of value, M, K

M
DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-

less, wearing diadem,
cuirass and paludamen-
tum.

([DNIJVSTI
Bust rude.)

MSPPV

([DNIVjSTIN VSP
PAVC) AboTe head,

small cross.

(Legend and type bar-

barous)

IM onr.,star; onl.,star';

above, cross ; in ex.,

CON

Beneath, A (COH)
[Purchased, 1904]

Beneath, B

Beneath, V
[de Salis gift]

Beneath, T
[Purchased, 1904]

Beneath, f

[Presented by Mr. (now
Sir) John Evans, 1847]

Beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

Beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

Beneath, £

Beneath, € (ex., [CO]N)

(A for A)
[PI. III. 5.]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(On r., cross ; on 1., star),

beneath, A

(On r., cross ; on 1., star),

beneath, B

(On r., cross ; on 1., star),

beneath, f

(On r., cross ; on 1., star),,

beneath, A

' There are varieties of the large M coins, (i) with rev., two stars, (ii) with cross and

star (No. 29, &c., infra), (iii) with two crosses; see Sab., No. 19.



JUSTIN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—BRONZE 15

No.
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No.



JUSTIN I—THESSALONICA—BRONZE 17

No.
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No. Weight Metal and
Size

Obverse Reverse

60

61

137-2

123.

JE 1-1

M -95

62 220-6 JE 1-25

63 139-6

64 260-7

M 1.1

M 1-4

DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-
less, "wearing- diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. obscure), cross

aboye head.

IN on 1., long cross be-

tween N and I

On r., B

Onr., [€?]

IV. CYZICUS

M
[DNIVSTI] NVSPPAV
Bust of Justin r. beard-
less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

Cross on cuirass.

M on r. [cross ?] ; on 1.,

cross ; above, cross ; in

ex., KYZ

Beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

K
DNIVSTI NVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-
less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

[Purchased, 1852]

N on 1., long cross be-

tween K and Y

On r. , A ; beneath, star.

[PI. III. 13.]

V. ANTIOCH

M
DNIVSTINVSPPAVCS
Bust of Justin r. beard-

less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

[de Salis gift]

M on 1., star ; on r.,

crescent ; above, cross

;

in ex., ANTIX

Beneath, T



JUSTIN I—ANTIOCH—M 19

No. Weight

65 273-

66 204-4
(wo)-n)

67

68

69

70

71

72

225-

225-

Metal and
Size

M 14

M 1-35

118'7

85.

55.

60.

M 1.4

M 1.35

Obverse

(DNIV8TINV[S]PPAV
CI) (5f on brooch fas-

tening cuirass) double-
struclc.

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

Beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. IV. 1.]

Beneath, A

[With rev. M between two stars ; Sabatier, p. 162,

No. 20.]

M 1-

M -9

M .85

M .8

(DNIVSTIN VSPP
AVCS) Above head,

cross.

Similar to No. 67.

DNIVS[TIN] VSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-

less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass ; on head, cross.

[Presented by the Rev.

Arthur Dixon, 1906]

(On 1., cross ; on r., cross),

beneath, A (ANTX)
[de Salis gift]

Similar to No. 67.

[de Salis gift]

Konl., W''

On r., B

I

DNIVSTINVSPPAVC
Bust of Justin r. beard-

less, wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass.

[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. obscure ; head
larger)

[Purchased, 19041

[PI. IV. 2, rev.}

I surmounted by cross

CON COKDI ; in ex.,

ANTX

A before CON ; on r. and

1., peUet.

A before CON ; onr. and

1., peUet.

r before CON ; on r. and

1., peUet.

1 Cp. Sab., No. 24; Rev. num., vii, p. 18.
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No.



JUSTIN I—NON-IMPERIAL COINS 21

COINS WITH THE NAME OF JUSTIN I NOT STRUCK AT THE

IMPERIAL ]MINTS.

SoLiBus.—As stated above (note 2, p. 11) even the solid! that appear

to have emanated from the Imperial mint are deeply tinged with barbarism.

Besides these we have the following Italian imitations : (i) rev. Victory 1.

with broad cross .COMOB. obv. of fairly good work; (11) rev. Victory with

monogrammatic cross, rude work; (iii) later, extremely barbarous. Other

imitations, apparently Burgundian, are very similar to the ' Italian ' both of

classes i and ii. Montagu Cat., lot 1092 (now in British Museum) belongs to

this series. Teemissis. Burgundian and Visigothic imitations ; rev. Victory

r. with wreath. The Visigothic pieces are of rough work. There are also

' Italian ' imitations with the same rev. type as those of the Imperial mint,

but distinguished by the high relief of the letters. (The treatment of the

letters in high relief is characteristic of the M coins struck in Italy— Ostro-

gothic, &c.)

Vanualic Silver.— Ohv. name and head of IVSTINVS in profile ; rev.

FELIX CAR.TA ; female figure standing. Though this coin is assigned by
Sabatier (No. 17) to Justin I, it is clear that it cannot have been struck by
the authority of Justin I, i. e. before the taking of Carthage, which did not

occur tiU the reign of Justinian. Mr. Keary (Coinages of Western Europe,

p. 36 ; cp. p. 32) supposes that the coin Avas struck by Justin II, and though

this is a possible view, I am inclined to doubt it for the following reasons :

—

(i) We have other M, (African) coins of Justin II witli ohv. liead facing ; o-ev.

FELIX R.ESPVBL(ica). (ii) The Felix Carta type first occurs on coins of

Hilderic the Vandal king, a. d. 523-80 (Friedl., Vandalen, PI. I, and

pp. 30-3). There is great difficulty in supposing that Justin II would have

adopted a Vandal type, and one, moreover, tliat had been for many years

disused, for it was never adopted by his predecessor Justinian for his African

coinage.

It will thus be seen that tliere are difficulties in assigning the coin either

to Justin I or to Justin II. I therefore regard it as a Vandalic issue of the

period of Justin I. There are, of course, numerous instances of the barbarian

rulers placing the name and head of the reigning Emperor on the obverses

of their coins.

OsTHOGOTHic SiLVEB.—There are a nuBiber of Small .31 (/'e». CN; £. &c.

;

also M with rev. IS) which bear the name and head of IVSTINVS. It is

certain from style and provenance that these were' struck in Italy. They
closely resemble (on the ohv.') the silver coins that bear the names or mono-
grams of the Ostrogothic kings, and I believe the whole series to be Ostro-

gothic, struck either during the lifetime of Justin I, or possibly even after

his death, for in style (especially in the case of the ohv.') many of them seem

to be later than the silver coins of Justinian. Baduila, when at war with
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Justinian, is known (Keary, Coinages of Western Europe, p. 52) to have placed

on his money the head and name of the long-deceased emperor, Anastasius I,

and he may also have adopted on his money the head of Justin I.

Beonze.—SmallM with rev. v in wreath. These must be Ostrogothic
;

cp. similar coins with name of Anastasius, supra, p. 10, ' Bronze '.

Small M with rev. € and -[• in wreath. Although these have the Greek

(not iloman) numeral, I am inclined to regard them as Ostrogothic on account

of the wreath and the style of the ohv., with head and letters in prominent

relief. (One specimen (British Museum) has rev. fcN, the wreath being

omitted.)
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JUSTINUS I AND JUSTINIANUS I

1 Apeil— 1 August, 527 a. d.

Mints = I. Constantinople ; II. Nicomedia ; III. Antioch.

No. Weiffht

69-2

68-5

67-8

694

69-1

Metal and
Size

N -8

N -85

68-6 N -85

N -8

N -85

N -85

Obverse Reverse

I. CONSTANTINOPLE

Solidus

Type 1

D N IVSTINeTIVSTI
NIANPPAVC Justin and

Justinian, beardless,

nimbate and draped in

long robes, seated
facing, hands clasped

on breast; in ex.,

CONOB

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

VICTORI AAVCCC
Victory standingfacing,
holding in r. , long cross

;

in 1., globus cr. ; wears
chiton and peplos ; in

field r. , star ; in ex.

.

CONOB

B at end of inscr.

A at end of inscr.

[PI. IV. 5.]

I at end of inscr.

Type 2

Inscr. and type similar to

No. 1, but each Emperor
holds globe in 1. hand
and rests r. hand on
breast ; above, between
the heads, cross.

}

[Purchased, 1904]

(IVSTINAN sic)

[Purchased, 1904]

(IVSTINI for I VST I

NIAN)
[Purchased, 1862]

Inscr., type, &c., as No. 1.

r at end of inscr.'

^ at end of inscr. ^

9 at end of inscr. ^

[PI. IV. 6.]

Cp. Montagu Cat., No. 1096, with A ; Ponton d'Amecourt Cat., No. 873, with €.

Cp. Photiades Cat., No. 113.

Cp. Sabatier, No. 1, and Moustier Cat., No. 3959, with I.
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No. Weight

249-2

226-

10

11

125-3

Metal and
Size

M 1-15

^ 1-2

M 1-

32.

28-4

M -5

JE -45

Obverse Reverse

M
DNIVSTIN€1VSTINIAN
PAV Bust of Justin

r. beardless, wearing
diadem, paludamentum
and cuirass.

[Purcliased, 1904]

[Purcliased, 1904]

M on r., cross ; on 1.,

star ; above, cross ; in

ex., CON

Beneath, B(?)'

Beneath, f

II. nt:comedia

M
See Friedlaender, Miinzen Justiniaris, p. 17, PI. I. 4.^*

III. antioch

M
See Sabatier, No. 3.

K
[DN]IVSTINV[S€TIVST
1 N I A N ?] Busts of

Justin and Justinian,

beardless, facing ; nim-
bate ; draped.

[de Sails gift]

toNIVST
NIANVSPPA* Busts of

Justin and Justinian,

beardless, facing, draped
and crowned.

[de Salis gift]

[BorreU sale, 1852, lot

1057]

K onl.,longcrossand AN
TX

On r., A (obscure)'

[PI. IV. 7.]

3 The Tyche of Antioch
seated 1. on rock within

distyle shrine ; at her

feet Orontes swimming;
wears turreted head-

dress, chitonand peplos

;

r. hand outstretched

holding (ears of com .'').

[PI. IV. 8.]

' Cp. Friedl., Miinz. Justinians, p. 17, PI. I. 3 ; Sab., No. 4.
2 See also Friedl., op. cit

, p. 18=Eev. num., 1839, p. 244, PI. X. 3 ; cp. Sab., No. 7.

^ The identical specimen described by Sabatier, No. 6 ; the engraving (PI. XI. 22)

'restores' the coin too much, and I cannot read the word VITA stated by him to occur

on the obv. Cp. Num. Chron., 1878, p. 170, PI. VI (VIII), No. 2.

* The insor. begins.above the right-hand bust and is partly obscure ; cp. Sab., No. 8;

Friedl., M, Justin., p. 17.



io

JUSTINIANUS I

1 August, 527—14 Novbmbbe, 565

Mints = I. Constantinople ; 11. Thessalonica ; III. Mcomedia ; IV. Cyzicus

;

V. Antioch (Theoupolis) ; VI. Alexandria ; VII. Carthage ; Vm. Sicily
;

IX. Rome ; X. Ravenna ; XI. Uncertain Mints.

No.
Metal and

Size
Obverse Reverse

I. CONSTANTINOPLE
Gold Medallion

Circ. A. D. 534 ?

DNIVSTINII(s(c) ANVSPPA
VC Bust of Justinian,

nimbate, three-quarter face

to r. ; wears richly orna-

mented helmet with plume
of peacocks' feathers ; also

diadem, cuirass and mili-

tary cloak fastened by
brooch ; in his r. hand,
spear ; behind 1. shoulder,

shield. Border of dots.

SALVSETCL ORIA RO-
MANO RVM Justinian
on horse riding r., preceded
bywingedVictory in chiton
and mantle, holding in 1.

palm-branch and trophy of

arms. Justinian is nimbate
and diademed, and wears
plumedhelmet, cuirasswith
pteryges, military cloak and
boots. On the horse is a
decorated saddle-cloth and
jewelled trappings. In
field, star; in ex., CONOB :

border of dots.

Frontispiece.—N, size 3-35 inches. Photographed from an electrotype (in the
British Museum) of the original, which was formerly in the French Collection. The
only specimen of this medallion that has ever come to light was found in 1751 at

Caesarea in Cappadocia. It passed into the French Collection, but was melted down
by the thieves who plundered the coin-cabinet in 1831. A mould, fortunatel}' taken from
the original some time before this date, has been preserved in the British Museum, and
from this electrotypes have been made for the French and English collections. See
Babelon, Melanges numismatiques, iii, p. 305 f., and his article in Mev. num., 1899, p. 1 f.

;

Finder and Friedlaender, Munzen Justinians, p. 18 f., PI. II. Cp. note, infra, under
Tiberius II Constantine, as to the gold medallion sent to Chilperic.

The original weighed 'cinq onces deux gros', equivalent to 36 solidi or half a
Roman pound (Babelon, Milanges, pp. 312 and 321). The head-dress on the dbv. is like

the ToG</)a worn by the equestrian figure of Justinian in the Augusteum at Constantinople

;

see Diehl, Justinien, p. 27. With the rev. type compare the Barberini ivory (frontispiece

to Diehl's Justinien), where, however, the imperial figure has been called by Strzygowski
(Der Dom zu Aachen, p. 49) Constantine the Great. Cp. also the Kertch silver disk
(Diehl, op. cit., p. 80) and a plaque in British Museum, Dalton, Cat. Christian Antiq.,

No. 548.

With regard to the date of the medallion, Babelon (Melanges, iii, p. 381) cites

Cedrenua (vol. i, p. 649, ed. Bonn) to the effect that this Emperor struck a coin repre-
senting himself on one side and on the other side his general Belisarius in armour
and the inscription BfAio-apiof 17 So^a tS>v 'Paifiaiav. In this passage Babelon sees, and no
doubt rightly, an allusion to this gold medallion, though the description of the reverse

figure as Belisarius is an inexactitude. The description of Cedrenus may, however, give
a clue to the date, and Babelon would assign the issue of this medallion to the time
when Belisarius celebrated at Constantinople his triumph for his conquest of Africa

|
spring

of A. D. 534]. It may be added that the bust on this medallion bears a general resemblance
to the bust that appears on those gold solidi of Justinian that were issued previous to

his twelfth year, i. e. 538/9. In that year a new bust (differing from the bust on the gold
medallion) was introduced. The date of the medallion is therefore in all probability
not later than a. d. 538, and may be as early as A. d. 534.



26 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight Metal and
Size

69-

69-

65-

68-

67-2

66-3

694

N -85

M -8

N -8

N .85

N -8

N .85

Obvei'se

N -8

Reverse

Solidus

Three-quarter face types

'

Before April a. d. 538

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Justi-

nian, beardless, with
head three-quarters r.

;

wears helmet with
plume and armour ; i'.

hand holds spear behind
his head ; 1. hand (not
represented) supports
shield decorated with
the group of a horseman
V. attacking with spear
a prostrate enemy.

[Purchased, 1904]

(DNIVSTim AUVSP
PAVC)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Ruder than No. 3)

[Sinyanki, 1852]

[Purchased, 1904]

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Justi-

nian with head three-
quarters r. (as on No. 1,

but wears diadem as
well as helmet).

[Purchased, 1904]

VICTORI AAVCCC
Victory standing'facing',
holding' in r. , long cross

;

in 1., globus cr. ; wears
chiton and pejjlos ; in

ex.,CONOB;infieldr.,
star.

B at end of inscr.

r at end of inscr.

[Royal Collection]

e at end of inscr.

€ at end of inscr.

Q at end of inscr.

[PL IV. 9.]

I at end of inscr.

VICTORI AAVCCC
Victory standing 1.,

holding in r. globe with

themonogram 5p; wears

chiton and peplos; in

ex., CONOB; in field

1., star.-

I at end of inscr.

[PI. IV. 10.]

^ The solidus with the three-quarter face oh>. (with two different rev. types)
precedes the solidus with the full-face ohv., which latter was probably introduced in
April A. D. 538 as a comparison with the large bronze coins marked anno xii (=a.d.
538/9) suggests_(cp. PI. V. 4, &c.).

'' A rare coin (cp. the specimen at Paris, also with I, figured by Pinder and Friedl.,

p. 71= Sab., No. 1). Both the 'three-quarter face' and the later 'full-face ' solidi have
on the rev. a facing Victory. The appearance of this profile Victory is, therefore,
remarkable. Possibly the coin may not belong to the Constantinopolitan mint, but
there is no particular evidence in the matter.



JUSTINIAN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—SOLIDUS, FULL-FACE 27

No.



28 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

19

20

21

34-3

32-8

347

Metal and
Size

Obverse Reverse

22



JUSTINIAN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—M, PROFILE 29

No.



30 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.





32 IMPERIAL BYZAJSTTDSTE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—M , FULL-FACE 33

No.



34 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I-CONSTANTINOPLE— IS, PROFILE-K, 35

No.



36 IMPERLLL BYZAXTIXE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—CONSTANTINOPLE—K, FULL-FACE 37

No.



38 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—CONSTANTINOPLE— I, DATED 39

No.



40 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—THESSALONICA- 41

No.



42 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

Weight

93-9

72-3

96.7

91-2

97-

(pierced)

81-7

123-6

65-6

175

176

177

178

179

Metal and
Size

M -9

M -75

JE -9

M -85

M -85

JE -8

M -95

M -9

103-2 M -9

88-7

55-2

72-2

39-

43-5

64-

Obverse

M -85

M -9

M -8

M -65

M -8

JE -7

[de Sails gift]

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

(Ends AC ?)

[de Salis gift]

[Townley CoU.]

Reverse

Above, • + •

Above, • + •

Above, J|c+ 5K

Above, * +*

Above, >K+ 3K

Above, 3K + >K

(eTS for T6S)

Above, T^

Above, [A] • CO

;

on r., I

'

Above, • A •

Above, ? and K

H
DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

aHf

Above, +

Above, +

Above, 3ic+*

Above, ^
[PI. VI. 12.]

Above, T^

' Cp. a specimen in Sab., No. 89 ; PI. XVI. 7.



JUSTINIAN I—THESSALONICA—

A

43

No.

180

181

182

Weight

26-5

17-2

12.

Metal and
Size

M -6

M .45

M .45

Obverse Reverse

A
DNIVS[TI]NIANVC

(sic) Bust of Jus-
tinian r. beardless,

wearing- diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[Presented by Mr.
George Finlav,
1854]

'

aAf

[PI. VI. 13.]

r

DNIVSTINIANVSP F on r. of which, star.

PAVC Bust of Jus-
tinian r..

180.

like No.

(Inscr. partly obscure) [Presented by Mr.
Georg-e Finlay,
1854]

[PI. VI. 14.]

B

DNIVSTINIANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r., as on No.
180.

(Inscr. partlyobscure)

B between two stars.

[Presented by Mr.
George Finlay,
1854]

[PI. VI. 15.]

Date

' Varieties exist with a cross (Pinder and Friedl., p. 41) and >p {Revue beige, 1862,

p. 183) above the A. No. 180 was found at Athens (Finlay, Hist, of Greece, i, p. 446), as
were also Nos. 181, 182, marked T and B. The f and B coins closely resemble in the
style of their obverses the ohv. of No. 180, and I have no hesitation in attributing
them to Thessalonica. The coins of this mint are pieces of 16, 8 and 4 units, with 3 and
2 as smaller change. The ordinary Imperial system of 40, 20, &c., only makes its

appearance here at the end of the reign (see coins with K). In Mommsen's view
(Monn. rom., iii, p. 166), the coins of Thessalonica marked '16' (I?"), '8,' and '4' are
probably ' des seiziemes, trente-deuxiemes et soixante-quatriemes de siliqua, et peuvent
etre evaluees a 15 Vg, 713/16,329/32 deniers.' CHERSON. For a coin attributed by
Sabatier to this mint, see Sab., No. 130 (Justinian I) ; cp. Pinder and Friedl., p. 41.
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No..



JUSTINIAN I—NICOMEDIA—M, FULL-FACE 45

No. Weight

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

359-5

326-7

345-2

328-5

Metal and
Size

M 1-75

M 1-65

M 1-7

M 1-6

Obverse

[Rev. G. J. Chester,

1889]
[PI. VII. 1.]

[Purchased, 1904]

348-5



46 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—NICOMEDIA-—M, FULL-FACE 47

No.



48 IMPERIAL BYZANTDSTE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—NICOMEDIA— I , DATED 49

No.



50 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—CYZICUS—M, FULL-FACE 51

No.



52 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—ANTIOCH—M, PROFILE oo

No. Weight
Metal and

Size

265

266

267

215-2 JE 1-25

217-8

212-

M 1-2

M 1-2

Obverse Reverse

V. ANTIOCH (THEOUPOLIS)'

M
Profile type

' Antioch ', Aug-, a. d. 527-Nov. 528

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-

mentum.

[PL VIII. 1, rev.]

M above, cross

;

ex., ANTIX

(Cross obscure), on 1.,

star ; on r. , star
;

beneath, f

Profile type

' Tlieoupolis ', circ. a. d. 529-539-

DNIVSTINI ANVSP M above, cross; on 1.,

PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-

mentum.

[de Salis gift]

([DNIVSTI]NIANVS
PPAVSC]
[Purchased, 1904]

star ; on r. , star.

Date

Beneath, A ? :

evnoAS
m ex.,

Beneath, A ; in ex.,

eYnoA[S]

^ The coins of this mint which bear the name 'Antioch' must be earlier than
Nov. 29, 528, when the city, having suffered severely from an earthquake, assumed the
name of OeovTroXis, which is henceforth always found on the coins (H. Leclercq in

Cabrol's Diet., ' Antioche ', p. 2390). (The title of the Patriarch was 6 naTpuipxrjs 7-^r jif-ydXijs

6eov_ TToXetof 'Avrioxetas, Pinder and Triedl., p. 32 n. ; Schlumberger, Sigil, p. 314, &o.
The coins with the name 'Theoupolis' (written sometimes in Latin) probably

extend from circ. a.d. 529 onwards. There are three obv. types: (i) profile, (ii) seated
figure, (iii) full-face. The full-face type, introduced at most mints in year 12, i.e.

A. D. 538/9, here first appears in year 13= a. d. 539/40. There are no coins of year 14
=April, 540-March, 541, a circumstance accounted for by the destruction of Antioch by
Chosroes in June, 540. Subsequently the city was again rebuilt and beautified by
Justinian, and there are coins of many of the later years of his reign.

The name of Theoupolis is still found on a seal of a Byzantine Duke of Antioch of
the eleventh century—AOYE THC MEfAAHC 0eOYnOAe(JL)(s) ANTIOX(eias), Schlum-
berger, Sigil., p. 310, No. 4.

^ There are two principal varieties : (i) with the mint-name written in Greek,
(ii) with the mint-name in Latin. S at end of the Greek name is an abbreviation mark.
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No.



JUSTINIAN I—ANTIOCH—M, FULL-FACE 55

Weight

246-

256-3

260.

241-

338-'

338-2

339-

367-3

364-

311-

Metal and
Size

JE 1-25

M 1-8

M 1-25

JE 1-35

JE 1-7

M 1-6

^ 1-5

M 1-55

^ 1-6

M 1-45

Obverse

(u for n)

(S in inscr. ; u for n)
[Purchased, 1904]

(S in inscr.)

[Purchased, 1849]

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

Beneath, f

Beneath, f

Beneath, A
[PI. VIII. 3.]

Beneath, A
(+THeyp+)

Full-face type

Struck A. D. 539/40 and later

M above, cross ; on 1.,

A
N
N
O
in ex., eVTTO

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-
tinian beardless,

facing ; wears hel-

met with plume and
armour ; r. holds
globus cr. ; 1. hand
supports shieldwith
horseman device

;

in field r., cross.

[Presented by Col.

W. J. Massy, 1904]

[Purchased, 1856]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Campana sale, 1846,
lot 1044]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

Onr.,XIII ; beneath, A

On r. ,X 1 1
1

; beneath, f

On r. , X 1 1
1

; beneath, f
(exergual letters

larger than on No.
285).

Onr., XI 1
1

; beneath,A
[PI. VIII. 4.]

On r. , X^ ; beneath, T

(cPfeyPO: the €
double-struck).

On r., X^ ; beneath, P

(CHeupo)

Date

13=
539/40

13=
539/40

13=
539/40

13=
539/40

16=
542/3

16=
542/3

' Including weight of a bronze loop evidently attached to the coin in antiquity so
that it might be worn as an amulet or ornament. Col. Massy supplies the information
that this specimen was found in a tomb on the site of Sycaminum in Palestine.
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No.

290

291

292

293

Weight

362-5

290-2

284-6

285-3

Metal and
Size

294



JUSTINIAN I—ANTIOCH—M, FULL-FACE 57

No.
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No.

311

312

313

814

315

Weight

269-3

289-6

280-2

131-

138-5

Metal and
Size

JE 1-4

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-

JE 1-15

Obverse

(Inscr. meaningless,

VNDSur ADSNLP
VI)
[Purchased, 1856]

(Inscr. meaningless,
VNSPLLAD . SLNV
El)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. meaningless,

[. . PCAIC ?] ALN
PAON
[de Salis gift]

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, f
X
H(.?)

(ex. as No. 310)

On r., X ; beneath, f
X
MM

(ex. as No. 310)

On r., X ; beneath, f
X

[HI I?]

(ex. as No. 310)

K
Profile type

' Theoupolis ', circ. a. d. 529-539

K on 1,DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[PI. VIII. 7.]

T H
e M

o
P

and long cross.'

On r., r

bNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVu Justinian
beardless, seated
facing on throne

;

beholds in 1.,globus
cr. ; r. hand rests on
long sceptre ; wears
long garment of
state and a head-
dress ofplumes ; feet

on footstool.

[PI. VIII. 8.]

Seated figure

Struck A. D. 529-539 ?

K on 1., T H
€ M
O
P

and long cross.

On

' Another variety of the profile type, probably earlier than this, has the inscr.

0VTTOAS (sec Finder and Friedl., p. 35, PI. IV. 5); op. the insor. on the M profile type
of Antioch, supra.



JUSTINIAN I—ANTIOCH—K, FULL-FACE 59

No.
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Weight

68-2

69-2

74.

51-5

85.5

59-7

Metal and
Size

M

^ .9

M .85

JE .95

JE .9

^ .9

M .75

Obverse Reverse

I

Profile type

See Pinder and Friedlaender, p. 33.

Date

Seated figure



JUSTINIAN I—ANTIOCH— I, FULL-FACE 61

No.
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No.

339

340

341

342

343

Weight

223-3

182.8

(worn)

213-7

74-

84-3

Metal and
Size

M 1-15

M 1-1

JE 1-2

M -7

M -lb

Obverse Reverse

VI. ALEXANDRIA

Af (33)

Struck A. D. 538/9 or later

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-
tinian beardless,

facing ; wears hel-

met with plume
and armour ; r. hand
holds globus or.

;

1. hand supports
shield with horse-

man device ; in field

r., cross.

[de Salis gift]

(DNIVSTI rNllAN
VSPP

A+f '

AA6X

[PI. IX. 7.]

[Purchased, 1904]

I B (12)

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[Purchased, 1904]

AA€X

[PI. IX. 8.]

Date

^ On the analogy of other coins Af must be the mark of value 33 (nummia) though
it does not fit in with the other denominations of Alexandria, which are 12, 6, and
8 nummia. Cp. Pinder and Friedl., p. 30 ; Num. Chron., xvi, p. 114. On the excep-

tional denominations of Alexandria, see Mommsen, Mown, rom., iii, p. 167, and Babelon,
TraiU, i, p. 617.

^ These appear to be the earliest coins issued at Alexandria during the ' Byzantine

'

period. The Alexandrian coins marked IB, assigned by Sabatier (PL XI. 15) and other

writers to Justin I, may, it seems to me, be much more conveniently assigned to Justin II

(see PL XIII. 1), (i) because the increase in the number of the mints of the Empire
appears to begin with Justinian, (ii) because these pieces are ruder in style than the

corresponding coins struck by Justinian, but (iii) chiefly because IB coins of Alexandria
are needed for the reign of Justin II, otherwise there would be an inexplicable gap
between Justinian I and Tiberius II Constantine, both of whom issued Alexandrian coins

of the same type and fabric.



JUSTINIAN I-CARTHAGE—SILVER 63

No.

344

345

346

Weight

347

348

349

350

81-7

7].

54-7

{leom)

52-

Metal and
Size

iE .65

JE -7

^ -65

JE -6

44-6 M -6

32.

18-4

M .55

M .55

Obverse Reverse

(Ends AV)
j

(Ends AV) I

[de Sails gift]
[

1

(Inscr. incomplete)
[

S (6)'

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAV Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

(DNIVST INIAN
VSR)

r (3)

(Inscr. ?) Bust r. | 1 '

[PI. IX. 9.]

[PI. IX. 10, rev.]

VII. CARTHAGE

Silver

First struck circ. a. d. 534

'

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum ; border of

dots.

(A for A)
[Purchased, 1904]

VOT
MVLTwithin wreath

:

HTI
beneath, CONOS^

[PI. IX. 11.]

Date

' See Finder and Friedl., p. 31. For coins with palm-tree, rev. S (ibid., p. 32), see

infra under Heraolius, Alexandrian mint.
' Though the bust is worn and the inscription illegible, the coin may with proba-

bility be attributed to Justinian. It has the thick fabric and the broad border (on the
rev.) of the Alexandrian mint, and differs in fabric from the f coins of Thessalonica
described supra. Cp. the M in Finder and Friedl., p. 32 ; obv. I+, rev. palm-tree.

' Possibly at the end of'A.D. 533; see Introd., supra, § 2, Justinian I (Carthage).
* These coins though inscribed CONOS (= CONOB) were undoubtedly struck in

Africa (at Carthage). The rude style of the obv. and the wreath of the rev. are evidently
suggested by the silver coins of Gelimir, the last king of the Vandals. The rev. type and
the legend CONO[S ?] (but MTI for HTI) had already occurred on the M of Anastasius 1

struck at Constantinople ; see Anastasius I, No. 16, supra, and note.
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No.



JUSTINIAN I—CARTHAGE—M , PROFILE 66

No.

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

Weight

181-3

162-

169-2

184-8

241-3

214-

169-7
(pierced)

159-6

231-

213.

217-

261-2

192-9

160-7

320-4

Metal and
Size

M 1-15

JE 1-1

JE 1-05

JE 1-15

M 1-15

JE 1-05

JE 1-1

M 1-15

JE 1-2

JE 1-25

JE 1-25

^ 1-1

iE 1-05

JE 1-05

JE 1.15

Obverse

[Purchased, 1847]

[Purchased, 1904]

(On breast, cross ?)

(AN I for ANVS)

(/fs on breast)

(AN I for ANVS)

(^ on breast)

(DNIVSTIN lANIP
PAC)
(MonogramPonbreast)

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

(A for A in inscr.)

[Blacas, 1867]

A for A)
No break in inscr.)

(no cross)

A for A)
No break in inscr.)

(no cross)

(A for A)
(No cross)

(No break in inscr.)

(no cross)

(A for A ?)

Reverse

Beneath, B

[PI. IX. 15.]

Beneath, 5

Beneath, f

[Townley CoU.]

Beneath, f

[Blacas, 1867]
[PI. IX. 16.]

Beneath, f

[Townley Coll.]

Beneath, f

Beneath, C

Beneath, <s

'

Beneath, ...

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. IX. 17.]

[Purchased, 1849]

[Purchased, 1849]

(On 1. , short cross

;

on r., star) ; thick
fabric.

(A for A)
[Blacas, 1867]

' Apparently=? (6), not €, the • in the centre being a private mint-sign, which on
No. 367 is placed above the C.



66 IMPERIAL BYZAJSfTINE COINS

No Weight Metal and
Size

376

377

378

264-8

301-7

331-7

379

380

151-2

248-6

M 1-5

M 1-55

M 1-6

Obverse Reverse

M 1-15

M 1-25

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian beardless,
facing; wears hel-

metwith plume and
armour ; r. holds
globus cr. ; 1. hand
supportsshieldwith
horsemandevice; in

field r., cross.

(A for A)
[de Salis gift]

[PI. X. 1, rev.}

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. X. 2.]

M
Full-face type

Struck A. D. 539-541

M above, cross

;

on 1. , A
N
N
O

in ex., CAR.

Onr., XIII;

beneath, SO

'

(KAR. for CAR)

•

On r., X ; beneath, S
III

On r., X ; beneath, S
nil

K
Pull-face type

First struck a. d. 539/40

[> above, cross

;

onl., A
N
N
O

in ex., CAR.

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian facing (as on
No. 376); in field r.,

cross.

(A for A)
[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. X. 3, rev.'\

[de Sails gift]

[Pl. X. 4.]

Onr., XIII;

beneath, SO '

(KAR. for CAR.)

On r., X ; beneath, S
III

' O possibly for officina. S=secnnda, or ? = ? (sixth qffichia).



JUSTINIAN I—CARTHAGE-X 67

No.

381

382

383

384

385

386

887

Weight

206-3

91.

71.6

70-1

49-3

88-5

102-4

Metal and
Size

M 1-2

M -75

JE -75

M

M .7

M .8

M .7

Obverse

(End of inscr. not
visible)

[cle Salis gift]

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, S
III

Restruck on V*\. coin (Carthage mint?) of

•lustinian, like PL IX. 17 : on ?«»., traces of

drapery and inscr. SPPAC ; on ohv., remains

of M , and, on 1. of it, star.

A. D. 534^539 or later

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing' diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[Purchased, 1849]

[Purchased, 1849]

(A for AC)
[Louis Frazer, 1847]

(A for AC)
[Louis Frazer, 1847]

(A for AC)
[Purchased, 1904]

(A for AC)
[Purchased, 1904]

VICTO RIAAC Vic-
tory advancing to
front; in r.,wreath;
in 1., globus cr. ';

in ex., J\ between
two stars.

(A for AC)
[PI. X. 5.]

In field r., M

(ACC for AC)

(ACC for AC)

(Inscr. incomplete) =

[PI. X. 6.]

' Finder and Friedl. {Miinzen Justin., p. 37 f.) suggest that the type (cp. the word
VICTORIA on the € coins described infra) refers to the victory of BelisariuB over the
Vandals. The type is certainly appropriate, but it had long been familiar as the type of
the tremissis (legend, Victoria Augustorum). In any case the attribution to Carthage on
the ground oiprovenance, &c., is well made out by them, loo. cit., p. 38.

'' Of thick, rough fabric, curiously like the Alexandrian coins of the third
Century A. D.



68 MPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

85.:

94-

B-3

77-

Metal and
Size

^ .8

M .8

M .8

M .75

84-4 JE .75

JE .75

45-2

38-2

Obverse Reverse

A. D. 539-541

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PAVC Bust of Jus-

tinian r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Second S blundered)

(AN I for ANVS)
[Purchased, 1904]

(AC for AVC)

1 above, cross

on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., CAR

On r., X
III

On r., X
III

(A for A)
On r., X

nil

[PI. X. 7.]

On r., X
nil

g
A for A)
^n r., X

nil

JE .6

M .65

(A for AVC) On r., X
nil

Circ. A. D. 534 and later

DNIVSTINI ANVSP
PA Bust ofJustinian

r. (as on No. 388).

[PI. X. 8.]

[Purchased, 1904]

VICTOWAAC 6»
in ex., CAR

Date

13=
539/40

13 z=

539/40

14=
540/1

14=
540/1

14=
540/1

14=
540/1



JUSTINIAN I—SICILY- X 69

No.



70 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

402

403

404

Weight

113-3

(tvoi-n)

166.

M -95

M 1-4

63-6 iE -65

Obverse Reverse

IX. ROME'

XX
DNIVSTINIANVSPP
AVC Bust of Jus-
tinian beardless,
facing ; wears hel-

met and armour

;

r. holds globus cr.
;

1. hand supports
shield ; in field r.

,

cross.

[de Salis gift]

XX
in centre, A

N
N
O

beneath, XXVI

'

[PI. X. 11, rev.]

X. RAVENNA

M
DNIVSTINI ANVSP



JUSTINIAN I—UNCERTAIN MINTS 71

No.



72 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTINIAN I—NON-IMPERIAL COINS 73

No.



74 niPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Teri;- broad and large eyes, a caricature of the ordinary full-face type. On

tlie other hand some of the better-executed specimens of this fuU-face

type may possibly be issues of the Imperial mint (Rome or Ravenna), but

this is doubtful. On the whole, however, a comparison with the non-

Imperial Italian coins (especially with the obv.') rather suggests that these

pieces also are not Imperial but Ostrogothic. A solidus at Berlin (Z. f. X., i,

p. 303) and a neatly executed tremissis (Brit. Mus. ; cp. Pinder and Friedl.,

p. 23), each inscribed R.OMOB, also have some claim to be regarded as

Imperial coins.

The Ostrogothic or Italian tremissis is easily recognized by the com-

paratively high relief of types and lettering (cp. Pinder and Friedl., p. 24,

PI. m. 5). The Victory on the rev. has a blui-red and rough appearance.

There are also some very flat thin specimens (Lombardic ?).

Indian Imitations.—A thin, bracteate-like gold piece with barbarous

legend imitating the solidus (obv. full-face head of Justinian). This was

acquired by the British Museum in 1886 from Lieut. -General G. G. Pearse,

a well-known collector of Indian coins. There can be little doubt that it was

made in antiquity in India, probabh' in Southern India, where imitations of

ancient coins are generally found, according to the information given me by

Prof. Rapson.

SiLVEK.—There are many small coins of various types which are of

undoubted Italian work. Specimens in British Museum : rev. cross on globe

;

star; sacred monogram ; monogrammatic cross and stars ; CN ; PK ; PKC, &c.

All these have the rev. type enclosed in a wreath. Comparison (especially as

regards the high relief of the obv.^ with the money of the Ostrogothic kings

suggests that these pieces also are Ostrogothic and not coins of the Imperial

mint. There are similar M, with the head of Anastasius and the head of

Justin I.

Bbojjze.—Pieces of minute size with various rev. types, and obv., usually

of barbarous work, diademed head, accompanied by the more or less blundered

name of IVST . ., IVSTINIAN . ., &c. ; cp. Friedl., Vandalen, pp. 42f. and

50 f. Some of the rudest pieces appear to have circulated among the Vandals

(though some specimens are found in Italy, Friedl., op. cit.), to whom small

coins with the heads of earlier emperors had long been familiar. Possibly the

issue of these—at a local mint (hardly Carthage)—continued even after the

conquest of Africa. These pieces have been little studied by numismatists^,

and may be left over for description among the coins of the Vandals and

Ostrogoths.

The Italian M coins are of peculiar style and may be generally recog-

nized by the high relief of the obv., the wreath enclosing the rev. type, the

patina, &c. The fine bust of Justinian on the Roman M with rev, M in

wreath is closely modelled on the bust of Theodahat, as portrayed on his

large, thick M coinage.



75

JUSTINUS 11

15 November, a. d. 565—5 Octobee, 578

Mints = I. Constantinople ; II. Thessalouica ; III. Nicomedia ; IV. Cyzicus
;

V. Antioch ; VI. Alexandria ; VII. Carthage ; VIII. Sicily ; IX. Rome
;

X. Ravenna.

No. Weight

68-7

69.

67-5

68-

69-

Metal and
Size

N -8

a;^ -8

N -8

N .8

N -8

Obverse Reverse

I. CONSTANTINOPLE

Solidus

DNI VSTI NVSP
PAVC ' Bust of Jus-

tin II beardless,
facing; wears hel-

met with plume and
armour ; his r. hand
holds g-lobe sur-
mounted byVictory
r. extending wreath
to his head ; his 1.

hand sujjports
shield with horse-

man device.

[Royal Collection]

[F. Parkes "Weber gift,

1906]

(DNIVS Tl NVSP
PAV)

(Ends AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

VICTORI AAVCCC
Constantinople
(Nt'a 'Ptu/ir;) ^ seated

on throne facing,

looking r. ; she
wears helmet, tunic

and mantle ; r. leg

uncovered ; on r.

shoulder, aegis ; r.

hand holds spear;
1. hand holds globus
cr. ;inex.,CON0B

A at end of inscr.

A at end of inscr.

(Different dies from
No. 1)

B at end of inscr.

[Purchased, 1904]

r at end of inscr.

(A for A)
[PI. XI. 1.]

r at end of inscr. ; in

field 1., star.

Date

' D (in DN)has sometimes nearly tlie form of O, and C (= G) lias sometimes nearly
the appearance of I : so also on the semissis.

Cp. B. Z., iii (1894\ p. 219. The figure can hardly be Victory, though cp. the M.
coin, No. 26, infra.



76 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTIN II—CONSTANTINOPLE- SILVER 77

Weight

34-6

33-2

(pierced)

33-5

224

21-5

(pierced)

22.1

20-4

22.4

16-

Metal and
Size

N -75

N -65

N -7

N .65

N .6

A^ .65

N .65

A/- .65

M .6

Obverse

[Dr. CuUen of Kus-
tendji, 1868]

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

[Pl. XI. 3.]

[PI. XI. 4.]

Tremissis

DNIVSTI NVSPP
AVC Bust of Jus-

tin n r. beardless,

wearing diadem,
cuirass and paluda-
mentum.

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Royal Collection]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

VICTORIAAVCVS
TORVM Victory in

chiton advancing to

front, looking back
1. ; in r., wreath

;

ink, globus cr. ; in

field r., star; in ex.,

CONOB
[PI. XI. 5.]

(H for M)

(RVI for R.VM)

(R.VI for RVM)

Silver

DNIVST INVS Jus-
tin II and the Em-
press Sophia draped
and nimbate, seated

on double throne
side by side, facing

;

each rests r. hand
on book ; between
heads, cross; in ex.,

CONOB; border of

dots.

SALVS [AVC?] Half-
length figure of
Constantinople
facing, looking r.

;

she wears helmet
and tunic' and
aegis on r. shoulder

;

in r. hand, spear

;

in 1. hand, g-lobus

cr. ; in ex., VI

C

TOR.I[A]; border of
dots.'

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XI. 6.]

' As appears by comparison -with the costume of ' Constantinople ' on the solidi of
Justin 11, though here the dress has rather the appeai-ance of a cuirass with pteiyges.

'^ Cp. Sab., No. 9. The word VICTORIA (which is not the main legend) would at
first sight seem to label the figure as Victory. But an unwinged Victory is improbable,
and the figure is evidently identical with the figure on Justin's solidi, which (from a
comparison with other similar representations) would appear to be Constantinople.
VICTORIA, then, is probably an ejaculation, like the VITA on other coins of Justin
and Sophia.
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No.



JUSTIN II—CONSTANTINOPLE—

M

79

No.



80 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.
I

Weight

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

144-4

208-6
(pierced)

212-6

200-7

231-

224-6

222-2

215-4

232-5

233-9

248-

191-

204-7

Metal and
Size

JE 1-15

JE 1-15

JE 1-1

JE 1-2

JE 1-3

JE 1-2

JE 1-25

JE 1-1

JE 1-2

JE 1-2

^ 1-2

JE 1-2

JE 1-2

Obverse

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis g-ift]

('ONVSTI NVSP
PAC)
[Capt. Manso di Villa,

1856]

[Purchased, 1904]

(VST I for IVST I)

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. partlyobscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r., ^ ; beneath, A

On r., 'i ; beneath, A

(above, H^)

On r., 'i ; beneath, A

(above, 'P)

On r., ^ ; beneath, B

On r., ^ ; beneath, B

(above, t^)

On r., ^ ; beneath, f

(above, t^)

On r., ^i beneath, A
(above, t^)

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
(above, t^)

On r., 'il ; beneath, A

(above, ^)

On r., 'il ; beneath, B

(above, ^)

On r., 'll ; beneath, T

(above, 'P)

On r., ^1 ; beneath, A

On 1-., ^1 ; beneath, €

Date

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

6=
570/1

7=
571/2

7=
571/2

7=
571/2

7^
571/2

7=
571/2

' Here and elsewhere on the coins of this reign D (in DN) has nearly the form of O.



JUSTIN II—CONSTANTINOPLE-M 81

No/



82 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

76 231-

78

79

80

81

Metal and
Size

M 1.3

201-6 M 1-15

214-2

247.

226-

236-

M 1-25

M 1-35

M 1-15

M 1-3

Obverse

(Inscr. partly obscure)
[Purchased, 1904]

(A\ for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

(A\?)
[Purchased, 1904]

(A for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

(A\ for AVC)

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, €

(above, t^)

On r., X ; beneath, A
I

On r., X ; beneath, E
I

[PI. XI. 11.]

On r., X ; beneath, A
I

(above, t^)

On r., X ; beneath, A
II

On r., X ; beneath, B
II

(above, ^)

Date

10=
574/5

11=
575/6

11=
575/6

11=
575/6

12=
576 7

12=
576 7

K

82

83

84

85

86

96.

128-

112.7

103-3

75-

-M -85

M .9

^E .8

jE -9

JE .8

DNIVSTI NVSPP
AVC Justin and
Sophia seated
facing, as on No. 28.

(DNIVST INVSPP)
[de SaHs gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(A for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

iVTI for IVSTI)
\ for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. obscure)
[Purchased, 1904]

1> on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

On r., I ; beneath, f

On r., I ; beneath, €

On r., II ; beneath, B

On r., Ill ; beneath, B

(Hfor N) (above?)
on r., Ill

beneath, (?)

Restruck

1=
565 '6

1=
565/6

2=
566/7

3=
567/8

3=
567/8



JUSTIN II—CONSTANTINOPLE- 83

No.



84

No.
I

Weight Metal and
Size

BIPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Obverse Reverse

814

93-6

1004

72-1

97-3

57-

77-

M -8

M -8

M -95

JE .^

JE .8

M .8

^ -9

Date

II. THESSALONICA

(a) Witli head of Justin 11

DNIVSTI NVSPPAV
Bust of Justin 11

beardless, facing;

;

wears helmet with
plume and armour

;

his r. hand holds
globus cr. ; his 1.

hand supports
shield with horse-

man device.

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, T€S

Onr., II

Onr., Ill

On r., A

(Restruck on a 1 O coin of Justinian, of

the Tliessalonica mint ; on the rev., traces of

O and star and P : cp. Rer. Num., iv, 1839,

p. 246)

[Purchased, 1904] On r., A
[PI. XI. 13.]

((8) With figures of Justin 11 and Sophia

DNIVSTI NVSPPAV
Justin II and Sophia
seated, facing, as on
No. 28.

([DNIV] STINVSPP)
[Purchased, 1904]

[Northwicksale,1860]

[Purchased, 1904] On r., A
(above, cross ?)

Double-struck, and apparently restruck

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, TES

On r., A

On r., A

2=
566/7

3=
567/8

4=
568/9

4=:

568/9

4=
568/9

4=
568/9

4=
568/9



JUSTIN II—THESSALONICA- -K 85

Weight



86 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTIN II—NICOMEDIA- -M 87

No.

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

Weight

198-4

199-2

165-4

248-2

133-4

207-7

204-8

209-

180-6

182-

178-8

201-1

191-2

227-

203-6

213-2

138-5

Metal and
Size

M 1-2

M 1-15

M 1-2

JE 1-2

JE 1-

M 1-1

M 1-2

Obverse

M



88 IMPERIAL BYZANTmE COINS

No.



JUSTIN II—CYZICUS-M 89

No.

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

Weight



90 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

173 214.9

174

175

176

177

178

179

214.2

199-2

195.

180.

161.6

Metal and
Size

M 1.15

JE 1.15

.E 1-15

JE 1.2

.E 1.15

M 1.05

Obverse

(AC for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

(DNIVSTI ANVSIIC)

(^ above heads)

i
DNIVSTI NV2P
'AV)

(^ above heads)

147.3 JE 1.05

JE 1.2

M 1.2

JE 1.2

JE 1.2

JE 1.1

180



JUSTIN II-CYZICUS-K—ANTIOCH—

M

91

Weight

99-

105-2

994

73-

88-5

95-2

1014

114-6

Metal and
Size

JE .95

M -95

^ .9

M -8

JE -8

M -95

JE

JE

-9

•95

Obvei-se Reverse

K

DNIVSTI NVSPP
AVC Justin II and
Sophia seated
facing, as on No. 28

;

above heads, cross.

([DNIVISTIN [VSP
PAVC ?t
[Purchased, 1904]

rest

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, KYZ

Onr., II (KY^)

On r.. Ill (KY^);
in centre, pellet.

(. . IVSTIN
obscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

(DNIVSTN ANrVSP On r., ^ (KY^)
PAVC ?]

[de Sails gift]

DN IVSTIN &c.

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

(/ for AVC)
[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X

On r., X

On r., X
I

On r., X
I

On r., X
II

[PI. XII. 6.]

V. ANTIOCH 1

M
(a) With head of Justin II

See Sab., i, p. 225, No. 4, PI. XXI. 4. The obv.

has the head of Justin II facing, holding globe on
which is Victory (like the corresponding K coin,

infra). The coin described by Sabatier is of year 2.

' Justin II's coins of this mint show a variation of the ordinary type on the obv.

and the obv. legends are generally blundered. A border of dots sometimes takes the place
of the ordinary reel border.



92 IMPERL^L BYZANTINE COINS

No.



JUSTIN II—ANTIOCH- -M 93

No.



94 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

•212

213

214

215

216

Weight

220-2

106-2

105-1

118-5

Metal and
Size

^ 1-25

JE 1-05

iE 1-1

JE 1-

91-5
I
jE 1-

Obverse

(VNTC. PNTIA\)
(border of dots}

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, f
III

(reel border)

(a) With head of Justin 11

[DNIVSTINVS] PR
AVr (sic) Bust of
Justin n facing,
wearing helmet
and armour. His r.

hand holds globe
surmounted by Vic-
tory r., extending
wreath to his head

;

his 1. hand holds
shield with horse-

man device ; in field

r., cross.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XII. 9.]

K on I., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, E

Onr., II

(;8) With figures of Justin 11 and Sophia

K on 1., ADNIVSTl NVSPPA
VC (usually blun-
dered and unin-
telligible) Justin n
and Sophia seated
facing, as on No.
193; border of dots.

(VONITI NOSPAN)

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XII. 10.]

ONLLA)

N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, E

;

border of dots.

Onr., II

III

[de Salis gift]

Onr., I[; (Afore) =

III

On r., ^\

[de Salis gift]

' Cp. the similar coin in Sab., No. 5, year '
I '. On E as mint-mark of Antioch, see

supra, p. 59, note.
' In spite of the absence of any of the characteristic mint-marks of Antioch, this

coin clearly belongs to that mint, on account of the obv. type and the borders of dots.

It is noteworthy that it is one of the few Antioch coins of this reign on which the oiv.

legend is intelligible.
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1
Weight

111-5

111.6

102-6

93-5

102-7

80-

107-

226

Metal and
Size

77-4

61-

39-5

JE -95

M 1-

JE 1-

M -9

M -95

M 1-

JE 1-

M -75

M -8

Obverse

JE -8

(VNTIPTPV.)
(reel border)

( PMCI8C)

(VNT1V\ )

(VAPINC NAT..)
[de Sails gift]

(VNT.. .mrv\)
[de Salis gift]

(VNTI? irALC)
[de Salis gift]

VNTri VAN
LC?])
[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

Our., Ull

(reel border)

[de Salis gift]

Onr., IN
[Purchased, 1904]

,

[PI. XII. 11.]

Onr., MM
[de Salis gift]

Onr., IIIM

(reel border)

Onr., IX
(reel border)

[PI. XII. 12, rev.]

Onr., X
(reel border)

On r., X
(reel border)

'

I

(a) With head of Justin II

I surmounted by
cross ; on 1. , A

N
N
O

in ex., THegP
On r., I ; above and
below which, small

cross.

DNI VST! PPAVr?
Bust of Justin II

facing, as No. 213;
in field r., cross.

(Inscr. partlyobscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Inscr. blundered)
[Purchased, 1904]

All as No. 224.

[PI. XII. 13.]

Date

7=
571/2

7=
571/2

7=
571/2

8=
572/3

9 (or

11?)

10=
574/5

10=
574/5

1=
565/6

1=
.565/6

(/?) With figures of Justin II and Sophia

1 surmounted by
cross ; on 1., A

N

DNIVSTI NVSPPAV
(blundered and un-
intelligible). Jus-

tin II and Sophia
seated facing, as on
No. 193 ; border of

dots.

(Inscr. obscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

N
O

in ex., rH€qP''
border of dots.

Onr., II

III

5=
569/70

Sabatier (No. 30) describes a specimen of year MIX (13).
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No.
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No.
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Weight

258

259

56-4

53.8

Metal and
Size

M -75

JE -7

Obverse

(Without A)
[PI. XIII. 2.]

(Inscr. incomplete)

Keverse

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

(ii) Head facing

Silver

18.4
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No.
j

Weight
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No.



JUSTIN II—CARTHAGE- TWO BUSTS 101

Weight

111-3

(leorn)

107-4

Metal and
Size

JE -85

M -8

Obverse

(Inscr. obscure)

Reverse

65-2
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No. Weight

280 47-

281

282

283

284

285

286

79-3

54-5

61-5

74.

67.

79-7

Metal and
Size

JE .6

M .85

JE .8

iE .75

M .8

JE .8

M .8

Obverse Reverse Date

VIII. SICILY

X
DNIVI IVNI Bust

of Justin II facing',

wearing helmet
and cuirass ; border
of dots.

X in each angle, star

;

whole in wreath.

[PI. XIII. 12.]

IX. EOME

XX
DNIV S TINVSPP
AVC Justin n (on 1.)

and Soplaia (on r.),

wearing- tall head-
dresses and long-
drapery, seated
facing- on double
throne. Justin
holds in r. globus
cr. ; Sophia holds in
r. cruciformsceptre

;

above heads, cross.

[Presented by Mr.
Lockyer, 1848]

(DNIVSTINVSPPA)

(DNIVSTINVSPPA)
(no cross)

(DNIVSTINVSPPA)
(no cross)

(DNIVSTINV S PPA
VCC (Justin nini-

bate) (no cross)

XX above, cross

;

beneath, ROM

[Purchased, 1904]

(Exergual line in-

serted)

[Northwick sale, 1860]
[PI. XIII. 13.]

(Exergual line in-

serted)

[Northwick sale, 1860]

[Purchased, 1864]
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No.
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No. Weight

291

292

293

21.

20-7

22-7

Metal and
Size

A^ -65

N -7

M -7

Obverse Reverse Date

Tremissis

DNIVSTI NVSPP
AVC BustofJustinH

r. , wearing diadem,
cuiraf5s and paluda-
mentum.

[Purchased, 1904]

[Pembroke sale, 1848,

lot 1456]

(AVI)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

VICTOKIAAVCVS
TOR.VM Victory I

in chiton advancing 1

to front, looking !

1. ; in r., wreath ; !

in 1. ,
globus cr. ; in i

field r. , star ; in i

ex., CONOB (type
rude).

(N for M)
[PI. XIII. 16.]

(N for M)

COINS WITH THE NAME OF JUSTIN II NOT STRUCK AT THE
IMPERIAL MINTS.

Gold.—Lomhardic Imitations (?^j. 'Solidi' of ruder work and more

blundered than those described supra under ' Ravenna '. ' Tremisses ' of ruder

work, especially on the rev., than those described supra under ' Ravenna '.

Gaulish Imitations.—See Babelon, Traite, i, p. 540.
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TIBERIUS II CONSTANTINUS

CAESAR (under Justin 11), Decembee, a. d. 574

—

Septembee, 578.

AUGUSTUS AND SOLE EULER, 26 Sept.', a. d. 578—13 August, 582.

Mints = I. Constantinople ; 11. Thessalonica ; HI. Nicomedia ; IV. Cyzicus
;

V. Antioch ; VI. Alexandria ; "VII. Carthage ; YIIL. Rome ; IX. Ravenna.

No. Weight Metal and
Size

Obverse Reverse Date

1 67-8

I. CONSTANTINOPLE

Gold Medallions

Tiberius II sent as presents to Cbilperic, king
of the Franks, gold coins each weighing a pound.

On the obv. was the inscription TIBERII CON-
STANTINl PERPETVI AVGVSTI and the image
of the Emperor; on the reti. GLORIA ROMANORVM
and a chariot and charioteer. These coins were
shown by the king to Gregory of Tours {Hist.

Franc, vi, 2), but are not now known to exist.

In general appearance they must have resembled

the large gold medallion of Justinian I described

supra, p. 25. As to gold medallions of this kind

sent by emperors to barbarian i^rinces, see Babelon
in Eev. mem., 1906, pp. 185-9.

Solldus

DPnTlbCONS TAN
TPPAVI Bust of

Tiberius II facing-,

wearing crown
(with circular orna-

ment in front and
surmounted by
cross) and armour

;

in r., globus cr. ; 1.

]iolds shield with
horseman device.

N -8
I

[Purchased, 1904]

VICTOKI AAVCC
Cross potent on four

steps; in ex.,; CO
NOB-

A at end of inscr.

' Justin II died 5 October, 578, after inaugurating Tiberius as Emperor in the

previous month.
'' Most specimens of this type are of very careless work on the obv., but in spite

of this they are probably of the Imperial mint ; at any rate they have not the unmis-
takable fabric of Italy. This type of the solidus was probably issued in the first few
months of the reign, if we may judge by comparing the obv. type of the M M coins

(infra, No. 18) struck at Constantinople in year ' 4 ' (Sept.-Nov. A. d. 578).
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Weiffht

65-6

68-2

67-2

69-1

67-8

67-5

67-8

63-

67-5

Metal and
Size

68-7

M -8

N -8

A^ -85

N -8

M -85

N -8

N -8

N -8

N -85

}J -85

Obverse

[Purcliased, 1904]

(DN for Din)
[de Salis gift]

[Ricli]

(AV for AVI)
[BLacas, 1867]

(AVC)
[Purchased, 1853]

[Royal Collection]

(AVC)
[Purcliased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XIII. 18.]

•onnTibcoNS tan
TPPAVI Bust of

Tiberius 11 facing,

wearing crown
(surmounted by
gl. cr.) and armour

;

in r., globus cr. ; 1.

holds shield with
horseman device.

CONSTANTA UCM
IUF6LIX (i. e. Vivat

felix) Bust of Ti-
berius II facing (as

Consul).* In up-
lifted r. , mappa ; in

1., sceptre sur-
mounted by eagle

with spread wings,
and above it, cross.

The Emperor wears
crown, surmounted
by cross, and con-
sular robes (tunic

and embroidered
scarf).

Reverse Date

B at end of inscr.

[Pl. XIII. 17.]

r at end of inscr.

'

€ at end of inscr.

? at end of inscr.

Z at end of inscr."

e at end of inscr.

I at end of inscr.

G?" at end of inscr. (in

ex., 0B + 3K instead

of CONOB).'

14ICTOR.TI [b]eKI
,

AMS Cross potent on
;

four steps; in ex.,
I

CONOB
I

[Rollin sale, London
1853, lot 245]
[PI. XIII. 19.]

mCTOKTI b€KIAl4S
Cross x^otent on four

steps; in ex., CO
NOB
[Blacas, 1867]

[Pl. XIII. 20.]

^ One with A ; in private possession, 1905.
^ H at end of inscr. : see de Saulcy, Essai, Pl. III. 6 ; and Ponton d'Amecourt Cat,

No. 880 (Lombardio).
' A similar exergue on a solidus of Phocas described infra ; Pl. XX. 5.

* Represented like tbe consuls on tlie ivory diptychs of the fifth and sixth centuries;
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No.
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No.
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No.
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No.



TIBERIUS II - CONSTANTINOPLE- 111

Weight

66-

50-3

60-2

50-3

59-2

45.

29-2

(pierced

Metal and
Size

55-6

31-7

M .8

M -9

M
M .75

M -85

M -65

M .7

M .7

Obverse Reverse

X

^ .7

DITlTlbCONS TAN
PPAVI Bust of

Tiberius II facing

;

wears crown (with
cross and circular

ornament
'), palu-

damentum and
cuirass. (Hands not
represented.)

[de Salis gift]

(•DITlTbCO TANP
PAV)

(CO S, &c.)

(CO S, &c.)

[Purchased, 1904]

(CO S, &c.)
[de Salis gift]

(Inscr. partly obscure

;

rude work).

f

X above, cross.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. xrv. 10.]

[Pl. XIV. 11.]

[de Salis gift]

\) (double-struck)

I

Date

NTbe PPAV Bust
ofTiberiusIlfacing

;

wears crown, sur-

mounted by cross,

cuirass and jjaluda-

mentum.

[PI. XIV. 12.]

1 above, cross; on 1.,

star; in ex., CoN

Onr., A =

DmXIb PPAVI
Bust of Tiberius II

r. , wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass,

[de Salis gift]

l^ (5 nummia)

[pi. xrv. 13.]

^ As on tlie ' XXX ' coins, supra.
" Cp. Sab., No. 34, with £.
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Weight

28-5

24-2

42-1

Metal and
Size

M -7

JE -6

JE -7

59

60

97.4 M 1-

86- M -8

Obverse Reverse

[cle Sails gift]

[de Salis gift]

(...IBCO TANP
PAV)

[Purchased, 1904^]

n. THESSALONICA

K

DNTIbCK
Tiberius 11 (on I.)

and the Empress
Anastasia (on r.)

nimbate, seated
facing on double
throne. They sup-

port between them
globe with long
cross ; Emperor
holds sceptre in r.

;

Empress holds in 1.

a similar sceptre.^

[Purchased, 1904]

OmTlbCONS TAN
TPPAVI Tiberius H
and Empress (Ana-
stasia) nimbate and
crowned, seated
facing on double
throne; Emperor
(on 1.) holds in r.

globus cr. ; Empress
holds in r. sceptre.

Above their heads,

small cross.

[Purchased, 1904]

V above, cross

;

beneath, TGS

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

On r., I

[Pl.XV. 1.]

K above, cross

;

beneath, T€S

;

on 1. , A
N
N
O

Date

On r., g
[Pl. XV. 2.]

5=
578/9

^ This specimen was formerly in the Soleirol collection, and was figured in

de Saulcy, Ess., PI. III. 10. It was bought by the Museum of MM. Rollin.
' This ohv. type differs somewhat from those that follow. It is copied from an obv.

of Justin II and Sophia, but curiously enough not from the obv. used under Justin at

Thessalonica, hut from one that appeared on the coins of Antioch ; PI. XII. 10. Other
coins (with obv. like No. 60, mfi-a) have year III (Sab., No. 41 ; Mdm. soc. d'arch. St. Pet.,

iv (1850), p. 305; Photiades Cat., No. 237). Sabatier, No. 28 {=Mem. soc. d'arch. St.

Pit., iv (1850), p. 804), describes another piece with year II and with obv. Bust of

Tiberius II (alone) facing. Does the coin really belong to the Thessalonica mint, and
is Sabatier's reading T€S correct ? On the date I, see infra, p. 126.
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No.

71

72

Weight

193-

182.6

73

74

Metal and
Size

M 1-3

M 1.25

133.7

90-6

75

JE 1.1

M .9

81.7 JE .95

Obverse Reverse

XXX
TJITlTlbCONSTAN
TPPAVC Bust of

Tiberius 11 facing-,

wearing crown,
paludamentum and
cuirass. His hands
are not represented.
(As No. 38, supra.)

[de SaUs gift]

[Blacas, 1867]

XXX above, cross.

Date

In ex., NIKOA
[PI. XV. 5.]

In ex., NIKOB

XX
•DITITIBCONS TAN
TPPA/C Bust of

Tiberius II facing

;

wears plumed hel-

met and armour

;

r. hand holds globus
cr. ; 1. holds shield
with horseman
device.

[Purchased, 1904]

(CON for CONS)
[PI. XV. 6.]

XX above, cross.

In ex., NIKOA

In ex., NIKO(A)'
[de Salis gift]

"Dm ppA
(VC)^ Tiberius II

crowned and Ana-
stasia nimbate
seated facing.
Emperor (on 1.)

holds globus cr.

;

Empress holds in r.

cruciform sceptre.

Above their heads,
small cross.

[PI. XV. 7.]

XX above, cross.

In ex., NIKOB

AT n^^^*^ ?,
^^ ^^- ^^^' ^°- 2^

:
-^'^™- ^o"- '^'"''"fe. St. Pit., iv (1850), p. 303. Sab.,

Wo. ii, describes a specimen with the numerals II (2) in the field.

„.,
\ The name is wanting, but the form "Dm leaves little doubt that it is a coin of

liberius II. Sab., vol. i, p. 228, No. 28, describes (correctly ?) a nearly similar coin as of
Justin II and Sophia.
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No.
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No.
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No.
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No.
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No.
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No. Weight

118 102-7

53-3

45.8

43-5

43-3

53-4

Metal and
Size

M .9

124 47.8

JE .75

M -7

JE -75

^ .75

JE .75

Obverse

niTNi.. .PPV

Reverse

Onr., Ill (RforE)

I

M .75

[DNTlbCONS?] TA
NTbbA.. Bust of

Tiberius II facing-,

iioldiug- globus cr.,

&c. (as No. 87). In
field r., cross.

[de Salis gift]

"DmTIUCO ANPP/
Bust of Tiberius II

facing, as Consul
(as No. 80).

[Purchased, 1904]

1 above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., rH€MP
Onr., II'

II

[PI. XVI. 7.]

1 above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., THeUP
On r., y

III

X
Inscr. Bust of Ti-

berius II facing, as

Consul (as No. 80).

TITITPA.?

nriT

DTIT.v^ -.v^TPPW

[D]NTIPCON A...
. . Bust ofTiberius II

facing, holding
globus cr., &c. (as

No. 87). In field r.,

cross.

[PI. XVI. 8.]

/\ above, cross

;

beneath, E

on 1., A
N
N
O

On r., I

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., I

[de Salis gift]

Onr., II

[Purchased, 1904]

/\ above, cross

;

beneath, E

on 1., A
N
N
O

On r., q

Another specimen, Mem. soc. d'arch. St. Pit., iv (1850), p. 305.

Date
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No.



TIBERIUS II—ROME 123

Weight

17-7

9.7

82-7

99-7

86.1

75.5

77-3

97.7

Metal and
Size

Obverse

M -55

155 65.7 iE

M .45

M -8

M .85

^ .8

M .8

M -8

JE .9

DNTIb.. VSPPA

Reverse

NSTAN...
Bust of Tiberius II

faciiig,'inlielmet (or

crown) and cuirass.

(Carelessly struck)

[Purcliased, 1868]
[PI. XVI. 13.]

Cliristian monogram
within palm-
wreath.

[Purchased, 1904]

'

[PI. XVI. 14.]

Vlll. ROME

XX
DfnTlbCON STAN
TPPA Bust of Ti-

berius II facing,
wearing helmet (or

crown) and cuirass

;

in r., globus cr.

(DfTITIbCON STAN
PA)

(DmTlbCON[S ?]
TANTPPA)

(DmTbCO STANP
PA)

[Royal Collection]

(Ends[S]TANTPA)

(....

XX above, cross

;

in ex., R.OM

[PI. XVI. 15.]

(X-X)
[Purchased, 1904]

[F. Parkes "Weber gift,

1906]

(XX-)
[de Salis gift]

..AUTPPA) [Purchased, 1904]

' Sabatier, i, p. 233, No. 16, assigns a Carthaginian bronze coin of XXXX nummia to

Tiberius II, referring to Grote's Blatter fur MUnzkunde (Leipzig, 1836, vol. ii, p. 177,
PI. XIII, rig. 173), where, however, it is described by Falbe as of Constantine IV. (Cp.
XXXX coin of Constans II, infra, Carthage.)
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No.

156

157

Weight

158

159

160

674

68-3

Metal and
Size

161

23-2

22-7

22-

N -85

M .85

N -7

N .65

N .7

Obverse Reverse

IX. RAVENNA

Solidus'

DmTlbCONS TANT
PPAVS Bust of Ti-

berius II facing,
wearing crown
(with circular orna-

ment in front and
surmounted by
cross) and armour

;

in r., globus cr.

;

1. holds shield with
horseman device.

[Royal Collection]

[Presented by Mr.
Edward Wigan,
1864]

VICTOKI AAVCC
Cross potent on four

steps; beneath,
CONOB

H at end of inscr.

T (=r.?) at end of

inscr.

[PI. XVI. 16.]

M 4

Tremissis

DmCOSTAN TINVS
PPAV Bust of Ti-

berius II r. , wearing
diadem, cuirass and
paludamentum.

[Purchased, 1904]

(AC for AV)
[PI. XVI. 17.]

(Ends AVC)

UlCTORTIbeRIAVS
Cross potent ; be-

neath, CONOB

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[F.P.Webergift,1906]

Date

Silver

DmCOSTAN TINVS
PPA Bust of Ti-
berius ll,wearing
diadem and cuirass;

border of dots.

Cross potent on two
steps ; whole in
wreath.

[PI. XVI. 18.]

^ The gold and silver coins are of the Italian fabric, i.e. they have a thin

braoteate-like appearance, with the type, border, and letters in prominent relief.
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No. Weight

162

163

164

165

Metal and
Size

72.5

56-2

44.3

44-7

M .7

JE -7

JE .65

JE .65

Obverse

DmTlbCONSTANT
PPAVC Bust of Ti-

berius II facing-,

wearing helmet (or

crown) and cuirass

;

in r., globus cr.
;

border of dots.'

([DmrjIbCON S[T
ANJTPPA)

[PI. XVI. 19.]

Reverse Date

I

between two small

crosses ; wreath-lilce

border.

[Purcliased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Presented by Mr.
Felix Slade, 1868]

DATES ON THE COINS OF TIBERIUS II.

On the dated coins bearing the name of Tiberius II we find marked the years

(ANNO) 1-8 inclusive. [At Antioch on the M coins there is an exceptional year '9',

referred to below.] As already remarked under ' Constantinople ', supra, p. 108, note 1,

the years 5-8 cannot have been reckoned from Tiberius's accession to the Empire—he
reigned only about four years—but are calculated from his Caesarship, which began in

Dec, A.D. 574, under Justin II. Year 5, therefore, corresponds to Dec, a. d. 578-Nov.,

579
;
year 6 to Dec, 579-Nov., 580, and so on.

It does not appear to have been sufficiently observed that a complication arises

when—as at Antioch—we find the whole series of years 1 to 8. At first sight the coins

marked 1, 2, 3, 4 would seem to belong to the years of Tiberius's Caesarship (under
Justin II), while those marked 5, 6, 7, 8 would be the pieces struck when he became
sole ruler. But there are considerable difficulties in supposing that Tiberius II struck

coins during his Caesarship, because (i) on coins of years 1-4 he is called Augustus
(not Caesar]

; (ii) it can be proved (from extant dated coins) that during the Caesarship
of Tiberius the various mints were issuing money in the name of Justin II ; (iii) at

Antioch, coins marked 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent Tiberius on the obv. in the character of

Consul, a dignity which there is every reason to suppose he did not assume till after he
became Emperor, i. e. in his regnal year ' 5 '— A. d. 578/9.

If then the coins of years 1-3 (or 4) were not struck by Tiberius as Caesar, they
must, in some way, be compressed into the period of his Imperial rule.

The coins may best be studied at the mint of Antioch, where we find not only the
whole series 1-8, but curious variations in the obv. types. Thus years 1, 2, 3, 4 have
the ' Consular ' obv. But of year 4 there is also an ' Imperial ' obv. (Emperor holding
globus). Of year 5 there are both Consular and Imperial obverses. (So also in year 7.)

Year 8 has the Consular type. There is thus (apparently) an Imperial-type issue

running side by side with a Consular-type issue, or rather side by side with two
Consular-type series.

The dates on the ' Imperial ' series are clearly regnal, dated from the Caesarship.
(Year ' 4

' is the earliest date found on these ' Imperial ' types.)

' The obv. is of somewhat delicate work and in rather high relief
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The dates on the ' Consular ' series must be (as regards 5-8) regnal years reckoned

from the Caesarship. Tears 1-4 may be either years of the Consulship issued simul-

taneously with the regnal coins of years 5 to 8, or, possibly, years 1-4 may have been

issued en bloc at the accession of Tiberius so as to complete the series of regnal years

reckoned from the Caesarship. The following table, compiled from coins in the British

Museum and other sources, shows the various 'years' of which coins exist and the

alternative schemes for their arrangement :

—

DATED COINS OF ANTIOCH

Ohv.

Sept.-Nov. A. D. 578
Dec. 578-Nov. 579

579-580
580-581
581-582

Imperial bust
Regnal year 4
Regnal year 6
No coins

Regnal year 7

No coins

Obo Consular bust

No coins

Consular year 1 + Regnal year 5

„ 2+ „ „ 6

„ ,) 3+ ,, ,, 7

,, », 4 + ,, ,, o

(Alternative Aeeangement)

Sept.-Nov. 578
578-579
579-580
580-581
581-582

Obv. Imperial bust
Regnal year 4
Regnal year 5

No coins

Regnal year 7

No coins

Obv. Consular bust

No coins

Regnal years 1, 2, 3, 4 + Regnal year 5

Regnal year 6

7

[The year '9' found only on the M coins of Antioch— if not an engraver's error

(Ml 1 1 1 being written instead of Ml 1 1)—may have been arrived at by counting Dec. a.d. 574

when Tiberius became Caesar as a complete year: thus Dec. 574 would be year 1;

Jan.-Dec. 575 would be year 2, and so on, yielding nine regnal years. In this case the

dating in the tables given above will be slightly disturbed, but the arrangement is not

substantially affeeted.J

At Constantinople (M coins) the Consular type occurs on years 5-8 inclusive.

On year 4 we find the Imperial type. [According to Bev. beige, 1862, p. 184, there is

a year ' 1
' of the Imperial type.]

At NiooMEDiA and Cyzicus only the Consular type—not earlier than year 5—is

found. (The numeral II (= 2) found here is not accompanied by the usual ANNO
and perhaps does not indicate ' year 2

'
; cp. p. 114, note 1, supra.)

The case of Thessalonica (K coins only) is peculiar. Here the Consular type,

which at other mints first appears in year 5, i. e. shortly after Tiberius's accession as

Emperor, is not represented at all. The obv., as under Justin II and Sophia, shows

the Emperor and Empress seated side by side.

Years 5-8 must here be regnal years, but the i-ather curious coin in the British

Museum (p. 112, No. 59, supra) gives year ' 1
' and Sabatier mentions year 3 (cp. note 2,

p. 112, supra). '1' and '3' evidently belong to the sole reign of Tiberius, and not to

his Caesarship, because he represents on them the Empress Anastasia as well as

himself. In this case there is a double system of dating : years ' 1
' and ' 3

' are

reckoned from his accession to the Empire, Sept. 578, and years 5-8 are reckoned

from his Caesarship, Dec. 574.

COINS WITH THE NA^IE OF TIBERIUS II CONSTANTINE NOT
STRUCK AT THE IMPERIAL MINTS.

Silver.—A rude imitation (Brit. Mus.) of the small M described supra

under ' Ravenna ' is probably Lombardic.
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MAURICIUS TIBERIUS

13 August, 582—22 Novembeb, 602 (died 26 or 27 Novejibeb)

Mints = I. Constantinople ; II. Thessalonica ; III. Nicomedia ; FV. Cyzicus

;

V. Antioch ; VI. Alexandria ; VII. Carthage ; VIII. Sicily (Catina)

;

IX. Kome ; X. Ravenna ; XI. Clierson.

CONSTANTINA, wife of Mauricius Tiberius.

THEODOSIUS (born 584, died 602), son of Mauricius Tiberius.

(For their coins see p. 158, infra.')

No.
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No.
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No.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Weight

65-5

69-

(pierced)

67-7

67.

334

34-3

19-6

Metal and
Size

N -85

N -9

N .8

N .85

iV .8

M .75

N .65

Obverse

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(Visage broad)

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

At end of inscr., H
altered in die.

At end of inscr., ©
altered from Z ?

(double-struck)

At end of inscr., 1

[Lord Elgin]

At end of inscr., I

[PI. XVII. 3.]

Semissis

DNfDAV RIPPAVC
Bust of Maurice Ti-

berius r., wearing
diadem, cuirass and
paludamentum

.

[Royal Collection]

[Royal Collection]

VICTOM AAVCC
Victory in chiton
advancing to front,

looking back 1. ; in

r. , wreath ; in 1.

,

globus cr. ; in ex.,

CONOB'

[PI. XVII. 4.]

(Victory looks r.)

Tremissis

^DNTIbE RIPPAVC
Bust of Maurice Ti-

berius r., wearing
diadem

,
paludamen-

tum and cuirass.

(AVI)
[Purchased, 1904]

VICTOKinriAVRlA
VS Cross potent;

beneath, CONOB'

(UlCTOKimAVRA
VS)

[PI. X?VII. 5.]

Date

' The type is copied from the tremissis of Justin II. The semissis of Tiberius II

ibore a cross and globe on the rev.

' D has often nearly the form of O, as on the solidi described supra. On No. 17 the
:Bemicircular part of b is not closed.

' Tremisses with. rev. VICTORI mAVRI. Maurice (Tiberius) held the chief com-
mand in the Persian war in the reign of Tiberius II Constantine. In a.d. 581 the
.Romans gained a great victory at Constantina, and in the summer of 582 Maurice
jeturned from the East. On Aug. 5 of that year he was elected Caesar by the dying
Emperor and given the name of ' Tiberius '. He succeeded to the Empire a few days
Jater (Aug. 13) on the death of Tiberius II (Bury, Hist, ii, p. 82).

These tremisses with the name of Maurice on the rev. can hardly be earlier than the
Bast few days of the reign of Tiberius II. It is conceivable that their issue was ordered
directly Maurice was elected Caesar, the name on the obv. being that of the Emperor
'Tiberius II. On the other hand, it seems to me a preferable supposition that they were
issued by Maurice himself after he became Emperor. The reasons are : (i) On the rev.

JVlaurice is called ' Augustus ', and not ' Caesar '. (ii) There are some divergences of
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No.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Weight

26

23-

22-5

22-4

22-6

21-

19-7

21-5

21-7

Metal and
Size

174-3

N -6

N -65

N -65

N -65

N -65

N .6

N -65

N -65

^ M

Obverse

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(6 for E)

(A for A)

(DNTI[b€] RAPPA
VI sic)

DNmAVRI TIbPPA
VC Bust of Maurice

Tiberius r., wearing
diadem,paluclamen-
tum and cuirass.

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(DNmAVKC TIbPPA
VC)

[Purclu-sed, 1904]

Reverse

(VICTORITi &c.)

(C for S)

[Royal Collection]

(AVC) [Rich]

(mcTORm &c.)

VICTOR. lAAVCC
Cross potent ; be-

neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr., I ?

[PI. XVII. 6.]

Date

M
Inscr. BustofMaurice
Tiberius facing;
holds in r., globus

or. ; 1. Iiand sup-

ports sliield with
horseman device

;

wears helmet with
plume and cuirass.

DNTIb€R nriAVRP
PAVI (crossinsteadof

plume on helmet).

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., CON

On r., I ; beneath, A
[de Salis gift]

1=
582/3

style and lettering between these tremisses and the corresponding coins of Tiberius 11

(p. 107, Nos. 14-17, supra), e.g. we find on the dbv. ON (=DN) instead of the 'DITI

characteristic of the coins of Tiberius II. (iii) On the dbv. the Imperial personage
represented is called 'Tiberius' (only). It has been assumed by Sabatier and others

that this must mean Tiberius II, but that Emperor on the obv. of his coins is accustomed
(with rare exceptions) to style himself ' Tiberius Constantinus ', or ' Constantinus ' on the

dbv. and 'Tiberius' on the rev. ; see especially the tremisses [supra, p. 107, No. 14, &c.)

with obv. COSTANTINVS, rev. VICTOR-ia TlbERl. (iv) Phocas the Emperor who
succeeded Maurice had the same legendVICTOR.IA(FOCAS),and presumably imitated

the then current coins of his predecessor. The ' Tiberius ' mentioned on the dbv. of our

tremisses I take to be Maurice, who uses his new name ' Tiberius ' on the dbv. (corre-

sponding to the ' Constantinus ' of Tiberius II) and his original name ' Maurice ' on the

rev., VICTORIa rriAVKI, corresponding to the VICTORIa Tlb€R.I.
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No.
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No.

42

43

44

45

4G

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

Weight

179-

170.3

167.1

205.6

181-8

159-8

163-8

168-7

204-6

168-1

197-6

193-4

191-8

157-4

Metal and
Size

M 1-25

M 1-2

^ 1-25

je: 1-2

JE 1-15

Jj] 1-15

M 1-25

JE 1-3

M 1-3

M 1-2

JE 1-2

^ 1-25

JE 1-25

^ 1-3

Obverse

DNnnAVR. (rest
obscure).

[DNtnAVlRIC Tl
b€RPPA/

DNPnAVRC Tlb€R.P
PA[V]

[DINITIAVRICI Tib
eHIPPAV

Reverse

On r., ^1 ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., <1l

beneath, ^

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
II

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
II

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck)

DNPnAVKC T[b€RP
PAr

DNITIAVKTI b€RIP
PAVC

DNmAVR^ICI [Tl
bCRPJPAVS

Tlb€R.PPA
VC

DNmAVR.1 Tlb€R.IP
PA

DNmAVR. Tlb€R.P

DNnnAVR. [TlbeR.
PP ?]

D]NmAVR.ICI Tib
;r.ippav

rp]NmAVR TibeRP

(Restruck ?)

DNITIAVR. Tlb€RIP
PAVC

On r., ^ ; beneath, B
II

On r., ^ ; beneath, B

II

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., '^; beneath, f
II

(Restruck)

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
II

On r., *1 ; beneath, €
II

On r., 'il ; beneath, A
II

On r., 'il ; beneath, €
II

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X ; beneath, T
[Purchased, 1904]

'

On r., X ; beneath, A
[de Salis gift]

On r., X ; beneath, €
(Restruck)

Date

7^
588/9

7=
588/9

8=
589/90

589/90

589/90

8=
589/90

589/90

8=
589/90

8=
589/90

9=
590/1

9=
590/1

10=
591/2

10=
591/2

10=
591/2

' Year X with A in Voetter, Cat. Windisch-Gratz, No. 170.
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No.
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No.

66

67

68

69

Weight

186-5

196-6

204-2

201-8
(pierced)

Metal and
Size

M 1-35

M 1-25

M 1-3

M 1-25

70 85-4 M -9

Obverse

[DJNmAVRC

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, A
X

[Purchased, 1904]

Inscr. BustofMaurice
Tiberius (as Consul)
facing; holds in r.,

mappa; inl., eagle-
headed sceptre;
wears crown, sur-

mounted by cross,

tunic and broad
scarf.

"DN TIbe PPA

[•D]NmAVR.ICI Tib
eR.1 [P]PAS

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, yf.

in ex., CON

On r., X ; beneath, P

'

X
[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XVII. 8.]

On r., X ; beneath, A
X

Restruck ; on rev., traces of ANNO

DNm &c. (Double-
struck) ; in field r.

and 1. , small cross.

On r., X ; beneath, B
X
I

[Purchased, 1904]

Restruck on a coin of Justin II. On rev.^
traces of DNIVS[TI]NVS and of the seated
nimbate figures of Justin II and Sophia.

K

Inscr. BustofMaurice
Tiberius facing;
holds in r., globus
cr. ; 1. hand supports
shield with horse-
man device ; wears
helmet with plume
and cuirass.

DNTIb€ nriAVPPAV
(cross for plume in
helmet).

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

On r., I ; beneath, B
[Purchased, 1904]

Date

20=
601/2

With B in Revue lelge, 1855, p. 403.
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No.

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

Weight

90-5

774

1054

92-6

77-2

1034

76-5

93-9

79.

64-6

54-3

Metal and
Size

82
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No.

86

87

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

Weight

81-6

103-7

102.

166.

134.

98-

3.5

98.1

109.9

95.4

80-8

Metal and
Size

M .75

M .75

M -7

M -85

M .95

M -8

M .9

M .8

M .8

M .9

M .85

Obverse

[DNmAVRIC?] Tl

[bJPPAV (cross on
helmet ?).

[DNITIIAVKIC TbP
PAV (cross on hel-

met).

DNmAVKC TIbPP
A I (cross on hel-

met).

DNMAVR.1 ...bP...

(globe and cross on
helmet).

[D]NMAVK ITbPP
AV (globe and cross

on helmet).

DNMAVKTIbPPAV.
(globe and cross on
helmet).

[DJNITIAV. T(?)R.I

be . . (cross on
helmet).

DNMAVKI [TIbP
PAV?] (globe and

cross on helmet).

D|NM.... CTIbP
PAC (globe and cross

on helmet).

DNPnAVKIC ....R
PPAV (globe and

cross on helmet).

DNnnAV(TlbeR.P?)

Reverse

(A for A; no cross

above) ; on r., X
;

in ex., CON
[de Sails gift]

'

(A for A ; no cross

above) ; on r., X
;

in ex., CON
[Purchased, 1904] '

[PI. XVII. 11.]

(A for A ; no cross

above) ; on r., X
;

in ex., KUJN '

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., XI ; beneath, A
Thick fabric. /

[Purchased, 1904]

Onr., XI ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1853]

On r., XI ; beneath, A
[D. Campkin, 1853]

On r., XI ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., XI ; beneath, A

On r., pellet and XI

;

beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XVII. 12.]

On r., X ; beneath, B

III

[de Salis gift]

Onr., XH ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

' Nos. 86-88 are smaller and thicker than the rest of the Constantinopolitan K coins.

The fabric is, in fact, more like that of Carthage, but the insertion of the mint-name

CON (the officina numeral is omitted) decides where the coins were struck. No. 89

is also of exceptionally thick fabric.
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Weight
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No.



MAURICE TIBERIUS-NICOMEDIA—

M

139

No.
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No.

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

138

134

135

136

137

138

Weight

197.

192-2

185-5

181-2

172-8

172-4

169-9

(pierced)

185-4

168-2

139-7

171-1

164-3

180-

166-5

Metal and
Size

iE 1-15

M 1-15

M 1-15

JE 1-2

^ 1-2

JE 1-2

^ 1-15

JE 1-25

M 1-2

^ 1-05

JE 1-1

JE 1-05

M 1-15

JE 1-2

Obverse

•(DTIb GRimAVC
(in field r., cross).

DnriTibeR.! nriAV
RIC.

jmr IPPA/
(helmet witli
spikes).

"DNITIAVRIC IPeRP
PA

DNmAVPII(C ?)
b(.?)€PR.A(sic).

0(=D) NmAP

. NPriAVR. (Tlb€R.
PP?)

Reverse

Tlb€R.P

D Nm AV [PI?]
TIbe. (helmet with

plume).

DNITIAV
(helmet with
plume).

..mAVTI beR..
(helmet with
plume).

TIB6 (hel-

met with plume).

ONITIAV TIBC (hel-

met with plume).

On r. , II; beneath, B

I

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., II ; beneath. B

I

[de Sails gift]

Onr., 1
1

; beneath, A
II

On r., M ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XVIII. 1.]

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
[de Salis gift]

On r., ^i ; beneath, B
[de Salis gift]

On r., 'il ; beneath, A
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^1 ; beneath, B

[Purchased, 1904]

On p., ^i beneath, A
II

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^ ; beneath, B

II

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^ ; beneath, A
III

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^ ; beneath, B
III

On r., X ; beneath, B

Date

On r., X ; beneath, A
III

TlbeRR.(Mc)
(helmet with
plume).

(Restruck on a coin of Justinian I ; on obv.,

theinscr. IVSTINI; onreu., theinscr. ANNO
still visible.)

3=
584/5

3=
584/5

4=
585/6

5=
586/7

6=
587/8

6=
'587/8

7=
588/9

7=
588/9

8=
589/90

589/90

9=
590/1

9=
590/1

10=
591/2

13=
594/5
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No.
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No.



MAURICE TIBERIUS-CYZICUS—

I

143

No.

160

161

Weight

188-7

188.

Metal and
Size

M 1-25

JE 1-4

162 205.5

163

JE 1.35

M .75

164 51.5 JE .7

Obverse

DNmA...IC
bCR. . .

.

ONmAVR..

Tl

Reverse

On r. , X ; beneath, A
X

(above, t)
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X ; beneath, A
X

(above, t)
[Purchased, 1904]

DNfTlAV KlCITIb
CR PPAV Bust of

Maurice Tiberius

facing, as Consul

;

wears crown (with
globe and detached
cross) and consular

dress ; in r. , mappa

;

in 1., sceptre sur-

mounted by eagle

;

above sceptre, cross.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XVIII. 4.]

M on I, A
N
N
O

above, T
in ex., KYZ

On r., X ; beneath, B

X

K
[DNm TIbA/?]
Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet and
armour; in r.,

globus cr.

[Purchased, 1904]

K on 1. , A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., KVZ'

On r., X
[PI. XVIII. 5.]

I

Date

20=
601/2

20=
601/2

20=
601/2

10=
591/2

Inscr. Bust ofMaurice
Tiberius facing

;

wears helmet with
cross and armour

;

in r., globus cr.

DNIDAVK A

above which, cross

;

in ex., KYZ

On 1., A; on r., *
[de Salis gift]

' Cp. Rev. num., iv, p. 249.
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Weight

36-2

37.4

191.6

188.

180.2

193.4

184.

170.8

184.2

Metal and
Size

JE .65

JE .65

JE 1.25

JE 1.2

JE 1.15

M 1.15

^ 1.15

JE M

JE 1.15

Obverse

NmAV RITIbeP
[PI. XVIII. 6.]

NmAV RICPPA

Reverse

On 1., *; on r., A
[Northwick sale,

1860,lot724,p.55].

On 1., * ; on r., S
[de Salis gift]

Date

V. ANTIOCH

M
-DNnnAqri cnpa
IJT Bust of Maurice

Tiberius facing (as

Consul) ; wears
consular robes and
crown surmounted
by trefoil device.

In upraised r.,

mappa ; inl. ,sceptre

(with short stem)
surmounted by
eagle.'

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XVIII. 7.]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

lyi ' above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
o

in ex., rH€MP/

On r., M ; beneath, f
III

On r., U ; beneath, f
III

On r., X ; beneath, A

On r., X ; beneath, B

On r., X ; beneath, f

On r., X ; beneath, A
I

On r., X ; beneath, T

I

(rnegps)

589/90

589/90

10=
591/2

10= /

591/2

10=
591/2

11=
592/3

11=
592/3

' The obv. is in nearly every respect a reproduction of the Antioch obv. of Tiberius II

Constantine, the legend being again blundered though less grossly (ITlAMri =ITlAyRI

or mAUPI : CNP apparently = Tb.P.P- (i.e. Perpetuus).
^ In contrast with the m found on the corresponding coins of Tiberius Constantine.

In Windisch-Gratz Cat, No. 171, ITl of year llll is described of Maurice Tiberius. Is not

this coin, possibly, of Tiberius Constantine ?
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No.
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No.



MAURICE TIBERIUS—ANTIOCH—

I

147

Weight

80-6

88-6

83.8

95-2

76.

56.6

42.3

43.8

40.8

35.7

39-7

Metal and
Size

M -85

M .95

M .8

M .8

JE -8

M .75

JE .65

M .7

JE .65

JE .65

M -65

Obverse

(ITlAq)
[de Sails gift]

(mAM)
[Purchased, 1904]

(TOM)
[de Salis gift]

(IHm lAMT)
[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

Our., XII'

Onr., 1 1 IX

On r., X^

On r., MIX

Onr., miX^

I

•DNPnAM CNPAU
Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing (as

Consul), holding
mappa and sceptre

(as on No. 167,
supray

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(mA) (A for A^)
[Purchased, 1904]

1 surmounted by
cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., THeUP''

On r., X

On r., X
[

On r., X
II

On r., X
nil

On r., X
Mil

On r., X
^ (THeup)

[PI. XVIII. 9.]

Date

12=
593/4

13=
594/5

15=
596/7

16=
597/8

17=
598/9

10=
591/2

11=
592/3

12=
593/4

14=
595/6

14=
595/6

15=
596/7

' There are traces of an obliterated X. The engraver seems first to have written XX
by mistake, then to have engraved the first 1 over the second X.

" Also of year XX, Mem. soc. d'arch. St. Pet., iv (1850), p. 307, No. 46. Thomsen Cat.,

vol. i, No. 349, describes a coin of Antioch of the denomination XX ; this may be
suspected to be a misdescribed coin of Tiberius II Constantine.
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No.



MAURICE TIBERIUS-CARTHAGE-XX 14y

No.

228

229

230

Weight

14-5

Metal and
Size

M -55

13-8

14-2

{pierced)

231

232

Ai -55

M -6

115. M .9

118.5 M 1.

Obverse Reverse

VII. CARTHAGE
(See also «??/'/« under ' Family Coinage ' of

Maiiricius Tiberius)

Silver

DNTIBMA VRICP
PA Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet
with cross and
armour.

[Purchased, 1864]

Inscr. Bust ofMaurice
Tiberius facing, as

Consul ; wears liel-

met (with jilume
and circular orna-
ment) and consular
robes; in r., mappa;
in 1., globus cr.

DNMAVR. . . PR

DNMAVR.I C[P]PA

5K SALVSMVNDI
Small cross j)Otent

within circle ofdots.

[PI. XVIII. 11.]

Cross on three steps
between Pv and UJ

;

circle of dots ; whole
in wreath.

[Borrell sale, 1852, lot

982]
[PI. XVIII. 12.]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XVIII. 13.J

xxxx
For a bronze coin of this denomination

(40 nummia), see Falbein Grote's Blatterfur
Munzkunde, ii (1836), p. 176, No. 2.

XX
DNTIBMAV RICPP
AVS Bust of Maurice

Tiberius, wearing
helmet (withglobus
cr.) and armour ; in

r., globus cr. ; 1.

holds shield with
horseman device.

[Bought of E. Asch-
kenasi, of Tunis,

1854]

[de Salis gift]

^ In centre, cross

potent ]Dlaced above
circlet of dots orna-
mented with star

(i.e. globus cr.)

;

in ex., NXXM (20
nummia).

[PI. XVIII. 14.]

' A specimen of this class found in Barbary (Falbe in Grote's BlatterfurMunzkmide,
11 (1836), p. 176, No. 1).
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No.

233

•234

Weight

125-6

122-

235

236

237

Metal and
Size

JE -7

JE -8

94-8

994

81-8

238

M .8

JE -75

^ -7

67.2 JE .75

Obverse

dnmavr.it ppAvr
Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing- helmet
(with globus cr.)

and armour.

[Bought of Louis
Eraser in 1847 with

otherAfrican coins]

(dnmavr.it
vcr)

A

Reverse

N M In centre,

cross potent placed

above small globus

;

beneath, XX

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XIX. 1.]

K
Inscr. Bust ofMaurice
Tiberius facing;
wears helmet (with
cross and globe)and
armour ; in r.

,
globus

cr. ; 1. holds shield

with horseman de-
vice.

DN[TIBM?] AVR.IC
IP
[Purchased, 1904]

DNTIBEIIA VR.IC.
[Purchased, 1904]

DNTIB[EM] AVR.ICI

*K* above, N+M
in ex., INDIII (In-

dictio III) '

[PI. XIX. 2.]

X

Date

Ind.III

= A. D.

584/5

Ind.ni

= A. D.

584/5

lnd.in

= A. D.

584/5

Inscr. BustofMaurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet
(with cross and
globe) and armour.

DNTI
VC

R.ICPPA

N M In centre,
cross potent placed

above circlet of dots

with pellet in mid-
dle (i.e. globus cr.);

beneath, X
[PI. XIX. 3.]

> There is also an Indictio III equivalent to a.d. 599/600, but it seems more hkely

that these coins and others of similar fabric were an issue made early in the reign of the

Emperor, i. e. in the Indictio III that corresponds to a. d. 584/5.
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No.
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No.



MAURICE TIBERIUS-SICILY- -V 153

No.



154 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

262

263

97-1

69-5

264

265

266

36-6

28-2

Metal and
Size

JE -7

iE -75

JE .55

JE i)i}

JE .55

267 67-8 A^ .9

Obverse Reverse

IX. ROME

XX
laser. BiistofMaurice
Tiberius facing-
wearing' helmet and
armour; in r.

,
g'lobus

cr.

..mAVR.ICITIbPPA
[Purchased, 1904]

mAVRICTIbPA

XX above, cross

;

in ex., ROM

Pellet between
numerals; two
pellets above cross.

Pellets below second
numeral.

[PI. XIX. 11.]

X
Inscr. BustofMaurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet and
armour; in r.,

globus cr.

..(TIAVR. ICIPPAC

..mAVK ICIPPAC

DNmAVR.

X within wreath.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XIX. 12.]

[Purchased, 1904]

X. RAVENNA

Solidus

DNTIbeR-fn AVKIC
PPAVC Bust of
Maurice Tiberius
facing- ; wears hel-

met (with cross)
and armour ; in r.

,

globus cr. ; 1. holds
shield with horse-
man device.

(A for A)
[de Salis gift]

VICTOR.I AAVC
Victory in chiton
and peplos standing
facing ; in r. , long
cross ending- in P or

P; inl., globus cr.;

in ex., CONOB

B at end of inscr.

[Pl. XIX. 13.]



MAURICE TIBERIUS—RAVENNA—GOLD 155

WeigM

69-

68.

68-3

68-7

67-

68-

68-7

67.9

62.3

22-

Metal and
Size

N .85

N .8

N -8

N .8

M -85

N .85

N .85

N .85

N .8

N .6

Obverse

(A for A but ends
AVS)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

Reverse

B at end of inscr.

DNtnAVRC TlbPP
AVS As No. 267, but
helmet has plume
instead of cross, and
semicircular orna-

ment ; no shield.

[Blacas, 1867]

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1863]

(A for A)
[Purchased, 1864]

(A for A)
[Royal CoUectioD]

(m for m) (AVC)
(head large)

(AVC)
[Bankof Eng-landg-ift,

1877]

VICTOR.I AAVCC
As No. 267; in ex.,

CONOB

B at end of inscr.

[PI. XIX. 14.]

B at end of inscr.

(A for A)

r at end of inscr.

? at end of inscr.

H at end of inscr. ; in

field r., star.

.© at end of inscr. ; in

field r., cross.

(A for A)

Q at end of inscr.

(A for A)
[Purchased, 1870]

[PI. XIX. 15.]

I at end of inscr.

(in ex., C+N+B)

Tremissis

DNmAVR^C TIbPPA
VC Bust of Maurice

Tiberius r. , wearing
diadem,paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

[Dr. Nott's sale, 1842]

VICTOKIAAVCVS
TOKVN {sic). Vic-

tory advancing to
front, looking 1.

;

in r., MTeath; inl.,

globus cr. ; in ex.,

CONOB; in fieldr.,

star.

(3)(H)
[Pl. XIX. 16.]
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No.

278

279

280

281

Weight

23-

22.7

22-1

5-6

282

Metal and
Size

N -6

M .6

N -6

M 45

133. M 1-05

283 63-2 M -75

Obverse

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purcliased, 1904]

[Cracherode gift]

Reverse

(R.Vm for RVN)

Silver

Inscr. Bust ofMaurice
Tiberius r. dia-
demed, wearing
cuirass.

DNmAVRC ....P
AV

Cross potent on two
steps; whole in
wreath.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XIX. 17.]

Date

M
DNfDAVR. TIbPPA
VC Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet
and armour ; in r.

,

globus cr.

[de SaUs gift]

M on 1., A
N
N
O

on r., Q.

V
I

N
T

above, cross

;

beneath, €
in ex., RAVEN '

[PI. XIX. 18.]

DNmAVRC TIbPPA
VC Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
wearing helmet
(with plume) and
armour; in r.,

Sflobus cr.

R.l>A; above, cross

'

VENN

[PI. XIX. 19.]

' Cp. de Saulcy, Essai, p. 41 ; Sab., PL XXIV. 17. For year II (2) see Sab., PI. XXIY-
15 and Windisch-Gratz Ca<., No. 168.

^ For ANNO Mill (5), see Thomsen Cat., i, No. 346.



MAURICE TIBERIUS—KAVENNA-I 157

No. Weight

284 80-7

285

286

287

68-5

43-6

36-2

288 40-5

Metal and
Size

JE .75

JE .8

Obverse

(mAVR)

Reverse

[Royal Collection]

[Purchased, 1904]

M -65

JE .55

JE .6

XX

DNTIbem AVR.ICP
PA Bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing,
•wearinghelmet with,
cross and armour

;

in r., globus or.

R.AVEN

'

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XIX. 20.]

Date

DNCTIAVK TIbPP
AVC Bust of Maurice

Tiberius r., wearing
helmet ^ and ar-

[Royal Collection]

(AW)
[Prof. S.

1859]

*I*

Verlcovich,

[PI. XIX. 21.]

' This specimen is somewhat worn, but the weight is very light compared with the
K coins of Ravenna. S S awaits explanation. The letters cannot be the mark of
value, nor do they seem to indicate a date or officina. Perhaps they refer in some
way to the type, which is a peculiar variety (e. g. Sigmim Salutis). Or the letters
may conceivably relate to the official or board of officials under whose immediate
responsibility the coin was issued (e.g. Scrinmm sulvrhicarium, mentioned in Diehl,
L'Exarchatde Itavenne,-pp.l63,W4:].

' Only the plume or crest of the helmet is represented.
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No. Weight

289 204-3
(2iierced)

Metal and
Size

JH 1-2

Obverse Reverse

FAMILY COINAGE: MAURICIUS
TIBERIUS, CONSTANTINA, his wife, and

THEODOSIUS, hisson.'

CIIERSON

(a) With Mint-name

M (40

X6PCUU NOC
Maurice Tiberius
(on 1.) and Con-
stantina (on r.)

standing facing,

each nimbate and
wearing long robes.

The Emperor wears
crown and holds in

r., globus cr. The
Emj)ress wears
head-dress with
three projections
and holds in r. , long
cross. Exergual
line.

[Purchased, 1904]

nummia)

frl (on r.) ; above it,

cross; on 1., Theo-
dosius standing
facing. He is nim-
bate, wears long
robes, and holds in

r., long cross with

T. Exerg-ual line.^

[PI. XIX. 22.]

1> (20 nummia)

Types ando6y. inscr. as No. 289; see Revue
belff'e, 1862, p. 186.

H
(8 pentanummia = 40 nummia)

'

Types as No. 289; obv. inscr. XePCO^NOC,
see Burachkov, Chersonesus, PL 17, Nos. 127
and 128 ; cp. Sab., i, p. 249, No. 4, and
p. 250, No. 6; and Thomsen Ciif., No. 405,
witli countermark of Heraclius.

Date

' As to the date of these coinages see ' Introduction
', § 2, supra.

" Cy.Eev.num.,iy, p.249; Sab., i, p.249, No.3 ; Burachkov, Chersonesus, PI. 17, No. 125.

" On the denomination, Paul Lambros quoted by Babelon, TmiU, i, p. 617 : Rev. num.,
1869-70, p. 268.

''f •

* O for (iJ is found on seals of Chei-son : Schlumberger, Sigil, p 238.
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No.
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No.

293

294

295

Weight

10-2

12-3

11-5

Metal and
Size

M -55

Obvei'se Reverse

CARTHAGE
Silver

[DJNTeODO SIVSP
PA BustofTlieodosius

facing, wearing hel-

met (with plume)
and armour; border

of dots.

[de Salis gift]

DNT£ODO SIVSPPA
Bust of Theodosius
facing, wearing hel-

met (with circular

ornament and triple

device)and armour;
border of dots.

JR -55 [Purchased, 1904]

M -55

AMe
NITA within border

SD€I
of dots ; whole in

wreath.'

(Pellet over M)
[PI. XX. 2.]

Long cross, on 1. of

which male bust
(Maurice Tiberius)

wearing heltnet
(with trijde device)

and armour ; on r.,

female bust (Con-
stantina) wearing
tall head-dress and
drapery ; in field,

r. and 1. , smallcross

;

in ex., ACT I, i. e.

Augusti); border of

dots. 2

[PI. XX. 3.]

(On r. and 1., pellet

instead of cross)

Date

^ Cp. Penon, Rev. lelge, 1857, p. 14. Sabatier (ii, p. 41, No. 5) assigns this coin and

those here described infra to the Emperor Theodosius III of Adramytium, a. d. 716-717.

But as Penon and Duchalais have already pointed out the coins in style and types

incontestably belong to the sixth or early seventh century (cp. JB. of Carthage, of Maurice
Tiberius and previous emperors, with our No. 293 ; with Nos. 294, 295 cp. the M of

HeracliusI, rev. HeracliusIIandMartinainBritishMuseum,'Carthage,'»»/ro) ; they can only

belong, therefore, to Theodosius, the son of Maurice Tiberius.

—

Amoenitas seems to have

its classical sense— ' voluptas quae ex amoenis rebus percipitur,' as in amoe^iitates studiormn

quaerere (Pliny, praef. Nat. Hist.) ; uxor mea, mea amoenitas (Plautus). In mediaeval

Latin amoenitas has the technical sense of a ' pleasaunce ' or pleasure-ground (see

Du Cange, S.V.). ^ ^
For a silver coin ascribed to Theodosius with rev. x^ see Bev. num., xviii, p. 211,

and Sab., ii, p. 42, No. 6.

' Cp. Sab., ii, p. 42, No. 8 (' Theodosius III of Adramytium ') ; C. Penon in Rev. helge,

1857, p. 18 f. Penon, who published a specimen of this coin, rightly assigned it to

the time of Theodosius, son of Maurice Tiberius, but his identification of the busts pn the

7-ev. as the infant son (otherwise unknown to history) and the wife of Theodosius is very

improbable. The marriage of Theodosius -his wife was the daughter of Germanus—
only took place in a. D. 601-602, and it maybe furthernoted that these busts are inscribed

Augusti (cp. Ave, AVC on the jE supra, No. 291). The simplest explanation is to regard

the bust on the obv. as that of Theodosius and the two busts on the rev. as those of

Maurice Tiberius and Conslantina the Empress. The very youthful appearance of the

ibusts on the rev. is probably not intentional, but due to the unskilfulness of the engraver.
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corns WITH THE NAME OF MAURICE TIBERIUS NOT ISSUED

AT THE IMPERIAL MINTS.

Lombard Imitations.—Chiefly fremisses, some very rude. There are also

silver coins, type CN in wreath, which are probably Lombardic. Also

a series of solidi classed by de Salis as Hispano-Byzarttine. Some of these

are of unusually small module and of thick fabric, and are characterized on
the ohv. by the letters AN followed by a numeral (A, B, T, &c.). Montagu
Cat., No. 1111, is a specimen of the solidus of small module. Montagu Cat.,

No. 1108, is a coin of larger module, and is in that catalogue mistakenly
attributed to ' Tiberius Constantine, Maurice Tiberius, and Anastasia '.

On the Merovingian imitations, see Prou, Cat. des monn. Merov., p. xxiii,

&c., p. 300, &c. ; de Belfort, Monn. Merov. ; Babelon, Traite, i, p. 540

;

Keary, Coinages of West. Eur., p. 71 f.



162

PHOCAS
23 NovEMBEE, 602—4 Octobeb, 610

LEONTIA, Ms wife.

Mints = I. Constantinople ; 11. Tliessalonica ; HE. Nicomedia ; IV. Cyzicus

;

V. Antioch ; VI. Alexandria ; VII. Carthage ; VIII. Catina ; IX. Rome

;

X. Ravenna.

Weight

67-8

65-3

67-6

68-2

68-3

69-2

67-

{pierced)

65-7

Metal and
Size

N -85

N -85

N -85

M .85

N .85

N -8

N -8

N -8

Obverse Reverse

I. CONSTANTINOPLE

Solidus

•DNFOCAS PeRPA
VC Bust of Phocas,

facing-, withpointed
beard; wears crown
(with globus or.)

and armour; in r.,

globus or.

(Avq
[PI. XX. 4.]

(Inscr. partly double-
struck)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(DNFOCA SP6R.P
AVC)

(TDNNforTDN)

(DNNfor-DN)

(T)NN for-DN)
On r., star.

VICTORIA AVSU
Victory in chiton
and peplos standing
facing ; in r., long

cross ending in T
;

in 1., globus cr. ; in

ex., CONOB
At end of inscr., A
[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr., B
[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr., f
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(VICTOR. I AAVCC)
At end of inscr. , V

(VICTOR.! AAVCC)
At end of inscr., A
[Royal Collection]

At end of inscr., 6
[Colonel de Bosset]

At end of inscr., €
[Banl£of England gift,

At end of inscr., €

;

on r., *
[C. A. Murray, 1849]
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Weight

69-

68-7

(pierced)

66-

(pierced)

68-3

68-5

67-7

68-

69-

68-8

66-9

6G.8

67-2

66-2

684

68-5

684

65-7

Metal and
Size

N -85

M -85

N -8

M -85

N -85

N .8

N -8

N -85

N -85

N -85

N -8

A^ -8

Af .85

A/ -8

AT -85

M -85

A^ .8

Obverse

[Royal Collection]

(Ends AV)

[Lord Elgin]

(•DNN for •ON)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(peK for peRP)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

On r., star.

[Royal Collection]

(dNN forT»N)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

("DNN forT)N)
On r., star.

[Blacas, 1867]

Reverse

(VICTOR.^ AAVCC)
At end of inscr., €

At end of inscr., €

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., €

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., Z
[Pembrolie sale, 1848,

lot 1461]

(Ends AVSL|[€ ?]) ;

in field r., S

(Ends AVSL|[e ?]) ;

in field r., Z

(AVSUI)
Z

[Purchased, 1904]

(AVSU for AVSU)
At end of inscr., H

At end of inscr., H

(VICTOKI AAVCC)
At end of inscr., H

At end of inscr., 6
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(VICTOR.I AAVCC)
At end of inscr., G

(VICTOR.I AAVCC)
At end of inscr., 6;
on r., star.

At end of inscr., I

[Lieut. -Col. Ross,

1846]

At end of inscr. , I

At end of inscr., I

(VICTORl AAVCC)
At end of inscr., I

;

on r., star.

Date
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Weight

65-2

62-8

30.

31-2

22.

22.3

(pierced)

22.7

22-6

22-

Metal and
Size

N -85

N -85

N .75

A^ .7

N .65

A^ .7

N .7

N .65

N .65

Obverse Reverse

(O for T))

[Rich]
[PI. XX. 5.]

(VICTOR.I AAVCC)
At end of inscr., I

At end of inscr., I
;

in ex. (instead of

C0N0B)0B+51C'

Semissis

DNFOCAS P6R.AVC
Bust of Phocas r.,

beardless, "wearing-

diadem, cuirass
andpaludamentum.

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1864]

VICTORIA AVSU
Victory in chiton
advancing to front,

looking back 1. ; in

r., wreath ; in 1.,

globus cr. ; in ex.,

CONOB

[PI. XX. 6.]

Tremissis

"DNFOCAS P€R.AVC
Bust of Phocas r.,

beardless, wearing
diadeni,paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

[Pl. XX. 7.]

(d for T))

(ONFOCA SPPAV)

("DNFOCAS PPAVC)

VICTORIFOCAS
AVS Cross potent

;

beneath, CONOB

[de Salis gift]

(AVC)

(AV)

[Cracherode gift,

1799]
^

[Pl. XX. 8.]

(AVI)
[Purchased, 1847] ^

Date

' ^P- ?^^:j ^'.P- 252 (Phocas), No. 2 with OB. XX. A similar exergue occurs on
a sohdus of Tiberms II Constantine, sup>-a, p. 106, No. 9. On a solidus of Heraclius
and his son (Brit. Mus. infra) we find BOXX in the exergue.

" Silver.—See infra, under Carthage and Ravenna. There is also a small silver coin,
rev. cross between two palm-branclies (mint, ? Carthage), weight 6 to 7 urai'iis- spe
descnptions in Sab., No. 6 ;

Photiades Cat, p. 17, No. 258 ; Sabatier in Mem locd^m-A.
St. m., IV (1850), p. 814, Pl. XX. 38 ; Thomsen Cat., No. 408. A largeS medXon



PHOCAS-CONSTANTINOPLE—M 165

No.

35

36

37

38

39

Weight

189-

220.8

177-5

149-8

171-5

Metal and
Size

M 1-2

M 1-3

M 1-15

M 1-15

M 1-25

Obverse Reverse

M
DIDFOCA 6PPAVC

Phocas, bearded,
and Leontia stand-
ingtofrontjWearing'

long'robes ; between
their heads, cross.

The Emperor is

crowned and holds
in r., g-lobus cr. ; the
Empress is nimbate
and holds in r. , long
cross.'

(Traces of restriking)

[de Salis gift]

(T)mFOCA[€.?] PPA
VC)

[de Salis gift]

(End of inscr. off the

flan)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck)
[de Salis gift]

(Inscr. partlyobscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

m on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

Onr.,l;inex.,CONr

Onr.,l;inex.,CONA
[PI. XX. 9.]

Onr., l;inex.,CONe

Onr., l;inex.,CON€

Onr.,ll;inex.,CONr

Date

602/3

1=
602/3

1 =
602/3

1=
602/3

2=
608/4

with a similar rev. type (wt. about 215 grains) is published by A. Tauber in Num. Zeit.,

iy, p. 31. I have not seen the original, but the engraving (p. 31) and some other
circumstances tend to suggest some doubt as to the authenticity of this jjiece. Sabatier, i,

p. 253, No. 7, also publishes a silver coin with the same types as the tremissis (correctly

V
described as of silver?); also a silver coin with rev. TORA: Sab., i, p. 254, No. 9;

C
de Saulcy, p. 46, PL V. 4, probably of Heraclius I (Carthage) : see on this, Barthelemy,
Rev. num., 1857, p. 261.

^ On well-preserved specimens (like No. 86) the Empress is seen to wear pendent
ornaments over the breast, and the edge of the dress is dotted as if fringe or embroidery
were indicated.

k
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No.



PliOCAS—CONSTANTINOPLE- -XX 1G7

No, Weiglit

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

115-8

1024

83-6

81-7

(pierced)

111-7

91-6

(pierced)

81-7

Metal and
Size

iE 1-

M -8

M 1-3

JE 1-

JE 1-

^ 1-

M -85

Obverse Reverse

XX
OmFOCA €RPAV

Phocas and Leontia
standing facing-,

each crowned and
wearing- long robes.

The Emperor holds

in r., globus cr. ; the
Empress, cruciform
sceptre. Above,
small cross.

[Found at Candia in

Creteand presented
by Mr. Alan J. B.

Wace, 1905]

•DNFOCA PEKPAVC
Bust of Phocas
facing, in consular

dress, holding
mappa and cross

(as on No. 40).

[Purchased, 1904]

[Presented by Mr.
Rohde Hawkins,
1848]

[Townley Coll.]

(AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

[Townley Coll.]

[Purcliased, 1904]

XX above, small

cross ; in ex. ,CONA

[PI. XX. 11.]

XX

Date

In ex., CONA

In ex., CONB

In ex., CONB ; above,

star.

In ex., CO NT; above,

star.

[Pl. XX. 12.]

In ex., CONA; above,

cross.

In ex., CON€ ; above,

stai".



168 IMPERIAL BYZANTESfE COINS

No. "Weisrit

00

56

57

50-1

31-8

31-6

58

59

39-2

22-

Metal and
Size

JE -7

^ .7

Obverse Reverse

X
TDnriFOC APPAVC
Bust of Pliocas
facing, bearded;
^vea^s crown (with
cross) and jjaluda-

mentum and
cuirass.

[de Salis gift]

(•DmFO CAPe)

M .75 (TiFO CAP€)

X.above, cross.

[PI. XX. 13.]

[de Salis gift]

(Rectangular flan)

[de Salis gift]

.E .6

CI (5 numniia)

^ •00
1

Inscr. Bust of Pliocas

r., beardless ; wears
diadem and dra-

pery.

. . . OCA SPPAV

O CAPAV

60 175-3 .E 1-15

61 136-5 M M

u

[de Salis gift]

\f1. XX. 14.]

[Purchased, 1904]

II. THESSiyLONICA

xxxx
DITIFOCA PeKP
AVC Bust of Phocas
facing, bearded;
wears crown (with
globus cr.) and con-
sulai- robes; in r.,

mappa; inl., cross.

XXXX
above, ANNO
in ex., TeS

On II

II

[Pl. XX. 15, rev.]

(Restruck on M coin of Maurice Tiberius,

Antioch mint : on rev., remains of inscr.

TDNITlAUri CNPAUr)

[Pl. XX. 16.]
I

On r., ^



PHOCAS—THESSALONICA- -XX 169

No. Weight
Metal and

Size

62 74-5

63 68-

64

65

78-4

88-5

66 69-3

JE .85

iE -95

JE -9

JE -85

JE -95

Obverse Reverse

XX
"OmFOCA eRPAVC

(sic) Pliocas, beard-

ed, and Leontia
standing to front,

wearing long robes

;

betweentheirlieads,

cross. The Em-
peror is crowned
and holds in r.,

globus cr. ; the Em-
press is nimbateand
holds in r., lonj?

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

/\*/\ above, cross;

in ex., T€S

[PI. XXI. 1.]

(Restrack on a K coin (of Maurice Ti-

berius?) of Thessalonica ; on rev., traces of

T€S, ANNO I)

[Purchased, 1904]

[Lynch, 1856]

(X)NFOCA [PERP
AVC ?])

(Restruck : on rev., traces of SPPAVI ; a

Thessalonica coin of Justinian I or Justinus

n?)

ONFOCAS PeRPA
V«C Bust of Phocas

facing, bearded;
wears crown (with
globus cr.) and con-

sular robes ; in r.,

mappa ; in 1., cross.

[PresentedbytlieHon.

J. L. Warren, 1860]

XX above, cross

;

in ex., T€S

[PI. XXI. 2.]

(Restruclv on another coin of Phocas,

probably of • Tiressalonica : on rev., traces of

FOCAS)
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No. Weight
^^f^^^""^

67

68

69

87.7

74-2

99.2

M
M
M

9

85

70 190- M 1-3

Obverse Reverse Date

K
DITlFOCAe P6R.PA
VC Bust of Phocas

facing', bearded;
wears crown (with
globus cr.), cuirass

andpaludamentum

;

in r., globus cr.

[Purcliased, 1901]

[de Salis gift]

(ONFOCAS P6R.PA
VC)

K onl., A
N
N
O

in ex., T£S

On r., 1

On r., I

Onr., II

[Nortliwick sale,

1860]

'

[PI. XXI. 3.]

in. nic():mi:dia

1=
602/3

1=
602/3
j__

603 4

M
TDimP OCA INPeK
AV- Pliocas, bearded,
and Leontia stand-
ing to front, wear-
ing long robes ; be-
tween their heads,
cross. The Emperor
is crownedandholds
in i\, globus cr.

;

the Empress is

nimbate and holds
in r., long cross.

[Presented by Mr.
Rohde Hawkins,
1848]

1 1 1 above,

on 1., A
N
N
O

cross

:

In ex., NIKOB; on
r., I

(Double-struck)
[PI. XXI. 5.]

1=
602/3

' A specimen of year 5 is published in Mem. arch. soc. St. Pet., iv (1850), p. 315

:

cp. Sab., No. 32, PL 27. 15.
^ A corresponding coin of Cyzicus has NP6R.AV (or NP6PAV); at Antiocb

we find N6P6AV (cp. blundered legend on XX coins of Thessalonica). de Saulcy

{Essai, p. 50) suggests that the exclamation Ne Pereat is intended, but adds: 'Voila
une interpretation qui rappelle quelque peu le P. Hardouin et pour la defense de
laquelle je ne suis vraiment pas dispose a rompre des lances.' Probably the legend*
are only blundered. ., Such blunders would not be surprising at Antioch, though some-
vhat strange at Cyzicus.



PHOCAS—NICOMEDIA—XXXX 171

No. Weight

71

72

73

16L8

176-8

173-

74

75

193-

186-8

76 152-

Metal and
Size

J5 1-1

M 1-15

M 1-2

JE 1-15

^ 1-3

M 1-2

Obverse Reverse

xxxx
•DITIFOCA PeRAV S

Bust of Phocas
facing, bearded

;

wears crown (with
globus cr.) and con-
sular I'obes ; in r.,

mappa ; in 1., cross.

XXXX
above, ANNO

Onr..

in ex., NIKOA
(Restruck)

[Nortliwicksale,1860]

(Inscr. obscLire)

Onr., II

II

in ex., NIKOB
[PI. XXI. 4.]

On r., M
in ex., NIKOA

(Restruclv, probably on Pd coin of Jus-

tinian I, of Nicomedia : on rev., traces of

profile bust r. ; on obv., traces of M)

[de Salis gift] On r., M
in ex., NIKOB

(Double-struck or restruck)

[Purcliased, 1904] On r., H (?)
in ex., NIKOB

(Restruck on Pi coin of Maurice Tiberius :

on rev., traces of legend, Tib, &c., and remains

of bust and plume of helmet)

[Purchased, 1904] On r., M (?)
in ex., NIKOB

Restruclv on P'i coin of Maurice Tiberius

:

on ree., remains of legend, fDAVRI TlbCRPP;
on obv., A

N
N
O

Date

4=
605/6

4=
605/6

5=
606/7

—
606/7

5?

5?
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No. Weight

79

80

64-7

87-2

794

91-3

81

82

Metal and
Size

191.

143-2

JE -75

JE -8

M -85

M -9

M 1-2

M 1-25

Obverse Reverse

XX
Inscr. Bust of Pliocas /\/\ above, cross,

facing, holding-
i

mappa and cross (as *

No. 71). i

DITIFOCA !onr., Ill

[Purchased, 1904]

•DITIFOCA P€PA...
(hebnet with triple

device instead of

cross).

"DFOCA P€P C
[de Salis gift]

DITIFO
[de Sails o-ift]

in ex., NIKOB

Onr., II

I

in ex., NIKOA
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., ^
in ex., NIKOB^

[Pl. XXI. 6.]

On r., ^
II

in ex., NIKOB

lY. CYZICUS

M
Inscr. Phocas, beard-

ed, and Leontia
standing- to front,

wearing- long robes

;

between tlieir

heads, cross. The
Emperor is crowned
ancl holds in r.,

globus cr. ; the
Empress is nimbate
and holds in r., long-

cross.

"DNFOCAV NP€K-
AV

[de Salis gift]

.N FOGA [8?]. NPe
PAY

111 above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

Onr., I; inex.,KYZA
[PI. XXI. 7.]

Onr., I ; in ex., KYZA
[Presented bv Mr.
RW.Hasluck,1905]

1 Tear Ml (6) in Thomsen Cat, No. 422.

' On the legend see note on M coins of Nicomedia, supra.



PHOCAS—CYZICUS-XXXX 173

Weight

208-5

180.8

iinerced)

85 195-

174.

156-2

162-

156-6

180-6

140-6

17G.7

Metal and
Size

M 1.2

M 1.35

^ 1.3

M 1-2

M 1-15

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-15

M 1-15

M 1-25

Obverse Reverse

"DN 6PPAV Oiir.,l;iiiex.,KYZA
[de Salis gift]

DNFOCA
[de Salis gift]

On r, [I ?]

in ex., KYZB
(Restrack ?)

xxxx
Inscr. Bust of Pliocas

facing, bearded

;

wears crown (with
globus cr.) and con-
sular robes ; in r.,

mappa; in 1., cross
;

in field 1., small
cross.

ONFOCA [S:'']PeK
PAV (no cross in

field),

[de Salis gift]

(luscr. obscure)

[Blacas, 1867]

XXXX
above, ANNO

Onr., Ill

in ex., KYZA
[PI. XXI. 8.]

Onr., Ill

in ex., KYZB

DNFOCAS
I
Onr., II; in ex., KYZA

[Presented by Mr. II

Henry Doubledav,
1854]

(Restruck)

DNFOCAS PeRPA

DUFOCAS PERPA
VC

[de Salis gift]

Onr.,|l;inex.,KYZB
II

Onr., Mil

in ex., KYZB

On r.,^; in ex., KYZADNFOCAS P6R.PA
VC

[de Salis gift]

(Restruclc on coin of Maurice Tiberius : on
ohv., traces of legend.)

[DNFOC]AS PeR.PA
VC

[de Salis gift]

X)NFOCAS P6RPAV
[Purcliased, 1904]

Onr.,<i;inex.,KYZB

Onr.,'i;inex.,KYZ^

Date

1=
602/3

6027:3

3=
604/5

3=
604/5

4=
605/6

4==

605/6

4=
605/6

6=
607/8

6=
607/8

6=
607/8
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No.

93

94

95

96

WeigM

164-7

100-4

170-6

185-7

97 98-7

98

99

88-

90-2

Metal and
Size

JE 1-15

M -9

M 1-05

M 1-3

M -9

M -95

M .95

Obverse Reverse

"DNFOCAS P€R.PAV
[F.Parkes Weber gift,

1906]

DNFOCAS
[M. J. Borrell, 185-2]

•DNFOCAS PeR.PA
VC

[de Salis g^ift]

Inscr. obscure

Oiir.,«l;inex.,KYZB

Oiir.,'i;inex.,KYZB
[PI. XXI. 9.]

Onr.,^l;inex.,KYZB

(Date and exergual
letters not visible)

(Restruck on M coin of Maurice Tiberius,

Cyzicus mint, year XX : on ohv.^ traces of

"DNm Tib €R.P PAV and bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing as consul holding eagle-headed
sceptre; on rev.^ traces of M ANNO XX
KYZ : on each side the types of Phocas are

less distinct than the original types of
Maurice Tiberius.)

XX
DN.. CA. 6PPAVC

Phocas and Leontia
standing facing (as

onNo. 81); between
their heads, cross.

[de Salis gift]

Inscr. Bust of Focas
facing, bearded;
wears crown (with
globus C1-.) and
consular robes ; in

r., mappa ; in 1.,

cross.

ONFOC APeRPA
[Purchased, 1904]

•DnriFOCA peRPA
VC

[de Salis gift]

XX above, cross.

In ex., KYZ^
[Pl. XXI. 10.]

XX

Above, cross ; onr., II

in ex., KYZA

Above, cross ; on r. , 1

1

in ex., KYZB
[PI. XXI. 11.]



PlIOCAS—ANTIOCII—

M

175

Weight

81-6

67-

172.

160-5

165.9

166-5

147-3

151-7

151.4

162-8

146-2

Metal and
Size

M .95

JE -9

M 1-15

JE 1-05

^ 1-05

M 1-05

M 1-05

JE 1-05

M 1-05

M 1-05

M 1-1

Obverse

"DNFOCAS PeRPAV
[de Salis gift]

•DNFOCAS PERPA
VC
[Purchased, 1904]

Eeverse

Above, star; in ex.,

KYZ^

Above, star; in ex.,

KYZB

Date

V. ANTIOCH

M
•DNFOCA NeP€AV'
Phocas, bearded,
and Leontia stand-
ing'tofront,\vearing'

long robes ; between
their heads, cross.

The Emperor wears
crown (witli cross)

and holds in r.,

globus cr. ; the
Empress wears
crown (with cross)

and holds in r., long-

cross. Pellet in
centre of coin.

1 1 1 above, cross
;

onl., A
N
N
o

in ex., THCMP''

(Empress has nimbus
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Weight
Metal and

Size

155-3

139-3

72-

84-6

74-6

37-4

Obverse

JE 1-

JE 1-05

JE -9

73-5 JE -85

M -85

JE -85

JE -65

"DNFOCA NePCAV
Bust of Focas,
bearded, facing

;

wears crown with.

cross and consular

robes ; in r. , mappa

;

in 1., eagle-headed

sceptre.

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

m above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
o

in ex., THeUP''

On r., ^
III

On r., U
III

[Pl. XXII. 3.]

XX
•DNFOCA N€PeAV
Phocas, bearded,
and Leontia stand-
ing to front, as on
No. 102. Between
their heads, cross.

(FOC A)
[de Salis gift]

(FO CA)
[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

/\*/\ above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

beneath, E

Onr., I

On r., II

[PI. XXII. 4.]

Onr., Ill

Onr., IP
II

X
DNFOCA NePGAV

Phocas and Leontia
standing to front,

as on No. 102. Be-
tween their heads,

cross.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXII. 5.]

/\ above, cross

;

on 1., A
N
N
O

beneath, E

(R for E) ; on r., I

1 With year qi (6) in Mem. soc. arch. St. Pet., iv (1850), p. 316, No. 56.



PHOCAS—ALEXANDKIA 177

No.



178 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



PHOCAS—CARTHAGE—

X

179

No.

136

137

138

139

Weight
Metal and

Size

112-5

101.

80-5

100-

140

141

142

60-

60.

40.3

JE .85

M .8

JE -75

JE .75

JE -65

JE .7

JE .6

Obverse Reverse

XX'
DNFOCAS PeR.PA
VC Bust of Phocas,
bearded, facing

;

wears crown (with
globus cr.) and con-

sular robes ; in r.,

mappa ; in 1., cross.

[PI. XXII. 11.]

DNFOCA P€R.PAV
NS (sic). Bust of
Phocas, bearded,
facing; wearscrown
(with globus cr.)

and consular robes

;

in r. , mappa.

[Purchased, 1904]

(DNFOCAC PeKPA
VNS)
[D. Campkin, 1853]

(Ends AVS) (triple

device instead of

cross on helmet).

/\*/\ above, cross;
in ex., KRTC

On 1., star ; on r., €'

• *|* •

C * A
•XX*

[PI. XXII. 12.]

[Purchased, 1904]

X
DNFOCAS PERPAV
Bust of Phocas,
bearded, facing;
wears crown (with
globus cr.) and
robes.

[Purchased, 1904]

[E. Aschkenasi of
Tunis, 1854]

(Inscr. obscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

nXm above, cross;

beneath, star.

[PI. XXII. 13.]

(Star ?)

(NO

Date

• There is also the denomination XXXX, according to de Saulcy, Essai, p. 48

;

Sab., No. 18.
' € is probably a mint-mark (5th officina ?) ; at any rate, as de Saulcy (p. 48) has

pointed out, it is not likely to be a date for it occurs also on the Carthage coirs of
HeracHus.
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No.

143

144

145

Weight

43-5

44.

27-5

146

147

Metal and
Size

JE -7

M .65

M .55

30.

32.

JE, .55

M .55

Obverse

DNFOCA PeKP[A
VS?] BustofPhocas,
bearded, facing;
wears crown (with
globus cr.) and
robes.

(Inscr. partly off flan)

[de Sails gift]

[DNFOCAS P€R.
PA?] BustofPhocas,
bearded, facing,
wearing crown and
robes.

Reverse

FO ICA
• X •

(A)

N6M above, cross

;

beneath, cross.

YIII. CATINA

According to de Saulcy (Rev. num., iv,

p. 250) there is a bronze coin with pY-p and

two stars (like Maurice Tiberius, supra) : op.

Sabat., No. 39 ; also No. 40, of which there is

a iovgevY,NuviismatischeZeitsc7irift (Vienna),
vol. 27, p. 124. Also a coin of ANNO III

according to Rev. num., 1. c.

IX. ROME

x=

DNFOCA penPAV
Bust of Phocas,
bearded, facing,
wearing crown
(with cross) and
robes ; in r., cross.

(...OC ASPPAV)

148 29.1 JE .5 (DNFOCA SPPAVC) [Purchased, 1904]

X border of dots.

[PI. XXII. 14.]

^ Another specimen, Thomsen Cat., No. 431 ; cp. Sab., No. 42.
^ For the XX denomination (with ROM), see Thomsen Cat, No. 434.



PHOGAS—RAVENNA—GOLD 181

No. Wei slit

149

150

151

152

153

68-

69-1

66-8

67.6

66-5

154 34-

155 22.5

Metal and
Size

A^ -85

N .85

N .8

N -8

M .85

N .65

N .65

Obvei'se ' Reverse

DNFOCAS PER.PA
VC Bust of Phocas

facing', withpointed
beard ; wears crown
(with globus cr.)

paludamentum and
cuirass ; in r.

,
globus

cr.

[de Salis gift]

(DNFOCA SPPAVC)

rCracherode gift,

1799]

(At end ofinscr. , cross)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(DNFOCAe P€R.PA
vC) (no globus on

helmet).

X. RAVENNA
Solidus

VICTORI AAVCC
Victory in cliiton

and peplos standing
facing ; in r., long-

cross ending in T
;

in 1.
,
giobus cr. ; in

ex., CONOB

At end of inscr., V

[PI. XXII. Id.]

At end of inscr., T
(=0

At end of inscr., A
(A for A)

(VICTOR I &c. ; A
for A) ; at end of

inscr., H

At end of inscr., ^
[Purchased, 1904]

Semissis

DNFOCAe PCRPA
VC Bust of Pliocas r.

,

bearded, wearing
diadeni(with cross),

paludamentum and
cuirass.

[de Salis gift]

VICTOR. I AAVCC
Victory advancing
to front, looking 1.

;

in r. , wreath ; in 1.

,

globus cr. ; in ex.,

CONOB
At end of inscr., S"

[PI. XXII. 16.]

Tremissis

DNFOCAS P€RPA
VC Bust of Phocas r.

,

bearded, wearing
diadem(with cross),

paludamentum and
cuirass.

(Beardless) (no cross).

VICTORIAAVCVS
TOR.VN Victory
advancing to front,

looldng- 1. ; in r.,

wreatli ; inl.
,
giobus

cr.;inex.,CONOB;
in field r., star.

[Pembroke sale, 1848,
lot 1461]
[Pl. XXII. 17.]
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#

No.



PHOCAS—NON-IMPERIAL COINS 183

COINS WITH THE NAME OF PHOCAS NOT ISSUED AT THE
IMPERIAL MINTS.

Lombardic imitations. Rude copies of the Ravenna semissis and

tremissis.

Merovingian imitations, see Prou, Cat. des monn. Merov., p. xxvii

;

De Belfort, Mojin. Meroving., 'Massilia.'



184

HERACLIUS AND FAMILY

A. D. 610-641.

HERACLIUS, crowned 5 Oct. 610; died 11 Feb. 641.'

HERACLIUS CONSTANTINUS, son of Heraclius (by his first wife Eudocia,

who died August, 612), born 3 ^lay, 612 ; crowned 22 Jan. 613 ;
died

24 May, 641.

HERACLONAS (Heraclius), son of Heraclius (by his second wife Martina),

born A. D. 615" ; crowned Augustus 4 July, 638.

MARTINA, second wife of Heraclius ; married a. d. 614.

Mints = I. Constantinople ; II. Thessalonica ; HI. Nicomedia ; IV. Cyzicas

;

V. Isaura ; VI. Cyprus ; VH. Antioch ; Vni. Alexandria ; IX. Carthage
;

X. Sicily ; XI. Rome ; XII. Ravenna.

No. Weight
I Metal and

Size
Obverse Reverse Date

65-7 PJ -85

I. COXSTAXTINOPLE

Solidus

610a. d.

DNheilACLI USPPA
VC Bust of Heraclius

facing,withpointed
beard ; wears crown
(with cross), palu-

damentum and
cuirass ; holds in r.

globus cr.

[de Salis gift]

VICTOKIA AV^y
Victory standing
facing, holding in r.

long cross witli T
;

and in 1., globus cr.

;

in ex., CONOB

At end of inscr., IH

'

[PI. XXIII. 1.]

' On the date, A. J. Butler, Aral Conquest of Egypt, p. 300.
^ So Bury, JHirf. Boot, i^m^., ii, p. 282 : according to Pernice [L'lmp. Eraclio,^.i^^]

in A.D. 626.
^ Cp. Sab., No. 1. The usual rev. of Heraclius is the cross on steps. This rev. is

the same as that of the solidi of Phocas, while the ohv. head is scarcely to be distinguished

from the head of Phocas, except by the inscription. It is hardly rash to conjecture that

the dies for this solidus were engraved before Heraclius became Emperor. The die-

engraver, who had had no ' sitting ' and received no directions from the future Emperor,
pi-epared the designs as best he could, on the model of the current solidi of Phocas.
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Weight Metal and
Size

694

67-6

69-

68-1

67-7

67-7

61.

62.

M .8

N -8

N .8

N .8

N .8

N -8

Obverse Reverse Date

Circ. A. D. (ilO— c-/;r. a. d. 613 '

M .75

N .8

dNheHACLI MSPPA
VC Bust of Heraclius

facing, with short

beard; wears crested
helmet (withg-lobus

cr. ) and paluda-
m e n t um a n d
cuirass ; holds in r.,

o-lobus cr.

(ON &c.)
[Purchased, 1904]

(dNh€R.AC LIUSPP
AC)

(dNN(67t)h€KAC LI

P€RAV)
[Royal Collection]

VICTORIA AV^U
Cross potent on
three steps ; in ex.,

CONOB

^Vt end of inscr. , A

At end of inscr., €
[PI. XXIII. 2.]

At end of inscr., €

(two steps).

(A for A)

(E for €) (A for A) At end of inscr., €
[Royal Collection]

[Craclierode gift,

1799]

(Crest of helmet
smaller than on
No. 6)
[de Salis gift]

[Blacas, 1867]

[Lord Elgin]

At end of inscr., €

[PI. XXIII. 3.]

At end of inscr. , €

At end of inscr., €
;

in field, r., ^

At end of inscr. , €
;

in field r., (vl

' Hei*e, and in other cases, undated coins are approximately dated by comparison
with the dated bronze coins.

Bb



186 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

684

64-6

67-7

69.

57-6

68-

63-7

68-

Metal and
Size

N -8

N -85

N .85

N .85

N .8

A^ .85

N .8

M .8

Obverse Reverse

Circ. A. D. 613/14

—

circ. a. d. 630 or later '^

ddNNh'€RACLmS6
rnenACONsrpp
AV Bust of Heraclius

(on I.) with short
heard, and smaller
bust of youthful
Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.) facing

;

each wears crown
with globus cr.,

paludamentum and
cuirass; above,
cross.'

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(Circular ornaments
on crowns)

[Presented by Lord
Stratford de Red-
cHffe, 1856]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

("D for d ; A for AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

(Without AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(Er; AVC) (Bust of

Heraclius small)/

VICTORIA AV^q
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-

neath, CO NOB

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr., A
[Royal Collection]

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr., B

At end of inscr., B
(beneath, BOXX^
insteadofCONOB).

[PI. XXIII. 4.]

At end of inscr., T
;

on 1., pellet.

At end of inscr. , A

At end of inscr. , A
[Royal Collection]

[pi. XXIII. 5.]

* This coinage probably began about the time of the coronation of the infant
Heraclius Constantine.

" Sometimes with n form.
' The obv. type and legend are almost exactly identical with those on a seal of

Heraclius (rev. the Virgin standing between two crosses) described by Schlumberger,
Melanges d'arch, hyz., i, p. 261. Many solidi of this type were found on the site of the
Asklepieion at Athens; see Svoronos in Journ. int. d'anh. num., 1904, p. 151 f.

* Cp. OBXX on solidi of Tiberius II Constantine and Phocas : note, p. 164, stipra
(Phocas). Cp. No. 25, infra.

° The solidi with the small bust of Heraclius are exceptionally neat on the obv.

On these pieces the side hair of the Emperor is arranged to curve inwards, and not
to point outwards as on most other specimens.
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Weight

67.7

68-6

67-6

67.7

(pierced)

68-6

62.7

68-3

57.3

65.4

67.3

66.3

69.2

(pierced)

Metal and
Size

67.4

N .85

N -85

N .8

N .85

N .8

N .9

N .8

N .8

N .85

N To

N .8

N .85

Obverse

M .75

[Col. (le Bosset]

Pellet on r. of Hera-
clius.

(A for AV)

(Cup-shaped)

(AVC)
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(AC for AV)
(Double-struck

;

thin fabric)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(A for AV)
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(Bust of Heraclius

small)

[de Salis gift]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(qqnnh€HAC&c.)
(A/ for AV)

(y for M) above, on
edge, CONOB and
H in intaglio, apj)a-

rently produced by
the impression of

the rev. of another
solidus accidentally

left between the
dies.

Reverse

At end of inscr. , €

At end of inscr., €
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., €
[Lieut. -Col. Ross,

1846]

At end of inscr. , €
[BankofEngland gift,

1877]
[PI. XXIII. 6 obv.]

At end of inscr. , €

;

on r., I

At end of inscr., CO
(0 = e?)'
[de Salis gift]

At end of inscr., S

At end of inscr., S

(beneath, BoXX
insteadofCONOB)-^

At end of inscr., S

;

in field r. and 1.,

star ; double-struck.

At end of inscr., Z

At end of inscr. , H
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., H
(Double-struck)
[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr., H
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

' With N or H in field, Ponton D'Amecourt Cat., No. 903; for 10 (officina I)

see infra, No. 37.
' See note on No. 14, supra.
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No.

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Weight

69-3

68.

67-6

68-9

69.

67-3

69.

68.4

39

40

68.

67.

Metal and
Size

N .75

N -8

N -8

N .75

U -8

N .8

U -8

N .8

N -8

N .75

Obverse

(A for AV)
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[J. M. Hilpern, 1878]

[Bankof Eu g-lancl a-ift,
^

1877] " ^ '

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(2 for R ; P for H
;

head of Heraclius
small)

(Bust of Heraclius
Constantine large)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Bust of Heraclius
Constantine large)

Reverse

At end of inscr. , H
(blundered ; B, ap-
parently, having-

been altered in the
die to H)

At end of inscr. , H
(blundered ; B al-

tered to H ?) ; in

field r., e

At end of inscr., H
;

in field r., T
At end of inscr., Q

;

in field r., G

At end of inscr. , I

At end of inscr., I

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXIII. 7.]

At end of inscr., 19
[PI. XXIII. 8.]

At end of inscr., 19
[Purchased, 1904]

Issued circ. a. d. 630 or later

ddNNh€RACLHJS€r
neRACONSTPPAV
Bust of Heraclius
(on ].) witli long
moustaclie and long
beard, and bust of

Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.) witli

whislvcrs, mous-
tache and short
beard ; each wears
crown with globus
cr., paludamentum
and cuirass ; above,
cross.

[Rev. Francis V. J.

AriindeU, 1839]

(A/)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

VICTOKIA AVCH
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-
neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A

'

At end of inscr., €

' Cp. Photiades Cat., No. 281, with B.
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No. Weight



190 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight Metal and
Size

61-8

684

G7.1

69-

68-8

68-5

67-8

{pierced}

69-

M -lb

N lb

M -8

Obverse

N -lb

N -lb

N -lb

N -8

M -lb

[Royal Collectioa]

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XXIII. 10.]

Heraclius (in centre),

Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.), and
Heraclonas (on 1.)

standing facing, the
last two fig-ures

being of equal
height. Eachwears
long robes and
crown with cross

(which sometimes
has a trefoil form)
and holds in r.,

globus cr. Hera-
clius alone is beard-
ed and has mous-
tache.

[Purchased, 1904]

(Tlie cross above
Heraclonas is de-

tached) '

[Purchased, 1904]

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Cross above Hera-
clonas detached)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

Reverse

At end of inscr., H
;

in field r., n

At end of inscr., H
;

in field r., n

At end of inscr., 9;

in field r., n

VICTORIA AV^H
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-

neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A

;

on 1., n ; on r., A

At end of inscr., A

;

on 1., n ; on r., I

[Pl. XXIII. 11.]

(At end of inscr., A
;

on 1., "R ; on r., b
(beneath, CONO
BA)

At end of inscr., B

;

on 1., n ; on r., €

At end of inscr., B;

on 1., "fl ; on r., P

^ This peculiarity is found on the solidi of various officinae that have I in the field of

the rev. ; cp. No. 54, &c. Cp. also No. 69 with in field of rev.

* In Rollin Collection (1904) a specimen vsrith + after CONOB ; cp. No. 57, infra.
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No,

55

56

57

Weieht

69.

67-5

69.

58
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Weight



HERACLIUS—CONSTANTINOPLE—SEMISSIS 193

No.



Wi IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLE—SILVER 195

No. Weight Metal and
Size

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

100-3

105-3

67-5

(worn)

104-

96-

99-9

86-

98-8

101-6

Obverse

M -95

^ -95

M -9

M 1-

M -9

M 1-05

M -9

Al -9

M -95

Reverse

Silver

Insued A. D. 615 and later

TD-DNNheRACLlUSe
rneR^ACONS Hera-

clius (on 1.) with
short beard, and
Heraclius Constan-
tine (a somewhat
shorter figure on r. ),

beardless, seated

facing- on double

throne; between
their heads, cross.

Each wears long
robes and crown
w ith cross,and holds

in r., globus cr.

[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 984]

(TDNheR-Acimaerh
6R.A)

(•DNh€R.ACIL &c.)

[Purchased, 1904]

(After CONS, PPA)

(-DN)
[de Salis gift]

(coNrs)

(ON)
[M. J. Borrell, 1852]

(coNsrp)

(coNsr)

DeusATMurAKom
AN IS Cross pattee

on globus resting

on three steps.

(Base of cross some-
times more or less

forked ; as in PI.

XXIII. 20.)

On r.J
On 1., n ; on r., I

[de Salis gift]

Oiil ., "n

;

on r., I

On 1., I

(EndsR.OTnnANIS);
onr., K

On r., K
[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 983]

On r., K
[PI. XXIII. 19.]

Onr., K
[de Salis gift]

On r., K
[Purchased, 1904]

' Nob. 96-107. The i/ofiio-^ia i^dypamxov apyvpodv = double miliaresion, first coined,

according to the Chronicon Alexandrinum (vol. i, p. 706, ed. Bonn), in a.d. 615.
^

See

further on this denomination, Mommsen, Monn. rom., iii, pp. 80, 84; Babelon, Traiti, i,

p. 573 ; Finlay, Hist., i, p. 449.
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No.

105

106

107

Weight

103-2

102.

100-6

Metal and
Size

M -85

M -95

M -85

108

109

100-6 M 1-

145-
, JE 1-1

Obverse Reverse

(DN)(CO forCONS) On r., K
[Purchased, 1904]

("DN) ^ On r., ^
(End of inscr. ob-

[

[de Salis gift],

scure)
I
[Pl. XXIII. 20, rev.]

(CONSr) [Purchased, 1904]

'

Date

Circ. A. D. 629/30 and later

HeracUus (in centre),
\
^Oe^SA^O\^ZAfLOm

Heraclius Constan-
I
ANIS Cross pattee

tine (on r.), and
j

on globus resting
Heraclonas (on I.)

;
on three steps,

standing facing, the
last two figures
being of equal

j

height. Eachwears
long robes and
crown with cross,

and holds in r.,

globus cr. Hera-
clius alone is beard-
ed and lias mous-
tache.

[Purchased, 1904] '

[Pl. XXIII. 21.]

M

DNh€R.ACLI PeRPA
VC Bust of Heraclius
with short beard
facing ; wears hel-

met with cross,
paludamentum and
cuirass ; inr.

,
globus

cr.

(Helmet has j^lume
instead of cross)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Heraclius only)

Monl. A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., CON

On r., I ; beneath, f 1=
610 11

1 Two coins of the same types as Nos. 96-107 are described, infra, under Eavenna,
to which mint I have assigned them on account of their spread fabric ; also because the
obv. heads resemble those on some of the solidi of Ravenna ; and because T and V occur
(as on the Ravenna coins) instead ofT and ^ found at Constantinople. Also the rev. has
a wreath-like border.

' Sabatier possessed six examples of this coin purchased at Tiflis (Mdm. soc. arch.
St. Pit., 1851, p. 308, No. 40). For another type (rev., cross on globus between two
palm-branches), see Sab., i, p. 285, No. 108, and Mim. soc. arch. St. PS., 1851,
p. 308, No. 41.
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No.

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

Weight

143-6

151.

226-

182-6

158-2

162-5

152-6

Metal and
Size

M 1-2

M 1-05

M 1-55

M 1-8

M 1-15

M 1-25

M 1-2

Obverse

[Pl. XXIV. 1.]

Reverse

On r., II ; beneath, f

On r., II ; beneath, A
(Restruck)

On r., II ; beneath, A
I

(X)NhR.AC UIVSPP
AV)
[Purchased, 1854]

(Restruck on a large l^ coin of Tiberius II

Constantino : on rev., traces of helmet and
CONSTANT)

On r., II ; beneath, f

I

(•DNhRA AV)
[de Salis gift]

(Restruck on 1m coin, probably of Tiberius

Constantine : on obv., traces of ANNO &c.)

(Inscr. partly obscure) On r., II; beneath, A

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruclc)

'

("DNh &c., partly
obscure)

On r., II ; beneath, €
I

[Purchased, 1904]

(HeracMus and Heraclius Constantine)

Inscr.^ Heraclius (on

1.), bearded, and
Heraclius Constan-
tine (shorter figure

on r.), beardless,
standing facing;
between their
heads, cross. Each
wears long robes,

crown with cross,

and holds in r.,

globus cr.

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, -1^

in ex., CON

ddNNHeR.
€RA

em

(Restruck)

On r., II ; beneath, A
I

Date

2=
611/12

2=
611/12

8=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

^ A specimen of year III is restruck on a coin of Pliocas, Eevue beige, 1855, p. 406.
* The inscription is often obscure or incomplete owing to the restriking of the

coins. I have generally only recorded the letters about which there can be no doubt.
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Weisrht

156-5

17-2.

172.-2

1648

192-6

168-

216-5

Metal and
Size

JE 1-2

JE 1-3

Obverse Reverse

ddNNheK....
..CONSTPPA

....
I
Onr., I [I]'; beneath, A

i

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck)

M 115

ddNNneRAC [h€R
I

On r., II ; beneath, B

AC] CONSTPPA I [I]

: [Purchased, 1904]

i

[Pl. XXIV. 2.]

(Restruck ; on obv., traces of inscr., AVC)

ddNNheKACLi ern
eR.

On r., II ; beneath, B

I

[de Salis gift]

(Restruckon IM coinofJustinlorJustinian:
uu rec, VST ; on obv., star.)

JE 1-15 ddNNh CONSTP
|
On r., II ; beneath, B

I

'

(Restruck on Irl coin of Heraclius ; on
reo., R.AC PER.PAV)

^ 1-2 ..NNh€KACLI[HS.?]
.rne

On r. , II; beneath, B

1

[M. da Villa, 1856]

(Restruck on M coin of Tiberius II

Constantine, Constantinople mint : on rev.,

ANTPPA and traces of bust ; ono6w.,ANNO
^1 CONB)

M 1-25 . . . . h€R.ACui . . er
h€R.ACONSTPPA
(Each holds long
sceptre surmounted
by cross, instead of

globus cr.)

(Restruck)

On r., II ; beneath, T
I

(cross instead of t^)

[de Salis gift]

JE 1-2 DDNNheRAC er
[Pl. XXIV. 3.]

On r., II ; beneath, ^
I

(mint obscure)

(Restruck on IM coin of Justin IE : on obv.

,

DNIVSTI and upper part of seated figure of

-Justin 11; on r/>v., ANNO, M &c.)

Date

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3='
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

^ The I has almost certainly become obliterated in restriking. The figure of

Heraclius Constantine does not seem to have been introduced on coins before year III.



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLE-M i9y

No.

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

Weight

1694

1914

172-5

165-7

186-5

{pierced)

160-3

160-4

Metal and
Size

JE 1-3

M 1-2

JE 1-25

M 1-2

JE 1-35

M 1-2

M 1-1

Obverse Reverse

DDNNh€9ACLIMS On r., II ; beneath, A
erne i

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck)

Mer ne On r., ll ; beneath, €
R.CONPAV I

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck on IM coin of Tiberius II

Constantine,Antioch mint : on rev. , D I TSNOC
and traces of helmet; on obv., AN No and
traces of THeiJP/)

ddNNh€R.A
r &c.

MSe
I

On r., II ; beneath, €
I

(Restruck on /\/\/\ coin of Tiberius II

Constantiue : on rev., PPAVC ; on obv., X &c.

and line of exergue.)

ddNNh€R.A
[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruciv)

On r., II ; beneath, T
II

. . NNheRAC €m€R.
i

On r., II ; beneath, T
'

II

i [Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on JXl coin of Maurice Tiberius,

consular type (cp. Cyzicus, year XX) : on
obv., mAVRICI Tlb+€KPP AV and traces

of bust and eagle-sceptre ; on rev., traces of

M, ANNO, X)

emKACONS
TPP

[de Salis gift]

On r., II ; beneath, f

II

(Restruclc)

erh€R.ACON
(Figure ofHeraclius

not visible).

On r., II ; beneath, f
II

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXIV. 4.]

(Restruck on Antiocli IM coin_of Maurice

Tiberius, year 10 : on rev. , GN PAMT, con-

sular robes and sceptre ; on obv., M, X &c.)

Date

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

4=
613/14

4=
613/14

4=
613/14

4=
613/14
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Weight

177-5

184.4

148-7

187-4

160-

168-

Metal and
Size

JE 1-15

JE 1-2

JE 1-15

JE 1-15

Obverse

JE 1-25

M 1-15

Reverse

On r., I[l]; beneath, f

[Purchased, 1904]

ddNNheRACL
(Figure ofHeraclius

Constantine not
visible).

(Restruck on Antioch Pi coin of Maurice
Tiberius, year 10: on rev., 'DNfnAMri

GNPAUT and traces of bust ; on obv.,

rH€(JP/, X &c.)

ddNNh€RAC erne
RACONSr

On r., II ; beneath, A
II

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck; on obv., traces of [FOCAS?]
pekp)

€m€KAC.... On r., II; beneath, e

II

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck on 1 1 1 coin of Phocas, Antioch
mint ; on obv., N6PeAV and standing figure

of Leontia (on 1.) ; on rev., TH6MP/ &c.)

CONST On r., M ; beneath, A
(above, cross in-

stead of 'P)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on Pi coin of Maurice Tiberius,

Antioch mint : on rev., "DRlTlAJr I &c., and
remains of bust in consular dress ; on obv.,

ANNO, rHeup&c.)

ddNNh€K h6R.AC On r., ^ ; beneath, A
[de Salis gift]

(Restruck on /S/\/\/\ coin of Phocas :

on obv., "DnnFOCA and remains of bust ; on
rev., X &c.)

ddNNHeRA €m€K
AGO

On r. , M ; beneath, f

(above, cross in-

stead of -1^)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on 1 1 1 coin of Phocas, Antioch,
year I : on rev., OCA IN6P6A, standing
figures of Phocas and Leontia; on obv.,

rH€l4P/, I)

Date

4=
613/14

4=
613/14

4=
613/14

5=
614/15

5=
614/15

5=
614/15



HBRACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLE3-M 201

No.

137

Weight

14L6

138 140-

139 180-4

Metal and
Size

M M

JE 1-1

M 1-2

140 156-2 JE 1-15

141 161-5

142 100-3

JE 1-2

JE 1-15

Obverse

ACONSPPA

Reverse

On r., M ; beneath, f

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on IM coin of Phocas, Antioch
mint: on reo., DNFOCA, standing figures of

Phocas and Leontia, and between them cross
;

onobv., ANNO, THe^P/)

ddNNn€R.A
I

On r., y ; beneath, A

(Restruck on M coin of Phocas, Antioch
mint: on rev., DNFOCA, traces of standing
figures of Phocas and Leontia ; on obv.,

ANNO, rneup/)

dd N Nh[€]RA CO
j

On r., M ; beneath, € ?

[de Salis gift]
|

(Restruck: on obo., PeRPAVC &c. ; on

, /\ ; DNIVS &c. Apparently restruck

/\ /\ /\ /\ coin of Phocas, which is itself

struck over a P*! coin of Justin 11.)

rev.

on

emeRACON
sr

[Purcliased, 1904]

On r. [date obscure
owing to restrik-

ing] ; beneath, B

(mint obscure).

(Restruclc : on obc, GNPAM and top of

helmet; also NFOCAS, helmet; on ?-ev.,

X X ; KYZ. Restruck on XXXX
coin of Phocas (Cyzicus mint), which is itself

struck over a M coin of Maurice Tiberius of

the Antioch mint.)

ddNNhCRA eriRA On r. [date obscure

CO owing to restrik-

[Purchased, 1904] ing] ; beneath, A
(Restruck : on obc, FOCAS PC, traces

of head; on rev., ANNO. Restruck on

/\/\/\/\ coin of Focas.)

(Inscr. not visible)

[Purchased, 1904]

On r. [date obscure
owing to restrik-

ing] ; beneath, B

(Restruck on IM coin of Phocas, Antioch,

year I : on obv., DNFOCA N6P6AV, Phocas
and Leontia standing; on rev., ANNO I,

THeyp)
D d

Date

5=
614/15

5=
614/15

5=
614/15



202 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

143

144

147-8

169-2

Metal and
Size

M 1-15

JE 1-15

145 179- M 1-25

Obverse

Inscr. obscure and
blundered (no cross

between figures

;

figures rudely re-

presented).

[PresentedbytheHon.
J. L. Warren, 1859]

Reverse

On r. [date obscure
OAving to restrik-

ing] ; beneath, L.

(above, cross),
[mint in ex., oblit-

erated].

(Restruck on JXl coin of Phocas, Antioch
mint : on rev.^ figures of Phocas and Leontia
and part of inscr. ; on ohv., TH€UP/ &c.)

. . . . h€R.ACLI ?

eRCON
ern On r. [dateobscureow-

ing to restriking]

;

beneath, B [mint in

ex., obliterated].

(Restruck on M coin of Maurice Tiberius,

Antioch mint : on
rev., THeUP/ &c.)

o6u., part of bust; on

(Heraclius, in cuirass, and Heraclius
Constantine)

M on 1., A
N

Heraclius (on 1.) and
Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.) stand-
ingfacing; between
their heads, cross

;

Heraclius has long
beard and mous-
tache, and wears
crown witli cross,

cuirass and paluda-
mentum ; in r.,long

sceptre with cross

;

1. hand at side

;

his son has close

beard (?), and wears
crown with cross

and long robes ; in
r.,globus cr. Infield

1., K; infield r.,Ki

N
O
+

above, C ^

;

in ex., CON

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on M coin : on ohv., ANNO)

On r., X ; beneath, A
X

' These letters are evidently added to identify the figures, i.e. Heraclius and
(Heraclius) Constantine.

" C probably for ( Heraclius) Constantine, as its place is afterwards taken (No. 164, &c.)

by n the monogram of Heraclius.



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLEE-M 203

No..,



204 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

155 1024

156

157

160-

134-7

Metal and
Size

JE -95

158 181-7 JE 1-3

159 100-7 JE 1-

160 76- JE 1-1

161 113-4 M -9

162 67-5 JE 1-

Obverse

[Purchased, 1849]

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, B

X
I

(Probably restruck)

-^ 1-1
,

(K not Tisible)

! [Purchased, 1904]

.E 1-1
. [Purchased, 1904]

On r., X ; beneath, f
X
I

(above, ?)

On r., X ; beneath, A
X
I

(Restruck ?)

[Purchased, 1904]
,

On r., X ; beneath, €

I

X
I

I

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904] i On r., X ; beneath, A
X

I

<

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904] On r., X ; beneath, A
X
II

I

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904] On r., X ; beneath, B
X
II

I

[Purchased, 1904] On r., X ; beneath, A
X

i
II

I

II

(Restruck on M coin of Constantinople,
apparently of Maurice Tiberius: on obv.,

mAV ? on rec, CON &c.)

Date

21=
630/1

21=
630/1

21=
630/1

21=
630/1

22=
631/2

23=
632/3

23=
632/3

24=
633/4



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLE—

M

205

Weiffht

79.2

72.

76-2

78-8

(cut)

94-2

Metal and
Size

M 1.

M .9

JE .95

M .95

JE 1.

M 1.

Obverse

Between them, ^
(no monograms 1.

and r.).

Reverse

(Above, X)
on r., X

X
II

II

beneath, B^
[PI. XXIV. 6.]

(No letters in field r.

and 1. ; K beneath
the cross).

On r. , X ; beneath, A
X

(above, n)
[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 1080]

(Kestruck ?)

Date

24=
633/4

25=
634/5

(Letters in field not
visible)

On r., X ; beneath, A
X
M

(above n
Pi[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck ?)

(Lettei's in field not
visible)

'

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X ; beneath, A
X
S

(above, n

On r., X ; beneath, €
X

(above, "n, obscure)

(Restruck on a coin of Justin I : on rev.,

DUIVS and diadem, &c.)

(Letters in field not
visible)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Letters in field not
visible)

[Lynch, 1856]

[PI. XXIV. 7.]

On r. , X ; beneath, €
X

(above, n)

(Restruck ?)

25=
634/5

26=
635/6

26=
635/6

26?=
635/6

' A similar coin is assigned by Sabatier (i, p. 284, No. 105, PI. XXXI. 5), but on no
sure grounds, to Heraclius and Martina. The monogram (the name of Heraclius ?)

is curious : cp. the T and T form on the early Arab imitations of Heraclius and
Constans II struck at Damascus and Bmesa (Brit. Mus. Cat. Or. Coins, Add. ix, PL I).



206 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.



HERACLIUS, ETC.-CONSTANTINOPLE—

M

207

No. Weight

i7(;

177

178

179

r27.

134.2

117.2

83.2

Metal and
Size

180 133.7

181

182

183

93-2

79-'

80.

m .9

M 1-1

.E 1.15

M 1-05

184

Obverse

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r. , X ; beneath, B

(CON obscure)

Onr.,X(.?);beneath,B

(Restruck, probably on another coin of the
same type : on rev. , figure standing facing.

)

M 1-

M -9

-E -95

M 1-

99.4 m .8

[Purchased, 1904]

(Martina has short
hair, like Heraclius
Constantine) ; in
field r., cross. (No
crosses above Hera-
clius) (cp. No. 194,

infra).

[Sotheby's, 20 Dec,
1852, lot 207*]

On r., [X] ; beneath, A

On r., X ; beneath, N
l|

(ANNO above; in

field 1., I i)
([C]ON)
[Purchased, 1904]
[Pl. XXIV. 9.]

On r., X ; beneath, L
II

I

Date

10=:

619/20

10?=
619/20

11=
620/1

12=
621/2

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904] On r. , X ; beneath, B
y (or ^ ?)

(ANNO above; on

1.J)

On r., X ; beneath, f

(ANNO above; on

On r., X : beneath, T

(ANNO above; on

1., R)

(Restruck ; apparently on /\/\ coin of

Phocas; on rev.., traces of bust and inscrip-

tion.)

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[de Salis gift]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[de Salis gift]

On r., X ; beneath, A

(ANNO above; on

13=
622/3

15?=
624/5

15=
624/5

16=
625/6

16=
625/6



208 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

185

186

Weiffht

97.7

724

Metal and
Size

JE 1-

M 1-

Obverse

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

187

188

189

190

191

97-5

96.

91.8

62.

112-8

JE .9

M .9;J

^ .9

JE .9

M .95

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[de Salis g'ift]

Reverse

On r., X : beneath, A

(ANNO above ; on

1., R)

On r., X ; beneath, B

, NNO
1., ii C)

(Restruck)

^?]l

(ANNO above ; on

192 64-5 ^ .95

193 77-8 JE .85

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[PI. XXIV. 10.]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[de Salis g-ift]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[Purchased, 1904]

(No crosses above
Heraclius)

[de Salis gift]

On r., X ; beneath, f

(ANNO above; on

1.J)

On r., X ; beneath, T

(ANNO above ; on

1.J)

On r., X ; beneath, A

(ANNO above; on I

1., fi)

On r., X ; beneath, A

(ANNO above; on

1.J)

On r., X ; beneath, A

II

(ANNO above; on

1. [R])

On r., X ; beneath, A

II

(ANNO above ; on

1., R)

On r., X : beneath, A

II

(ANNO above ; on

1.J)

Date

16=
625/6

17=
626/7

17=
626/7

17=
626/7

17=
626/7

17=
626/7

18=
627/8

18=
627/8

18=
627/8



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CONSTANTINOPLE- -M 209

No. Weight

194 92-

195 158-5

196 71-3

Metal and
Size

M -85

^ -75

JE .85

197 84. M 1-

Obverse

(No crosses above
Heraclius). (Mar-
tina has short hair

lilse Heraclius Con-
stantine.)

[Purchased, 1904]

[cle Salis gift]

Reverse

On r., X
Ml

III

beneath, A [CON?]
(ANNO above; on

1., f). Cp. No.

179, supra.

On r. [date obscured
tliroag'h restrik-
ing] ; beneath, P

(Restruck on coin of Maurice Tiberius ; on
o6r., traces of inscr. and consular robes.)

(No crosses above
Heraclius.)

[Purchased, 1904]

On r. [date obscured
tlirough restrik-
ing] ; beneath, B ?

(ANNO above ; on

1., ^)(C[ON])

(Restruclv on coin of Focas : on /re, FOCA
&c. ; onoit'., ANNO \\\

(Heraclius, Heraclius Constantlne, and
Heraclonas)

Tliree figures stand-
ing facing, namely,
Heraclius (in cen-
tre), Heraclius Con-
stantino (on r.),and

Heraclonas (on 1.).

Each wears crown
witli cross. Hera-
clius, bearded, is in

military dress, and
holds in r. long

I

cross, 1. hand at
i

side. The twoother
figures, beardless, '

wear long robes and !

hold in r. globus cr.
^

Monl.



210 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Nu.

198

199

200

201

Weight

82-8

79-

81-7

71-5

Metal and
Size

M -85

JE -9

202 ' 90.

203 74-8

M 1-

M -9

M -9

M 1-

Obverse

[de Sails gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r., X ; beneath, A
X
X

On r., X ; heneath, €
X
X

(mint obscure)

On r., X ; beneath, €

X
X

(CON©)'

On r., X ; beneath, €

X
X

(CON©)

A=

Heraclius (on 1.) in

military dress and
Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.) in long
robes, standing
facing ; above, cross.

Heraclius holds in

r. long sceptre with
cross; Heraclius
Constantine holds
in r. globus cr.

In field r., K (field I

obscure)
[de Salis gift]

A on 1., A

m ex.

N
N
O
CON

ANNO obscure
owing to restrik-

ing; onr., date (off

flan); beneath, B
[PI. XXIV. 12.]

(Restruck on M coin.)

(Field r. and 1. ob- I On r., date (X &c.)

;

scure) beneath, A

;

[de Salis gift]
|

(in ex. ?)

(Restruck)

^ Cp. No. 169, supra, of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, year 30.
^ Specimens of this denomination (30 nummia) seem scarce, and are generally in an

unsatisfactory state owing to restriking. An example (Sabatier Coll.) in Sab., i, p. 278,

No. 69, is dated year XXII = a.d. 681/2.



HERACLIUS, ETC. -CONSTANTINOPLE—

K

211

No. Weight

204

205

83-7

79-5

206

207

105.

91-8

208 50-2

Metal and
Size

M -9

M -85

M .85

JE -9

M -8

Obverse Reverse

K
DNheRACLI PeRPA
VC Bust ofHeraclius,

with close beard,

facing'; wears hel-

met with plume
and armour ; in r.

,

globus cr.

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]
[Pl. XXV. 1.]

Heraclius (on 1.),

bearded, in military

dress,and Heraclius

Constantino (on r.),

bearded ? in long
robes, standing
facing ; above, cross.

Heraclius holds in

r. long sceptre with
cross ; Heraclius
Constantine holds

in r. globus cr.

[Purchased, 1904]
[Pl. XXV. 2.]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

On r., II ; beneath, A

On r.. Ill ; beneath, B

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

Onr., XX; beneath, A

(Restruck .?)

I

On r. ,XX ; beneath, A

(Restruck on Constantinople M coin of

Heraclius,Heraclius Constantine, and Martina,
similar to No. 179, supra : on rev., traces of

the three standing figures ; on obv., ANNO,

monogram of Heraclius, M and C[ON].)

[Purchased, 1904]
|

On r., XX ; beneath, f

(Restruck on Constantinople Im coin of

Heraclius,Heraclius Constantine,and Martina,
similar to No. 191, supra ; on rev., ANNO

;

X^l[l] and [CO]N)

Date

2=
611/12

3=
612/13

20=
629/30

20=
629/30

20=
629/30



212 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

764

96-8

(pierced)

946

65-

159-6

1514

176-8

Metal and
Size

JE -85

M -85

M -9

M 1.05

.E 1-15

M 1-2

^ 1-2

Obverse

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r., XX ; beneath, f

(Restruck)

[de Salis gift] On r., XX
beneath, [f ?]

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904] On r., XX; beneath, ?

[Purchased, 1904] On r., X[X ?] ;

beneath, A ?

(Restruck on a Constantinople M coin of

Heraclius, similar to No. 194 : on rev., re-

mains of figure of Heraclius Constantine on
r. ; on obv., date X and CON visible.)

X

n. THESSALONICA

M
dNh€RAC LIHSPPA
VC Heraclius (on 1.),

with close beard,

and Heraclius Con-
stantine (on r.), a
shorter figure,
beardless, standing
facing. Each wears
crown with cross

and long robes, and
holds in r. globus
cr. ; above, cross.

[Purchased, 1853]

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., Q6C

On r., H ; beneath, B

[de Salis gift]
j

On r., H ; beneath, B

(Restruck on \/\/\/\ coin of Phocas,
of Cyzicus, year 6 : on rev., P£RP and re-

mains of bust : on obv., X ; ^ ; YZA ; NNO)

[Purchased, 1904]
]
On r., H ; beneath, B

(Restruck on /V/nXX coin of Phocas,
of Thessalonica: onrei-., PTlFOCA PERPAVC;
on obv., T6S)

Date

20=
629/30

20=
629/30

20=
629/30

20.?=

629/30

5=
614/15

5=
614/15

5 =
614/15



HERACLIUS, ETC.-THESSALONICA- -M

No.

216

217

218

219

220

221

Weight

166-5

97-2

154-6

Metal and
Size

97-2

136-5

102-

M 1-2

M 1-

M 1-2

M 1-

M 1.

M -95

Obverse

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r.,[g?]; beneath,

B

(This specimen has been washed with

silver. It is struck on a ?\/\/\/\ coin

of Phocas, of Cyzicus : on rev., €R^P and re-

mains of bust ; on obv., XX ; KYZB)

(dNNheRAC ...

[de Salis g-ift]

On r., till; beneath, B

On r., U\; beneath, B

II

[PI. XXV. 3.]

(Restruck ?)

Tliree figures stand-
ing facing, namely
He radius (in
centre), Heraclius

Constantine (on r.),

and Martina(on,l.).'

Each M'ears crown
with cross and long
robes, and holds in

r. globus cr. Above
Heraclius, who has
close beard, two
crosses.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXV. 4.]

M on 1.. A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., GCC

On r., X ; beneath, B

II

II

On r. , X ; beneath, B ?

(Restruck.?)

[Purchased, 1904] Onr., fX] : beneath, B
^1

II

21^!

Date

5?

616/17

617/18

14.:.

623/4

16=
625/6

19=
628/9

^ This figure on 1. might jiossibly be Heraclonas, as it is not distinguishable from
the figure of Heraclius Constantine on r. I have called it Martina because at the
Constantinople mint, about the same period, we have an undoubted figure of Martina
forming one of a similar group of three. At Nieomedia (infra) we find an undoubted
Martina (No. 248), though on other specimens the figure resembles Heraclius Con-
stantine.



214 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weiffht

846

79-6

82-9

79-2

74-6

49-8

Metal and
Size

M -85

M -75

JE -85

M -9

M -8

M .75

Obverse Reverse

K

DNheUAC LISPPAV
Bust of Heraclius,

with close beard,

facing; wears
armour and helmet
with plume and
globus cr. In r.,

globus cr.

[PI. XXV. 5.]

dNheRAC (LIMS?)
PPAVC Heraclius,

bearded (on 1.), and
Heraclius Constan-
tino ' (on r.) stand-

ing facing. Each
wears crown with
crossandlongrobes,
and holds in r.

globus cr. Above,
cross.

[de Salis gift]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., T€S

Onr., II

II

[Townley CoU.]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., G€S

On r., g

On r., g[Purchased, 1849]

Restruck on K coin of year

Justin II?): on obi:, K; A

(KAC for R.AC)
[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XXV. 6.]

(of

[Purchased, 1904]

[Gen. Haug, 1865]



HERACLIUS -NICOMEDIA-M 215

No.



216 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No. Weight

234 160-5

235 171.

236 1884

237 170-8

Metal and
Size

JE 1-2

^ 1-3

JE 1-35

JE 1-45

Obveise Reverse

(Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine)

Inscr. Heraclius (on M on 1., A
1.) and Heraclius N
Constantine (on r.), N
a shorter figure, O
standing facing. above, cross

;

Each wears long inex., NIKo
robes and crown
with cross, and
holds in r. globus
cr. ; above, cross.

d(N ?) rest obliter- On r., II ; beneath, A
ated. I

[Purchased, 1904] (NIKO)

(Restruck on M coin of Maurice Tiberius,

Antioch mint, year XII : on rev., the inscrip-

tion and lower part of bust visible ; on obv.,

X, TH . . P^ &c.)
II

T=l N N h rest obscure.

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., II ; beneath, A
I

(Restruck on M coin of Maurice Tiberius,
Constantinople : on obv., r. hand holding
eagle-sceptre ; on rev., .ON)

(Inscr. obscure)
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., II ; beneath, A

(Restruck onM coin of Justin H, Antioch,
year 7 : on rev., VNrM &c. blundered inscr.

;

traces of seated figures of Justin II and
Sophia; on obi:, NNO ^, rH6MP/)

[I]'

(Inscr. obliterated) On r., II ; beneath, B

[PI. XXV. 9.]

(Restruck on AAAX coin of Phocas :

on rev., DmFOCAS, traces of crown, &c.
;

on obv., . NNO)
II



HERACLIUS, ETC.—NICOMEDIA- -M 217

No.

238

Weight

175-5

239 167.

240 175-7

241 158-7

242 156-1

248 189-1

Metal and
Size

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-35

iE 1-25

J3 1-15

JE 1-2

Obverse

ddNNhCRAC &c.

[de Sails gift]

Reverse

On r., II ; beneath, B

I

(Restruck on Im coin of Tiberius Constan-
tine, Antloch mint, 'yeai- I

'
: on rev., inscr.

and part of bust; on oho., A I; TH &c.
in ex.) N

ddNN &c.

[de Salis gift]

On v., II ; beneath, B
I

(Restruck)

(Inscr. obscure)

[Purchased, 1904]

On r. , II; beneath, A
II

(Restruck, probably on /\/\/\/\
of Phocas : on rev., X)

coin

Date

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

4=
613/14

ddNNh€R.AC
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., II ; beneath, A
II

(Restruck on coin of Phocas?: on rev.,

traces oH obv. inscr. and crown.)

neHACON
I

On r., II ; beneath, B

II

(Restruck on /\/\/\?\ coin of Phocas,

Constantinople mint, vear 5 : on rev., P€KP
;

on obv.,^, [C]ONA)"

(Inscr. obscure) On r. , 'i ; beneath, B

Restruck on M coin of Justin II, year 1 1

:

on oh v., inscr. and remains of seated figures

of Justin II and Sophia; on rev., cross,

ANNO X
I

F £

4=z

613/14

4=
613/14

6=
615/16



218 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

244

245

246

247

248

249

Weight

118-5

(pierced)

91-8

168.2

105-5

71-3

86-

Metal and
Size

JE .95

JE 1-

JE 1-1

M 1-

JE -9

M 1-

Obverse Reverse

(Heraclius, Heraclius Constantine, and
Martina)

M on 1., A
N

Three figures standing
facing, namely,
Heraclius (in
centre), Heraclius
Constantine (on r.),

andMartina (on 1.
).

'

Each wears crown
with cross and long
robes, and holds in

r. globus cr.

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXV. 10.]

N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., NIKo

On r., ^ ; beneath, B

(NIKO)

On r., ^1 ; beneath, B

(NIKO)

On r., ^1 ; beneath, B

On r., X : beneatli, A

(ANNO above; on

1-J)

(Restruck ?)

(Martina's liair long)
[Presented by Mr.
Rohde Hawltins,
1848]

[Purchased, 1904]

On r. , X ; beneath, A
'i I (<i blundered)

(ANNO above; on

1., n, both obscure)

On r., X ; beneath, B

(ANNO above; on

Date

6=
615/16

7=
616/17

616/17

16=
625/G

17=
626/7

17=
626/7

^ Martina is represented like Heraclius Constantine except on No. 248 where she
has long hair: cp. the corresponding coins {supra) struck at Constantinople during this

period.
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No. Weight

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

Metal and
Size

169-6

181-2

258

259

181-2

189-4

Obverse Reverse

IV. CYZICUS

^ 1-2

M 1-3

167-4
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No.

260

261

262

263

264

265

Weight

154-9

187.4

162-2

146-2

150-7

179-

Metal and
Size

JE 1-3

JE 1-2

M 1-35

^ 1-05

M 1-15

M 1-15

Obverse

[Purchased, 1904]

Reverse

On r., Ill ; beneath, B

(Restruck, perhaps on /\/\/\/\ coin of
Phocas : on obv., X)

[de Sails gift] On r., II ; beneath, B
I

Date

(Restruclc)

[de Salis gift] On 1-., II ; beneath, A
M

(Restruck on coin of Phocas : on obv.,

"onnFOC)

(Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine)

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., KYZ

ddNNhCRACLIHS
ernRACONSTPP
AV Heraclius (on 1.),

with close beard,

and Heraclius Con-
stantine (on r.), a
shorter beardless

figure, standing
facing. Each wears
long robes and
crown with cross.'

Heraclius holds in

r. globus cr., his

son holds in r. long
sceptre with cross.

Above, cross.

[PI. XXVI. 1.] On r., I II ; beneath, A

(Restruck ?)

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., Ill ; beneath, A

On r., Ill ; beneath, B

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

4=
613/14

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

3=
612/13

' The cross in the case of Heraclius Constantine is detached from the crown.
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No.

266

267

268

Weight

108-3

183-2

156-

Metal and
Size

JE -9

M 1-15

M 1-1

Obverse Reverse

(Three fig-ures)

Three figures stand-
ing facing, namely,
Heraclius (in
centre), Heraclius
Constantine (on r.),

andMartina ' (on 1. ).

Each wears crown
with cross and long
robes, and holds in

r. globus cr.

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXVI. 2.J

IH above, cross and

ANNO; on 1., I;
beneath, KYZ

Date

On ,X;

II

beneath, A

V. ISAURA^'

M
D0Nh€R.ACL6hR.A
Busts of Heraclius,

bearded (on 1.), and
Heraclius Constan-
tine (on r.) facing.

Each wears crown
with cross and
armour(?). Be-
tween them, cross.

[Purchased, 1862] -^

[PI. XXVI. 3.]

M on L, A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., IS^vYR.

On r., 'll I ; beneath, A

(Restruck: on obv., traces of inscr. DNhR.?)

On r. [date obscured
by restrilving];
beneath, A

(Details obscure)
[Presented by the
Hon. J. L. Warren,
1859]

(Restruck : on >•«(.•., remains of M and
X

date nil)

18=
627/8

8=
617/18

^ Represented (with short hair) like HeracLius Constantine
;
possibly it is Heraclonas.

' The city of Isaura Palaia, now Zengibar Kalesi.
' There is a similar specimen in the French collection [Eev. num., 1853, p. 214).

The busts are very rudely represented.
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No. Weight

269

270

271

272

273

115-5

964

81-4

80-

56-3

Metal and
Size

JE .9

M 1-

JE -9

M -95

JE 1-05

Obverse Reverse

VI. CYPRUS'

M
Three figures stand-

ing' facing, namely,
Heraclius (in
centre), Heracuus
Constantine (on r.\

and Martina (on 1.).

Each wears crown
with cross^ and long
robes, and holds in

r. globus cr. Hera-
clius has close
beard. The hair of

Martina falls in two
long tresses.

[Presented by the
Hon. J. Leicester

Warren ; cp. Num.
C/(row.,1861,p. 44]

[Souratty, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXVI. 4.]

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, n

in ex., KVnP

On r., X ; beneath, f

CI

II

(Kvnp^)

On r., X ; beneath, f

Ul

II

On r., X ; beneath, f

Ul

II

On r. , X ; beneath, T

III

(Details somewhat
obscure)

[PI. XXVI. 5.]

On r., X ; beneath, P
H?

(other details ob-

scure)

[de Sails gift]

Restruck, clipped, and countermarked on

rev. JS (the countermark of Constans IT):

from the Cyjjrus find [Warren in N. C.,

1861, p. 54,' No. 12; PI. IL 2 = Sab., PI.

XXXV. 22 ; not correctly engraved]."

Date

17'=
626/7

18=
627/8

18=
627/8

18=
627/8

15?=
624/5

' The mint-place -w&s doubtless Constantia (the successor of Salamis), the chief city

of the island. In a.d. 647, under Constans II, Cyprus was ravaged by the Saracen

commander Muaviah, and Constantia vpas destroyed (Oberhummer, art. 'Constantia

in Pauly-Wissowa).
^ Martina's crown is distinguished by two hoops or arches.
' For a coin of year 15 (?) see No. 273, infra.
* Warren (loc. cit., p. 54) assigns this and the two following coins to the reign
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M

223

No.

273a

274

Weight

75-8

74-2

274a 192-2

Metal and
Size

M 1.

iE 1-

M 1-25

Obverse

(Details obscure)

Reverse

(Details obscure, but
KVnP visible)

[de Salis gift]

Restruck, clipped, and countermarked

[sis ?] : from the Cyprus find [Warren,
M. s., p. 54].

(Date, mint, and
monogram obscure)

[de Salis gift]

(Some details obscure)

Restruck, clipped, and countermarked on

rev. JS : from the Cvprus find [Wari'en, u. s.,

p. 54].

VII. ANTIOCH'

M
Inscr. Busts of Hera-

clius, bearded (on

1.), and Heraclius
Constantine (on r.)

facing. Heraclius
Avears crown with
globus cr. and
armour ? ; his son
wears crown with
cross and armour.?
Above, cross.

Monl.
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No.



HERACLIUS, ETC.—ALEXANDRIA—IB •225

No.



226 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

91.

76-9

80-3

87-6

69-7

65-

62-7

Ml-

144.

141-7

133.8

102.

Metal and
Size

JE -7

JE

JE

JE

65

65

7

65

JE -8

^ -75

M -75

^ .7

JE .75

Obverse

rddNNh...CLv/»?)
(Busts larger than on

No. 289)

ddNNh [hGRAC?]

(Traces of inscr. blun-
dered)

(h€R.AC ? blundered)

ddNNh &c.

...Nh? neRAC?

(No inscr.)

[de Sails gift]

Reverse Date

[Purchased, 1904]

[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 1080]

[de Salis gift]

(B) [Purchased, 1904]

(B; A for A)

(Three figures)

Three figures stand- IB Cross potent, be-
ing facing, namely,
Heraclius (in
centre

(on 1,

clius

(onr.).

long
crown

, Martina

, and Hera-
Constantine
Each wears
robes and
with cross

and holds globus cr.

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Figure on 1. short,

with cross detached
= Heraclius Con-
stantine or Hera-
clonas ?)

neath which f?l

in ex., AAE:

(Cross potent resting

on A ; monogram
omitted) -

[PI. XXVI. 16.]

' Possibly Heraclonas.
' A is probably (as Mr. R. S. Poole long ago suggested in N. C, xvi, p. 121) the basis

or steps of the cross misunderstood ; op. No. 288, supra. I am inclined to think that ffi

arose m the same way, the bar above being really the base or step of the cross. Poole
supposed that M, no less than IB, was a mark of value (op. cit., p. 120), but probably
Sabatier (cited by Poole, p. 121) is right in thinking that A and M have nothing to do
with the value of the coins.



HERACLIUS-ALEXANDRIA-

No. Weight
Metal and

Size

302

303

304

305

306

150-1

110-

106-6

108-5

82-

JE -i

JE -8

M -65

M -65

JE -7

Obvei'se Reverse

(Time of Heraclius ? or perhaps later than
Feb. A. D. 641)

Bust of Heraclius, 1 M D
facing ; wearscrown
with globus cr. and
armour ; holds in r.

globus cr. sur-
mounted by palm.

'

(R. hand obscure)

[de Salis gift]

(Barbarous style) ; on
r., star.

In field r. , star

[Purchased, 1904]

Instead of M, M ?
;

M
inex.,[A]Ae[2?]

(H for M)
in ex., 0[BV?]^
[PI. XXVI. 17.]

(M?)
in ex., [A]BA1 '

[PI. XXVI. 18.]

In ex., ABAZ

S^

5 (6 nummia)

Palm-tree with fruit.

[de Salis gift]

Date

' For the type, cp. Sab., ii, p. 19, No. 35, PI. 36, 22.
^ OBV? is probably a blundered rendering of ABA (see No. 305), O being put

for A as in the HAN and PION coins described, m/ra, pp. 228, 229. On a IB coin

published by Kubitschek (Num. Zeitschrift, vol. xxix, 1897, p. 193, MAC^ occurs,

equivalent, in Kubitschek's vievsr (p. 195), to Magd., and perhaps indicating the town
of Magdolon.

' Nos. 302-5. Sabatier (i, p. 44; ii, p. 19, No. 35) assigns a coin more or less

resembling Nos. 302 and 303 to the time of Constantine IV Pogonatus, but the thick

fabric points to an earlier period. Moreover, the IB denomination is characteristic

of Alexandria, and we cannot suppose that this mint would issue Imperial coins many
years after the conquest by Amru. It is just possible, however, that some of these

pieces which show signs of barbarism were issued for a short time immediately after

the Saracenic conquest (in the early part of the reign of Constans II). Sabatier (i, p. 44)

explained ABAZ or ABAZ as the equivalent of Auasis or Oasis, an Egyptian city.

This is highly improbable, and I regard it as (= ABA?) a blundered rendering of AA£Z.

The same explanation applies to OBV? [ = ABA?]. The rev. type IMD is probably

derived from the three-figure coins (Nos. 297-301, supra, with 1 (71 D, q.v.). On ABA.=.
see further Kubitschek in Num. Zeitschrift, xxix, 1897, p. 195.

* Nos. 306-8. Pinder and Friedlaender (MUnzen Justinians, p. 32) are doubtless right

in attributing these coins to Alexandria. They assign them to the reign of Justinian I,

of whom there are S coins of another type. But it seems to me that the thick fabric is

more suited to the time of Heraclius, of whom, also, we have S coins of another type.
(In the intervening reigns the S denomination does not seem to have been employed at
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Weight



HERACLIUS, ETC.—CARTHAGE—GOLD 229

Weiarht

42-8

25-

23-9

21-5

22-5

18-

69-2

674

Metal and
Size

JE -7

jE -6

JE -55

JE .5

JE .55

M -6

N .6

M .6

Obverse Eeverse

[de Sails gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Presented by ]\I.

Sabatier]

Busts small.

[de Sails gift]

Busts small.

[R Parkes Weber gift,
^

1906]

[de Sails gift]

[PI. XXVII. 6.]

(O for A)
In ex., nOH

In ex., nOH

(O for A)
In ex., nON

(O for A)
In ex., nON

(OJ O for A UU)
in ex., NOn

(O for A)
in ex., nOH

IX. CARTHAGE

Solidus

Circ. A. D. 610-613

D NEKA CAIOPPA
Bust of Heracllus,

beardless, facing

;

wears armour and
crown ornamented
with globus cr. ; In

r. holds globus cr.

[de Sails gift]

VICTORIAAVCCA
Cross potent on two
steps; in ex.,

C O N O B (thick
fabric).

[Pl. XXVII. 7.]

Circ. A. n. 613 aTid later

DN€R.ACLIOeT€R.A
CONSPPA Bust of

Heracllus, bearded
(on 1.), and smaller

bust of Heracllus
Constantlne (on r.)

facing. Each wears
cuirass and paluda-

mentum and crown
with cross. Above
heads, cross.

(DNeR.ACAI0eT6K
ACAIOCONSTPPA)

VICToRI AAVCC
Cross potent on two
steps; in ex.,

CONOB (thick
fabric).'

(VICToR.IAA.CCVC)
At end of inscr., A
[PI. XXVII. 8.]

Date

^ This thick fabric and small modiile are imitated in the very interesting early
Mohammedan gold coins struck in Africa with abbreviated Latin inscriptions, e.g.
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Weight
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No.



232 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

No.

340

Weigtt Metal and
Size

69-6

341 lO-

N .8

M. -5

Obverse Reverse

DN6RACLI0C0N
SVLIBA Busts of

Heraclius andHera-
clius Constantine
facing. (As No.
339.)

[Montag-u sale, 1896,

lot 1119]

VICTOKI AAVCCr
Cross potent on four

steps ; in ex., CO
NOB

(Flat fabric; oh v.

crudely engraved)

'

[PI. XXVII. 14.]

Silver

Circ. A. D. 610/11 ?

€R.]ACAIO CON
SV]AI Bust of Hera-
clius, beardless,
facing ; wears con-
sular robes ; cross

on bare head.

[de Salis gift]

TOR.A within circle

C
of dots ; whole in

wreath.
"

[PI. XXvn. 15.]

Date

Egypt. A few Roman coins and several coins of Alexandria were included in the same

purchase. A similar specimen in Montagu Cat., No. 1117.
^ Nos. 337-40. The coins of Heraclius with consular types have been discussed by

A. de Barthelemy in an interesting but not entirely satisfactory article in the Rev. num.,

1857, p. 247 f.; cp.iJ. N., 1860, p. 129. Barthelemy did not recognize the Carthaginian

origin of the gold coins, which, however, is hardly to be doubted in the case of our

Nos. 337 and 838. Nos. 339 and 340, on the ground of their types and inscriptions, may
be conveniently assigned to Carthage, though their flat fabric and crude style (on the

dbv.) differentiate them from Nos. 837 and 338. The style of the obv. of Nos. 839, 340

rather resembles that of the coins assigned in subsequent reigns to the mint of Rome.

lA, IB, ir in the legends of the gold coins are almost certainly the numerals 11, 12,

and 18, though BA on the dbv. of Nos. 389 and 340 is hard to explain. (On the rev.

of 339 we have IA= n.) If '11', '12', and '13' are regnal years they correspond

to A.D. 620/1, 621/2, 622/3. Possibly, however, they are only the numbers of officime,

as ' 10 ',
' 13 ', ' 14', and ' 15

' doubtless are on the gold described, p. 230 f. In spite of tie

appearance of two bearded busts on Nos. 339 and 340, I do not feel sure that these coins

are necessarily later than the coins 337 and 388, which show one of the busts beardless.

Nos. 339 and 340 are in fact highly conventional, and evidently done by an unskilful artist,

and on the rev. of one of these coins, i. e. 889, we find IA ( = 11), which might seem to

show that they were issued earlier than Nos. 337 and 888, which are inscribed IB (= 12).

Unless we accept 11, 12, and 13 as regnal dates (A.D. 620-3), it will probably

be best to suppose that the coins were issued circ. A.D. 629, when Heraclius Constantine

was instituted consul (Bury, ii, p. 247 n. ; cp. Barthelemy, 1. c, p. 256 f.). Barthelemy

regards our Nos. 839 and 340 as representing Heraclius and his son Heraclonas who
was consul in A. D. 640. I prefer the simpler view that the busts are those of Heraclius

and Heraclius Constantine.
= Cp. Sab., i, p. 264, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Barthelemy in Rev. num., 1857, p. 250, No. 3, and

p. 261. One specimen was procured from Tunis {Rev. beige, 1855, p. 407). The descrip-

tions of similar coins with a bearded head seem to be erroneous. The rev. legend is

arranged so as to form a cross, and Barthelemy has suggested that the upright limb of

the cross forms I, so that the legend is VICTORIA C[o»smZis?].
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No.

342

343

344

345

346

347

Weight

9-6

10-5

9-1

11.6

104

12-7

(worn)

Metal and
Size

M -5

M. -bb

M -45

M -5

M -5

M -bb

Obverse Reverse

6',
I, re. A. D. 613?

[6R.AC] Alls Busts,

beardless, of Hera-
clius and Heraclius
Constantine,facing'.

Each wears armour
and helmet with
triple ornamentand
globus. Above,
cross.

'

[Purchased, 1868]

A^V ST I Cross potent
on three steps. Bor-
der of dots.

[PI. XXVII. 16.]

Circ. A. D. 613 ?

DN€R.AC AIOPPAV
Bust of Heraclius,

beardless, facing

;

wears cuirass and
paludamentum and
crown with globus

cr.

[Purchased, 1849]

[Acquired, Jan. , 1853]

[L. Eraser, 1847]

(DN6RCAI0CCPP')

Bust of Heraclius
Constantine, beard-
less (on 1.), and
bust of Martina,

facing; above, sliort

cross. Heraclius
Constantine wears
armour and crown
with cross. Martina
lias drapery, long-

hair and crownwith
cross ; above, cross.

Border of dots.

[PI. XXVII. 17.]

[PI. XXVII. 18.]

[Acquired, Jan., 1853]

DN€R. . . . IVSPPA Busts of HeracUus
Bust of Heraclius

facing, as on No.
343.

[Blacas, 1867]
''

Constantine and
Martina facing, as

onNo. 343 ; between
them, long cross

;

in ex., ACTI (=
Aiigusti).

Date

^ de Sauloy (Essai, p. 81, PI. VIII. 10) and Sabatier (i, p. 239, Nos. 1 and 2)
attribute this type to the brief reign of Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas (after the
death of Heraclius), but it is perhaps best to suppose it to be a coin of Heraclius and
Heraclius Constantine. That Heraclius can be represented without a beard is shown by
the following coins and by other coins of the Carthage mint.

^ With the olv. cp. Sab., PI. XXIX. 16. The M coin attributed by Sabatier (ii, p. 42,
PI. 39. 6; Thomsen Cat., No. 634) to Theodosius III is, almost certainly, a misread
specimen of a coin like our No. 847.

Hh
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No. Weight

348

349

Metal and
Size

251-5

96-5

M h

M -85

Obverse Reverse

M
[Obv. eNTST ONIKA HeracUus standing,

facing, holding long cross and globus or.

Rev. 1*1 with cross above and at each side :

in ex., CRT^ JE, Size 1. See Sab.,

PI. XXVin. 26 ; de Saulcy, PI. VI. 5

;

p. 60, and cp. the K coins of Carthage
described infra.]

xxxx
DNeKACAlO C[ON
SVA I ?] Bust of

Heraclius (beard-

ed ?) facing ; on
bare head, cross

;

wears consular
robes and holds in

r. sceptre sur-
mounted by eagle.

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXVII. 19, obv.]

xx-xx
in ex., KKTC;

Above, ANNO (ob-

scure); on 1., star;

onr., [6?]^

K
Circ. A. D. 629 ?

^

eNTST ONIKA
Heraclius, beard-
less, standing
facing, holding in r.

long cross ; in 1.

,

globus cr. ; wears
long robes and
crown with cross.

[Aschkenasi, of Tunis,

1854]

K above, and on each
side, cross ; in ex.,

CKT5

Date

[PI. XXVII. 20.]

^ Poorly preserved ; cp. the specimen in Sab., i, p. 264, No. 3, PI. XXVIII. 3.

ANNO does not appear in Sabatier; possibly the word belongs to the flan of another

coin on which our specimen is restruck.
^ The legend and obv. type may suggest that these coins were struck in 629, when

the Holy Rood was recovered by Heraclius from the Persians.
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Weifflit

1294

99.3

69-3

61.

129.6

137-2

Metal and
Size

M .85

M -9

M -75

M 1-

M -65

82-8
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Weight

37.5

48-7

44.

47-8

17-8

59-

70.

46-6

Metal and
Size

JE .7

JE -6

M -6

M -5

M .5

JE .75

M .7

JE .65

Obverse Reverse

X
DN6RAC LIOPPAV
Bust of Heraclius,

beardless, facing-

;

wears paladamen-
tum and cuirass

and helmet with
cross.

[Purchased, 1904]

(AC for AV)

(inscr.partly obscure)

(DN€R[A] CLIOP
PA)

(IVIN) (Three
pellets instead of

cross on helmet).

N^l^ above, cross;

beneath, star.

[PI. XXVII. 23.]

[Purchased, 1904]

(ISo pellets)

[PI. XXVII. 24.]

(No pellets)

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXVII. 25.]

(Barbarous imitation ?)

eRACAlO CONSV
A I Bust of Heraclius,

beardless, facing-

;

on bare head, cross

;

wears consular
robes and holds
sceptre surmounted
by crescent.

[Aschkenasi, of Tunis,

1854]

[Blacas, 1867]

N^M above, cross;

beneath, star.

[PI. XXVII. 26.]



HERACLIUS- SICILY- -M 237

No.

369

370

Weisrlit
Metal and

Size

29-6 JE -5

257-2 JE 1-3

Obverse Reverse

V
Circ. A. D. 610/11

[CRACAIO ClON
SVAI Bust of Hera-

clius, beardless,
facing-; [cross on]
bare head; wears
consular robes.'

[de Salis gift]

V above, cross ; on
1., star; on r.,star

;

four pellets.

[PI. XXVII. 27.]

Date

X. SICILY (Syracuse.? and Catina")

M
Seeies I (issued before a. d. 630)

This series consists of M coins of Anasta-
sius I, Justin I, and Justinian I, counter-
marked (overstruck by dies) on obv. and
rev. by Heraclius as follows :

—

Bust of Heraclius,

bearded, facing,
wearing cuirass and
paludamentum and
crown with cross;

on r. , n ; the whole
forming an oval or

circular counter-
mark which is

usually stamped
behind, or on, the
head of the Em-
peror (Anastasius,

Justin, &c.).

(Head large)

[PL XXVIII. 1.]

SCL^ (=SiciF or
SeciV), within an
oval or circular
countermark usual-
ly stamped below
the M of the coin.

(On Anastasius)
[Purchased, 1904]

' Partly off flan; cp. the speoimen iuJiev. num., 1839, p. 251.
^ A. Sambon in an article on ' L'atelier monetaire de Syracuse

', publisbed in
Le Mus4e, 1906, pp. 267-73, says :— ' Torremuzza, De Salis, Sabatier [also Holm.] . . .

attnbuent a Catane des monnaies ayant les lettres CAT. II ne pouvait pas exister
d'atelier monetaire a Catane. San Quintino etait dans le vrai en attribuant ces monnaies
a Carthage, _et en les comparant a celles qui ont KAT, KRT, CT^. {Le monete de
Giustiniano, ii, p. 6).' I am unable to conjecture on what grounds M. Sambon asserts
that Catina cannot have been a mint. It is certain that the Emperor's head on the
I coins of Catina (Nos. 402 ff. infra) is identical with his head as it appears in the
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Weight
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Weiglit

150-2

1514

163-4

143-

136.

111-4

208-7

133-4

172-

151-6

Metal and
Size

M 1-15

M 1-25

M 1-25

JE 1-1

JE 1-1

M 1-05

JE 1-3

M 1-25

JE 1-35

JE 1-45

Obverse Reverse

Sbeies II (issued after a. d. 630)

This series consists of M coins of Heraclius
with ohv. Heraclius in military dress

and Heraclius Constantine standing
facing (like No. 146, PL XXIV. 5).

These are countermarked as follows :

—

Bust of Heraclius,

bearded, and bust
of Heraclius Con-
stantine, beardless,

facing; each is

draped and wears
crown with cross

;

above, cross. (Coun-
termark, impressed
upon the reverse

side of the coin,

usually on tlieupper

part of the M).

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople= a. n. 630/1)

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople)

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople)

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople)

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople)

(Year 21, Constanti-
nople)

([Year 21 ?] Constan-
tinople)

(Year 21, Constanti-

nople)

(Constantinople, re-

struck on a coin of

Nicomedia)

(Constantinople)

SCL^ (Counter-
marlc, impressed on
the lower part of

the obverse side of

the coin).

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXVIII. 6.]

[Rev. G. J. Cliester,

1870]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Blacas, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXVIII. 7.]
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Weight

161-

134-7

124-8

161-

Metal and
Size

135-3

se-

es.

97-4

JE 1-25

^ 1-25

M 1-2

JE 1-2

JE 1-2

M 1-

M -9

M -85

Obverse

(Constantinople)

(Constantinople, re-

struck on Pd coin

[of Justinian ?])

(Restruclv on Antiocli

coin of Pliocas)

Reverse

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck) [Presented by Mr.
Richard Hewitt,

1903]

Seeies m (issued after a. d. 630)

M coins of Heraclius, as in Series 11

(No. 384), but countermarked as follows :

—

Bust of Heraclius "RSC^ (Counter-

vvithmoustache and mark impressed
long beard,andbust upon the reverse

of Heraclius Con- side of the coin),

stantine with close

beard, facing. Each
draped and wearing
crown with cross.

Above, cross. (Coun-
termark impressed
upon the obverse of

the coin, upper
part.)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Coin clipped)

(Coin clipped)

(Coin clipped)

[PI. XXVIII. 9.]

(Year 21)
[PI. XXVIII. 8,rev.]

(Constantinople)

(Constantinople)
[Purchased, 1904]

(Constantinople)

[Purchased, 1904]
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Weight

60-7

58-2

63-7

544

48-2

35-4

53.6

Metal and
Size

56-

Obverse Reverse

JE .55

JE -55

M .55

M -5

M .55

JE .5

M .5

JE -bb

I

Inscr. Bust of Hera-
clius, bearded,
facing; wears crown
with, cross and palu-

damentum and
cuirass; r. hand
(not represented)

holds globus cr.

DH€R.AC LIPPAVS

DNH€R.A, IPPAVS

DNH€R.A. .IPPAVS

[DN]H€R.ACLI

lUIPPA ( =

CLIPPA)

Inscr. obscure.

LIPPAVC

Bust of Heraclius,
bearded (on 1.),

and shorter bust of

Heraclius Constan-
tine, beardless (on

r.), facing. Each
wears crown with
cross and paluda-

mentum and
cuirass. Above,
cross. Border of

dots.

[Purchased, 1904]

1 on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., CAT
(thick fabric)

Onr., ^IIP
[de Salis gift]

On r., X
[de Salis gift]

[Pl. XXVIII. 10.]

On r., X
[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X
1

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., XI
[Purchased, 1904]

Onr., XII

[Purchased, 1904]

On r., X (A for A)
III

1 onl., A
N
N
o

in ex., CAT
border.

Onr., X (A for first A)
nil

Date

9=
618/19

10=
619/20

10=
619/20

11=
620/1

11=
620/1

12=
621/2

13=
622/3

14=
623/4

^ According to Thomsen Cat., p. 29, No. 459, there is a specimen of year 5.

I i
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No. Weight

410 66-7 M -55

411

Metal and
Size

61-

412

413

414

415

416

M -6

56-8

59-9

43-9

38-

34.3

JE .65

M -75

M -65

JE -65

M .6

Obverse

[de Sails gift]

[Nortli\vicksale,1860]

Reverse

On r., X ' (A for A)

On r., X (A for A)
^111

[PI. XXVIII. 11.]

V
[Small JE with obv. Head of Heraclius, rev.

V between two stars : in ex. CAT.
See Rev. beige, 1855, p. 406 ; Sab., i,

p. 272, No. 39 (obv. ?) ; Coll. Windisch-
Griltz, Nos. 192, 193.]

XI. ROME

XX
DDNN€R.ACLIOR.
VN Bust of Hera-

clius (on 1.), beard-
less, and shorter
bust of Heraclius
Constantino (on r.),

beardless. Each
is draped and wears
crown. Above,
cross. Border of

dots."

(No cross ; between
heads, pellet)

[de Salis gift]

(No cross)

(DN for DDNN)

(DNfor DDNN)

(DN for DDNN)

XX above, ci'oss

;

in ex., ROM
Border of dots.

(Cross obscure)

[PI. XXIX. 1.]

[Purcliased, 1904]

' A specimen with X^ll (18) in an English private collection (1905).
^ Cp. de Saulcy, Bev. num., 1842, p. 409. The youthful, almost childlike, appearance

of these busts is probably due to the conventional treatment of an unskilful engraver.



HERACLIUS, ETC.—ROME--

K

No.

417

418

419

Weight

53-8

28-3

21-4

420

421

422

423

89-

66.6

48-4

994

Metal and
Size

M -65

JE -6

^ -6

JE -7

M

M .7

JE .8

Obverse

Inscr. (fragmentary).
Bust of Heraclius

(on 1.), with long
beard, and shorter

bust of Heraclius
Constantine (on r.)

(with close beard ?).

Each wears crown.
Border of dots.'

....O..N
[PI. XXIX. 2.]

N
[PI. XXIX. 3.]

Inscr. obscure.

Reverse

XX above, cross

;

in ex., ROm
Border of dots.

[de Sails gift]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

K

Inscr. Three busts

facing ; in centre,

Heraclius; on r.,

Heraclius Constan-
tine ; on 1. , Hera-
clonas, both shorter

than Heraclius.
Each bust draped
and wearing crown
with cross. Border
of dots.

DN.6R.ACL..

K on 1., A
N
N
O

in ex., ROM
Border of dots.^

, RACLAC

DN(N ?)eRACLl

Inscr. ?

Above, X ; on r., Ill

[de Sails gift]

Above, X ; on r.. Ill

[PI. XXIX. 4.]

Above, X ; on r.. Ill

Above, X ; onr.. Mil'

[de SaUs gift]

[PI. XXIX. 5.]

243

Date

13=
622/8

13=
622/3

13=
622/3

14=
623/4

' Cp. the busts on K coin of Ravenna (infra) of year vii=A.D. 616/17.
^ Sabatier attributed these coins to Heraclonas, David Tiberius, and Constantine III,

A.D. 641, owing to a misunderstanding of the date which has been set right by Thomsen
Cat., p. 35, Nos. 541-3 : cp. Rev. helge, 1855, p. 410.

^ An apparent ./t/iffe stroke is really part of the border of dots.
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No.

424

Weight

67.7

Metal and
Size

A^ -85

425

426

427

67-3

65-2

428 67-5

N .85

A[ .8

M -8

M .8

Obverse Reverse

Xn. KAVENNA

Solidus

Circ. A. D. 610-613

DNHERAC LIVSPP
AVC Bust of Hera-

clius, with close
beard, facing; wears
helmet with plume
and paludamentum
and cuirass; in r.,

globus cr.

[Pembroke sale, 1848,
lot 1461]

V1CTOR.I AAVCCC
Cross potent on
four steps ; beneath,

CONOB

At end of inscr., H
[PI. XXIX. 6.]

Circ. A. D. 618/14

—

circ. a. d. 630 or later

DDNNHeRACLIVS
€TH6RAC0NSTPP
AVCC BustofHera-

clius, with close
beard, and bust of

Heraclius Constan-
tine, beardless,
facing. Above,
cross. Each wears
crown with cross

and paludamentum
and cuirass.

(\\NN€KACLIVS£
T6RAC0STPPAVC)

[de Salis gift]

(Ends CO-SPP)
[Bank ofEngland gift

,

1877]

())NNheR.ACLIVSe
ThGRACONPA/)

VICTORI AAVCC
Cross potent on
four steps ; beneath,
CONOB

(Three steps), at end
of inscr., Z^ and
peUet.

[Cracherode bequest,

1799]

(AVCCC for AVCC)
at end of inscr., H

(VICTORI AAVCCC)
at end of inscr., H

At end of inscr., H
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[PI. XXIX. 7.]
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No. Weight

429

430

69-5

69-

431

432

438

69-5

68.

67.5

434 22.8

Metal and
Size

N -75

N .8

M .85

N -8

M -8

N .6

Obverse

(AVC for AVCC)
[Purchased, 1862]

NforNN)
AVC for AVCC)

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

(Three steps)

(AVCCC for AVCC)
at end of inscr., P

(A for A)
at end of inscr., T;
in field r., star.

[PI. XXIX. 8.]

Issued circ. a. d. 630 or later

DDNNeRACLIVSeT
eKACONSTPP Bust

of Heraclius, with
long- beard and
nioustaclie,andbust

of Heraclius Con-
stantino with close

beard, facing.
Above, cross. Each
wears crown with
cross and paluda-
mentum and
cuirass.

(CONSTT for CON
ST)

[PI. XXIX. 9.]

(Ends CONSPP)

(DDNNHeRACLIVS
eTHeHACONTPPA
VC)

VICTORI AAVCC
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-

neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., P

At end of inscr., K ?

[PI. XXIX. 10.]

(Four steps)

(AAVCCC for AA
VCC)
at end of inscr., H
[Purchased, 1863]

Tremissis

DNH6R.ACL IPCRPA
VC Bust of Hera-

clius r., beardless;

wears armour and
diadem ; cross on
head.

[Blacas, 1867]

VICT0KIH6R.ACLI
AVC Cross potent

;

beneath, CONOB

[PI. XXIX. U.]
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No. Weight

435

436

437

438

439

22-8

22-4

22.5

22.4

22.8

Metal and
Size

N -6

N .65

M -6

N .6

M -55

440

441

99.6

97.7

M 1.

M 1-

442 6.8 M .45

Obverse Reverse

DNHeRACLI VSPP
AVC Bust of Hera-

clius r., beardless
;

wears armour and
diadem.

(Cross on head)
[PI. XXIX. 12.]

[PI. XXIX. 13.]

\

(DNHER.AC LIPER.P
AVC)

i

(Cross on head)

(DNHERAC LIVSPP
AVC)

DNN6R.AC
SPPAV

LIV

VICTOR.IAAVCVS
TOR.VN Cross po-
tent; beneath,
CONOB

(KVID for RVN)
[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[de Salis gift]

Sliver

Issued circ. a.d. 615 or later

DDNNh6R.ACLIVS€
Th€RACON Hera-

clius, bearded, and
Heraclius Constan-
tine, beardless,
seated, facing, on
double throne.
Each wears long
robes and crown
with cross, and
holds in r. globus
or. Above, cross.

Border of dots.

(Double-struck)

DeVSADlVTAKOfDA
NIS Cross potent on
globus which rests

on three steps.
Wreath-like border.

[Pl. XXIX. 14.]

(Double-struck)
(A for A)
[PI. XXIX. 15.]

Inscr. Bust of Hera-
clius r., beardless;

wears armour and
diadem. Border of

dots.

DNh€R.A
VS

CLIPPA

Cross potent. Wreath-
like border.

[Rollin sale, London,
1853, lot 587]
[PI. XXIX. 16.]
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Weight
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No.

451 111-

452 129.1

453 103-7

Metal and
Size

M 1-

JE .9

JE -9

Obverse Reverse Date

M
DNeR.AC + eT€R.AC
ON' Bust of Hera-

clius (on 1.), beard-
ed ? and shorter

bust of Heraclius

Constantine (on r.)

facing-. Above,
cross. Each is

draped and has
cross on head.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXIX. 22.]

Inscr. Heraclius, with
long beard and
moustache (on 1.),

and Heraclius Con-
stantine, with close

beard (?), (on r.)

standing facing-.

Each wears crown
with cross. Above,
cross. Heraclius
wears military dress
and holds in r. long
cross. He tramples
on a prostratefigure
(aPersian soldier ?).

Heraclius Constan-
tine wears long-
robes and holds in

r. globus cr.

DDNNH€RACLIVS€
TH6R..? Between the
two figures, cross

on three steps.

DDNN?
scure.

Partly ob-

M on 1.. A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., KAV

On r., V
II

beneath, A (= A)

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

in ex., R.AV

On X;
X

I

beneath, A

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXIX. 23.]

On r., X ; beneath, A
X

I

[de Salis gift]

7=
616/17

21=
630/1

21=
630/1
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No.
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No.
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K

251

No. Weight Metal and
Size

461 60-3

462

463

67-8

50.7

M .7

M -75

M -65

Obverse Reverse Date

K

DDNNHeRACLIVSe
TUGKACON? (partly

obscure). Bust of
Heraclius,with close

beard (on L), and
shorter bust of
Heraclius Constan-
tine [beardless] (on
r.]. Both facing-

;

draped and wearing
crowns with cross.

Above, cross.

[Purchased, 1904]

DDNNh€RACLIV6T
h€R.CONTPP Hera-

clius, with long
beard and mous-
tache (on 1.), and
Heraclius Constan-
tino (on r.), stand-
ing facing. Each
wears crown with
cross. Above, cross.

Heraclius wears
military dress and
holds in r. long-

sceptre with cross.

He tramples on a
prostrate figure (a

Persian soldier ?).

Heraclius Constan-
tine wears long
robes and holds in

r. globus cr. Be-
tween the two
figures, cross on
steps.

[de Salis gift]

(Inscr. obscure or off

flan) (cross on steps
omitted).

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross

;

beneath, RA

On r., V
II

[PI. XXX. 5.]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross.

(Cp. Nos. 452-4,
supra.)

On r. ,XX
I

; beneath,A
[PI. XXX. e.]

On r. ,XX
I

; beneath,A
[Royal Collection]

7=
616/17

21=
630/1

21=
630/1
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No.
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No. Weight

467

468

26-6

25-3

Metal and
Size

M .5

^ -5

469 33-2

470 18.4

JE -65

M .55

471 22- M .5

Obverse Reverse

X
DNeRA CLIPPA
Bust of Heraclius,

with close beard,

facing; draped;
wears crown with
cross ; in r. globus

cr. Border of dots.

[Purchased, 1864]

[de Salis gift]

Inscr. Bust of Hera-
clius r., with close

beard ; wears dia-

dem, paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

Border of dots.

DNNh€RAC
PPAVC (Flan of

irregular shape).

.NNh€R.A PP
AVC (Flan of ir-

regular shape).

/V border of dots.

[PI. XXX. 9.]

/\ above, cross.

Border of dots.

On r., Ul

II

[H. P. BorreU sale,

1852, lot 1076]

'

[PI. XXX. 10.]

On r., [date obscure]

[de Salis gift]

X
....A CLIVSPPA
Bust of Heraclius
r. (beardless?),
wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass. Border.

[de Salis gift]

Wreath-like border.

[PI. XXX. 11.]

^ The attribution of Nos. 469 and 470 to Ravenna is somewhat doubtful.
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COINS WITH THE NAME OF HERACLIUS NOT ISSUED AT THE
IMPERIAL MINTS.

The imitations (chiefly Lomloardic ?) are mainly the semissis (rei-.

globus cruciger) and tremissis (rev. cross potent) with the obverses very

rude and the legends blundered.

There are also (Brit. Mus.) some solidi (possibly Arab imitations) with

obv. Heraclius and two sons standing facing. The ohv. is very roughly en-

graved and does not appear to be of any Imperial mint. One of these has, oe

the rev., the cross potent represented as T : cp. the early Arab imitations

of the thick gold coins of Carthage where the cross is treated in the same

way (Brit. Mus. Cat. Oriental Coins, Additions I-IV, PL HI). In Brit. Mus.

is also a solidus (acquired in 1906) which is a barbarous imitation of our

No. 10, &c., supra (ohv. busts of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine. Legend

blundered; rev., cross potent on three steps. Legend, VICTA AOVNI

;

beneath, hONOC). Tlie provenance is unknown.

On the Merovingian imitations see the works of de Belfort and Prou.
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CONSTANS II (Constantinus III)

Sept. 641—Sept. (?) 668

CONSTANTINUS IV POGONATUS, son of Constans II; Augustus from

A.D. 654.

HERACLIUS and TIBERIUS, sons of Constans II; Caesars from a.d. 659.

Mints = I. Constantinople
;

[Alexandria ?] ; II. Carthage ; III. Sicily
;

IV. Eome ; V. Ravenna. -

No. Weight

68-5

68-2

Metal and
Size

N -8

N .lb

Obverse Reverse

I. CONSTANTINOPLE

Solidus'

A. D. 641

—

circ. 646 ?

(Bust of Constans, beardless)

DNCONSrAN ri
NMSPPAVI Bust of

Constans II, beard-
less, facing ; wears
crown with globus
or., paludamentum
and cuirass ; in r.,

globus or.

[Purchased, 1904]

(AV)

VICTORIA AVgq
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-
neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., B

At end of inscr., A

Date

' The gold and silver cannot be dated with perfect exactness. The principal clues

are the first appearance of Constantine IV and of Heraclius and Tiberius in company
with their father, probably in a, d. 654 and 659 respectively. The dates assigned to the

N with the single bust of Constans are more conjectural. The beardless head doubtless
begins in a.d. 641, when the Emperor was only eleven. In a few years (about 646?)
his face displays a close beard and whiskers. Then follows the long beard type, the first

appearance of which may be assigned to a.d. 651/2, as in that year Constans is repre-

sented with a long beard on the dated M of Constantinople. At this time he was only
about twenty-one years old, and the portrait is obviously entirely conventional and
closely modelled upon that of Heraclius. The Athens (Asklepieion) finds (see Svoronos,
Joum. int., 1904, p. 143), which may have been buried circ. 662, the date of the visit

of Constans to Athens, include the solidi of the Emperor in conjunction with his three
sons (two types).
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68-9

684

68-7

66-6

69-3

68.7

69.2

67.5

Metal and
Size

N -8

N -8

N -75

M .8

N -85

N .8

M -8

N -8

N

Obverse

[Lord Elg'in]

[Purchased, 1904]

(AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

[Bought in 1904

;

from Ponton
d'Amecourt sale,

No. 908]

(AV)
?)ouble-struck)

urchased, 1904]

(AV) (graffito KA &c.)

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

[de Sails gift]

[PI. XXX. 13.]

(•DH for TDN)
[de SaUs gift]

Reverse

At end of inscr., 6

At end of inscr., H
[PI. XXX. 12.]

At end of inscr., 8

At end of inscr., B (be-

neath, CONOBC)

Atendof inscr. , T ' (be-

neath, CONOBC)

Atend of inscr. , S (be-

neath, CONOBC)

At end of inscr. , C (be-

neath, CONOBK)

Atendofinscr. ,Q - (be-

neath, CONOBK)

Cin: A. D. 646-651

(Bust of Constans with short beard)

•DNCONSrAN n
NMSPPAVI Bust of

Constans 11, with
short beard and
whiskers," facing

;

wears crown with
globus cr., jjaluda-

mentum and
cuirass; in r.,

globus cr.

(Ends AVtl)

(Double-struck)
[Purchased, 1904]

VICTORIA AV^tJ
Cross potent on
three steps; be-
neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., B;
in field r., €

(Double-struck)
at end of inscr., A

;

in field r., 6

[PI. XXX. 14.]

^
With €, Montagu Cat., No. 1136.

- This might also be a misshapen B ; cp. Montagu Cat., No. 1137.
' On Nos. 11-15 inclusive, and on No. 18, the hair on the face is only slightly

indicated by dots. These pieces are probably the earliest of this type.
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No.
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No.

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

3G

37

Weight

69-2

66-

67.2

68-2

(pierced)

69-2

68-

68-8

68-6

664

68-

68-6

Metal and
Size

N .75

N -8

N -S

N -75

N -8

N -8

N -8

N -75

A7 .75

N .75

a;- .75

Obverse Reverse

Circ. A.D. 651/2-659

(Bust of Constans with long beard)

DNCONSrAN n
NHSPPAV Bust of

Constans II, with
long beard and
moustache, facing

;

wears crown with
globus cr., paluda-
mentum and cui-

rass ; in r.
,
globus

cr.

[Purchased, 1904]

(V blundered)

[Purchased, 1904]

[Lieut.-Col. Ross,
1846]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXX. 16.]

[Presented by Mr.
P. Henderson, 1877]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

VICTORIA AV^q
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-

neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr., A

;

in field r., star.

[F. Parkes Weber gift,

1906]

At end of inscr., B

At end of inscr., f

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr. A (be-

neath, CONOB+)

At end of inscr., S

At end of inscr., H

At end of inscr., H

At end of inscr., I

At end of inscr. ,©(be-

neath, CO NOB!)
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"Weiffht

68-

67-2

68-

65-7

{pierced)

68-3

68-2

67-2

694

67-

Metal and
Size

N -8

N .75

N -8

M -8

N .75

N -i

N .75

N .75

M .75

Obverse Reverse

A.D. 654^659

(Busts of Constans II and Constantine IV)

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, -with long
beard and mous-
tache, and smaller
bust of Constantine
IV, beardless'; each
facing, wearing
paludamentum and
cuirass and crown
with globus cr.

;

between them,
small cross.

•DNCONSrANriN
vsccoNsri

DNCONSrANTTIN
MSCCONSrAN .

•DNCONSrANriN
HSCCONSrANr

•DNCO....Nr..HS
ccoNsrANr

•DNCO riNHS
CCONSTAN

•DNCO[S.nNTANr
INMSCCONSrA

DN riNHSC
corn

X)NCONSrAriNHS
ccoNsri

•DNCONSrAriNHS
CCONSrAN

VICTORIA AV^M
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-
neath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., A

At end of inscr., B

[C. A. Murray, 1849]
"^

[Pl. XXX. 17.]

(lA)
At end of inscr., B

[Bank ofEngland gift,

1877]

At end of inscr. , V
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr. , A
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., A
(CONOB+)'

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr., €
[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr. S

0-7 P^^^'^^^ always beardless
; the bearded head described Joiini. int., 1904, p. 155

JNo. 87, IS really Heraclius Constantine, as the inscription proves.
'

^ CONOB+, Journ. int., 1904, p. 154, No. 71.
' With CONOBl, Journ. int., 1904, p. 154, No. 76.
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No.

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

Weight

67.3

(pierced)

68-8

68-2

67-8

67.5

68-5

67-

Metal and
Size

N .75

N -8

N .8

N .S

N .75

AT .8

N .85

Obverse

•DNCON....riNHS
CCONSrAI

•DNCONSrANriN
HSCCONSrANri

DNCONSrAN n
NHSCCONSrANr

.

DNCONSrANr
NHSCCONSrAN

riN
[PI. XXX. 18, obv.]

[DNCONS?]rA ri
NHSCCONSrA

•DNCONSrAN &c.

(partly obscure)

Reverse

At end of inscr., S
[Royal Collection]

At end of inscr. , S
[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr., H
[C. A. Murray, 1849]

At end of inscr. ©
[Purchased, 1904]

(lA)
At end of inscr. , I

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

(lA)
At end of inscr. , I

[C. A. Murray, 1849]

A.D. 659-668

(Two busts and two figures)

Inscr. ' Bust of Con-
stans n, with long-

beard and mous-
tache, and smaller
bust of Constantine
IV, beardless; each
facing and wearing
paludamentum and
cuirass ; between
them, small cross.

Constans wears hel-
metwith globus cr.

;

Constantine wears
crown with globus
cr.

DNCONS n
(=S)

N-

VICTOR.IA A VCM
Cross potent on
three steps ; on 1.,

HeracUus; on r.,

shorter figure of

Tiberius ; each is

beardless, stands
facing, wears long
robes and crown
withcross and holds
in r. globus cr.

;

beneath, CONOB

At end of inscr., A
(AVCM)
[Purchased, 1904]

|

Date

' A great number of variations in the legend occur : see Svoronos in Journ. int.,

1904, p. 156 (Athens finds). The date of the earliest issue of coins of this class is

not earlier than a. d. 659, when Heraclius and Tiberius became Caesars : possibly it may
be later than 659, because somewhat similar M coins (PL XXXII. 13 ; obv. Constans II and
Constantine IV standing facing, rev. Hei-aclius and Tiberius standing on 1. and r. of M ,

above, cross) appear to be dated year '25 ', i.e. a.d. 665/6.
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No. WeigM Metal and
Size

65 69-

66

67

68

67.

68.

69.

N -75

M .75

N .6

N -i

69 33-: M .7

Obverse Reverse

Circ. A.D. 659-668

(Bust and three figures)

VICTORIA AVCM
Bust of Constans II,

with long beard and
moustache, facing

;

wears paludamen-
tum and cuirass,

and helmet with
plume; inr., globus

cr.

(lA)
At end of inscr., B'

At end of inscr., f
(globus cr. in front

of helmet)

(lA)

At end of inscr., A"

At end of inscr., S

Threefigures standing
facing. In centre,

Constantine IV;
on r., shorter figure

of Heraclius ; on 1.,

diminutive figure

of Tiberius. Each
is beardless, wears
long robes and
crown with cross

and holds in r.

globus cr. Beneath,
CONOB

TRollin sale, London,

1853, lot 246]

[PI. XXXI. 1.]

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXI. 2.]

Semissis'

DNCONSrAN ri
NMSPPAV Bust of

Constans II r.,

beardless ; wears
diadem,paludamen-
tum and cuirass
(rude work).

VICTOR.I AAVC^
Globus surmounted
by cross potent.

At end of inscr., S

[de Sails gift]

^ B slightly obscure but certain. Sabatier (ii, j]. 4, No. 15) describes a specimen

v?ith officina 5" as being in the British Museum. This is not the case ;
possibly he refers

to our No. 65, and the B may have been mis-read ?" (cf. Bev. num., n. s. iv, p. 306 c.;

PI. IX. c).

^ With €, dans le commerce (1905).
' On the attribution to Constans II, rather than to Constantine IV, see Svoronos,

Journ. int., 1904, p. 149 f. Various specimens occurred in the Athens finds, ib., p. 159 f.

Compare also the coins of the Carthage mint, infra.
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Weight

33.7

34-2

32-8

33.5

20-

214

21-

18-5

62-2

{pierced)

Metal and
Size

N .7

A^ -7

N -7

N -65

N .65

M .65

N .65

M .6

M -75

Obverse

[PI. XXXI. 3.]

[PI. XXXI. 4.]

(T)NCONSrA riN
HSPPAV)

(H for H)

Reverse

At end of inscr., S

[Royal Collection]

At end of inscr., S

[Rev. G. J. Chester,

1874]

At end of inscr., S

[Purchased, 1904]

At end of inscr., S

[Bankof England gift,

1877]

Tremissis

DNCONSrAN ri
NHSPPAV Bust of

Constans II r.,

beardless ; wears
diadeni,paludamen-
tum and cuirass
(rude work).

[PI. XXXI. 5.]

[PI. XXXI. 6.]

(DNCONSrN TIN
HSPPA[V])

(P for H)

VICTOKIAAVgM
Cross potent ; be-

neath, CON05

At end of inscr., S

[de Salis gift]

At end of inscr., S

[de Salis gift]

At end of inscr., S

[de Salis gift]

At end of inscr., S

[de Salis gift]

Silver'

A.D. 641-646?

DNCONSrAN ri
NHSPPAVI Bust of

Constans 11, beard-
less, facing ; wears
crown with globus
cr., paludamentum
and cuirass ; in r.

,

globus cr.

[Purchased, 1863]

Cross potent on globe
placed on three
steps ; on 1. and r.,

palm-branch.

[PI. XXXI. 7.]

Date

' There are some alight indications that some of these pieces may be of the Carthao-e
and Ravenna mints, but in the absence of decisive evidence they are all catalogued
here under ' Constantinople '.
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No, Weight

79 101-5

80

81

82

83

84

104-8

96-7

98.

81-2

79-6

85 103-8

Metal and
Size

M -9

M 1-05

M 1-15

M -95

M -85

M -8

M -95

Obverse

DNCONSrAN n
NHSPPAVI Bust of
Constans IE, beard-
less, facing, as on
No. 78.

Reverse

•D€MSAx»mrAR.onn
AN IS Cross potent
on g-lobe placed on
three steps.

•DNCONSrAN n
NHSPPAVI Bust of
Constans 11, with
close beard, facing

;

wears crown with
globus cr., palu-
damentum and

[PI. XXXI. 8.]

Circ. A.D. 646.P-651?

D€HSAT)IHrAROm

cuirass;
fflobus or.

m

(AV)
[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[BorreU sale, 1852,
lot 985]

QA for N ; V for M

;

AV for AVI) (beard
somewhat longer
than onNos. 80-82).

(..CONHAN riNH
OAAV.?) (beard
somewhat longer
than onNos. 80-82).

Date

AN IS Cross potent
on globe placed on
three steps.

[PI. XXXI. 9.]

(Double-struck or re-

struck)

(H for N)
[Purchased, 1867]
[Pl. XXXI. 10.]

(y\ for N)
[Purchased, 1904]

A.D. 654^659

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stansn (on 1.), with
moustache and long
beard, and shorter

bust of Constantine
IV (on r. ), beardless.

Between them,
cross. Each facing,

and wearing crown
with globus cr.,

paludamentum and
cuirass.

•DNCONSrANriN
HSCCONSrNArszc.

"DEHSA'DmrAR.Om
AN IS Cross potent
on globe placed on
three steps.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXI. 11.]
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No.

86

87

Weight

102-5

82-7

62-2

(worn)

«9 67-4

W 97.2

Metal and
Size

M -85

M -8

M -85

M .85

Al .85

Obverse

.NCON MSCC
ONSrAN

DNCONSrA TIN
MSCCONSrANr

..CON...NriNMS
cc

Reverse

[Borrell sale, 1852,

lot 987]

(Form of A varies)

In field r., B
[de Salis gift]

In field r., C
[de Salis gift]

Circ. A.D. 659 .P

(on
Be-

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stansll (onl.), with
moustache and
long beard, and
shorter bust of
Constantine TV
r.), beardless,

tween them, cross.

Each facing and
wearing paluda-
mentum and
cuirass. Constans
II wears helmet
with globus cr. ; his

son wears crown
with e-lobus cr.

•DNC C

Cross potent on globe

placed on three
steps ; on 1. and r.

,

palm-branch.

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXXI. 12.]

A.D. 659-668

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, with mous-
tache and long
beard, and shorter
bust of Constantine
IV, beardless, each
facing ; all as No.
89.

•DNNCC-
C.~?

Ari.c

•DeMSA-omrAKom
AN IS Cross potent
on three steps ; on
1., Heraclius ; on r.,

shorter figure of
Tiberius ; each is

beardless, stands
facing, wears long
robes and crown
with cross and holds
in r. globus cr.

Beneath,
[Purchased, 1867]
[PI. XXXI. 13.]
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No. Weight

91 105-5

!)-2 103-

Metal and
Size

M

M -9

93

94

75.2

87.

95 86-2

JE -8

M -8

JE 1-05

Obverse

AH

AN

Reverse Date

[Campana sale, 1846,

lot 1188]

([X)€]yS[AT)?]lHrR.O
mANIS)

[de Sails gift]

M

IhPeR. COhS'^ (Im-
perator Constanti-

nus). Bust of
Constans II, beard-
less, facing; wears
crown with cross

and paludamentum
and cuirass ; in r.

,

fflobus cr.

A.D. 643/4

(Bust, beardless)

M on 1., A
N

(ihPe)

A
in ex., N€OH

;

above, cross. ^

On r., II ; beneath, A
I

(Restruck .?)

[de Salis gift] Onr., II

I

beneath, A

(Restruck on a coin of Constans II, with

obv. beardless figure standing, rev. Ill (the

next type here described) : on obv., traces

of A N and ITl).

N €
A O

3=
648/4

3=
643/4

[Lynch, 1856] On r., II ; beneath, P

I

(Restruck)

3=
643/4

1 If Sab., i, p. 298. No. 15 ; PI. 32, 18 is to be trusted there are coins with a similar

061;., but inscribed on the rev. ANNO 1 1 1 CON. Of. the coins, infra, of Constans II of

Sicily, inscribed SC^. The word ANAN60 (which rather seems to have been

suggested by the familiar ANNO that had so long appeared on the M coins) is

followed by 14 or «/i , or S or SS, these signs being either (as Warren has suggested,

N. C, 1861, p. 51 n), equivalent to Z, or ZIZ, or marking an abbreviation (so S or S,

in INA^ = IvSiKnmvos, cp. Byz. Zeit., 1905, p. 12). We have thus the word avaveaats=
' renewal ',

' restoration '. Warren (loo. cit., p. 48) compares it with such imperial coin-

legends as Fel. temp, reparatio and Restitutor orbis. The word has also the meaning
of renovation in a religious sense as avaviaxris Kara deov (Athan. ii. 245 a). This legend
was first introduced by Constans II and not by Heraclius as sometimes stated (e. g. by
de Saulcy, Essai, p. 61).
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No.
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No.

101

102

103

Weight

51.8

147-4

85-

Metal and
Size

M -8

M -9

M .85

Obverse Reverse Date

Ci A.D. 641-651

(StandiDg' figure, beardless)

6NTST O Nl KA'
Constans 11, beard-
less, standiug
facing, holding in

r. long cross, in 1.

globus cr. ; wears
crown with, cross

and long robes.

[Purchased, 1904]

(6NTBT0 N I KA)

1 11 onl., A ; onr., N
N €
A O

above, cross.

In ex., Alv/% ^

In ex., BIS

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXI. 15.]

In ex., BIS

' The olv. type and legend were first introduced by Heraclius, at Carthage, but there
is nothing distinctively African about this series, which may be conveniently assigned to
Constantinople. The earliest coins of this class must have been issued not later (and
probably earlier) than the third year of Constans II, because a specimen of the full-face
type [supra, No. 94), dated year ' 3

' is restruck on one of these coins. The series must
have come to an end in the eleventh year (= a.d. 651/2) when somewhat similar coins
(with the Emperor bearded) were issued.

" The on belongs to ANAN60 : see note 1, p. 266, supra. The numerals in the
exergue of this series are curious. Al, Bl, Tl might be the dates 11, 12, 13, but
All, Bll, ni, seem impossible dates. We may say, therefore, with confidence that I

does not represent ten, but simply the numeral one. If we add the numerals in each
series together, we have the following results:—

A! = 2 ....
Bl=3 All = 3

ri=4 Bll=4
rii = 5

'ill = 8 Aim = 8 and yr (5 + 3) = 8.

Slll=9 €1111 = 9

C:<AI = 11? (i.e. 6 + 4 + 1)

If these are really dates they are doubtless regnal years, stopping short in year eleven
when (as already stated) a new type was undoubtedly introduced.

An alternative theory would be to suppose that the first numeral in the exergue
indicates the officina, while the following numerals indicate the date (thus, BII=Year II

of officina B). We should thus have :

—

Year I of ofiicinae A, B, f

„ II „ „ A, B, r, ^1(6)

M (5), (\III

IV A, 6
The main objections to this latter theory are (1) that (on the supposition that

the Brit. Mus. collection is fairly representative) it provides coinages for/o«r years only,

(2) that it does not account for the exergue Q Al.
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Weight
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No.
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No.



IMPERIAL BYZAI^TINE COINS

Weight

48-7

40-8

49-2

57-5

75-7

44-6

474

74-5

57-3

45.7

Metal and
Size

JE .85

JE .85

JE -Gb

JE .9

JE -85

.^ .85

JE .85

JE .95

M .75

JE .8

Obverse

[Cyprus find]

(H for N)
[Cyprus find]

(Inscr. obscure)

[Purchased, 1904]
(Restruck)

[Cyprus find]

[Cyprus find]

Reverse

Beneath, B

inex., [X]II|M

(above, star)

;

countermark, JS

Beneath, B

inex., Xlll'^

(above, star)

;

countermark, JS

Beneath, B

inex., [X]lll[4]

(above, star).

Beneath, A
in ex., Xlll'^

[above, star]

;

countermark, ^
Beneath, A

inex., XI[II]M

(above, star)

;

countermark, JS

(Restruck)

(Ends ONI..)
[Cyprus find]

[Purchased, 1904]

Beneath, €

in ex., XI 1

1*^

(above, star)

;

countermark, <

Beneath, €

inex., X[III][H]

(above, star).

(Restruck)

[Cyprus find]

[Cj^prus find]

[Cyprus find]

Beneath, ?

inex., Xlll[H]

(above, star)

;

countermark, jL

Beneath, B

in ex., XIII |H

[above, star]

;

countermark, JS

Beneath, A
inex., XllllH

(above, star)

;

countermark, J^
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No.
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Weight
Metal and

Size

42-4

50-6

32-7

39-

52-2

41.2

JE -75

M -85

JE -95

JE -8

JE .75

JE .9

Obverse

[Cyi^rus find]

Reverse

On r., Xg
beneath,
A /A Xx

In nI
^ oco ^

countermark, JS

(Restruck, probably on a coin of Constans 11

similar to Nos. 101 ff. ; on obv. , remains of 1 1 1).

[Cyprus find]

Countermark, Jc»

[Cyprus find]

On r., XM
beneath, A ?

[in ex., CON ?]

countermark, JS

On r., XM
beneath, B

Date

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

15=
: 655/6

(Restruck apparently on IM coin of Con-

stans II similar to Nos. 93-100, supra ; on

rev., remains of beardless bust facing in

crown with cross).

[Cyprus find]

[PI. XXXI. 20.]

[Cyprus find]

(Insci-. = I)

/\

(Emperor in long-

robes)

On r., XH
beneath, f ?

countermark, 3L

On r., XM
beneath, €

countermark, JS

(Onl., A; on r., N
N e
N

(above, cross)

;

beneath, 9

(in ex., CON'^)

[PI. XXXII. 1.]

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

(Neatly struck, but perhaps not of an

Imperial mint, ? an early Arab imitation).
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M

275

Weight

57.4

64.7

65.1

47-8

60-4

51-

48.

Metal and
Size

JE .85

M .75

M .75

JE 1.

M .75

M .8

M .9

M .75

Obverse Reverse Date

A. D. 655/6-656/7

(Standing- figure, bearded ; on rev.

KUJNCTAN)

M on 1., K ; onr.
UU

N

6NTBT ON IKA
Constans II, with
long beard, stand-
ing facing, holding
in r., long cross; in

1., globus cr. ; wears
crown with cross
and long robes.

[de Salis gift]

[Cyprus find]

[Cyprus find]

above, star.

C
T
A
N

Beneath, A
in ex., XW

Beneath, A
in ex., XM

countermark, [JS]

Beneath, A ?

in ex., X[H]

countermark, JS

(Restruck)

[Cyprus find] Beneath, B

j

inex.,[Xq.?]

i countermark, [Jt]

(Restruck; ? on a Carthage K coin of
Heraclius (cp. Nos. 349-353, supra) on i-ev.

.

TOINKA(s«c) visible).

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

[15.?]

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

Beneath, f
in ex., XH

Beneath, A
in ex., XM

Beneath, 6
in ex., XM

(Restruck)

[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)
Beneath, €

in ex., XH

countermark, JS

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

15=
655/6
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Weight

38-3

46-7

44.8

46-6

48-8

49.

65.7

Metal and
Size

JE -85

Obverse

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

Reverse

Beneath, A
in ex., X^

44-5

42-3

M .8

M -85

M .75

JE !•

jE -85

M .9

(Restruck)

JE .85

JE .85

[Cyprus find]

[Cyprus find]

(Ends ON IKA)
[de Salis gift]

[Pl. XXXII. 2.]

[Cyprus find]

[PLirchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XXXII. 3.]

Beneath, B

in ex., Xt

ntermark, JScour

Beneath, B

inex., [X'i?]

countermark, JS

Beneath, f
in ex., X^

Beneath, C^

in ex., X^

countermark, JS

Beneath, A
in ex., X,

Beneath, A
in ex., ?

Date

16=
656/7

16=
656/7

16?=
656/7

16=
656/7

16=
656/7

15 or16

15orl6

(Restrucli on portion of a coin (? Maurice

Tiberius, of Antioch) ; on rev., remains of

Emperor's consular dress; on obv., X= date).

(eNTSTO [NIKA])
[Cyprus find]

Beneath, T ; in ex., ?
;

countermark, JS

(Restruck ; on obv., remains of M)
A

[Cyprus find]

(Restruck ; on rev., remains of M)

Beneath, f ; in ex^?
;

countermark, [slS]

15orl6

15orl6
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No Weight
Metal and

Size

180 33-2

181

182

183

87-

52-

54-8

M -8

JE .8

M -85

M .75

Obvei'se Reverse

Before circ. a.d. 651/2 ?

(Bust, bearded)

M on 1., A
N
A

on r., N

[mP€R.?][C]onrr-.?
Bust of Constans II,

with short beard,

facing ; wears palu-

damentum and
cuirass ; in r.

,
globus

or.

[Cyprus find]

'

[Pi!! XXXII. 4.]

€
O

above, cross.

Beneath, ? ; in ex. , ?
;

countermark, JS

(Restruck)

A.D. 655/6-656/7

(Two standing figures on obv.~)

Constans II, with long
beard, and Con-
stantine IV (on r.),

beardless, standing-

facing; between
,theni, cross. Each
wears crown with
cross. Constans
wears cuirass and
holds in r. long
cross ; his son wears
longrobesand holds

in r. globus cr.

[Cyprus find] Beneath, B ; on - X

countermark, Jc»

(Restruck, on a portion of a larger coin)

M on 1., A
N
N
O

above, K
in ex., CON

[Cyprus find]

[Pl. XXXII. 5.]

[Cyprus find]

Beneath, B ; on r., X
H

countermark, J^

Beneath, f ; on r., X

countermark, JS

Date

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

' This coin is poorly preserved ; cf. Warren in N. C, 1861, p. 50, No. 1.
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No.

184

185

186

Weight

434

66-4

45-3

187

188

189

190

47-

46.6

51-7

47-

Metal and
Size

M -75

M .8

M -7

M .85

M .9

JE .9

JE .85

Obverse

[Cyprus find]

[CyiDrus find]

[Cyprus find]

Reverse

Beneath, f ; on r., X
H

countermark, Ju

Beneath, A ; on r., X
H

countermark, JS

Beneath, A ; on r.', X
H

countermark, sJC»

(Restruck ; on rev., X visible)

[Cyprus find] Beneath, B ; on r., X

[Cyprus find]

[Cyprus find]

191 ''.2-

192 48.1

M .85

M .85

countermark, JS

Beneath, ? ; on r., X
Ml

countermark, JS

Beneath, ? ; on r., X
Ml

countermark, JS

(Constantine holds (Above, ^)
long cross in r.) on r., X (= XP1?)
[Purchased, 1904] II

[Pl. XXXII. 6.] I I

j

beneath, /y\

I

(in ex., K[ON ?])

(Perhaps not struck at an Imperial mint)

[Cyprus find]
|
Beneath, f ?

I

on r., X

Date

15:=

655/6

15=
655/6

15=
655/6

16=
656/7

16=
656/7

16=
656/7

17=
657/8

Countermark, 3l
[Cyprus find]

M[l]

countermark, JS

Beneath, A ; on r., X
Ml

I

17=
657/8

(Restruck; on rev., X)
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Weight

47.7

60-2

58-8

48-2

40-0

49-4

56.6

Metal and
Size

M -8

M -8

JE

iE

•9

•85

M .85

M .9

JE .9

Obverse Reverse

[Cyprus find] Beneath, A
on r., X

M[l]

countermark, JS

(Restruck ; on obv., X)

[Cyprus find]

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

[Cyprus find]

[PI." XXXII. 7.]

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

Beneath, A ?

on r., X
Ml

I

countermark, JS

Beneath, A ; on r., X
Ml

I

Beneath, A ; on r., X
Ml

I

countermark, JS

Beneath, A ; 'on r. , ?

Beneath, ? ; on r., X
Ml

I

(Restruck; on obi\, remains of IVi)

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

(Restruck, twice ? ; on obi\, heads of two
figures facing- ; on Jt'i:, in ex., XM)

A.B. 659/60-663/4

(Obv. standing figure. Rev. Three standing
figures)

Constans II, with long
beard, standing-
facing ; wears hel-

metwith plume and
cuirass; in r., long-

cross ; 1. hand on
hip ; on r. , M , above
which, cross.

On 1., I

e
beneath M, A

Constantine TV, Hera-
clius and Tiberius

',

standing .facing,

each wearing long
robes and crown
withcross,andhold-
ing in r. globus cr.

;

in field r., letter

(sometimes obscure
or off the flan, some-
times wanting).

[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 1080]

Date

17=
657/8

17=
657/8

17=
657/8

17=
657/8

17=
657/8

19=
659 60

' The central figure, sometimes slightly taller than the others, is

Constantine IV.

probably

if"
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No.
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No



28-2 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight
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M

283

Weight

66.2

57-

60-5

72.

28.5

61.7

51.4

53-2

Metal and
Size

^ 1.05

M 1.05

jE .8

JE .9

JE .7

^ 1.15

M .9

JE .75

73-4 JE .9

Obverse

On 1., ?

;

beneath M, B

Onl.,?;
beneath M, ?

Reverse

Countermark, oL
[Cyprus find]

[PL XXXII. 10.]

Countermark, JS
[

[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

On 1., .?
; Countermark, Jt

beneatli M, A
|

[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

On 1., ? ; no letter

beneath M
;

On 1., ?
;

beneath M, ?

Countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

[H. P. BorreU sale,

1852, lot 1080]

Cm: A.u. 663/4-665/6?'

(Obv. Bust. Rev. Three busts)

Im above, bust of

Constantine IV ; on
1. , bust ofHeraclius;
on r., bust of Tibe-
rius ; eacli wears
drapery and crown
with cross,andholds
in r. g-lobus cr.

Bust of Constans II,

with long beard,

facing- ; wears hel-

met (often orna-

mented with cross),

paludamentum and
cuirass ; in r.

,
globus

cr. ; in field r. , K

Countermark, JS Beneath, A
[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

[Cyprus find]

[de Salis gift]

[Cyprus find]

Beneath, A

;

countermark, JS

Beneath, B

Beneath, f

;

countermark, JS

* This series may possibly be as early as a.d. 659, when Heraclius and Tiberius
became Caesars, but probably it succeeded the previous series (No. 199 ff.), which filled
the period a.d. 659/60-663/4. (One specimen, No. 252, is restruck on a coin of
year 10 (19) = a. d. 659/60.) The present series may have ended in a.d. 665/6 ( =year 25)
when a new (dated) type appears, described infra.
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Weight

62-7

72.

67-7

694

61-3

60-5

79.

75-2

78-4

77.

Metal and
Size

69-8
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No.

252

253

254

255

256

Weight

55-7

66-2

56.8

55-8

60.2

Metal and
Size

JE 1.05

JE 1.

^ .9

JE .85

M .85

Obverse

[Cyprus find]

Reverse

Countermark, J^

Restruck on coin of Constans II, similar

to No. 199, sujyra ; on ohv., remains of stand-
ing fig-ure wearing helmet and I (year 19)

e

[Cyprus find] In ex., O or Q.?
;

countermark, J,

Vin: A. D. 665/6

(^Obv. Two standing' figures. Rev. Two stand-
ing figures)

M above, cross on
steps ; on 1., Hera-

Constans II (on 1.),

withlongbeard,and
Constantino IV (on
r. ), beardless, stand-
ing facing. Con-
stans wears crown
with cross and
cuirass, and holds
in r. long cross. His
son wears crown
with cross and long-

robes and holds in

r. globus cr. Above,
between them,
small cross.

In field r., date?

clius standing
facing, wearing
crown with cross

and long robes ; in

his r., globus cr.
;

on r. , similar stand-
ing figure of Ti-

berius; in ex.,

CON'

In field r., X
X
[6?]

In field r., X
X
€?

Beneath M, B

;

countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

(Restruck)

Beneath M, T

;

countermark, [JS]
[Cyprus find]

[PI. XXXII. 13.]

Beneath M, A

;

countermark, JS
[Cyprus find]

* Five specimens occurred in the Cyprus find (Warren in N. C, 1861, p. .53, No. 11),
of which four are now in the British Museum. The fifth specimen—judging from
Warren's drawing (loc. cit., PL II. 5 = Sab. ii., p. 6, No. 22; PI. 34, 22) bore the date
XX€ (25) very clearly.
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No.
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No.

261

262

263

264

Weight

265

266

28-3

37-5

44.

24-5

Metal and
Size

M .75

JE .75

JE -7

M .7

38.2

31-

JE .75

JE .7

Obverse

[H. P. BorreU sale,

1852, lot 1080]

[de Salis gift]

[Cyprus find]

Reverse

On r., X^ ; beneath, B

II

[PI. XXXII. 15.]

Onr., XX; beneath, A
II

On r. ,XX ; beneath,A ?

[II.?]

On r., date ? obliter-

ated ; beneath, ?

;

countermark, JS

Date

Constans II (.?) and
Constantino IV (?)
standing facing.
Each wears crown
with cross, and long
robes, and holds in

r. globus cr.

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXXII. 16.]

[de Salis gift]

K on 1., A
N
N
O

above, cross."

On r., ri ; beneath, B

On r., ? ; beneath, A

[ALEXANDRIA]

Some of the more barbarous coins described

supra under Heraclius (p. 227) may possibly

have been struck at this mint in the early

part of the reign of Constans II, at some
time between a. d. 641-646 ; see Introduction,

§ 2, Heraclius I, Alexandria.

^ These coins appear from size and style to be of the reign of Constans II, but the
attribution is difficult. Sabatier (ii, p. 3, No. 10; PI. 34, 10) describes a specimen with

the date '
', but our No. 265 has clearly H =7 ? But in year 7, Constantine TV was not

yet associated with Constans as Augustus. Sabatier suggests that the date is reckoned
from A. D. 654, when Constantine IV became Augustus.
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No. Weight Metal and
Size

-267
i

68-

t268 68-5

269

270

67-2

N 45

.V 45

M 45

68-3 M 45

Obverse Reverse

II. CARTHAGE

Solidus

(i) Thick fabric

are. A.D. 641-646?

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans n, beardless,

facing ; wearscrown
with globus cr.,

paludamentum and
cuirass and holds

in r. globus cr.

DNCONS TANTl
NIP

DNCONS TANTl
NP
[BankofEnglandgift,

1877]

DNCONS TANTIN
(Trefoil for cross on
helmet),

[de Salis gift]

VICTORIA AV^q
Cross potent on
three steps. In ex.

CONOB

At end of inscr., AA
[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXII. 17.]

(VICTOR.!) At end
of inscr., A[r ?']

;

in field r.,

(VICTOR. ACMAQ
in field r., I

[PI. XXXII. 18.]

Clrc. A.D. 646P-651

DNCON TANTIN
Bust of Constans 11,

with close beard
and whiskers,
facing; wearscrown
with cross, paluda-
mentum and cui-

rass, and holds in r.

globus cr.

[H. I. BorreU sale,

1852, lot 868]

VICTO R.AC Cross

potent on three
steps. In ex., CO
NOB

Atendofinscr. , fii[6 ?]

[PI. XXXII. 19.]
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No.

271

272

273

Weight

67.2

Metal and
Size

A/ .45

69-2

66-7

A^ -45

N -45

Obverse Reverse

Circ. A. D. (J51/2 and later

DNCON CTANTI
(sic) Bust of Con-
stans II, with long-

beard and mous-
taclie, facing; wears
crown witli triple

ornament, paluda-
mentum and cui-

rass, and holds in

r. globus cr.

[Purchased, 1849]

VICTO KIAA : Cross

potent on three
steps ; in ex.,

CONOB

In field r., P
[PI. XXXII. 20.]

A. D. 1)54-659

(Two

DNCO NTA [N]T
Bust of Constans H
(on 1.), with long
beard and mous-
tache, and smaller
bust of Constantine
IV, beardless, fac-

ing ; above them,
pellet. Eachdraped
and wearing crown
with globus cr.

;

Constans holds in

r. globus cr.

busts)

VICT RA^[B.?] Cross
potent on three
steps ; in ex., CO
NOB'

[de Salis gift]

Date

[PI. XXXII. 21.]

A. D. 659-668

(Four

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II (on 1.),

with long beard and
moustache, and
smaller bust of
Constantine IV,
beardless, facing

;

above them, cross.

Each draped and
wearing crownwith
cross ; Constans
holds in r. globus cr.

DNCO A
[de Salis gift]

busts)

Cross potent on two
steps ; on 1., bust
of Heraclius ; on r.

,

bust of Tiberius.

Both facing, beard-
less ; draped and
wearing crown with
cross.

[Pl. XXXIII. 1.]

• Cp. Eev. beige, 1856, p. 193, PI. VII. 2, and Ponton d'AmecouH, No. 911, each with P
in field r. On our No. 272 there is no letter, but a small hole made accidentally.
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No.

274

275

276

Weight

66-7

65.8

Metal and
Size

AT .45

M

66-5

277 68-7

278 65-1

M -75

N .8

N .8

Obverse

(Inscr. off flan except
A)
[Purchased, 1904]

... ON.?
[Blacas, 1867]

Reverse

On r. of cross., A

(Each holds in r. glo-

bus cr.)'

[PI. XXXIII. 2].

Date

Solidus

(11) Flat fabric

-

Cln: A. D. 641-646?

DNCONSrAN n
NMSPPAV Bust of

Constans 11, beard-
less, facing- ; wears
crown with globus
or., paludamentum,
and cuirass; in r.,

globus cr. Border
of dots.

[Purchased, 1864]
[PI. XXXIII. 3.J

[de Sails gift]

[PI. XXXIII. 4.]

VICTORIA AV^q
Cross potent on
three steps ; be-
neath, CO NOB
Border of dots.

At end of inscr. , C

;

in field r., P

At end of inscr. , Q *.*

in field r., I

Circ. A. B. 646-651

DNCONSr^M ri
NVSPPA/ Bust of

Constans 11, with
short beard and
whiskers; wears
crown with globus
cr., paludamentum
and cuirass ; in r.,

globus cr. Linear
border.

[Royal Collection]

[PI. XXXIII. 5.]

VICTORIA A\f<;^

Cross potent on
three steps; be-
neath, CO NOB
Linear border.

At end of inscr., Q.
in field r., I

^ Cp. Montagu Cat., No. 1146 with P between the busts.
" I have ventured to assign to this mint certain solidi of flat fabric which differ

in several respects from the pieces struck at Constantinople. The differences are (i) in

the fabric, usually very flat; (ii) the somewhat high relief of the inscription on the rev.,

and sometimes the substitution of a linear border on the rev. for the usual dotted border

;

(iii) the peculiar marks of the ofiicinae at the end of the inscription and in the field

(with these compare the marks on the semisses and tremisses described infra).
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No.

279

280

2gl

2g2

Weight

66-2

68.J

68-7

674

Metal and
Size

N -75

A^ -8

N -8

N -8

Obverse

(Without ligatures)

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXIII. e.]

Reverse

At end of inscr., 6^
;

in field r., C

A.D. 651/2-659

•DNCONSrAN ri
NMSPPAV Bust of
Constans 11, with
long beard and
moustache, facing

;

wears crown with
globus cr., palu-
damentum and
cuirass ; in r., glo-
bus cr. Linear bor-
der.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXIII. 7.J

VICTORIA AV^CJ
Cross potent on
three steps; be-
neath, CON06
Linear border.

At end of inscr., Gl :

in field r., C

A.D. 654-659

(Two busts)

DNCONSrANriN
USCONSrANriNU

Bust of Constans 11,

with long beard
and moustache, and
smaller bust of Con-
stantine IV, beard-
less ; each facing,

wearingpaludamen-
tum and cuirass and
crown with globus
cr. ; between them,
small cross. Linear
border.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXIII. 8.]

(DNCONSrANri
ON. [CC?] ONrA
NriNO)

VICTORIA AV^M
Cross potent on
three steps; be-
neath, CO NOB
Linear border.

At end of inscr., 91+
;

in field r., A

At end of inscr., Ql
in field r., C
[de Salis gift]

Date

' Cp. Thomsen, No. 580 with T in field. Another specimen (Rollin) with pellet after
rev. legend ; another (Rollin) with three pellets after rev. legend.
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No.

283

284

285

286

Weight

69-1

65.

67.

32-5

Metal and
Size

N -75

A^ -75

N -85

A^ -6

Obverse Reverse

A.D. 659-668

(Two busts)

•DNCONST CON
sr N ms Bust of

Constans II, with
long' beard and
moustache, and
smaller bust ofCon-
stantine IV, beard-
less, each facing,

and wearing' palu-

damentum and cui-

rass ; betweenthem,
small cross. Con-
stans wears helmet
with globus cr. and
plume ; Constantino
wears crown with
globus cr. ; between
them, small cross.

Linear border.

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXIII. 9.J

(TDNCONS CO.. U)

(•DNCONSrAN ri
NMSCoNSrANIU)
(Constans wears
crown witli globus
cr., instead of hel-

.
met)

VICTORIA A V^q
Cross potent on
three steps; on 1.,

Heraclius ; on r.,

shorter figure of
Tiberius ; each is

beardless, stands
facing, wears long
robes and crown
with cross, and
holdsin r. globus cr.

;

beneath, CONOB
Linear border.

At end of inscr., KL
(=Kr.?)

At end of inscr., KM*
[de Salis gift]

(Ends AV^HL*)
[Blacas, 1867]

[PI. XXXIII. 10.]

Semissis'

DNCONSrAN ri
NMSPPAV Bust

of Constans II r.

,

beardless; wears
diadem,paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

Linear border.

[Blacas, 1867]

VICTORIA AVgU
Globus surmounted
by cross potent.

Linear border.

At end of inscr., C»
;

in field r., M

' Cp. the semisses and tremisses described supra, under Constantinople. The

separation of the two classes was suggested by de Salis, and the grounds for his division

may have been as follows. In the case of the Carthage coins (i) the hair and diadem
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No.

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

Weight

34-

35-

33-

34-3

22.2

23-2

22.

21.4

Metal and
Size

M .7

AJ- .65

N -6

JJ .6

N .55

N .55

M .55

M .55

Obverse

(A/ for AV)
[de Sails gift]

[PI. XXXIII. 11.]

(Ends NMPPA/)
[Parchased, 1869]

(DNCONSrM r.
. . PPA)

Reverse

At end of inscr., Q»
in field r., I

At end of inscr., 01
in field r., C

At end of inscr. , I CK

;

in field r., H
[PI. XXXIII. 12.]

At end of inscr., •

in field r., f*

[de Sails gift]

Tremissis

•DNCONSrAN ri
NMSPPA/ Bust of
ConstansUr. ,beard-

less ; wears diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass. Linear bor-
der.

Purchased, 1864
PI. XXXIII. 13.

[Dr. J. A. S. Grant,
1877']

[PI. XXXIII. 14.]

(AV)
de Salis gift]

(V for A/)
[de Salis gift]

VICTORIA AV^U
Cross potent ; be-
neath, CONOB
Linear border.

At end of inscr., C*
;

in field r. , f of pecu-
liar form.

At end of inscr., 6;
in field r., A

At end of inscr., 9
;

in field r., I

At end of inscr., 6*
in field r., C

Date

are represented by dots
;

(ii) the fabric is peculiar
;

(iii) there are unusual numerals or
letters on the rev. (cp. the numerals and letters on the solidi of flat fabric described
supra, No. 276 S.)

;
(iv) the Carthage coins affect a linear border instead of the usual

border of dots. It may be noted that the semisses and tremisses that occurred in the
Athens finds (Svoronos in Journ. int., 1904, p. 143 ff.) were of the Constantinople mint.

^ Purchased with a few Oriental coins, one being of Misr, others of Arabia.
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Weight

23-2

22-6

22-7

21-2

22-6

8-2

6-4

Metal and
Size

N -6

N -65

M -6

N -55

A^ .55

Obverse

M -45

J& -4

(A ? for A/)
[Purchased, 1904]

(EndsriNMSPAV)
[Purcliased, 1904]

(AV for A/)
[de Salis gift]

(•DNCNSrAJ CON
SHPPA)

[Purcliased, 1904]

(DNCONSr/M TN
s[r ?]WPPA)

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

At end of inscr., Q»
;

in field r., ©

(Inscr. continuous

;

A for A) ; at end,

ei ; in field r., C

At end of inscr., !•

;

in field r., M'

At end of inscr.,

in field r., C»
(conob:)

At end of inscr., '

in field r., f*

(CONOBV )

Silver

A. D. 641-646?

DNCONTATINV(?)
Bust of Constans II,

beardless, facing

;

wears crown with
cross and paluda-
mentumandcuirass.
In r., globus cr.

Border of dots.

[Purchased, 1862]

(End of legend broken
off from the coin)

(crown has globus
cr. ?)

Cross potent. Border
of dots.

In field, two pellets.

[Pl. XXXIII. 15.]

[Purchased, 1904]
=

^ A similar specimen, shown at the British Museum in September, 1906, was procured

in the Lipari Islands.

^ This type is followed by the silver coin described in Sab. i, p. 296, No. 10 [obv.

Bust with short beard, rev. PAX and cross).
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M

295

Weight

105-

113-1

94-6

94.3

79.

78.2

59-4

51-5

Metal and
Size

JE .95

M .9

JE .85

JE .95

M .9

M .75

JE .8

JE .8

Obverse Reverse

M
A. D. 659-668

Constans II, with long'

beard, and Constan-
tine IV, beardless,

standing facing'.

Above their heads,
cross. Constans
wears crown with
cross and cuirass,

and holds in r. long-

cross. His sonwears
crown with cross

and long robes.

'

[Purchased, 1904]

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

M
KT^ '^ on 1. , Heraclius

;

on r. , Tiberius, each
standing facing

;

beardless ; in long
robes.

[PI. XXXIII. 16.]

[PI. XXXIII. 17.]

Restruck ; ? on another coin of Constans II

;

on ohv., traces of facing bust and inscr.

(ANTINP?)

(Restruck)

[de Salis gift]

[Blacas, 1867]

(Restruck)

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck)

' To the 1. of Constantino is an object that looks like a shield, but which may,
perhaps, be only part of his robes.

^ That is, the monogram of Constans II, the mark of value and the mint-place

(Karthago).



296 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

130-

78-

74-8

83-

49-1

61-7

Metal and
Size

JE -9

M .75

M -75

JE -85

JE -75

JE -7

Obverse Reverse

xxxx
A. D. 641-646?

Inscr. obscure (.'^DN

CONST ANTINVS
PP)' Bust of Con-

stans II, beardless,

facing ; wearscrown
with globus cr. and
paludamentum and
cuirass; in r., glo-

bus cr.

[de Salis gift]

XX XX Cross

potent; in ex.,

CRTC

[PI. XXXIII. 18.]

XX
Girc. A. D. 641-646?

(Bust, beardless)

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, beardless,

facing ; wearscrown
with globus cr.,

paludamentum and
cuirass; in r., glo-

bus cr.
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Weight

82.2

63-7

(worn)

74-5

94-2

101-3

62.1

80-4

Metal and
Size

M -85

JE -75

M -8

JE -85

M -95

M -8

M -85

Obverse

CONSTA NTINVP

Reverse

[Blacas, 1867]

(Restruck)

. . . STAN TIN.... [Purchased, 1904]

DCONST ANTINVS

CONSTAN TINVS
PPA

CONSTAN TINVS
PPA

(Two pellets above
cross)

[L. Fraser, 1847]

[de Sails gift]

(Restruck on another coin of the same
series : on rev.

,
part of inscr. and head facing

;

on obv., remains of cross and X X)

Circ. A. D. 646P-659

C T Cross potent;

above, star between
two pellets ; be-

neath, X X

(Bust, bearded)

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, with short

beard, facing; wears
crown with triple

ornament, and con-
sular dress ; in
raised r. , mappa

;

in 1., globus cr.

TANTN [Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on a /\ /\ coin of Constans II

similar to No. 811 f. : on rev., remains of

inscr., TINVSP; on obv., remains of CRT
and X)

CONS TANTN I
[Purchased, 1904]

I
[PI. XXXIII. 20.]

(Restruck on a /N/\ coin of Constans II

similar to No. 311 f. : on obv., remains of

inscr. CON, PP and globus cr. ; on rev.,

CR.T &c.)
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No. Weight

904

86-7

325 58-2 JE -75

Metal and
Size

M -9

59-7

73-7

36-7

1144

57-5

70-3

64.

JE -95

Obverse

DNCO &c.

Reverse

XX

M -8

M -i

M -75

JE -9

M -75

M -8

JE

(Restruck on a, A*A, coin of Constans II

similar to No. 311 f. : on rev., remains of

CRTC &c.)

DNCONS &c.
I

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck on a /\/\ coin of Constans 11

similar to No. 311 f. : on obv., traces of inscr.

TINVP &c. ; on rev., remains of CR.TC
;

X&c.)

CONST ANTPP? Double-struck.
[Purchased, 1904]

CONST ANTINP
(Restruck)

CONS &c.
I

(Restruck on a /\/\ coin of Constans II

similar to No. 311 f. : on rev., part of inscr.

DNCON and crown; on obv., remains of

CRT^)

(Inscr. obscure) [Aschkenasi, of Tunis,

1854]

(Restruck on a /\/\ coin of Constans II

similar to No. 311 f. : on rev., part of obv.

inscr. ; on obv., CR.TQ

DNCONS &c.
j

[de Salis gift]

(Double-struck and restruck)

ANTINP
I

[L. Eraser, 1847]

(Restruck)

..NS TANTINP

(DNCO?) STAP

[L. Eraser, 1847]

[de Salis gift]

[Pl. XXXIII. 21.]
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No. Weight Metal and
Size

333

334

335

61-

76-8

65-3

336

337

49-4

63-5

338 56-2

M -75

iE -g

JE -75

M -65

M .75

JE -8

Obverse Reverse

A.D. 659-668

(Four busts)

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, with long
beard, and shorter

bust of Constantine

rv, beardless, fac-

ing; each wears
crown with cross

and paludamentum
and cuirass ; Con-
stans holds in r.

globus cr. Above,
between them,
cross.

3T . . (no cross

above)

DNCO TA TN.PP

,..ANT ..

BustsofHeradius and
Tiberius, beardless,

facing ; each wears
crown witli cross

andhasbustdraped

;

above, between
them, cross ; be-
neath, XX

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXXIV. 1.]

[PresentedbytheRev.
L. Harding Squire,

1905]

(No cross above ?)

in field r., . •

(Restruck ; .? on a coin of Constans II

like No. 321 f. ; on rev., remains of XX)

[de Salis gift]

[L. Eraser, 1847]

DNCO N . (no cross

above)

(Inscr. confused, VT
&c.)
(no cross above)

(Restruck on a coin of Constans II like

No. 311 f. ; on rev., remains of bust and
globus cr. ; on obv., remains of cross &c.)

DNCO &c. (figure of

Constantine not
visible)

(Restruck on a coin of Constans II like

No. 321 f. ; on obv., remains of cross and
X X)
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No. Weight Metal and
Size

Obverse

339

340

341

342

37-1

53-5

27.2

33-4

JE -6

JE .65

M .00

Reverse

M .55

X
A. D. 641-646 ?

CONT ANTIP
Bust of Constans 11,

beardless, facing

;

wears crown with
cross and paluda-
mentum and cui-

rass ; in p., globus
cr.

[de SaUs gift]

[R Parkes Weber gift,

1906]

(. ...H TINVPPA)

V V Cross potent.

[PI. XXXIV. 2.]

[de Salis gift]

A.D. 659-668

Bust of Constans 11,

with long beard,

and shorter bust of

Constantino IV,
beardless, facing

;

each wears crown
with cross and palu-

damentum and
cuirass ; Constans
holds in r. globus
cr. Above,between
them, cross.

[H. P. BorreU sale,

1852, lot 1080]

Busts of Heraclius and
Tiberius, facing;
each wears crown
with cross and has

bust draped ; above,

between them,
cross, beneath
which, X

Date

[PI. XXXIV. 3.]
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M

801

No.
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No.
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No.

355

356

357

Weight

85-6

74-

63-6

Metal and
Size

M 1-

JE 1-1

JE I.

358

359

95-3

71-6

360 64-5

Obverse

M -95

JE 1-

^ 1-05

[de Salis gift]

Reverse

[Pl. XXXIV. 10.]

(Restruck)

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck on Sicilian coin of Constans II

similar to No. 351 f. supra: on rev., traces
of bust and long beard; on obv., monogram
above M &c.)

A.D. 654-659

(Two figures)

Im above, X
in ex., SCL

Constans II, with long-

beard, and shorter

figure of Constan-
tine IV, beardless,

standing facing

;

Constans wears
crown with cross

and cuirass, and
holds in r. long
cross ; Constantine
IVwearscrown witli

crossandlong robes,

and holds in r. glo-

bus cr.

[de Salis gift]

(Restruck)

[Purchased, 1904]
|

(Restruck on Sicilian coin of Constans II

similar to No. 354 f. supra : on rev., I &c.)

N

[de Salis gift]
|

[PI. XXXIV. 11.]

(Restruclc on Sicilian coin of Constans 11,

similar to No. 354 f. supra: on rev., traces

of standing figure ; on obv., part of M and
[SC]L)

Date

Ind.XI
= A.D.

652

Ind.XI
= A.D.

652

Ind.XI
= A.D.

652



804 IMPEEIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

75-7

48-5

65-4

60-4

42-6

55-1

60-6

82-7

54-7

24-4

Metal and
Size

M I.

JE -95

M

M

M

M

•9

•95

75

95

Obverse Reverse

[de Salis gift] [Pl. XXXIV. 12.]

(Restruck on a Sicilian coin of Constans 11,

similar to No. 343 f. swpra : on ohv. , traces
of obv. inscr. ; on rev., N &c.)

O
M

A. D. 659-668

(Four fig-ures)

Constans 11, with long
beard, and Constan-
tine IV, beardless,

standing facing.
Constans wears
crown with, cross

and cuirass, and
holds in r. long
cross. Constantino
wears crown with
crossandlong robes,
and holds in r. glo-

bus cr.

(Crown of Constans
has globus cr.)

[de Salis gift]

M on 1., Heraclius;
on r.,Tiberius; each
beardless, standing
facing,wearinglong
robes and crown
with cross,andhold-
ing in r. globus cr.

;

above, JS ; in ex.,

SCL

[Purchased, 1904]

[PI. XXXIV. 13.]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Restruck)

[de Salis gift]

(Crown of Constans
has globus cr.)

[Purchased, 1904]

[H. P. Borrell sale,

1852, lot 1080]

[Acquired in 1849]

[PI. XXXIV. 14.]

[Purchased, 1904]

(Struck on rectangular flan)
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No. Weight

371

Metal and
Size

872

373

374

375

JE -85

61-5

42.

37.

33.2

M .8

M .65

^ -6

JE -65

Obverse

A. D.

Bust of Constans II,

with long beard,

facing' ; wearscrown
with globus or. and
paludamentum and
cuirass ; in 1., cross

surmounted by
palm?

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXXIV. 15.]

Reverse

K'
, 662?

JS (i. e. monogram of

Constans and mark

of value, K, com-
bined).

On 1., A; on r., I

N

I

Bust of Constans 11,

with long beard,

facing; wearscrown
with globus cr. and
paludamentum and
cuirass ; in r.

,
glo-

bus cr.

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

[Presented by Mr.
Felix Slade, 1868]

on 1., A ; on r., N '

N o
I

[PI. XXXIV. 16.]

Date

Year 1

= 662?

[PI. XXXIV. 17.]

Year 1

= 662?

Year 1

= 662?

Year 1

= 662?
•

Year 1

= 662?

' de Salis seems to have assigned this coin and the following coins of the I denomi-
nation to the mint of Rome, but it appears to me that an attribution to Sicily is

decidedly preferable, for the following reasons, (i) The date ANNO I accompanying
the bearded head is a difiSculty at Some, where we have beardless heads on coins dated
year 5 ; on the other hand, if the coins are attributed to a Sicilian mint the date can be
fairly well explained (as suggested by a writer in Spink's Monthly Numismatic Circular,

1905, p. 8015) as 'year 1' of the residence of Constans in Syracuse, i.e. a.d. 662.

(ii) The fabric is not so much Roman as Sicilian, i. e. the coins are flat and somewhat thin,

and the rev. is scooped out so that the type is in a sort of circular incuse (see these
peculiarities on the M coins of Sicily described above, except in the case of the SC pieces),

(iii) Specimens of No. 372 have been found at Syracuse (Spink's M. N. C, loc. cit.).

^ Cp. Photiades Cat., No. 323, with ANNO A. A similar specimen in an English
collection (1905).
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No. Weight

376

377

68-3

67-6

378

Metal and
Size

M --S

M -8

67. N .85

Obverse Reverse

IV. ROME

Solidus

A.D. 654-659

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, with long
beard and mous-
tache, and smaller
bust of Constantine
rV, beardless ; each
facing-, wearing
paludamentum and
cuirass and crown
with globus or.

;

betweenthem,small
cross. Borderofdots.

DNCONrAN riNI
CONSrANr. {sic)

[PI. XXXV. 1.]

DNCONSrAN
NMSONSrANr

[PI. XXXV. 2.]

n

VICTORIA A C,^

Cross potent on
three steps; be-
neath, CO NOB
Border of dots.*

(A for A)
At end of inscr., T;

in field r., X
[Purchased, 1863]

At end of inscr., H .

in field r., -^

[Purchased, 1862]

A.D. 659-668

DNCONSrANn
NusercoNsrA

NrPPAU Bust of

Constans II, with
long beard and
moustache, and
smaller bust of Con-
stantine IV, beard-
less, each facing,

andwearing paluda-

mentumand cuirass

and crown with
globus cr. ; between
them, small cross.

Border of dots.

[Purchased, 1862]

VIC[TO]RI[A A] V
CHI

1
Cross potent on
three steps ; on 1.,

Heraclius ; on r.,

Tiberius ; each is

beardless, stands
facing, wears long

x-obes and crown
with cross, and
holds in r. globus

cr. ; beneath, CO
NOB Border of

dots.^

[PI. XXXV. 3.]

* These coins have not the characteristics of the Constantinople, Carthage, or

Ravenna mints. I believe they may be assigned to Rom-e ; the types and inscriptions are

in somewhat high relief, and are very rough to the touch (cp. the remarks in the

' Introduction ', supra, § 2, ' Justinian II, Central and South Italian Coinages.'
* This coin is remarkably neat in detail, as if the work of a gem-engraver. It seems
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No.

379

380

Weight

381

382

383

6-2

44

Metal and
Size

3-7

(clipped)

5-2

5-9

M 4

M -35

M -3

M 45

Obveise Reverse

Silver

Circ. A. D. 051/2 and later

M 4

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stans II, with long
beard,facmg' ; wears
crown with cross

and cuirass. Border
of dots.

.Dir r o I?

D Tl ? (Crown has
triple ornament ; no
cuirass ; holds in 1.

,

globus cr.)

Bust of Constans II,

with short beard

;

wears [crown with
cross] and paluda-

mentum and cui-

rass. Borderof dots.

[Purchased, 1904]

[de Salis gift]

D Ion Bust of Con-
stans II, with long
beard,facing; wears
paludamentum and
cuirass; in r., glo-

bus cr. Border of

dots.

[Purchased, 1867]

+
R. m

beneath, star.

Radiate border.

[de Salis gift]

[PI. XXXV. 4.]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXV. 5.]

7^ Border of dots.'

[PI. XXXV. 6.]

C
K+N

Border of dots.

[PI. XXXV. 7.]

to be most conveniently assigned to the mint of Rome : X occurs on one of the tremissea

of Constantine IV, assigned, mfra, to Rome.
1 Cp. Sab., i, p. 268 f., Nos. 17 and 19 ; Eev. num., 1857, p. 263.
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No.
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No.



310 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

Weight

21-6

20-3

Metal and
Size

M 45

JE .5

22-8

5-3

A" -6

o-o

M 4

M 4

M 4

Obverse

[Purchased, 1863]

[PI. XXXV. 14, rev.]

[de Sails gift]

[PI. XXXV. 15, rev.]

Reverse

On 1., I ; on r., M

On 1., M ; on r., I

V. RAVENNA

Tremissis

BNCONSrAN n
NVSPPA[S] Bust of

Constans II r. ,l3eard-

less, wearing dia-

dem, paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

[Purchased, 1864]

VICTOR.IAAVCV2T
ORV Cross potent

;

beneath, CONOB

[PI. XXXV. 16.]

Silver

Inscr. Bust of Con-
stansllr.,beardless,

wearing diadem,
paludamentum and
cuirass. Border of

dots (rude work).

DNCON* STAMP

, NTIPP

VDNCOTANTI[P?]

otn
O
Radiate border.

[de Salis gift]

[Pl. XXXV. 17.]

[Purchased, 1867]

[Purchased, 1904]
[PI. XXXV. 18.]
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No.



312 IMPERIAL BYZANTINE COINS

COINS OF THE PERIOD OF CONSTANS II NOT STRUCK AT THE
IMPERIAL MINTS.

Probably Italian imitations, Lombard ?, or of Central and Southern Italy.

Solidus. Youthful bust, facing-. Rude work ; blundered legend.

Solidus. Long-beard type. Rough work ; in field of rev., r., Q
n

Solidus. Long-beard bust and shorter bust, both facing : imitations

with blundered legends of No. 378.

Solidus. Long-beard bust, facing. Rev. Three sons of Constans. The

Emperor wears crown instead of helmet (pale gold).

END OF VOLUME I
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JUSTINUS I. ANTIOCH,

JUSTINUS I, & JUSTINIANUS I. Constantinople, ant.och.

JUSTINIANUS I. CONSTANTINOPLE.
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JUSTINIANUS 1. CONSTANTIMOPLE.





PI. VI.
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JUSTINIANUS I. CONSTANTINOPLE.
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JUSTINIANUS I. NICOMEDIA. cyzicus.
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JUSTINIANUS I. ANTiocH.
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JUSTINUS II. NICOMEDIA. CY2ICUS. ANTIOCH.
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JUSTINUS II. ALEXANDRIA. CARTHAGE. SICILY.

ROME. RAVENNA. TIBERIUS II, CONSTANTINOPLE.





PI. XIV.
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TIBERIUS II, CONSTANTINOPLE.





PI. XV.

TIBERIUS II. THESSALONICA. NICOMEDIA. CYZICUS.
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TIBERIUS II. ANTIOCH. ALEXANDRIA. CARTHAGE,

ROME. RAVENNA.
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MAURICE TIBERIUS. Constantinople.
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MAURICE TIBERIUS, nicomedia. cyzicus.

ANTIOCH. ALEXANDRIA. CARTHAGE,





PI. XIX.

MAURICE TIBERIUS, carthage. sicily. rome.

RAVENNA. CHERSON.





PI. XX.

MAURICE TIBERIUS, cherson. THEODOSIUS. carthage.

PHOCAS. CONSTANTINOPLE. THESSALONICA.





PI. XXI.

PHOCAS. THESSALONICA. NICOMEJJIA. CYZICUS.
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PHOCAS, ANTIOCH. ALEXANDRIA. CARTHAGE.

ROME. RAVENNA.
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HERACLIUS. CONSTANTINOPLE.
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HERACLIUS. CONSTANTINOPLE,





PI. XXV.

HERACLIUS. CONSTANTINOPLE. THESSALONIOA.

NICOWIEDIA. CYZICUS.





PI. XXVI.

HERACLIUS. cYzicus. isaura. cyprus.

ANTIOCH. ALEXANDRIA.
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HERACLIUS. ALEXANDRIA. CARTHAGE.
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HERACLIUS. sicfLY.
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HERACLIUS. ROME, ravenna.





PI. XXX.

AUTOTYPE

HERACLIUS. RAVENNA.

CONSTANS II. CONSTANTINOPLE.





PI. XXXI.
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CONSTANS II. CONSTANTINOPLE.
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CONSTANS II. CONSTANTINOPLE. CARTHAGE.
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CONSTANS II. CARTHAGE.
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CONSTANS II. CARTHAGE. SICILY.
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CONSTANS II. ROME. RAVENNA.
















